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1 Introduction 

The purpose of this 'Operational Response' report is to detail the key activities and actions undertaken by the 

London Fire Brigade (LFB) in responding to the Grenfell Towerfire, which occurred on the 14 June 2017. The 

report forms a key component of the wider 'Safety and Learning' review that has been initiated by the Brigade 

as part of its statutory duty under the Fire and Rescue Services Act 2004. 

The Brigade is a learning organisation and one that is committed to fully understanding the facts relating to its 

response to the Grenfell Tower fire. In order to fulfil this commitment the Brigade needs to understand all the 

activities and actions that its personnel took during the fire. The information detailed in this report is therefore 

a key part of achieving this understanding and will also help to shape on-going improvements to the services 

that the Brigade provides to Londoners while taking every opportunity to enhance the safety of firefighters. 

The Brigade's key activities and actions during the fire are presented in chronological order starting with the 

time the Brigade received the first 999 Emergency Call reporting a fire at Grenfell Tower. In preparing this 

report the Brigade appreciates that not all readers will be familiar with the fire service's operational 

procedures, equipment and language. Therefore, a Glossary of abbreviations and commonly used fire service 

terminology, along with pictures of some of the fire service's operational equipment that is regularly 

referenced throughout the report, is appended as Appendix 1. 

2 Grenfell Tower Fire 

The Brigade received the first of a large number of 999 Emergency Calls to the Grenfell Tower at 00:54hrs on 

Wednesday 141
h June 2017. The fire started in flat 161ocated on the 4th floor and subsequently affected all 24-

floors of the building. The fire was declared a Major Incident by the Brigade and saw in excess of 140 fire 

engines and 720 firefighters attending up to 20:00hrs on the 14th June, with the Brigade remaining in 

attendance for a further two weeks. The Metropolitan Police Service (MPS) confirmed that 71 people tragically 

died as a result of the fire. 

3 The Brigade's 'Safety and Learning' Review 

In the immediate aftermath of the fire the Brigade established a dedicated team called the 'Grenfell Tower 

Investigation and Review Team' (GTIRT), which has been given full responsibility for undertaking all the work 

relating to the Brigade's 'safety and learning' review. One of key elements of this wider review is 

understanding the key facts associated with the Brigade's operational response to the fire. This has involved 

reviewing and analysing a huge volume of data and information in order to verify the actions taken by the 

operational crews who attended the fire, the Brigade Control staff who were responsible for handling the 999 

Emergency Calls and providing Fire Survival Guidance (FSG) to the Grenfell residents and all other Brigade 

personnel who were directly or indirectly involved. This is a significant, challenging and very time consuming 
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task, which requires the information to be drawn together and presented in a series of reports. When this 

work is completed it will provide a comprehensive factual narrative of the Brigade's operational response to 

the fire from receipt of the first 999 Emergency Call to Grenfell Tower at 00:54:29hrs through to 08:00:00hrs 

on the 14 June 2017. This timescale has been adopted for this particular report as it covers the period of the 

Brigade's main life saving and firefighting activities. 

4 Scope of Report 

This third version of the report (version 0. 3a) covers the period from when the Brigade received the first call to 

the Grenfell Towerfire up to 04:00hrs on 14 June 2017. Over the coming months it is planned that there will 

be a number offurther versions of this report published in the same format. This will culminate in a final report 

(version 1.0) that will cover the period from the first call to the fire at 00:54: 29hrs to 08:00hrs on the 14 June 

2017. 

Please note that after further investigation and in receipt of feedback from the firefighters that attended the 

incident we have made several amendments to version 0.1 and 0. 2 which are listed at the end of the report 

under 'Document amendments'. 

5 Methodology and Presentation of Information 

In order to establish the Brigade's key operational response activities and avoid any potential for introducing 

unconscious bias in to the report the GTIRT have used, where available, two or more sources of information to 

corroborate each activity. This information will be written in standard type face. Other Brigade activities that 

have only one data source are designated as uncorroborated evidence and this information will be written in 

italics. 

In relation to the time shown for each activity this is formatted in hours, minutes and seconds (00:00:00) and 

has been classified as either 'hard' or 'soft'. Where seconds cannot be confirmed they will not appear. All 

'hard' times have been derived from an accurate and verified 'time stamped' data source and are written in 

standard type face. All 'soft' times have been captured from data sources that are time stamped, but which 

cannot be verified as accurate. These times will be written in italics and marked with an asterix (*). With 

regard to the timings taken from the Close Circuit Television (CCTV) these have been adjusted by the MPS, 

but are still shown as unverified and have therefore been represented as 'soft' times in this report. Details of 

the CCTV camera locations for Grenfell Tower are shown in Appendix 3. 

lt should be noted that activities can be a combination of the following: 

• 'hard' time -corroborated activity 

• 'soft' time - corroborated activity 

• 'hard' time -uncorroborated activity 

• 'soft' time*- uncorroborated activity 
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In addition to the above there are a number of Brigade activities described in the report that have no specific 

'hard' or 'soft' time recorded. These activities have been positioned in the chronology within the most likely 

time period that they occurred based upon the evidence and information currently available to the GTIRT. A 

full list of all the source material used in the production of this report, including a short description of what the 

source data is and whether it produces 'hard' or 'soft' times, has been appended to this report at Appendix 2. 

To further assist in the understanding of some of the Brigade activities a number of images have been 

embedded within the report. The report also refers to video clips which can be viewed by opening the 

relevant media files located in Appendix 3. Each media file should be viewed when referred to within the 

report. This visual imagery is primarily used to show the rapid fire development and conditions at Grenfell 

Tower. 

For each activity and action the report includes a reference to the source data that was used to identify the 

activity and its associated time. This reference information appears in brackets under each activity description. 

Many of these references use a 'GTIRT' number, which is the internal references used by the Brigade to store 

and index all the relevant Brigade owned information. The majority of the GTIRT referenced information has 

already been disclosed to both the Grenfell Tower Inquiry (GTI) and the MPS's criminal investigation team 

(Operation Northleigh). An index of all the GTIRT reference numbers and the detail of the source information 

they each relate to is appended to this report at Appendix 4. 

6 Data Sources 

For each activity and action the report includes a reference to the source data that was used to identify the 

activity and its associated time. This reference information appears in brackets under each activity description. 

Many of these references use a 'GTIRT' number, which is the internal references used by the Brigade to store 

and index all the relevant Brigade owned information. The majority of the GTIRT referenced information has 

already been disclosed to both the Grenfell Tower Inquiry (GTI) and the MPS's criminal investigation team 

(Operation Northleigh). 

As can be seen from the information supplied in Appendix 2 the Brigade does not own all of the information 

used in the production of this report. As such, the Brigade has been heavily reliant on Operation Northleigh 

releasing evidence that is relevant to the Brigade's 'safety and learning' review. At the time of writing this 

current version of the report the Brigade has only seen one witness statement taken from the Bereaved, 

Survivors and Residents (BSR) of Grenfell Tower. lt is anticipated that some of the other BSR witness 

statements are likely to contain important and relevant information that will assist to verify more of the 

Brigade's activities and their associated timings. The information may also help the Brigade to upgrade some 

of the uncorroborated activities to corroborated evidence. lt is therefore likely that future versions of this 

report, which currently only covers the first three hours of the Brigade's operational response to the fire, will 

include updates and revisions to this time period. 

lt should also be noted that another key element of the Brigade's 'safety and learning' review involves the 

detailed analysis of all the activities undertaken by the Brigade's Control Centre (known as Brigade Control). 
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This is the part of the Brigade that has responsibility for handling all 999 Emergency Calls, mobilising fire 

engines, senior officers and other Brigade assets, maintaining operational emergency cover across the whole 

of London and providing FSG to residents trapped by fire and smoke. While some elements of Brigade 

Control's activities are detailed in this 'Operational Response' report, information such as the full transcripts of 

the fire survival conversations between Control staff and a number of the Grenfell Tower residents, is only 

contained in the Brigade Control report. lt therefore may be helpful to readers to review both reports. 
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7 Grenfell Tower Fire: Chronology of Events 

7.1 14/06/17-00:50to04:00 

00:50* 

00:51 * 

00:52* 

00:53* 

At around this time the resident of flat 16, Crenfe/1 Tower, Mr Behailu Kebede is 'woken by the 

sound of a smoke alarm actuating'. He gets up and walks from the living room and goes to the 

kitchen via the kitchen door. On entering the kitchen he observes light coloured smoke in the 

area next to the fridge/freezer and window. The window is open about 10 inches (Source, BSR 

Witness Statement: CTIRT17-01573- CTIRT17-01574). 

At around this time Mr Kebede leaves the kitchen and returns to the living room to dress and 

retrieve his mobile phone (Source, BSR Witness Statement: CTIRT17-01573- CTIRT17-01574). 

At around this time Mr Kebede wakes his two lodgers, Almaz Kinfu (flat 16, fourth floor) and Eisa 

Afeworki (flat 16, fourth floor) by knocking on their two bedroom doors and warning them about 

the fire (Source, BSR Witness Statement: CTIRT17-01573- CTIRT17-01574). 

At around this time Mr Kebede leaves the flat, leaving his keys inside but turning off the 

electricity at the 'fire box' (believed to be the electric fuse board) by the front door. He alerts his 

neighbours on the fourth floor by knocking on doors and shouting "fire" (Source, BSR Witness 

Statement CTIRT17-01573- CTIRT17-01574). 

00:54:29 Control Room Operator (CRO) Pamela Jones, working in the London Fire Brigade Control Room, 

takes a call from Mr Behailu Kebede reporting a fire at Grenfell Tower, Lancaster West Estate, 

London, W11 1TG. He sounds panicked and explains that his fridge is alight in the kitchen. CRO 

Jones confirms the address and asks how many floors there are in the building to which Mr 

Kebede replies four. CRO Jones then asks if he is out of the flat and Mr Kebede says that he is. A 

smoke alarm is audible in the background and he can be heard speaking to other people in a 

language that does not seem like English. Mr Kebede then confirms once again that he is out of 

the flat and CRO Jones states that the Brigade is on their way and ends the call. Incident Number 

076029. Call duration one minute 37 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and 

Transcript GTIRT17-00470). 

Incident Number 076029. Call duration one minute 37 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 

Audio file and Transcript :GTIRT17-00470). 

00:55:14 Whilst on the telephone to Mr Kebede, CRO Jones enters the relevant details that she is receiving 

from the caller onto a call collection form on 'Vision' and the Pre-Determined Attendance (PDA) 

is automatically selected for a fire in a residential dwelling. This is known as an 'A1 Fire in a 

Residential Dwelling Mobilisation' and the 'Vision' system identifies and selects three fire engines 

as being the nearest available through the Automatic Vehicle Location. These are Golf 272, North 
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00:56* 

Kensington's Pump (P), Golf 271, North Kensington's Pump Ladder (PL) and Golf 331, 

Kensington's PL (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791 ). 

Pre Determined Attendance for A 1 Fire in a Residential Dwelling Mobilisation 
• Three Fire Engines 

Operational Response to the incident 
• Golf272, North Kensington's P 

• Golf 271. North Kensington's PL 

• Golf 331, Kensington's PL 

At around this time Mr Kebede, residents from flat 16 and some of the other flats on the fourth 

floor, leave the fourth floor and enter the stairwell (Source, BSR Witness Statement: CTIRT17-

01573- CTIRT17-01574). 

00:56:46 Golf 331, Kensington's PL, book Status 2, mobile to incident. Golf 331 is riding with six 

firefighters: Watch Manager (WM) Brien O'Keeffe, Crew Manager (CM) Jamal Stern, Firefighter 

Benjamin Broderick, Firefighter Charles Cornelius, Firefighter Richard Hippel and Firefighter 

Desmond Murphy (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791. ORF Register: GTIRT17-02567). 

00:56:52 Golf 272, North Kensington's P, book Status 2, mobile to incident. Golf 272 is riding with five 

firefighters: CM Christopher Secrett, Firefighter Thomas Abell, Firefighter Alex De St Aubin, 

Firefighter Christopher Dorgu and Firefighter Justin O'Beirne (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791, 

ORF Register: GTIRT17-02567). 

00:56:55* Mr Manual Alves and Mrs Alves (flat 105, 131
h floor) exit the building via the main entrance 

(Source, Camera 4, CCTV). 

00:57:44 CRO Christine Howson at Brigade Control takes a call from a remote monitoring company called 

'Tunstall Response'. The Tunstall Operator confirms that the main fire alarm panel at Grenfell 

Tower is showing that there has been an actuation of an Automatic Fire Alarm (AFA). CRO 

Howson explains that the Brigade has already received a call from a member of the public to this 

address and that they are attending. The caller starts to give information about how to access the 

premises but is stopped by CRO Howson who states that the Brigade "will be forcing an entry". 

CRO Howson proceeds by giving the Tunstall Response Operator the original Brigade call 

number (076029) for their records. 

Incident number 76032, Call Duration one minute 26 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio 

file and Transcript GTIRT17-00515). 

00:58:26 Assistant Operations Manager (AOM) Deborah Real at Brigade Control takes a call from a 

Member of the Public who is outside Grenfell Tower and confirms the Brigade is on their way. 
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Incident number 76033, Call duration 37 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and 

Transcript GTIRT17-00472). 

00:58:48 The Radio Operator at Brigade Control contacts Golf271, North Kensington's PL. 

"Golf 271, can you confirm Status 2 to Grenfe/1 Tower. Over" 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file: GTIRT18-00240). 

00:58:53 The PDA is updated on 'Vision' by AOM Peter May (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791, MPS 

Witness Statement: GTIRT17-02934). 

00:58:54 AOM Peter May at Brigade Control sees the incident on the 'Vision' screen at his work station 

and observes that the caller has given the address as a Tower. He makes a decision to "Google" 

the name Grenfell Tower and the result comes back describing a high rise building with at least 

20 floors. He amends the incident type code to a fire in a high rise building (A1 HR) which triggers 

an additional fire engine as part of the PDA. 'Vision' assigns Golf 362, Hammersmith's P, to the 

incident to complete the high rise attendance (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791, MPS Witness 

Statement: GTIRT17-02934). 

00:58:55 Golf 271, North Kensington's PL, is booked Status 2, mobile to incident by Brigade Control. Golf 

271 is riding with five crew members: WM Michael Dowden, CM Charles Batterbee, Firefighter 

David Badillo, Firefighter Daniel Bills and Firefighter Daniel Brown. The reason for the delayed 

status change is not known at present but Global Positioning Systems (GPS) data confirms Golf 

271 and Golf 272 mobilise and arrive on scene together (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791, MPS 

Witness Statement: GTIRT17-02934, ORF Register: GTIRT17-02567). 

00:59:01"' Mr Kebede and Ms Afeworki (flat 16, fourth floor), exit the building via the main entrance 

(Source, Camera 4, CCTV). 

00:59:01 The Radio Operator at Brigade Control responds to Golf271. 

"Further traffic, this is a high rise we're, err, attend-, err, put in additional appliance. 

Over" 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file: GTIRT18-00242, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791, MPS 

Witness Statement: GTIRT17-02934). 

00:59:08 Golf 271, North Kensington's PL, acknowledge receipt of this information 

"FN Golf 271, err, all received. " 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file: GTIRT18-00243, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791, MPS 

Witness Statement: GTIRT17-02934). 
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00:59:12 The Radio Operator at Brigade Control sends "further traffic" back to Golf 271. 

"There's also further calls being received to this incident. Over" 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file: GTIRT18-00242, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791, MPS 

Witness Statement: GTIRT17-02934). 

00:59:12"' WM Dowden intercepts the radio message that there have been further calls to Grenfell Tower. 

He relays this information to his crew, looks through the operational risk information for Grenfell 

Tower on the Mobile Data Terminal (MOT) and prints off the tactical plan (Source, 'Vision': 

GTIRT17-02791, Contemporaneous Notes: GTIRT17-00293, GTIRT17-01215, MPS Witness 

Statement: GTIRT18-01065). 

Pre Determined Attendance for A 1 HR Fire in a High Rise Premise 

• Four Fire Engines 

Operational Response to the incident 

• Golf 272, North Kensington's P 

• Golf 271, North Kensington's PL 

• Golf 331, Kensington's PL 

• Golf 362, Hammersmith's P 

00:59:24 Golf 272, North Kensington's P, book Status 3, in attendance. This is the first fire engine to book 

in attendance at Grenfell Tower (Source, MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-00072 (JOB/1), 

'Vision': GTIRT17-02791, Camera 4, CCTV). 

00:59:28 Golf 271, North Kensington's PL, book Status 3, in attendance. This is the second fire engine to 

book in attendance at Grenfell Tower (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791 ). 

00:59:36"' being carried by Mahad Egal, enters the main lobby. They are both from flat 15 on 

the fourth floor, they exit the building via the main entrance (Source, Camera 2, CCTV). 

00:59:43"' Jamie Murray and also from flat 15 on the fourth floor, exit the building via 

the main entrance (Source, Camera 4, CCTV). 

01 :00:00"' Golf 272, North Kensington's Pump (P) arrives under the covered walkway outside the South 

elevation (Source, Camera 4, CCTV). 

01:00"' Firefighter O'Beirne states that Golf 272 parks behind Golf 271 under the covered area, opposite 

the main entrance at the South elevation (Source, MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-00072, 

'Vision': GTIRT17-02791, Camera 4, CCTV). 
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01 :00:00"' Golf 272, North Kensington's Pump (P), arrives under the covered walkway outside the South 

elevation (Source, Camera 4, CCTV). 

01:00"' 

01:00"' 

01:00"' 

01:00"' 

01:00"' 

01:00"' 

Firefighter O'Beirne states that Golf 272 parks behind Golf 271 under the covered area, opposite 

the main entrance at the South elevation (Source, MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-00072, 

'Vision': GTIRT17-02791, Camera 4, CCTV). 

On arrival, WM Dowden is the first WM in attendance and he becomes the Incident Commander 

(I C) as he is the highest ranking officer in attendance. He is identified by an IC surcoat. Firefighter 

Brown, Firefighter Bills, Firefighter O'Beirne and CM Secrett all state that they see the fire on the 

fourth floor but it appears to be contained (Source, Contemporaneous Notes: GTIRT17-01215, 

GTIRT17-00293, GTIRT17-00460, GTIRT17-00010 and GTIRT17-00013, MPS Witness 

Statement: GTIRT18-00072). 

At around this time WM Dowden meets Mr Kebede, from flat 16 at ground floor level, outside 

the South elevation. Mr Kebede explains the fire is on the fourth floor and when asked what is on 

fire, he states he thinks it is his fridge/freezer. WM Dowden asks if there is anyone in the flat, Mr 

Kebede says "no, everyone is out" (Source, Contemporaneous Notes: GTIRT17-01215 and 

GTIRT17-00293, MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-01065, Camera 4, CCTV, BSR MPS Witness 

Statement: GTIRT17-01573- GTIRT17-01574). 

At around this time Firefighter Abelllocates the nearest hydrant (to secure a water supply) and 

starts to plug fire hose into Golf 271, North Kensington's PL, from the hydrant using two lengths 

of 70 millimetre (mm) fire hose (Source, MPS Witness Statement: CTIRT18-01065, 

Contemporaneous Notes: CTIRT17-00010). 

Firefighter Bills starts to plug fire hose into the Dry Riser Main (DRM) inlet on the South elevation 

from Golf 271. This is completed at 01:06:47 (Source, Camera 4, CCTV, Contemporaneous 

Notes: CTIRT17-00010, CTIRT17-00014, MPS Witness Statement: CTIRT18-00043). 

At around this time WM Dowden briefs CM Secrett to set up the bridgehead on the second floor. 

When the bridgehead is set up and there is a confirmed water supply CM Secrett is to commit a 

Breathing Apparatus (BA) team into the flat (Source, Contemporaneous Notes: CTIRT17-00013, 

CTIRT17-01215 and CTIRT17-00293, MPS Witness Statement: CTIRT18-01065, CTIRT17-

01551) 

01:00:09"' Jalal Chentite and lshmael Boaitey, who are visiting Grenfell Tower, enter the building via the 

main entrance (Source, Camera 4, CCTV). 

01:00:22"' Mrs Alves (flat 105, 131
h floor) exits the building via the main entrance and speaks to firefighters 

(Source, Camera 4, CCTV). 
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01:00:28 Hotel41 Sierra, Station Manager (SM) Andrew Walton is paged by Brigade Control and informed 

about the fire at Grenfell Tower as the closest officer at this rank who is on duty to the incident 

address. This is a prescribed "notification action" for a high rise fire PDA (Source, 'Vision': 

GTIRT17-02791, Paging Logs: GTIRT18-02098, MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-01000). 

At the time of paging he is located at his 'ea/lout base' at Fulham fire station, which ts 

approximately 3.5 miles from Crenfe/1 Tower (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791, Google Maps, 

Contemporaneous Notes: GTIRT17-00004, GTIRT17-00278, GTIRT17-01137, GTIRT17-01138 

and GTIRT17-01139, MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-01000). 

01:00:52"' CM Secrett gains access to Grenfell Tower with assistance from a member of the public. Once 

inside he tries the door to the lift lobby but he requires a key fob to open the internal door (all 

internal and external doors on the ground floor of Grenfell Tower require a key fob). He leaves 

the building and gets a resident (now known to be Mrs Alves) to assist him in opening the lift 

lobby door (Source, Cameras 4 and 5, CCTV). 

01:01 :12"' Firefighter Badillo, carrying an Entry Control Board (ECB), and WM Dowden enter the building 

via the main entrance, followed by CM Batterbee, Firefighter Brown (BA Team One), Firefighter 

De St Aubin and Firefighter Dorgu (Source, Camera 4, CCTV). 

01:01 :12"' Mrs Alves (flat 105, 131
h floor) is in the main lobby. CM Batterbee states that Mrs Alves asks him 

whether it is safe to go back to her flat on the 13th floor. CM Batterbee states he tells her that it is 

probably better to stay down stairs for now. Mrs Alves asks him about a relative (now known to 

be her children). CM Batterbee states he believes she is enquiring about her son. The information 

confirmed to CM Batterbee at this time is that a fridge is alight in flat 16 on the fourth floor, so he 

advises Mrs Alves that the best thing to do for now is to tell her relative to stay inside and close 

the windows (Source, Contemporaneous Notes: CTIRT17-00012 and CTIRT17-00458). 

01:01:16 Golf 362, Hammersmith's P, books Status 2, mobile to incident. Golf 362 is riding with four 

firefighters, CM David Davies, Firefighter Wayne Archer, Firefighter Nicholas Barton and 

Firefighter John O'Hanlon (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791, ORF Register: GTIRT17-02567). 

01:01 :26"' CM Secrett enters the lift lobby with CM Batterbee, Firefighter Brown, Firefighter Badillo, 

Firefighter De St Aubin and Firefighter Dorgu. CM Batterbee is wearing BA and carrying a length 

of 45 mm fire hose, Firefighter Brown is wearing BA and carrying a length of 45 mm fire hose, 

Firefighter Badillo is carrying an ECB, Firefighter De St Aubin is carrying a Thermal Image Camera 

(TIC) and breaking in tools and Firefighter Dorgu is carrying a length of 45 mm fire hose (Source, 

Camera 5, CCTV, Contemporaneous Notes: GTIRT17-00012, GTIRT17-00458, GTIRT17-

00460,GTIRT17-00011, GTIRT17-00009, GTIRT17-00431, GTIRT17-00015, GTIRT17-00017 and 

GTIRT17-00013, MPS Witness Statements: GTIRT17-01551, GTIRT18-01837, GTIRT17-01434, 

GTIRT18-01411, GTIRT18-00917, GTIRT18-01136 and GTIRT18-00641 ). 
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The first lift on the left is a fire lift, which can be operated by a firefighter with an appropriate lift 
key 

The fire lift is on the left as you face them. Camera C18, CCTV, inside the fire lift (Source, MPS 

GT Plan: GTIRT18-00274). 

01 :02:00 The photograph below is taken by Mr Kebede on his mobile phone outside the East elevation of 

Grenfell Tower. Smoke and possibly flames can be seen emitting from the kitchen window 

(Source, Mr Kebede's mobile phone). 

BA Team One has not entered flat 16 at this time (Source, BA Data: GTIRT17-02820, TIC 

imagery). 

01 :02:08"' Salah Yusuf (flat 21, fifth floor) and Mrs Alves (flat 105, fourth floor) exit the building via the main 

entrance (Source, Camera 4, CCTV). 

01 :02:15"' CM Secrett, CM Batterbee, Firefighter Brown, Firefighter Dorgu and Firefighter Badillo enter the 

lift carrying the equipment they have brought into the building (Source, Cameras 5 and C18, 
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CCTV, Contemporaneous Notes:CTIRT17-00013, CTIRT17-00012, CTIRT17-00458, CTIRT17-

00460, CTIRT17-0001, CTIRT17-00017, CTIRT17-00009 and CTIRT17-00431, MPS Witness 

Statement: CTIRT17-01551, CTIRT18-01837, CTIRT17-01434, CTIRT18-00641, CTIRT18-01411 

and CTIRT18-00917). 

01:02:31 Firefighter De St Aubin goes to exit the lift lobby as there is not enough room for him in the lift. 

He opens the lift lobby door and Firefighter O'Beirne, carrying the Immediate Emergency Care 

(I EC) pack (a large first aid kit) and a branch, enters the lift lobby. Firefighter O'Beirne goes to the 

lift and hands a branch to Firefighter Dorgu in the lift (Source, Cameras 5 and 18, CCTV). 

01:02:43 CM Secrett and his team travel from the ground floor to second floor in the lift (Source, Camera 

C18, CCTV). 

01:02:43 SM Walton responds to the pager message and calls Brigade Control on his mobile phone. He 

speaks to CRO Adams and she confirms Golf 271, North Kensington's PL, Golf 272, North 

Kensington's P, Golf 331, Kensington's PL and Golf 362, Hammersmith's P, are in attendance. 

CRO Adams also confirms it is a high rise premises and that WM Dowden is in charge. CRO 

Adams confirms there have been three calls received. SM Walton asks what the callers have said 

and CRO Adams says she doesn't know as she didn't take any of the calls. None of the 

information about the call from Mr Kebede is passed to SM Walton. SM Walton states that he will 

remotely monitor his 'Airwave' radio and listen for the first informative message (Source, 'Vision': 

GTI RT17 -02791, GTI RT18-00255, Contemporaneous Notes: GTI RT17-00004, GTI RT17-00278, 

GTIRT17-01137, GTIRT17-01138, GTIRT17-01139, MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-01000). 

01 :02:45"' Firefighter O'Beirne and Firefighter De St Aubin leave the ground floor lift lobby and head to the 

stairs (Source, Cameras 5, 3 and 4, CCTV). 

01 :02:54"' Mohamed Hariri (Flat 21, fifth floor) exits the building via the main entrance (Source, Camera 4, 

CCTV). 

01:02:55"' Mrs Alves (flat 105, 131
h floor), lets Firefighter O'Beirne and Firefighter De St Aubin through the 

door to the stairwell using her key fob. Both firefighters ascend the stairs to the second floor 

followed by Mrs Alves (Source, Cameras 2, 3 and 4, CCTV). 

01 :03:00"' Firefighter Bills and Firefighter Abell are outside the South elevation running a fire hose out to the 

DRM inlet. (This is where the fire hose is plugged from the fire engine into the DRM inlet on the 

side of the building, to supply water into the building) (Source, Camera 4, CCTV, 

Contemporaneous Notes: GTIRT17-00010, GTIRT17-00014, GTIRT17-01197 and GTIRT17-

00054, MPS Witness Statement: GTI RT18-00043). 
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01:03"' At around this time the bridgehead is set up on the second floor. Firefighter De St Aubin sets up 

the Breathing Apparatus Entry Control Point (BAECP) which includes the ECB and IEC pack 

(Source, Contemporaneous Notes: GTIRT17-00015, MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-01136). 

01 :04:00"' Mr Kebede and WM Dowden walk at pace along the South elevation to the South East corner of 

the building. Ms Kinfu (flat 16, fourth floor) is sitting on the stairs outside the Boxing Club with a 

large silver suitcase behind her (Source, Camera 1, Boxing Club, CCTV). 

01:04"' At around this time Firefighter Dorgu, Firefighter O'Beirne and Firefighter Badillo go to the fourth 

floor, with no BA on, and set up the fire hose on the fourth floor. The DRM outlet is positioned 

outside flat 13. This is for BA Team One to use to fight the fire in flat 16 (Source, 

Contemporaneous Notes: GTIRT17-01215, GTIRT17-00293, GTIRT17-00009, GTIRT17-0043 and 

GTIRT17-00016, MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-00641, GTIRT18-01411, GTIRT18-00917 

and GTIRT18-00072, Senior Accident Investigator (SA/) Transcript: GTIRT18-00568, GTIRT18-

00562 and GTIRT18-00577). 

01 :04:11 BA Team One, CM Batterbee and Firefighter Brown put their facemasks on ,start breathing from 

their BA sets and remove their BA tallies (Source, BA Data: GTIRT17-02820, Contemporaneous 

Notes: GTIRT17-00012, GTIRT17-00458, GTIRT17-00460and GTIRT17-00011). 

01 :04:36"' Mrs Alves (flat 105, 13th floor) takes Firefighter Abell to the lift lobby. Once this has been done 

they both leave the building at 01 :07:04 (Source, Cameras 1, 3, 4 and 5, CCTV). 

01 :04:55"' Mrs Alves, at 105, 13th floor) exit the building via the main entrance 

01:05"' 

01 :05* 

(Source, Camera 4, CCTV). 

At around this time WM Dowden uses his fire ground radio to inform the oncoming fire engines, 

Golf 331, Kensington's PL and Golf 362, Hammersmith's P, that their firefighters will need BA on 

arrival. WM O'Keeffe (Golf 331, Kensington's PL) and CM Davies (Golf 362, Hammersmith's P) 

acknowledge the request via their handheld radios (Source, Contemporaneous Notes: GTIRT17-

00018, GTIRT17-01522, GTIRT17-01215, GTIRT17-00293 and GTIRT17-00026, MPS Witness 

Statement: GTIRT17-01252, GTIRT17-02889, GTIRT18-01065 and GTIRT18-00972). 

At around this time that WM O'Keeffe (Golf 331, Kensington's PL) calls up WM Dowden on his 

hand held radio prior to arrival to establish the location of the fire and confirm what resources are 

required from Golf 331, Kensington's PL. He is told by WM Dowden that the fire is on the fourth 

floor and that two BA wearers are required (Source, Contemporaneous Notes: GTIRT17-00018, 

GTIRT17-01522, GTIRT17-01215 and GTIRT17-00293, MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT17-

01252, GTIRT17-02889 and GTIRT18-01065). 

01 :05:26* WM Dowden is at the South elevation walking to the DRM inlet (Source, Camera 4, CCTV). 
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01:05:36 Video footage from Mr Kebede's (flat 16, fourth floor) mobile phone shows flames at the kitchen 

window of flat 16. A fire engine can be heard in pumping mode (meaning the fire engine is ready 

to pump water or is already pumping water). A firefighter speaking over a radio can also be heard 

talking about a covering jet. Fire and smoke can be seen coming out of the window. This could be 

because the window, according to Mr Kebede, was open ten inches. BA Team One have not yet 

entered flat 16 (Source, BSR Witness Statement: GTIRT17-01573- GTIRT17-01574). 

Please play Video '20170614_010536' in Appendix 3. 

01 :05:55* WM Dowden walks back towards the East elevation away from the DRM inlet (Source, Camera 4, 

CCTV). 

01 :06:47* The fire hose leading to the DRM inlet can be seen filling with water (Source, Camera 4, CCTV). 

01 :06:47* At around this time it is understood the following events take place, CM Secrett is informed via 

radio that the DRM has been set into and water is available (Source, Contemporaneous Notes: 

CTIRT17-00013). 

01 :06:47* WM Dowden notes from his position at ground floor level that the fire has breached the window 

of flat 16 and he wants to put a covering jet onto it. CM Secrett advises him not to at this point 

due to the risk to BA Team One who are about to enter the flat (Source, Contemporaneous 

Notes: CTIRT17-00013, CTIRT17-01215 and CTIRT17-00293, MPS Witness Statement: 

CTIRT18-01065, CTIRT17-01551). 

01 :06:47* Firefighter O'Beirne plugs the 45 mm fire hose into the fourth floor DRM outlet and waits for it to 

fill with water. Firefighter Dorgu and Firefighter Badillo assist him (Source, Contemporaneous 

Notes: CTIRT17-00017, CTIRT17-00009 and CTIRT17-00431 and MPS Witness Statement: 

CTIRT18-01411, CTIRT18-00917 and CTIRT18-00641). 

01:06:47* BA Team One wait for water before they force the door to flat 16 open. Firefighter O'Beirne 

estimates it takes approximately 60 seconds from plugging the fire hose into the DRM outlet on 

the fourth floor before water is available at the branch (Source, Contemporaneous Notes: 

CTIRT17-00016). 

01 :06:47* Firefighter O'Beirne recalls seeing BA Team One in the lobby of the fourth floor with an enforcer 

waiting to force entry into the flat (Source, Contemporaneous Notes: CTIRT17-00016). 

01 :06:52* Farshid Kaficheraghi (flat 91, 1 ih floor) exits the building via the main entrance (Source, Camera 

4, CCTV). 

01:07:21 * At around this time it is understood the following events take place, BA Team One make entry 

into flat 16. They use an enforcer to gain entry They take a 45 mm jet and TIC with them (Source, 

Contemporaneous Notes: CTIRT17-00460, CTIRT17-00011, CTIRT17-00012 and CTIRT17-
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00458, TIC imagery). At around this time that thick black smoke is seen coming from flat 16 as the 

door is opened (Source, Contemporaneous Notes: CTIRT17-00016). 

BA Crew at front door flat 16 
ADJUSTED TIME APPROX 01:07:21 

01:07:21"' Firefighter O'Beirne, Firefighter Badillo and Firefighter Dorgu retreat from the fourth floor lobby 

to the stairwell due to the smoke. They shut the door to the fourth floor behind them to stop 

smoke getting into the stairwell (Source, Witness Statement: CTIRT18-00072). 

01:07:21"' Firefighter Bills sets about establishing a covering jet with Firefighter Abell consisting of 45 mm 

fire hose as he can see flames emanating from a fourth floor window on the East elevation of 

Crenfell Tower (Source, Contemporaneous Notes: CTIRT17-00014, CTIRT17-01197 and 

CTIRT17-00054, CTIRT17-00010, MPS Witness Statement: CTIRT18-00043). 

01:07:21"' Firefighter O'Beirne goes to the fifth floor to see if there has been any fire spread. He meets a 

family (believed to be the Temesgens) who have just left flat 26, which is directly above flat 16. 

They tell him that their flat is on fire and it is locked. The family leave and Firefighter O'Beirne 

looks through the letter box and sees the light is on but can't see any smoke (Source, 

Contemporaneous Notes: CTIRT17-00016, MPS Witness Statement:CTIRT18-00072). 

01 :08:06" Video footage from Mr Kebede's (flat 16, fourth floor) phone shows the fire breaking out of the 

kitchen window. There is a large bang in the background around six seconds into the footage. lt 

also shows clearly that the fire is fully developed in the compartment and appears to be venting 

(Source, Mobile Phone Video Footage: MET000083356). 

Please play Video '20170614_010806' in Appendix 3. 
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01:08:27 Golf 362, Hammersmith's Pis the third fire engine to arrive at Grenfell Tower (Source, MDT GPS 

Data). The Vision record shows G362 as booking Status 3 at 10:03:13 but it is known that the 

action to record this status was made at a later time). 

01 :08:30"' At around this time, CM Davies meets WM Dowden and he requests two BA wearers. CM 

Davies then confirms he is sending two firefighters in BA to the bridgehead (Source, CTIRT18-

00972). 

01 :08:30"' CM Davies states he runs to the end of Crenfe/1 Road to stop any further appliances entering 

(Source, Contemporaneous Notes: CTIRT17-00026, MPS Witness Statement: CTIRT18-00972). 

01 :08:30"' Shortly after arriving Firefighter Archer states "he could see a small amount of flames exiting 

through the window" (Source, Contemporaneous Notes: CTIRT17-00024). 

01:08:33 Golf 331, Kensington's PL, book Status 3, in attendance. This is the fourth fire engine to book in 

attendance at Grenfell Tower (Source, 'Vision':, GTI RT17-02791 ). 

01 :08:33"' WM O'Keeffe (Golf 331) states "he can see flames issuing from the fourth floor balcony and a 

significant amount of smoke issuing from the building lobby". it should be noted that Crenfe/1 

Tower does not have balconies to any flats (Source, Contemporaneous Notes: CTIRT17-00018 

and CTIRT17-01522, MPS Witness Statement: CTIRT17-01252 and CTIRT17-02889). 

01 :08:40"' Miguel Alves (flat 105, 13th floor), exits the building, via the main entrance (Source, Camera 4, 

CCTV). 

01 :08:49"' WM Dowden enters the lobby with Firefighter Barton and Firefighter O'Hanlon, both in BA WM 

Dowden asks an individual (believed to be Mr Alves from flat 105, 13th floor) for his key fob, 

which the member of the public gives to him (Source, Camera 4, CCTV). 

01 :09:02"' BA Team One enter bedroom number one in flat 16. From the TIC footage below, the curtains on 

the North elevation of the flat can be seen blowing vigorously by the wind. On the night the wind 

was travelling in a North Westerly direction and it was reported by the Met Office to have been at 
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a speed of 0 to 5 miles per hour (Source, Met Office Website, TIC Imagery). 

Searching first bedroom 
ADJUSTED TIM E A PPROX 01:09:02 

01 :09:05* Firefighter Barton and Firefighter O'Hanlon exit the building in BA via the main entrance (Source, 

Camera 4, CCTV). 

01 :09:09* Firefighter O'Beirne exits the building (Source, Camera 4, CCTV, Contemporaneous Notes: 

GTI RT17 -00016, MPS Witness Statement: GTI RT18-00072). 

01 :09:26" Video footage shows flames have broken through the kitchen window area. Small embers can be 

seen dropping to ground floor level. BA Team One are in flat 16, searching the bedrooms 

(Source, Mobile Phone Video Footage: MET000083357 and TIC Imagery). 

Please play Video '20170614_010926' in Appendix 3. 

01 :09:40* Firefighter O'Hanlon and Firefighter Barton both rigged in BA and carrying two lengths of 45 mm 

fire hose enter through the main entrance (Source, Camera 4, CCTV). 

01:10* At around this time Firefighter Badillo starts to set into the DRM outlet on the third floor and starts 

to lay out a 45 mm fire hose with a branch. Firefighter Badillo doesn't state he is with anyone else 

but Firefighter Dorgu talks about setting into the DRM outlet on the third floor. Firefighter 

O'Beirne corroborates this in his SA/ interview (Source, SA/ Transcript: CTIRT18-00577, 

Contemporaneous Notes: CTIRT17-00009, CTIRT17-00431, CTIRT17-00016 and CTIRT17-

00017, MPS Witness Statement: CTIRT18-01411, CTIRT18-00917, CTIRT18-00072 and 

CTIRT18-00641). 

01:10:00* Firefighter Hippel and CM Stern both rigged in BA enter through the main entrance and proceed 

up the stairs with Firefighter O'Hanlon and Firefighter Barton (Source, Cameras 4 and 2, CCTV). 
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01:10:09"' WM Dowden and WM O'Keeffe enter the building via the mam entrance. They are with 

Firefighter Murphy and Firefighter Cornelius (Source, Camera 4, CCTV). 

01:10:35"' Firefighter Murphy and Firefighter Cornelius leave the building via the main entrance (Source, 

Camera 4, CCTV). 

01 :10:43"' -Sedrati, Hafida Sedrati and Sarah Sedrati (flat 55, eighth floor) and Ms Kinfu (flat 16, fourth 

floor), exit the building via the main entrance (Source, Camera 4, CCTV). 

01:10:51"' WM Dowden and WM O'Keeffe exit the building via the main entrance (Source, Camera 4, 

CCTV). 

01:11:11"' A length of 45 mm fire hose at ground floor level outside the East elevation is being filled with 

water (Camera 4, CCTV). 

01:11:11"' Firefighter Archer is operating a covering jet (45 mm) at the East elevation, spraying water above 

the window of flat 16. CM Davies approaches Firefighter Archer and tells him to get rigged in BA. 

Firefighter Archer hands the jet to Firefighter Murphy and Firefighter Come/ius from Kensington 

(Source, Contemporaneous Notes: CTIRT17-00024, CTIRT17-00020, CTIRT17-00026, CTIRT17-

00021, MPS Witness Statement: CTIRT18-00312, CTIRT18-01416, CTIRT18-00972, CTIRT18-

00993). 

01:11:34 BA Team Two, Firefighter O'Hanlon and Firefighter Barton put their facemasks on and start 

breathing from their BA sets. Their briefing is to go to the fourth floor, enter flat 16 with a 45 mm 

jet and back up BA Team One (Source, BA Data: GTIRT17-02820, Contemporaneous Notes: 

GTIRT17-00025, GTIRT17-00027). 

01:11:40"' Firefighter O'Beirne enters the building via the main entrance. He is carrying a length of 45 mm 

fire hose and a sledge hammer (Source, Camera 4, CCTV). 

01:12"' 

01:12"' 

At around this time WM Dowden asks CM Davies to formulate an informative message. This 

message is to explain to Control and anyone monitoring the 'Airwave' radio what the incident is. 

This will normally confirm the address, the type of building, number of floors, dimensions of the 

building, number of persons believed involved and the percentage of the building on fire 

(Source, Contemporaneous Notes: CTIRT17-01215 and CTIRT17-00293, CTIRT17-00026, MPS 

Witness Statement: CTIRT18-00972, CTIRT18-01065). 

The fire now appears to be spreading out of the kitchen window of Flat 16 and flames can be 

seen licking up the side of the building Small embers can also be seen falling to the floor. A 

covering jet is set up on the North East corner of Crenfell Tower. BA Team One are still searching 

flat 16 (Source, Mobile Phone Video Footage: MET000083361, TIC Imagery). 

Please play Video '20170614_011200' in Appendix 3. 
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01:12"' At around this time WM Dowden notes that the external cladding appears to be burning. He 

states "it was sparking and spitting in a similar way to when magnesium burns and was making me 

feel uncomfortable". This is supported by Mr Kebede's (flat 16, fourth floor) telephone footage. 

He asks for a Make Pumps six and one Hydraulic Platform (HP) radio message to be sent 

immediately (Source, Contemporaneous Notes: CTIRT17-01215, CTIRT17-00293, MPS Witness 

Statement: CTIRT18-01065). 

01:12:27"' Eamon Zada (flat 53, eighth floor), runs down the stairs and exits the building via the main 

entrance (Source, Cameras 2 and 4, CCTV). 

01 :12:27"' At around the this time BA Team One enter and search the second bedroom of flat 16. See image 

below (Source, TIC imagery). 

Entry into 2 nd bedroom 
ADJUSTED TIM E APPROX 01:12:27 

01 :12:30"' WM Dowden tasks firefighters to lay out a ground monitor ready to work at the East elevation if it 

is required. This is to supplement the covering jet that is already working (Source, 

Contemporaneous Notes: CTIRT17-01215 and CTIRT17-00293, MPS Witness Statement: 

CTIRT18-01065). 

01:12:30"' At around this time Firefighter O'Beirne goes up stairs to the third floor and meets Firefighter 

Dorgu and assists him with the second line of fire hose from the DRM outlet (Source, 

Contemporaneous Notes: CTIRT17-00016, CTIRT17-00017, MPS Witness Statement: CTIRT18-

00072, CTIRT18-00641). 

01:12:54"' A TIC captures BA Team One searching the toilet area off the corridor in flat 16 (Source, TIC 

Imagery). 
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01:12:59 Golf 331, Kensington's PL, (Firefighter Broderick) sends an 'Assistance' radio message to Brigade 

Control: 

01:13"' 

"M2FN Go/{331 from WM O'Keefe make pumps 6 request 1TL, sorry, HP, Go/{331, 

over. 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02473). 

The control room is not only responsible for ensuring the correct fire service resources are sent 

to an incident they are also responsible for carrying out a range of other actions and 

notifications. Throughout this document a table of the operational response and notification 

actions is provided to indicate the volume of work required by the control room staff during 

large incidents. 

Six Pump fire operational response and notifications 

Incident Type: 6 pump fire 

Operational response Notification actions 

• Six Ps including one 135 • Order Water Service Technician (unless incident is a special 

ladder service) 

• Three WMs • Inform Police 

• One Fire Investigation Unit • Inform Environment Agency (EA) 

(FlU) • Supervisor inform nearest Tactical Advisor Bulk Media 

• Two Command Units • Supervisor inform Resource Management Logistics 

• Two SMs • Supervisor inform Operational Review Team (ORT) 

• One GM as Monitoring • Supervisor inform Duty Brigade Control Senior Manager if 

Officer incident is of high profile/media interest 

• One PLO (exclusive) • Inform Deputy Assistant Commissioner (DAC) as Remote 

• One Fire Safety Officer Monitoring Officer 

(FSO) • Action Make Pumps 6 

• Officer of the Day 1 or 2 

• Duty DAC 

At around this time WM O'Keeffe is detailed to manage BA and the bridgehead on the second 

floor by WM Dowden (Source, Contemporaneous Notes: CTIRT17-01215, CTIRT17-00293, 

CTIRT17-00018 and CTIRT17-01522, MPS Witness Statement: CTIRT18-01065, CTIRT17-01252 

and CTIRT17-02889). 
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01 :13:19 The Radio Operator at Brigade Control responds to Golf 331, Kensington's PL's message 

at 01:12:59: 

01:13:29"' 

"Make pumps 6 and 1 HP received." 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02474). 

lat seven, third floor), Zoe Dainton and David Benjamin (flat 12, fourth floor) 

and Shuhayab Hersee (address unknown) all exit the building via the main entrance (Source, 

Camera 4, CCTV). 

01:13:41 Golf331, Kensington's PL, send a message to the Radio Operator at Brigade Control. 

"M2FN Golf 331, err, should be make pump 6, err, 1 aerial, err, Golf 331 over." 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02475). 

This amendment is to change the type of aerial appliance required. The change is from one 

hydraulic platform to one "aerial". Where the assistance requested is "an aerial". The nearest 

aerial appliance is despatched irrespective of its type. 

01 :13:58 Brigade Control confirm they have received the amendment to the assistance message 

01:14"' 

"Amendment to one aerial received" 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTI RT17 -02476 and 'Vision': GTI RT17-

02791 ). 

At around this time BA Team Two, Firefighter O'Hanlon and Firefighter Barton make their way up 

the stairwell from the bridgehead. They meet Firefighter Badillo who has already plugged the 

second fire hose into the third floor DRM outlet. BA Team Two proceed up the stairs to the 

fourth floor with this fire hose. Both firefighters see members of public self-evacuating as they go 

up the stairs (Source, Contemporaneous Notes: CTIRT17-00009, CTIRT17-00431, CTIRT17-

00027, and CTIRT17-00025, MPS Witness Statement: CTIRT18-01411, CTIRT18-00917, 

CTIRT18-00387 and CTIRT18-00321). 

01:14:00"' WM O'Keeffe attempts to gain access through the main entrance. lt is 50 seconds before an 

individual opens the door for him. He enters with two firefighters who are both in BA (Source, 

Cameras 1 and 4, CCTV). 

01:14:16"' At around this time BA Team One are in flat 16. They open the door to the kitchen for the first 

time. CM Batterbee explains the change in temperature is significant. "The water we put on the 

fire just turned to steam, I couldn't see any glowing or flame. I tried to use the TIC but every time 

we opened the door to apply water, visibility was zero". However Firefighter Brown states the 
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opposite that it is not hot (Source, TIC imagery, Contemporaneous Notes: CTIRT17-00012, 

CTIRT17-00458, CTIRT17-00460and CTIRT17-00011). 

01:14:21 Golf 272, North Kensington's Pump, send an 'Informative' radio message to the Radio Operator at 

Brigade Control: 

"From G272 residential block of flats of 20 floors 25metres x 25metres, five roomed flat on 

futh floor, 75 per cent alight, high rise procedure implemented MOT in use, tactical mode 

Oscar." 

(Source, Contemporaneous Notes: GTI RT17 -00026, GTI RT17-01215 and GTI RT17-00293, 

GTIRT17-02477, GTIRT17-02478, GTIRT17-02479, GTIRT17-02480 and GTIRT17-02481. 

'Vision': GTIRT17-02791 ). 

01:14:32"' At around this time BA Team One make multiple attempts to enter the kitchen in flat 16. CM 

Batterbee speaks of high levels of heat. The TIC image below shows a fire in the far corner of the 

kitchen, a kitchen appliance believed to be a fridge/freezer can be seen to the bottom middle 

right and to the left of the yellow is believed to be the kitchen window (Source, 

Contemporaneous Notes: GTIRT17-00012, GTIRT17-00458, GTIRT17-00460 and GTIRT17-

00011, TIC imagery). 

2nd opening of kitchen door. Heat around window and fridge. 
Adj uste d t ime approx . 0 1:14:32 

01 :14:44* Jose Vieiro and Cameron Vieiro (flat 46, seventh floor), enter the lobby on the seventh floor and 

return to the area outside theirflat (Source, Camera C15, CCTV). 
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01:15"' 

01:15"' 

01:15"' 

Firefighter Badillo, whilst on the third floor, meets a group of individuals who show signs of 

having been in smoke. He states they have streaming eyes, they are coughing and look panicked. 

They say they are from the fifth and sixth floors (Source, Contemporaneous Notes: CTIRT17-

00009, CTIRT17-00431, MPS Witness Statement: CTIRT18-01411, CTIRT18-00917). 

At around this time Firefighter O'Beirne returns to the fifth floor. He enters the fifth floor lobby 

and sees no smoke. When he looks through the letterbox of flat 26 the hallway of the flat is full of 

thick black smoke and he can no longer see the light on in the hall way (Source, 

Contemporaneous Notes: CTIRT17-00016, MPS Witness Statement: CTIRT18-00072). 

Firefighter O'Beirne radios WM Dowden and says that flat 26 directly above flat 16 is now on 

fire. Firefighter O'Beirne states he doesn't get a reply from WM Dowden or anyone else (Source, 

Contemporaneous Notes: CTIRT17-00016, MPS Witness Statement: CTIRT18-00072). 

01:15:03"' WM O'Keeffe goes up the stairs (Source, Camera 2, CCTV, Contemporaneous Notes: GTIRT17-

00018, GTI RT17 -01522, MPS Witness Statement: GTI RT17 -01252, GTI RT17 -02889). 

01:15:16 The Radio Operator at Brigade Control responds to G272, confirmingtheir 'Informative' message. 

"Golf 272, residential block of flats of 20 floors, 25 metres by 25 metres. Five room flat on 

fourth floor 75% alight. High rise procedure implemented. MOT in use, tactical mode 

Oscar received, stand by." 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02483). 

01:15:28 Brigade Control page Oscar Kilo 13, WM Matthew Leaver, who is a Fire Investigation Officer 

(FIO), to inform him there is a six pump fire in progress at Grenfell Tower (Source, 'Vision': 

GTIRT17-02791). 

The table below show the resources required and mobilised to the six pump fire: 

Operational Response to the incident at Make Pumps 6 

• Golf272, North Kensington's P 

• Golf 271. North Kensington's PL 

• Golf 331, Kensington's PL (assigned WM Romeo attribute which means a substantive WM 

is in attendance) 

• Golf 362, Hammersmith's P 

• Golf 361, Hammersmith's PL 

• Alpha 212, Paddington's P 

• Oscar Kilo 13, WM Leaver (as FIO) 
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• Command Unit 7 (CU7) 

• CU8 

• Hotel41 Sierra SM Walton (as SM) 

• Golf 22 Sierra SM Brett Loft (as SM) 

• Foxtrot 115 GM Patrick Goulbourne (as GM) 

• Oscar Golf 54 SM Gareth Cook (as PLO) 

• Oscar Foxtrot 67 SM Daniel Egan (as FSO) 

01:15:32 The fire has now grown and a large quantity of debris is falling externally. A covering jet is now 

being operated in the North East corner by Firefighter Murphy and Firefighter Cornelius. 

Firefighter Cornelius states that "the jet was having no impact on fire suppression as the fire was 

spreading behind the panelling and it was difficult to direct a flow of water on to the fire" (Source, 

Contemporaneous Notes: GTIRT17-00020, GTIRT17-01215, GTIRT17-00293 and GTIRT17-

00021, MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-01416, GTIRT18-01065 and GTIRT18-00993, Mobile 

Phone Video Footage: MET000083359). 

01 :15:32"' WM Dowden notes that the external cladding is becoming more involved at a rapid rate (Source, 

Contemporaneous Notes: CTIRT17-01215, CTIRT17-00293, MPS Witness Statement: CTIRT18-

01065 and Mobile Phone Video Footage: MET000083359). 

Please play Video '20170614_011532' in Appendix 3. 

01:15:34"' BA Team One open the door to the kitchen again. The TIC imagery below shows flames around 

the kitchen window (Source, TIC Imagery, Contemporaneous Notes: GTIRT17-00012, GTIRT17-

00458, GTIRT17-00460 and GTIRT17-00011, MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-01837, 

GTIRT17-01434). 

Opening of kitchen door. Flames around window. 
A dj . time approx.- 01 : ~5:34 ----------------- --------------------
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01 :15:40"' Firefighter Archer in BA enters main entrance (Source, Camera 4, CCTV, Contemporaneous 

Notes: GTIRT17-00014, GTIRT17-01197, GTIRT17-00054 and GTIRT17-00024, MPS Witness 

Statement: GTIRT18-00043, GTIRT18-00312). 

01 :16:00"' Firefighter Abellleaves the building via the main entrance (Source, Camera 4, CCTV). 

01:16"' The picture below shows a fully developed fire within the fabric of the building spreading from 

the fourth floor to approximately the sixth or seventh floors. A covering jet can be seen working 

from the bottom middle ofthe picture (Source, MPS Fire Spread Presentation: GTIRT18-01590). 

01:16:05 Golf 272, North Kensington's P, send a radio message to Brigade Control confirming that Golf 

272, is now the Incident Command Pump (ICP): 

"FN Golf 272 is ICP for this incident, Golf 272, over." 

This is the fire engine that will make and receive all radio messages for the incident until relieved 

by a CU (Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02484, 'Vision' 

GTIRT17-02791, LFB Policy No. 238: GTIRT17-00908). 

01 :16:14 The Radio Operator at Brigade Control responds to Golf 272, North Kensington's P message. 

"Golf 272, received." 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02485). 

01:16:26 Golf 361, Hammersmith's PL book Status 2, mobile to Grenfell Tower. Golf 361 is riding with five 

firefighters: WM Paul Watson, CM Matthew Sephton, Firefighter Patrick Murray, Firefighter 
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Benjamin Felton and Firefighter Mark Brodrick (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791, ORF Register: 

GTIRT17-02567). 

01:16:33"' Daniel Griffin (flat 31, sixth floor) exits the building via the main entrance (Source, Camera 4, 

CCTV). 

01 :16:43 AOM Real calls the MPS to inform them of the six pump fire at Grenfell Tower and is given an MPS 

reference number from their Computer Aided Despatch (CAD) system as 482 (Source, NICE, 

Admin Phone Line Audio file: GTIRT18-00860). 

01:16:45"' Dorinda Suarez-Chans and Jose Costa-Cotelo (flat 103,131
h floor) comes down the stairs holding 

towels over their mouths, indicating deteriorating conditions in the stairwell (Source, Camera 2, 

CCTV). 

01:17"' At around this time Firefighter O'Beirne leaves the fifth floor and goes to the sixth floor (Source, 

Contemporaneous Notes: CTIRT17-00016, MPS Witness Statement: CTIRT18-00072). 

01:17:09"' At around this time BA Tea m One close the door to the kitchen due to the severe heat. They 

check the opposite door on the left, now known to be the door to the lounge, to see if there is 

another entrance to the kitchen. They do not find one. (Source, Contemporaneous Notes: 

CTIRT17-00012, CTIRT17-00458, CTIRT17-00460 and CTIRT17-00011, MPS Witness 

Statement: CTIRT18-01837, CTIRT17-01434, TIC Imagery). 

01:17:09"' BA Tea m Two, Firefighter O'Hanlon and Firefighter Barton, meet BA Tea m One, CM Batterbee 

and Firefighter Brown, in the hallway of flat 16. BA Team One are on the right hand side and BA 

Team Two are carrying out a left hand search. TIC imagery shows both BA teams in the hallway 

(Source, TIC Imagery and MPS Witness Statement: CTIRT18-01837, CTIRT17-01434, CTIRT18-

00321 and CTIRT18-00387). 

01:17:09"' Jose Costa Cotelo (flat 103, 131
h floor) exits the building via the main entrance (Source, Camera 4, 

CCTV). 

01 :17:11 Alpha 212, Paddington's P, book Status 2, mobile to Grenfell Tower. Alpha 212 is riding with five 

firefighters: CM Ben Gallagher, Firefighter Harry Bettinson, Firefighter Geoffrey Campbell, 

Firefighter Raymond Keane and Firefighter James Wolfenden (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791, 

ORF Register: GTIRT17-02567). 

01:17:12"' CRO Howson at Brigade Control takes a call from a male who lives in W10 6SXwho reports that 

he can smell burning/fire or rubber coming from a Tower behind them next to the leisure centre. 

CRO Howson tells the caller that the Brigade are attending a call at Grenfell Tower and the caller 

confirms that is the one he is calling about. CRO Howson confirms that the Brigade is on the 

scene. 
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Incident Number 76038, Call Duration one minute 18 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 

Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-00473). 

01:17:12"' Durinda Suarez Chans (flat 103, 13th floor) exits the building via the main entrance (Source, 

Camera 4, CCTV). 

01 :17:21 SM Loft calls Brigade Control and says he has been paged to a six pump fire. CRO Peter Duddy 

confirms he is the first SM. He then informs SM Loft that Golf 271 with WM Dowden, Golf 272 

and Golf 331 are all in attendance. Golf 361, Golf 362 and Alpha 212 are on the way. He then says 

the second SM is Walton and the Group Manager (GM) is Patrick Goulbourne. He continues to 

say we also have SM Daniel Egan assigned as FSO and SM Cook as PLO. 

SM Loft asks if it has gone straight to six pumps, CRO Duddy says it is a standard fire, three 

pumps first then sends a message back for six pumps and one HP for high rise. SM Loft asks 

how many calls have been received, CRO Duddy tells him we have four calls altogether. SM 

Loft asks to be shown as Status 2 (Source, NICE, Admin Phone Line Audio file: GTIRT18-

00254). 

01 :17:22 BA Team Three, CM Stern and Firefighter Hippel report to the bridgehead, start breathing under 

air and remove their tallies. They are briefed to go to the fifth and sixth floors to check to see if 

the fire has spread (Source, Contemporaneous Notes: GTIRT17-01198, GTIRT17-00019, MPS 

Witness Statement: GTIRT18-01111 ,GTIRT18-00427, BA Data: GTIRT17-02820). 

01:17:28"' Firefighter Archer wearing BA goes to the main entrance door and opens it (Source, 

Contemporaneous Notes: GTIRT17-00024, MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-00312, Camera 4, 

CCTV). 

01 :17:31 SM Cook (Oscar Golf 54) books Status 2, mobile to Grenfell Tower from his home address in 

rce, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791). 

01 :17:45"' Alk Haxhisefa, Avni Haxhisefa and Adriana Zymberaj (flat 106, 13th floor) exit the building via the 

main entrance (Source, Camera 4, CCTV). 

01:17:51 SM Walton (Hotel 41 Sierra) phones Brigade Control and books Status 2, mobile to Grenfell 

Tower from Fulham fire station (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791, Contemporaneous Notes: 

01:18"' 

GTIRT17-00004, GTIRT17-00278, GTIRT17-01137, GTIRT17-01138 and GTIRT17-01139, MPS 

Witness Statement: GTIRT18-01000, NICE, Admin Phone Line Audio file: GTIRT18-00256). 

At around this time Firefighter O'Beirne enters the sixth floor lobby and he states it appears to be 

a little bit smoky A Spanish speaking family of three come out of flat 36, sixth floor (two floors 

directly above flat 16). They inform Firefighter O'Beirne that their flat is alight. He confirms with 

them there is no one else is in the flat. The door is closed but unlocked. Firefighter O'Beirne 

enters the flat and sees a wall of thick black smoke from floor to ceiling. The family leave via the 
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01:18"' 

01:18"' 

stairs. The occupants are believed to be (flat 36, sixth floor) Oscar Millan (flat 

36, sixth floor) and Ramiro Urbana (flat 176, 201
h floor), (Source, MPS Crenfe/1 Tower Disaster 

Victim Identification (DV/) Recovery Floor Plan: CTIRT18-01470). 

At around this time, WM O'Keeffe contacts WM Dowden via handheld radio and suggests 

sending a 'Make Pumps Eight' radio message as he requires additional resources (Source, 

Contemporaneous Notes: CTIRT17-00018, CTIRT17-01522, MPS Witness Statement: CTIRT17-

01252, CTIRT17-02889). 

Between 00:58- 01:18 the following residents have either been rescued, assisted out or have 

self-evacuated from Crenfe/1 Tower (Source, MPS Crenfe/1 Tower Residents List by Flat and Floor 

Number Document: CTIRT18-01141 and MPS Crenfe/1 Tower CCTV Named Exits spreadsheet: 

CTIRT18-01051). 

1. Abdirahman Hirsi (flat seven, second floor) 

2. Mr S H Duale (flat seven, second floor) 

3. Suhayb Hirsi (flat seven, second floor) 

4. Alison Moses (flat 11, fourth floor) 

5. David Benjamin (flat 12, fourth floor) 

6. Zoe Dainton (flat 12, fourth floor) 

7. Maryam Adam (flat 14, fourth floor) 

8. Abdulwahab Adbulhamid (flat 14, fourth floor) 

9. Amna Moehemmed (flat 14, fourth floor) 

10. Mahad Egal (flat 15, fourth floor) 

11. lat 15, fourth floor) 

12. Jamie Murry (flat 15, fourth floor) 

13. at 15, fourth floor) 

14. Bekailu Kebede (flat 16, fourth floor) 

15. AlmazKinfu (flat16,fourthfloor) 

16. Eisa Afeworki (flat 16, fourth floor) 

17. Salah Yusuf (flat 21, fifth floor) 

18. Mohamed Hariri (flat 21, fifth floor) 
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19. Daniel Griffin (flat 31, sixth floor) 

20. Eamon Zada (flat 53, eighth floor) 

21. 55, eighth floor) 

22. Hafida Sedrati (flat 55, eighth floor) 

23. lat 55, eighth floor) 

24. Farshid Kaficheraghi (flat 91, 1 floor) 

25. Ms MM Ahmed (flat 102, 1 floor) 

26. Jose Costa Cotelo (flat 103, 1 floor) 

27. Durinda Suarez-Chans (flat 103, 1 floor) 

28. Fatima Alves (flat 105, 13 floor) 

29. -(flat 105,13 floor) 

30. floo0 

31. Miguel Alves (flat 105, 1 floor) 

32. Alk Haxhisefa (flat 106, 13 floor) 

33. Avni Haxhisefa (flat 106, 13 floor) 

34. floor) 

35. lshmael Boaitey (flat unknown, floor unknown) 

36. Jalal Chentite (flat unknown, floor unknown) 

01 :18:18 All on duty ORT officers are paged through a group page system informing them of the six pump 

fire (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791). 

01 :18:20"' Firefighter Archer returns to the front door and opens it (Source, Camera 4, CCTV). 

01:19:08 Golf 272, North Kensington's P, sends an 'Assistance' message to the Radio Operator at Brigade 

Control: 

"M2FN Golf 272, make pumps eight, over" 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02487). 

8 Pump fire operational response and notifications 
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Incident type: 8 pump fire 

Operational response Notification actions 

• Eight Pumps including • Order Canteen Van or inform of incident upgrade if 

one 135 ladder already attending 

• ThreeWMs • Inform AC on duty type 24 AC1 or next in sequence if 

• One FlU not available 

• One FRU • Order Ambulance 

• TwoCUs • Order Water Service Technician (unless incident is a 

• Three SMs special service) 

• One GM (Incident • Inform Police 

Commander 7-10 • Inform Environmental Agency 

pumps) Officer • Supervisor inform Resource Management Logistics 

• One FSO • Supervisor inform ORT 

• One PLO (exclusive) • Supervisor inform nearest Tactical Advisor Bulk Media 

• One DAC as Monitoring Officer of fires of eight pumps and above (not grass or 

Officer special service) 

• One BreathingApparatus • Supervisor inform Duty Radio officer 

Unit (on the Operational • Supervisor inform Duty FRS Press Officer 

Support Unit (OSU)) • Supervisor inform Duty Brigade Control Senior 

• One Damage Control Manager 

Unit (on the OSU) • Supervisor considers diverting press line to Duty FRS 

Press Officer 

• Inform AC1 as Remote Monitoring Officer 

• Action Make Pumps eight 

• Officer of the Day 1 or 2 

• Duty DAC 

• Duty AC 

• Commissioner and Staff Officers as appropriate 

• Authority members 
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01 :19:08"' Firefighter O'Beirne states he believes he is between the seventh and 101
h floors when the 'Makes 

Pumps Eight' radio message is sent (Source, Contemporaneous Notes: CTIRT17-00016, MPS 

Witness Statement: CTIRT18-00072). 

01:19"' At around this time Firefighter Bills is ordered to move Golf 272, North Kensington's P, to allow 

access for the aerial appliance that was ordered on the make pumps six radio message (Source, 

Contemporaneous Notes: CTIRT17-00010). 

01:19:13"' AtthistimeBATeamOneopenthedoortothekitchenagain (Source, T/Cimagery). 

Opening 
kitchen door. 

Adj . time approx. 01:19 :13 

01:19:15 SM Loft, Golf 22 Sierra, is booked Status 2, mobile to Grenfell Tower. He is approximately three 

and a half miles away at his call out base which is Fulham fire station (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-

02791, NICE, Admin Phone Line Audio file: GTIRT18-00254). 

01:19:19 Alpha 213, Paddington's Turntable Ladder (TL), book Status 2, mobile to Grenfell Tower. Alpha 

213 is riding with two firefighters: CM Daniel Harriman and Firefighter Christopher Reynolds 

(Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791, ORF Register: GTIRT17-02567). 

01:19:27 Echo 109 GM Richard Welch is paged as BMA informed of an eight pump fire (Source, 'Vision': 

GTIRT17-02791). 

01:19:53"' Carmen Vieiro (flat 46, seventh floor) comes out into the seventh floor lobby (Source, Camera 

C15, CCTV). 

01:19:54"' Zak Chebiouni, carrying 66, ninth floor), leaves the building via the main 

entrance (Source, Cameras 2 and 4, CCTV). 

01:19:58 CRO Howson at Brigade Control takes a call from a male caller in W11 1 PG, outside Grenfell 

Tower, who explains that he can see a big fire behind him in the direction of Latimer Road tube 
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01:20"' 

01:20"' 

station. CRO Howson confirms that the Brigade is attending a fire at Grenfell Tower on the 

Lancaster West estate and the caller confirms that this sounds like what he can see. He states that 

he assumes the Brigade is attending because it is so big. 

Incident Number 76039, Call Duration one minute seven seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 

Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-00474). 

At around this time BA Team Three, CM Stern and Firefighter Hippel ascend to the fifth floor and 

they confirm in their police statements that there is heavy smoke logging on this floor. They look 

to enter flat 26, directly above flat 16, but it is locked and they have no breaking in equipment or 

fire hose. They can see smoke coming from the flat (Source, Contemporaneous Notes: CTIRT17-

00019 and CTIRT17-01198, MPS Witness Statement: CTIRT18-01111 and CTIRT18-00427). 

Firefighter Badillo makes his way down to the bridgehead to liaise with WM Dowden as he 

believes that's where WM Dowden is located. He briefs CM Secrett at the bridgehead. CM 

Secrett informs Firefighter Badillo that WM Dowden is aware of the fire spread (Source, 

Contemporaneous Notes: CTIRT17-00009, CTIRT17-00431, CTIRT17-01215, CTIRT17-00293 

and CTIRT17-00013, MPS Witness Statement: CTIRT18-01411, CTIRT18-00917, CTIRT18-

01065 and CTIRT17-01551). 

01:20:21"' Lydia Liao (flat 195, 22nd floor), leaves the building via the main entrance (Source, Camera 4, 

CCTV). 

01:20:25"' BA Tea m One, open the door to the kitchen and attempt to extinguish the fire. They note a drop 

in temperature which is consistent with the kitchen ventilating (Source, Contemporaneous Notes: 

CTIRT17-00012, CTIRT17-00458, CTIRT17-00460 and CTIRT17-00011, MPS Witness 

Statement: CTIRT18-01837, CTIRT17-01434 and TIC Imagery). 

01 :20:26"' Rashida Ali and (flat 125, 151
h floor) leave the building, via the main entrance 

(Source, Cameras 1 and 4, CCTV). 

01 :20:39"' Firefighter Archer enters the main entrance carrying a 45 mm fire hose and a branch (Source, 

Cameras 1 and 4, CCTV). 

01 :20:39"' Mr Winton Temesgen, Hiwot Dagnachew, -and •••••• (flat 26, fifth floor), 

leave the building via the main entrance (Source, Camera 4, CCTV). 

01:20:48"' BA Team One enter the kitchen and extinguish the fire (Source, Contemporaneous Notes: 

CTIRT17-00012, CTIRT17-00458, CTIRT17-00460 and CTIRT17-00011, MPS Witness 

Statement: CTIRT18-01837, CTIRT17-01434, TIC Imagery). 

01:20:54"' Ms Vieiro is seen again on the seventh floor lobby holding something over her face indicating 

deteriorating conditions (Source, Camera C15, CCTV). 
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01 :20:57 The table below show the resources required and mobilised to the eight pump fire: 

01:21"' 

01:21"' 

01:21"' 

Operational Response to the incident at Make Pumps 8 

• Golf 272, North Kensington's P 

• Golf 271, North Kensington's PL 

• Golf 331, Kensington's PL 

• Golf 362, Hammersmith's P 

• Golf 361, Hammersmith's PL 

• Alpha 212, Paddington's P 

• Alpha 211, Paddington's PL 

• Golf 261, Acton's PL 

• Oscar Kilo 13, WM Leaver (as FIO) 

• Alpha 216, Paddington's FRU 

• Command Unit7 

• CU8 

• Hotel41 Sierra SM Walton (as SM) 

• Golf 22 Sierra SM Loft (as SM) 

• Oscar Golf 61 SM Saunders (as SM) 

• Foxtrot 115 GM Goulbourne (as GM) 

• Oscar Golf 54 SM Cook (as PLO) 

• Echo 6 DAC O'Loughlin 

• Oscar Foxtrot 67 SM Daniel Egan (as FSO) 

• Golf25Aipha, Ealing's OSU (BreathingApparatus Unit) 

• Alpha 39 Alpha, Finchley's OSU (Damage Control Unit) 

At around this time, Firefighter O'Beirne leaves the sixth floor and goes to the seventh floor 

(Source, Contemporaneous Notes: CTIRT17-00016, MPS Witness Statement: CTIRT18-00072). 

BA Team Three, CM Stern and Firefighter Hippel proceed to the sixth floor from the bridgehead 

(Source, Contemporaneous Notes: CTIRT17-00019, CTIRT17-01198, MPS Witness Statement: 

CTIRT18-01111, CTIRT18-00427). 

The fire has spread up the external fa~ade to what is believed to be the ninth or tenth floor by this 

time (Source, Mobile Phone Video Footage: MET000083361 ). 

Please play Video '20170614_012100' in Appendix 3. 
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01:21:03"' Fatima Jafari and M aria Jafari (flat 86, 11th floor). Luke T owner and Em m a O'Connor (flat 171, 201h 

floor) leave the building via the main entrance (Source, Camera 1, CCTV). 

01 :21 :07 BA Team Four, Firefighter Archer and Firefighter Abell report to the bridgehead on the second 

floor. They start up their BA sets and start breathing under air. They are tasked to go to fifth floor 

to extinguish the fire in flat 26 (Source, Contemporaneous Notes: GTIRT17-00024, GTIRT17-

00014, GTIRT17-01197 and GTIRT17-00054 , MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-00043, 

GTIRT18-00312 and BA Data: GTIRT17-02820). 

01:21:15"' At around this time BA Team Two enter the kitchen and join BA Team One. BA Team One 

confirm with BA Team Two that the fire in the kitchen is out (Source, TIC Imagery, MPS Witness 

Statement: GTIRT18-00387, GTIRT18-01837, GTIRT17-01434 and GTIRT18-00321). 

01:21:15"' BA Team One confirm the fire is extinguished in flat 16 and they send a message to the Breathing 

Apparatus Entry Control Officer (BAECO) confirming the fire is out (Source, Contemporaneous 

Notes: GTIRT17-00012, GTIRT17-00458, GTIRT17-00460 and GTIRT17-00011, MPS Witness 

Statement: GTIRT18-01837, GTIRT17-01434). 

01:21:15"' The image below shows the washing machine in the kitchen which is hot but no flame (Source, 

Contemporaneous Notes: GTIRT17-00012, GTIRT17-00458, GTIRT17-00460 and GTIRT17-

00011, TIC Imagery). 

Washing machine in kitchen. 
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01:21:21"' The picture below shows the fire has reached the 11 1
h floor. A covering jet in the North East 

corner can be seen in use. lt is believed this is Firefighter Murphy or Firefighter Cornelius. 

Another firefighter can be seen setting up a ground monitor (Source, MET00006591, Expert 

Witness Report: BLA00005481, Camera 2, CCTV). 
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01:21:24 CRO Adams at Brigade Control takes a call from a female caller reporting the smell of smoke 

from inside Grenfell Tower. She states that she is from flat 195 on the 22nd floor. CRO Adams 

asks if there is smoke coming into her flat and the caller states that there is not but that she 

can smell smoke coming from the lift side of the building. CRO Adams advises the caller to 

stay inside and keep the door and window shut. CRO Adams explains that the fire is on the 
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fourth floor and when the caller asks if they should stay where they are, CRO Adams replies 

that they should stay unless things change. 

Incident Number 76042, Call Duration one minute, 34 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 

999 Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-00477). 

01:21:26"' BA Team One capture pictures on a TIC (below) of what appears to be hot molten droplets 

falling from the outside of the tower past the window, which has been burnt away (Source, 

TIC Imagery). 

Kitchen window failed and molten Droplets Falling Outside. 

01:21:30"' At around this time BA Team Four, Firefighter Archer and Firefighter Abell, make their way up the 

stairs from the bridgehead to the fifth floor and meet Firefighter Dorgu. He takes them to flat 26 

on the fifth floor and they attempt to make entry into the flat (Source, Contemporaneous Notes: 

GTIRT17-00024, GTIRT17-00014, GTIRT17-01197, GTIRT17-00054, GTIRT17-00017). 

01:21:34"' Hanan Wahabi (flat 66, ninth floor) leaves the building, via the main entrance (Source, Camera 4, 

CCTV). 

01:21 :57"' A firefighter, (believed to be Firefighter O'Beirne) enters the seventh floor lobby (Source, Camera 

C15). He goes to flat 46 and three people exit, Miss Vieiro, Mr Vieiro and Ms Vieiro. They tell him 

their flat is on fire (Source, Camera C15, CCTV, MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-00072, 

Contemporaneous Notes: GTIRT17-00016). 

01 :22:00"' Member of the public (name unknown) enters the building (Source, Camera 4, CCTV). 

01:22:05"' Mohboubeh Jamalvatan (flat 10, third floor) leaves the building via the main entrance (Source, 

Camera 4, CCTV). 
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01 :22:16"' Michael (Paramasivan) West (flat 45, seventh floor) comes out of his flat (CCTV footage jumps to 

01:22:30, he is no longer visible but his door is left open) (Source, Camera C15, CCTV). 

01 :22:16 CRO Howson at Brigade Control takes a call from a male caller who reports that he can see a block 

offlats on fire. He explains that he is between Latimer Road station and Ladbroke Grove. CRO 

Howson confirms that the Brigade are attendingafire on the Lancaster Estate. 

Incident Number 76043, Call Duration 36 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and 

Transcript: GTI RT17 -00478). 

01:22:33 Golf 261, Acton's PL, book Status 2, mobile to incident. Golf 261 is riding with five firefighters, 

WM Nathan As he, Firefighter Nicke Merrion, Firefighter Will Murphy, Firefighter Harvey Sanders 

and Firefighter Mandeep Singh (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791, ORF Register: GTIRT17-

02567). 

01:22:35"' A firefighter believed to be Firefighter O'Beirne leaves the seventh floor lobby (Source, Camera 

C15) and radios down to WM Dowden to inform him that the fire has spread to the seventh floor. 

Firefighter O'Beirne does not recall getting a response. He then proceeds to the eighth floor 

(Source, Contemporaneous Notes: CTIRT17-00016, CTIRT17-01215 and CTIRT17-00293, MPS 

Witness Statement: CTIRT18-00072, CTIRT18-01065). 

01:22:36"' Hannah (Paramasivan) West (flat 45, seventh floor) is seen in the seventh floor lobby (Source, 

Camera C15, CCTV). 

01:22:41"' Mrs Vieiro (flat 46, seventh floor) re-enters the seventh floor lobby. it appears that she returns to 

the seventh floor from the stairwell (Source, C15, CCTV). 

01:22:45 Paddington's FRU, Alpha 216, book Status 2, mobile to incident. Alpha 216 is riding with five 

firefighters, CM Philip Wigley, Firefighter Martin Gillam, Firefighter Russell Gonzalez, Firefighter 

Andrew Harris and Firefighter Dean Roberts (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791, ORF Register: 

GTIRT17-02567). 

01:22:47"' MrWest (flat 45, seventh floor) enters the main lobby carrying-(flat 45, seventh floor). 

They exit the building via the main entrance (Source, Cameras 2 and 4, CCTV). 

01:22:49 Alpha 211, Paddington's PL, book Status 2, mobile to incident. Alpha 211 is riding with five 

firefighters, WM Steven Coli ins, CM Guy Tillotson, Firefighter James Cuthbert, Firefighter Steven 

Mills and Firefighter Graeme Shaw (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791, ORF Register: GTIRT17-

02567). 

01 :22:50"' Fatima Jafari (flat 86, 11th floor), (flat 102, 13th floor) and Aid a Michael (not 

believed to be resident in Grenfell Tower) leave the building via the main entrance (Source, 

Cameras 1 and 4, CCTV). 
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01:22:51"' Fire can now be seen externally at the 11th or 1 ih floor levels (Source, Mobile Phone Video 

Footage: MET000083362). 

01:23 

01:23"' 

01:23"' 

Please play Video '20170614_012251' in Appendix 3. 

Firefighter Dorgu meets a woman (now known to be Rashida Ali from flat 125, 15th floor) who 

informs him that her husband is in flat 122, 15th floor (now known to be Sid Ali) and is bedbound 

(Source, Contemporaneous Notes: CTIRT17-00016, MPS Witness Statement: CTIRT18-00072). 

At around this time Firefighter O'Beirne reaches the eighth floor. There is heavy smoke logging in 

the eighth floor lift lobby He goes straight out and up to the ninth floor. 'He states he didn't 

understand why the lift lobbies were getting smokier as he was going up. He thought smoke may 

be coming up the lift shaft' (Source, MPS Witness Statement: CTIRT18-00072, 

Contemporaneous Notes: CTIRT17-00016). 

WM O'Keeffe contacts WM Dowden (IC1) and informs him that he requires additional BA 

wearers and ECBs He suggests making pumps 10 (Source, Contemporaneous Notes: GTIRT17-

00018, GTI RT17 -01522, MPS Witness Statement: GTI RT17 -01252, GTI RT17 -02889). 

01:23:15 CU7 from Wembley book Status 2, mobile to Grenfell Tower. CU7 is riding with two WMs, WM 

Norman Harrison and WM Antony Peckham (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791, ORF Register: 

GTIRT17-02567). 

01:23:22 AOM Real at Brigade Control phones Thames Water Authority (TWA) at Brigade Control to 

inform them of the fire in progress at Grenfell Tower and order a water services technician. The 

TWA Operator asks how many pumps are attending the incident and AOM Real states that it is a 

ten pump fire. She asks the TWA Operator to hold and when she returns she repeats her request 

for a water services technician and also asks TWA to remotely increase the pressure. AOM Real 

confirms to the TWA Operator that it is now a 15 pump fire. 

Call Duration five minutes 18 seconds (Source, NICE, Admin Phone Line Audio file: GTIRT18-

00865). 

01:23:49"' Rashida Ali (flat 125, 15th floor), comes back down the stairs and leaves the building via the main 

entrance (Source, Cameras 1, 2 and 4, CCTV). 

01 :23:50 CRO Adams at Brigade Control takes a call from a female caller who reports that she has seen a 

whole tower block on fire whilst driving down the A40. CRO Adams confirms the Brigade are in 

attendance and dealing with it. 

Incident Number 76044, Call Duration 39 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and 

Transcript GTIRT17-00479). 
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01:23:56"' Giti Pahlavani (flat 22, fifth floor) comes down the stairs videoing on her phone and leaves the 

building via the main entrance (Source, Cameras 2 and 4, CCTV). 

01:24"' Firefighter O'Beirne enters the ninth floor and states he does not observe any smoke on that floor 

(Source, Contemporaneous Notes: CTIRT17-00016, MPS Witness Statement: CTIRT18-00072). 

01:24:00 BA Team Four recall have difficulty gaining access to flat 26 and it takes them five minutes to gain 

entry (Source, Contemporaneous Notes: GTIRT17-00014, GTIRT17-01197, GTIRT17-00054 and 

GTIRT17-00024, MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-00043, GTIRT18-00312, BA Data: GTIRT17-

02820. Rationale, both BA sets data show a steady rise and fall in consumption rate between 

01:24 and 01:29, this is consistent with the work they describe undertaking). 

01:24:08 CRO Duddy at Brigade Control takes a call from a female caller reporting a fire in Grenfell 

Tower. The caller reports that there is a line offire going right up the outside of it. CRO Duddy 

informs the caller that the Brigade is in attendance and additional resources are on their way. 

Incident Number 76045, Call Duration 34 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and 

Transcript GTIRT17-00480). 

01 :24:09 Golf 271, North Kensington's PL sends a message to the Radio Operator at Brigade Control. 

"M2FN Golf 271, make pumps 10, over." 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02489) 

Incident Type: 9 -12 Pumps 

Operational response Notification actions 

• 9-12 Pumps including • Order AC1 or next available Duty AC 

one 135 (Pumping • Inform AC2 they are now AC1 

Appliance) • Order Canteen Van or inform of incident upgrade if 

• FourWMs already attending 

• One FlU • Order Ambulance 

• One FRU • Order Water Service Technician (unless incident is a 

• Two Command Units special service) 

• Five SMs • Inform Police 

• Two GMs (Incident • Inform Environment Agency 

Commander 7-10 • Supervisor inform Resource Management Logistics 

pumps) • Supervisor inform ORT 

• One PLO (exclusive) • Supervisor inform nearest Tactical Advisor Bulk 

• One DAC (Monitoring Media Officer of fires of eight pumps and above 
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Officer/Incident • Supervisor inform Duty Radio Officer 

Commander 11-15 • Supervisor inform Duty FRS Press Officer 

pumps) • Supervisor inform Duty Brigade Control Senior 

• One AC as Monitoring Manager 

Officer • Supervisor consider diverting press line to Duty FRS 

• One Breathing Press Officer 

Apparatus Unit (on the • Action Make Pumps 9- 12 

OSU) • Inform AC1 as Remote Monitoring Officer 

• One Damage Control Officer of the Day 1 or 2 • 
Unit (on the OSU) • Duty DAC 

• For incidents of 10 
Duty AC (reassigned) • 

pumps and above; 
• Commissioner and Staff Officers as appropriate 

• One Portable Hygiene 
• Authority members 

Unit will be mobilised 
• Additional for 10 pumps 

via Logistics Manager 
Supervisor inform Respiratory Protection Equipment • 

in Resource 
officer 

Management Logistics 

01 :24:18"' Betty Kasote (flat 41, seventh floor) leaves the building via the main entrance (Source, Cameras 1 

and 4, CCTV). 

01 :24:27"' Jose ph John, -and Lean ne Jackson Le Blanc (flat six, second floor), Mr Vieiro, Mrs 

Vieiro (flat 46, seventh floor), Ms West (flat 45, seventh floor), and -

- (flat 52, eighth floor) leave the building via the main entrance (Source, Camera 4, 

CCTV). 

01 :24:33 Golf 271, North Kensington's PL, sends a message to the Radio Operator at Brigade Control. 

"M2FN Golf 271, can we request the attendance of the police for crowd control? Golf 

271." 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02491 ). 

01 :24:36"' Mr West carries -out of the building via the main entrance, they are both from flat 45 

on the seventh floor (Source, Camera 4, CCTV). 

01:24:53 Echo 109 GM Welch rings the paging officer in response to the notification of a six pump fire. 

This notification action is for a BMA CRO Adams informs GM Welch that the incident has now 

escalated to a 10 pump fire. GM Welch informs CRO Adams that he will attend and to book him 

Status 2, mobile to incident, from his home address in -(Source, Admin Call: GTIRT18-

00259, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791). 
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01 :24:53 Oscar Golf 61, SM Saunders books Status 2, mobile to incident, from his home address in 

Postcode-(Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791). 

01 :24:57 CRO Howson at Brigade Control takes a call from a male caller in W11 4JJ. He says there is a 

"Fire in a tower opposite". CRO Howson confirms that Brigade is in attendance at Grenfell 

Tower. 

Incident Number 76046, Call Duration 26 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and 

Transcript: GTI RT17 -00481). 

01:24:57 CRO Duddy at Brigade Control takes a call from a BT Operator. A female can be heard shouting 

very loudly in the background. CRO Duddy asks if the line is still open and the BT Operator 

explains that it is but that she is not getting any response from the caller except shouting 'Help, 

Help'. CRO Duddy asks the BT Operator if the caller states that her flat is on fire but the response 

is interrupted by the caller shouting. CRO Duddy explains that the Brigade are already in 

attendance and the female caller states that she cannot breathe and that the fire is in the kitchen. 

The caller then leaves the line. CRO Duddy confirms with the BT operator that the line is still open 

and says hello several times. He asks the BT Operator to keep the line open. 

Incident Number 76047, Call Duration one minute, 57 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 

Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-00482). 

01 :24:58"' Srantilal Patel (flat 56, ,eighth floor) leaves the building via the main entrance (Source, Camera 4, 

CCTV). 

01:25"' At around this time BA Team Four try to gain access to flat 26, fifth floor. Before this happens a 

family of five come out from the flat next door (flat 25), and leave the fifth floor. They are later 

identified as Mohammed Rassoul, Munira Mahmud, nd 

BA Team Four wait to force entry into flat 26 until the family have been escorted 

out of the lobby This is done by Firefighter Dorgu (Source, Contemporaneous Notes: CTIRT17-

00017, MPS Witness Statement: CTIRT18-00641, BA Data: CTIRT17-02820). 

01:25:04 Oscar Kilo 13, WM Matthew Leaver, FIO, books Status 2, mobile to incident, from Alpha 28 

Dowgate fire station (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791 ). 

01:25:06 Golf 361, Hammersmith's PL, book Status 3, in attendance. This is the fifth fire engme 1n 

attendance at Grenfell Tower (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791 ). 

01:25:09"' William Thompson (flat 52, eighth floor), Chiraag Patel, Kirwan Shanti Patel (flat 56, eighth floor), 

Amina Mohammed and Kahlid Ahmed (flat 51, eighth floor) all exit the building via the main 

entrance (Source, Camera 4, CCTV). 
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01:25:12 CRO Heidi Fox at Brigade Control takes a call from a female caller in W11 4EU. The caller states 

that there is a building opposite her that is on fire and CRO Fox advises her that the Brigade are 

already in attendance. 

Incident Number 76049, Call Duration 28 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and 

Transcript: GTI RT17 -00483). 

01:25:14"' BA Team One capture pictures on their TIC below, which shows molten droplets falling past the 

kitchen window of flat 16 (Source, TIC Imagery). 

Molten dropped down outside kitchen 
window. Camera on 2x zoom 

ADJUSTED 

TIME 

APPROX 
01:25:14 

01:25:14 Foxtrot 113 GM Stephen West who is the ORT shadowing officer is mobilised to attend the 

incident by Brigade Control (Source, 'Vision': GTI RT17-02791 ). 

01 :25:16 OM Alexandra Norman at Brigade Control takes a call from a male caller in flat 111, 14th floor. 

The caller states that he can smell smoke but there is no smoke in his flat so he is advised by OM 

Norman it is safer to stay in his flat as there may be smoke in the stairwells. OM Norman also 

advises that if he wants to leave and it is safe to do so then he can. lt is believed the caller 

subsequently opens the front door causing the smoke alarm to actuate and says he can't get out 

because of the smoke. He explains that there is smoke in the corridor. OM Norman tells him to 

block the doors and that he should stay put if he cannot get out safely. She tells him that she will 

tell the crews that he is there. 

Incident Number 76058 Call Duration three minutes 57 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 

Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-00492). 

01:25:23"' Firefighter Badillo leaves the building via the main entrance. He props the front door open with 

his helmet as the door is on a timer and closes automatically (Source, Camera 1, CCTV). 
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01:25:34"' An unidentified firefighter in BA briefly enters the seventh floor lobby. This is believed to be 

Firefighter Hippel as all other firefighters are accounted for in the building at this time (Source, 

camera C15, CCTV). 

01:25:36 CRO Howson at Brigade Control takes a call from an occupant believed to be from flat 91, 12th 

floor. CRO Howson states that there are six appliances in attendance and more on the way and then 

asks if he is okay and the caller responds by stating that he is scared. The caller says goodbye and 

the line goes dead. 

Incident Number 76050 Call Duration 46 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and 

Transcript GTI RT17 -00484). 

01 :25:40"' Monica Lokko (flat three, first floor mezzanine), Reshad Naqshbandi (flat eight, third floor) and 

Elizabeth Sobieszczak (flat 43, seventh floor) leave the building via the main entrance (Source, 

Camera 4, CCTV). 

01:25:41 Alpha 216, Paddington's FRU, confirm with Brigade Control if they are required at the 10 pump 

fire. This is because the mobilisation has not appeared on their MDT: 

"M2FN Alpha 216, can you confirm we're no longer required for scene of 10 pump fire, 

over?'' 

(Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791 and NICE, Radio Message Audio and Transcript GTIRT17-

02494) 

01:25:41 The Radio Operator at Brigade Control responds to Alpha 216, Paddington's FRU. 

"Alpha 216, I am not aware that you are not required for the 10 pump. Can you just proceed 

and we are taking- we' re taking emergency calls at the moment. Just proceed. Over" 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio and Transcript GTIRT17-02493) 

01:25:41 Alpha216, Paddington's FRU, contact the Radio Operator at Brigade Control. 

"Alpha 216 received, over." 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02492) 

01:25:54 Golf 25 Alpha, Ealing's OSU, book Status 2, mobile to incident. Riding with one firefighter, 

Firefighter Phillip Birt (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791, ORF Register: GTIRT17-02567). 

01:26"' At this time Firefighter O'Beirne hears a scream or a shout. He goes to the next floor which he 

believes is the 10th, 11th or 12th. He stands at the door into the lift lobby and after a few seconds 

a women exits the lobby on her hands and knees in a distressed state. (lt is possible that this is 

Damiana Louis (flat 96, 12th floor) Firefighter O'Beirne looks into the lobby and observes there is 

thick black smoke from floor to ceiling He turns and asks her if there is anyone else in there but 
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she has already gone down the stairs and doesn't turn back (Source, MPS Witness Statement: 

CTIRT18-00072). 

By this time the fire has spread up the external fa~ade to the 23'd floor, having travelled 19 floors 

in 12 minutes (Source, MPS Fire Spread Presentation, GTIRT18-01590). 

01 :26:27 CRO Angie Gotts at Brigade Control takes a call from a male caller who states he can smell 

burning in the area of his property in W1 0 6LW but he cannot see the building that is on fire. 

Incident Number 76053, Call Duration one minute 34 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 

Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-00487). 

01 :26:38"' Hermine Harris (flat 42, seventh floor) leaves the building via the main entrance (Source, Camera 

4, CCTV). 

01:26:43 The table below show the resources mobilised to the 10 pump fire: (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT 17-

02791 ). 

Operational Response to the incident at Make Pumps 10 

• Golf272, North Kensington's P 

• Golf 271. North Kensington's PL 

• Golf 331. Kensington's PL 

• Golf 362, Hammersmith's P 

• Golf 361, Hammersmith's PL, 

• Alpha 212, Paddington's P 

• Alpha 211, Paddington's PL 

• Golf 261. Acton's PL 

• Golf 371, Chiswick's PL 

• Golf 281, Willesden's PL 

• Oscar Kilo 13, WM Leaverfrom the Fire Investigation Team 

• Alpha 216, Paddington's FRU 

• CU7 

• Command Unit8 

• Hotel41 Sierra SM Walton (as SM) 

• Golf 22 Sierra SM Loft (as SM) 

• Oscar Golf 61 SM Saunders (as SM) 

• Alpha 40 Sierra, SM PeterWolfenden (as SM) 

• Oscar Echo 69, SM Daniel Kipling (as SM) 

• Foxtrot 115 GM Goulbourne (as GM) 
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• Foxtrot 113 GM West (ORT Shadowing) 

• Oscar Golf 54 SM Cook (as PLO) 

• Echo 6 DAC O'Loughlin 

• Oscar Foxtrot 67 SM Daniel Egan (as FSO) 

• Golf25Aipha, Ealing's OSU (BreathingApparatus Unit) 

• Alpha 39 Alpha, Finchley's OSU (Damage Control Unit) 

01 :26:49"' Firefighter Badillo picks his helmet up at the main entrance where he earlier placed it to wedge 

the door open (Source, Camera 1, CCTV). 

01 :26:52" Two members of the public, Rhea Rojo (flat 91. 1 ih floor) and Nadia Jafari (flat 86, 11 1
h floor), 

leave the lift at ground floor level and black smoke is emanating from the top of the lift car. See 

picture below (Source, Camera 5, CCTV). 

01 :26:54 CRO Duddy at Brigade Control takes a call which is transferred from a BT Operator in 

Nottingham. A female caller comes on the line and reports that there is a fire in flat 186, Grenfell 

Tower. She says there is a fire in the whole building and when CRO Duddy asks if the caller is in 

the building, she confirms that everyone is out. The caller is advised to stay out, not to go back in 

and that there are a lot of fire enginesalreadythere. 

Incident Number 76052, Call Duration one minute 20 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio 

file and Transcript GTIRT17-00486). 
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01:26:56 Alpha 212, Paddington's P, book Status 3, in attendance. This is the sixth fire engine in 

attendance at Grenfell Tower (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791 ). 

01 :26:56"' Firefighter Badillo meets Ms Urbana at the main entrance and Ms Urbana hands him a set of keys 

to flat 176, 201
h floor. (In his statement Firefighter Badillo states Ms Urbana tells him that her sister 

Jessica is still in their flat on the 201
h floor and he tells her he will go and get her) (Source, Camera 

1, CCTV, Contemporaneous Notes: CTIRT17-00009, CTIRT17-00431, MPS Witness Statement: 

CTIRT18-01411, CTIRT18-00917). 

01:26:58 CRO Fox at Brigade Control takes a call from a female reporting a fire in Grenfell Tower. The 

caller explains that she is on the 1 ih floor and asks for some advice on what to do. CRO Fox clarifies 

the address and the caller explains that she can see the fire through the window and reports that 

her neighbour says that the fire is in her kitchen already. The caller says that smoke is coming from 

the main door and CRO Fox advises her to put wet towels down to stop the smoke. There is some 

audible confusion regarding whether the towels should be wet or dry and CRO Fox then confirms 

the location and flat number as flat 95. CRO Fox states that she will pass on the information to the 

crews. 

Incident Number 76062, Call Duration two minutes and 10 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 

Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-00495). 

01:27:01 BA Team One, Firefighter Brown's Low Pressure Warning Whistle (LPWA) actuates, which 

informs him that he is low on air. Firefighter Brown continues to try and put the fire out on the 

outside of the building by hanging out of the window whilst being held by CM Batterbee (Source, 

BA Data: GTIRT17-02820, Contemporaneous Notes: GTIRT17-00012, GTIRT17-00458, 

GTIRT17-00460 and GTIRT17-00011, MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-01837, GTIRT17-

01434). 

01 :27:02 Golf 271, North Kensington's PL, sends a message to the Radio Operator at Brigade Control. 

"M2FN Golf 271, make ALP2, over." 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02495). 

01:27:02 CRO Howson at Brigade Control takes a call from a male outside of Grenfell Tower stating that he 

can see a really big fire at Grenfell Tower and that it looks like it could collapse. CRO Howson tells 

the caller that six fire engines are en-route. 

Incident Number 76051, Call Duration 25 seconds (Source, BOSS viewer, 999 Audio file and 

Transcript GTIRT17-00485) The call time is the BOSS call time but has been referenced as using 

the Call creation time. 
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01:27:03 SM Oliff who is the nominated Officer of the Day (OOD) contacts the paging officer to 

acknowledge receipt of the eight pump fire. He confirms that Brigade Control are located at 

Stratford and states he will proceed to Brigade Control (Source, NICE, Admin Phone Line Audio 

file: GTIRT18-00251 and 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791). 

01 :27:05"' Ms Rojo (flat 91,1 ih floor) and ••••• (not listed as a resident) leave the building via the 

main entrance (Source, Camera 4, CCTV). 

01:27:06 The Radio Operator at Brigade Control confirms receipt of message from G271, North 

Kensington's PL at 01 :27:02: 

"Make ALPs 2, further traffic. " 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02496) 

01:27:10"' CM Sephton from BA Team Six, removes his BA tally from his BA set before entering the 

building (Source, BA Data: GTI RT17-02820, Camera 4, CCTV). 

01:27:13 Brigade Control request best approach road for officers. Hotel 41 Sierra, SM Walton is having 

difficulty finding a route to the incident due to the amount of road closures in the area (Source, 

'Vision': GTIRT17-02498, Contemporaneous Notes: GTIRT17-00004, GTIRT17-00278, GTIRT17-

01137, GTIRT17-01138 and GTIRT17-01139, MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-01000). 

G271, North Kensington's PL, advise that Bomore Road is the best approach road to the incident 

(Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-

02497). 

01:27:16"' Mesrob Kassemdjian and Rita Tankrian (flat 141, 1ih floor) leave the building via the main 

entrance (Source, Camera 4, CCTV). 

01 :27:17"' CM Secrett comes down the stairwell into the main lobby (Source, Camera 4, CCTV) 

01:27:23"' As CM Secrett exits the building as he passes Firefighter Badillo they speak to each other, CM 

Secrett leaves the building, via the main entrance and Firefighter Badillo heads towards the lift 

lobby (Source, Cameras 3 and 4, CCTV). 

01 :27:26 Golf 271, North Kensington's PL, sends a message to the Radio Operator at Brigade Control. 

"Further traffic, make pumps 15, over." 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript:GTIRT17-02499) 

13+ pumps operational response and notification actions 

Incident Type: 13+ Pumps 

Operational response I Notification actions 
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• 13+ Pumps including • Order AC1 or next available Duty AC. Inform AC2 

one 135 (Pumping they are now AC1 

Appliance) • Order Canteen Van or inform of incident upgrade if 

• FiveWMs already attending 

• One FlU • Order Ambulance 

• One FRU • Order Water Service Technician (unless incident is a 

• Two Command Units special service) 

• Six SMs • Inform Police 

• Three GMs • Inform Environment Agency 

• One PLO (exclusive) • Supervisor inform Resource Management Logistics 

• One FSO • Supervisor inform ORT 

• One DAC (Incident • Supervisor inform nearest Tactical Advisor Bulk Media 

Commander 11-15 Officer 

pumps) • Supervisor inform Duty Radio Officer 

• One AC(Monitoring • Supervisor inform Duty FRS Press Officer 

officer/Incident • Supervisor inform Duty Brigade Control Senior 

Commander 16+ Manager 

pumps) • Supervisor consider diverting press line to Duty FRS 

• One Breathing Press Officer 

Apparatus Unit (on • Action Make Pumps 13+ 

the OSU) • Inform AC1 as Remote Monitoring Officer 

• One Damage Control • Supervisor inform Respiratory Protection Equipment 

Unit (on the OSU) Officer 

• One Portable Hygiene • Officer of the Day 1 or 2 

Unit will be mobilised • Duty DAC 

via Logistics Manager • Duty AC(reassigned) 
in Resource 

Commissioner and Staff Officers as appropriate • 
Management Logistics 

Authority members • 
• Supervisor order Duty Brigade Control Senior 

Manager 

01:27:28"' Van Quang Ho (flat 76, 10th floor) leaves the building, via the main entrance (Source, Camera 4, 

CCTV). 

01:27:31"' Firefighter Badillo enters the lift lobby at ground floor level with the keys given to him by Ms 

Urbana (believed to be forflat 176, 20th floor) (Source, Camera C18, CCTV, Contemporaneous 
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Notes: GTIRT17-00009, GTIRT17-00431, MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-01411, GTIRT18-

00917). 

01:27:35 The Radio Operator at Brigade Control confirm Golf 271, North Kensington's PL, message of 

01:27:26: 

"Make pumps 15 and aerials 2 received. Hotel 41 Sierra, did you intercept that road, 

over?'' 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02500). 

01:27:42"' Firefighter Badillo enters the lift on the ground floor (Source, Camera C18, CCTV). From his 

statements his intention is to travel to the 20th floor to rescue Jessica Urbana from flat 176 

(Source, Cameras C18 and 5, CCTV, Contemporaneous Notes: CTIRT17-00009, CTIRT17-

00431, MPS Witness Statement: CTIRT18-01411, CTIRT18-00917). 

01 :27:46 CRO Howson at Brigade Control takes a call from a male caller who is incoherent. CRO Howson 

tries to get some information but the caller doesn't answer. The BT Operator then comes on to the 

line and states that the initial caller is a female askingforthefire brigade who sounds quite panicky. 

Incident Number 76055, Call Duration 46 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and 

Transcript: GTI RT17 -00489). 

01 :27:50"' Munira Mahmud, (flat 25, fifth floor) and Hoang 

Khanh Quang (flat 76, 10th floor) leave the building via the main entrance (Source, Camera 4, 

CCTV). 

01:27:56"' Sabah Abdulla (flat 143, 1ih floor), -· Nadia Yousef (flat 121, 15th floor), -

-· -· Youssef Khalloud and Mouna EI-Ogbanu (flat 85, 

11th floor) come down the stairs with LFB personnel at the rear and exit into the foyer (Source, 

01:28"' 

01:28"' 

Camera 2, CCTV). 

At around this time Firefighter Badillo is travelling in the lift to the 20th floor. He states that the lift 

stops at the 15th floor, where the doors open and the lift car fills full of black smoke. He is not 

wearing BA. Firefighter Badillo manages to find his way through the lift lobby door and into the 

stairwell. He then descends the stairs (Source, Contemporaneous Notes: CTIRT17-00009, 

CTIRT17-00431 and MPS Witness Statement: CTIRT18-01411, CTIRT18-00917). 

BA Team One, CM Batterbee and Firefighter Brown, withdraw from flat 16 due to the continuing 

actuation of Firefighter Brown's LPWA. BA Team Two, Firefighter O'Hanlon and Firefighter 

Barton, continue fighting the fire on the external facade from inside the flat. BA Team Two state 

the window and frame in the kitchen has failed which means the area is ventilated. They notice 

the external window surround is on fire and reach out of the opening as far as they can to 
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01:28"' 

01:28"' 

01:28"' 

extinguish it and try to see how high the fire has spread (Source, Contemporaneous Notes: 

GTIRT17-00027, GTIRT17-00012, GTIRT17-00458, GTIRT17-00460, GTIRT17-00011 and 

GTIRT17-00025, MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-00387, GTIRT18-01837, GTIRT17-01434 

and GTIRT18-00321). 

Firefighter O'Beirne is on the stairwell between the 10th and 14h floors. Firefighter O'Beirne meets 

two adult males One of whom states his dad is bed bound and still in the 

flat on the 16th floor. Firefighter O'Beirne radios this information to the bridgehead but does not 

recall receiving confirmation that the radio message has been received (it is now known that this 

is Sam Daniels, flat 135, 16th floor) (Source, Contemporaneous Notes: CTIRT17-00016, MPS 

Witness Statement: CTIRT18-00072, CTIRT18-02500). 

BA Team Three, Firefighter Hippel and CM Stern intercept the message from Firefighter 

O'Beirne, they believe they are on the fifth or sixth floor (Source, Contemporaneous Notes: 

GTIRT17-00016, GTIRT17-01198 and GTIRT17-00019, MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-

00072, GTIRT18-01111 and GTIRT18-00427). 

BA Team Four, Firefighter Archer and Firefighter Abell, enter flat 26 on the fifth floor. The smoke 

is thick, black and down to ground. The lift lobby then fills full of smoke which then goes into the 

stairwell as the fire hose is propping the lift lobby door open. The temperature in the flat is said to 

be very warm and they are unable to see the fire using the TIC As they enter further into the flat 

the fire hose then becomes stuck and Firefighter Archer goes back to the stairwell to free the fire 

hose (Source, BA Data: GTIRT17-02820, Contemporaneous Notes: GTIRT17-00014, GTIRT17-

01197, GTIRT17-00054 and GTIRT17-00024, MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-00043, 

GTI RT18-00312). 

01:28:00 CRO Gotts at Brigade Control takes a call from a member of the public reporting a massive fire in 

a flat that they can see as they are driving to Shepherds Bush. 

Incident Number 76056, Call Duration 52 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and 

Transcript GTIRT17-00490). 

01:28:00 Golf 281, Willesden's PL, book Status 2, mobile to incident. Golf 281 is riding with five 

firefighters: WM Alexander Cardy, CM Craig Eden, Firefighter Katie Foster, Firefighter Gregory 

Lawson and Firefighter Tom Welch (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791, ORF Register: GTIRT17-

02567). 

01:28:02 CRO Duddy at Brigade Control takes a call from a female member of the public reporting a fire in 

Grenfell Tower. She explains that she is in the building opposite. CRO Duddy states that the 

Brigade is in attendance. 
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Incident Number 76054, Call Duration 26 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and 

Transcript: GTI RT17 -00488). 

01:28:04"' Nadia Yousuf and- (flat 121, 15th floor). Mouna EI-Ogbani, .. 

-· Youssef Khalloud, (flat 85, 11th floor) and Sabah Abdullah 

(believed to be a non resident) leave the building via the main entrance (Source, Camera 4, 

CCTV). 

01:28:05 Echo 6, DAC Andrew O'Loughlin calls Brigade Control in response to the pager message to an 

eight pump fire at Grenfell Tower and asks if it is now a 15 pump fire which Brigade Control 

confirms. DAC O'Loughlin confirms that he is en-route and to book him Status 2, mobile to 

incident and states that DAC Fenton will be taking over the duty DAC role (Source, NICE, Radio 

Message Audio file: GTIRT18-00252, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791). 

01:28:11"' Firefighter Dorgu runs out of the building via the main entrance (Source, Cameras 2 and 4, CCTV, 

MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-00641, Contemporaneous Notes: GTIRT17-00017). 

01:28:12 Golf 271, North Kensington's PL, send an 'assistance' message to Brigade Control, confirming 

'Persons Reported': 

"M2FN Golf 271, this is a person-reported fire, over." 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02501) 

This message means that the Incident Commander is informing Brigade Control that people are 

involved (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791) 

Persons Reported operational response and notification actions 

Incident Type: PR- Fire- Persons Reported 

Operational response Notification actions 

• Normal Predetermined Attendance • Order Ambulance 

for the premises/thoroughfare and • Inform Police 

Fire • Supervisor inform Resource Management Logistics 

•1 xWM • Supervisor inform ORT 

• 1 X FlU • Inform FSO if not already attending. 

• 1 x SM as Monitoring Officer • Inform GM as Remote Monitoring Officer 

• 1 x Command Unit 
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01 :28:19 CRO Sarah Russell at Brigade Control takes a call from the Glasgow BT Operator who states that a 

male caller is on the line but has now cleared the line. The BT Operator says that the caller starts 

saying Lad broke something, but then the line clears. CRO Russell says she will call him back. 

Incident Number 76059a, Call Duration 24 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and 

Transcript GTIRT17-00493). The Call time is the BOSS call time but has been referenced using 

the 'Vision' call creation time. 

01:28:19 CRO Russell at Brigade Control calls the number provided above and speaks to a delivery driver who 

wants to report a fire in Grenfell Tower. CRO Russell confirms that the Brigade is in attendance 

(Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-00538). 

01:28:21 The Radio Operator at Brigade Control confirm receipt of Golf 271, North Kensington's PL's, 

message of 01:28:12. 

"Golf 271, persons reported also received. " 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02502). 

01:28:26 CRO Duddy at Brigade Control takes a call from the occupant of flat 82, 11th floor. The female 

caller explains that she is stuck on the 11th floor and does not know how to get out. CRO Duddy 

asks if there is any smoke in her property to which the caller states that there is no smoke in her 

property but that there is smoke in the landing. CRO Duddy advises her to keep the doors and 

windows closed. 

Incident Number 76057, Call Duration one minute six seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio 

file and Transcript GTIRT17-00491 ). 

01 :28:39"' Ms Louis (flat 96, 1 ih floor) leaves the building via the side entrance (Source, Camera 2, CCTV). 

01:28:41 Oscar Echo 69 SM Kipling books Status 2, mobile to incident from his home address in

-(Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791 and ORF Register: GTIRT17-02567). 

01:28:49"' Mustafa Abdu (flat 184, 21st floor) and ••• (flat 104, 13th floor) leave the building via the 

main entrance (Source, Camera 4, CCTV). 

01 :29:00"' The main entrance door is still automatically closing causing access issues for firefighters (Source, 

Cameras 1 and 4, CCTV). 

01:29"' At around this time WM Watson meets WM Dowden and discusses the incident resourcing. 

They agree the incident requires 20 fire engines and two FRUs. WM Dowden confirms that a 

bridgehead has been established on the second floor and asks WM Watson to establish a staging 

area on the ground floor (Source, Camera 4, CCTV, Contemporaneous Notes: GTIRT17-01215, 

GTIRT17-00293 and GTIRT17-00031, MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-01065, GTIRT18-

00073). 
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01:29* 

01:29* 

01:29* 

01:29* 

BA Team One report back to the BAECP at the bridgehead and replace their tallies into their BA 

sets and briefWM O'Keeffe as to what they have seen in flat 16 and the extent of the external fire 

travel observed (Source, Contemporaneous Notes: GTIRT17-00012, GTIRT17-00458, GTIRT17-

00460, GTIRT17-00011, GTIRT17-00018 and GTIRT17-01522, MPS Witness Statement: 

GTIRT18-01837, GTIRT17-01434, GTIRT17-01252 and GTIRT17-02889). 

Firefighter O'Beirne and the two residents one of whom is now known to be Sam Daniels are 

between the ninth and 141
h floors (Source, Contemporaneous Notes: CTIRT17-00016, MPS 

Witness Statement: CTIRT18-00072, CTIRT18-02500). 

BA Team Three, CM Stern and Firefighter Hippel are ascending the stairs towards Firefighter 

O'Beirne, Mr Daniels and the other resident (Source, Contemporaneous Notes: GTIRT17-00016, 

GTIRT17-01198, GTIRT17-00019, MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-00072, GTIRT18-00427, 

GTIRT18-01111). 

WM Dowden notices a large amount of debris falling from the tower and orders the crew 

working the covering jet (Firefighter Murphy and Firefighter Come/ius) to move back to a safe 

area. The firefighters move back and at this point WM Dowden realises that the jet is having no 

effect on suppressing the fire and he orders the crew to turn off the covering jet and report to the 

bridgehead wearing BA (Source, MPS Witness Statement: GTI RT18-01 065). 

01:29:03 Echo 6, DAC O'Loughlin is booked Status 2, mobile to the incident, from his home address in 

-(Source, 'Vision':, GTIRT17-02791 and ORF Register: GTIRT17-02567). 

01:29:05 AOM Real at Brigade Control calls the London Ambulance Service (LAS) and asks for their 

attendance. She gives the address of Grenfell Tower and postcode as W11 1TG. The Ambulance 

Operator says this brings up The Parade off St John's Hill. AOM Real states that it is the Lancaster 

West estate, the Ambulance Operator asks if this is a "new build". AOM Real answers no. 

The Ambulance Operator appears to be having difficulty finding Grenfell Tower. AOM Real 

passes it as a 25 pump fire. The ambulance reference is given as 247. 

Call Duration three minutes 18 seconds, (Source, NICE, Admin Phone Line Audio file: GTIRT18-

00869) 

01 :29:11 Golf 271, North Kensington's PL, sends a message to the Radio Operator at Brigade Control. 

"Authority. ""M2FN Golf 271, make pumps 20 and FRUs 2, over." 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file: GTIRT18-02503). 

01:29:28* Sepideh Minaei Moghaddam and (flat four, first floor mezzanine), leave the 

building via the main entrance (Camera 4, CCTV). 

01:29:33 The Radio Operator at Brigade Control sends a message to Golf 271, North Kensington's PL: 
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"Make pumps 20, FRUs 2 received." 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02504) 

01:29:34 CRO Duddy at Brigade Control takes a call from a female caller who lives near Grenfell Tower to 

report that it is burning. CRO Duddy confirms that the Brigade is already there. 

Incident Number 76061, Call Duration 26 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and 

Transcript GTIRT17-00494). The time shown is the BOSS call time but has been referenced 

using the 'Vision' call created time. 

01:29:38 CRO Adams at Brigade Control takes a call from a female requesting Fire Brigade attendance at 

Ladbroke Grove, Latimer Road. CRO Adams confirms that this is to Grenfell Tower and explains 

that the Brigade is already in attendance. The caller asks CRO Adams to send more fire engines 

and states that the whole of left side of building is on fire. The caller then corrects herself by stating 

that the whole of the right side is on fire. CRO Adams advises that 20 fire engines are coming 

and the fire service are already in attendance. 

Incident Number 76065, Call Duration 60 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and 

Transcript GTIRT17-00498). 

01:29:41 Bravo Charlie 02 Senior Operations Manager (SOM) Joanne Smith who is the Duty Brigade 

Control Senior Manager is paged and notified of the incident (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791 

and Paging Logs: GTIRT18-02098). 

01:29:48 CRO Gotts at Brigade Control takes a call from a male caller who states he has received a call from 

his girlfriend and that there is a fire in her block near Latimer Road. He is advised that the Brigade 

is on scene and dealing with the fire. 

Incident Number 76064, Call Duration 20 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and 

Transcript GTIRT17-00497). 

01 :29:48 CRO Russell at Brigade Control takes a call from the Portadown BT Operator who passes on a 

mobile number saying the line has cleared. The BT Operator adds that it appears to be a child on 

the line who asks for the Fire Brigade. She also says the caller sounds in distress. CRO Russell 

says she will call the number back. 

Incident Number 76096a, Call Duration 21 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and 

Transcript GTI RT17 -00527). 

01:29:51"' A team of three firefighters in BA arrive at the main entrance, these are CM Sephton, Firefighter 

Broderick and Firefighter Brodrick. The door is closed and they cannot gain access into the 

building (Source, Cameras 1 and 4, CCTV). 
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01:30:00 CRO Duddy at Brigade Control takes a call from a female caller reporting that there is a fire in 

Grenfell Tower and that they are stuck on the top floor and that the doors won't open. The caller 

explains that there is smoke everywhere and the fire is in her house on the 22nd floor. She tells 

CRO Duddy that everyone is now on the 23'd floor. The caller further explains that the fire has 

broken into the kitchen of her flat and she has run into the neighbour's flat. FSG is given to 

explain how to try to prevent smoke from coming in. The line is very poor and keeps cutting out 

and the caller's voice keeps breaking up. When the line goes quiet, CRO Duddy asks the 

Operator if the line is open but there is no response and eventually the line drops out. 

01:30"' 

Incident Number 76063 Call Duration two minutes 37 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 

Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-00496). 

At around this time He/en Cebremeskel (flat 186, 21 51 floor) states she goes to the fire exit door 

leading to the stairwell on the landing to see about escaping down the stairs. She opens the fire 

door but does not go down at this point. She thinks it is about 01.30am and there is smoke 'but 

not so much that we can't see each other'. Lots of people, on the other side of the door are 

coming up the stairs from the lower levels and they are heading up the tower, via the stairs. She 

can see lots of people coming up from the lower floors, but she doesn't know how many. There 

are enough of them to make it hard to go down the stairs at this time. She states, 'they tell us to 

go back to our flat. it appeared to me that they were trying to escape from a fire below' (Source, 

BSR Witness Statement: IWS00000218). 
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01:30"' 

01:30"' 

CCTV footage in the picture below is from the on site camera shows that the fire has reached the 

roof. The flames appear to involve the outside of flats on the North East corner of Grenfell Tower 

(Source, Camera CH01, CCTV, MPS GT Plan: GTIRT18-00274). 

At around this time, BA Team Three, CM Stern and Firefighter Hippel meet Firefighter O'Beirne, 

Sam Daniels and another resident (believed to be Hamed Wahbi from flat 66, ninth floor) in the 

stairwell. Firefighter O'Beirne states he believes they are between the ninth and 10th floors . 

Firefighter Hippel and CM Stern claim they meet the others on or around the sixth floor whilst 

Sam Daniels records in his police statement they are on the 11th floor or possibly the 14th floor, he 

also comments that it is confusing due to the refurbishment (Source, Contemporaneous Notes: 

CTIRT17-00016, CTIRT17-01198, CTIRT17-00019, MPS Witness Statement: CTIRT18-00072, 

CTIRT18-00427, CTIRT18-01111, CTIRT18-02500). 

01 :30:02 OM Norman at Brigade Control takes a call from a female caller who states that her, her husband, 

three children including a baby are in Grenfell Tower in flat 175 on the 201h floor and that there is 

a fire in her building. The caller originally states that she is on the 1ih floor and then corrects 

herself. OM Norman explains that the fire is on the fourth floor and the caller states that there is 

smoke coming into her flat. OM Norman advises the caller to stay in the flat unless its safe to leave as 

she doesn't know what the conditions are like on the stairs. She tells the caller to block the doors 

and the caller confirms that her husband has done this and that the family have all moved into the 

sitting room. The caller is scared and panicking and OM Norman confirms that she will send 
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someone up to her. OM Norman repeats her advice to block the door and tells the caller not to 

open the windows unless there is no smoke because the fire will be coming up the outside of the 

building. 

Incident Number 76079, Call Duration two minutes 40 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 

Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-00512). 

01:30:05 Golf 371, Chiswick's PL book Status 2, mobile to incident. Golf 371 is riding with five firefighters: 

WM Alan Moore, Firefighter Tristan Daoud, Firefighter Agnel Fernandes, Firefighter Stephen 

O'Donoghue and Firefighter Vincent Williams (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791, ORF Register: 

GTIRT17-02567). 

01:30:08 After completing the call to the BT Operator (call received at 01 :29:48), CRO Russell at Brigade 

Control calls the mobile number given to her and a young girl can be heard saying "Mum". She 

then says there is a fire in the kitchen, then says there is a fire in the building. The caller is on the 

23'd floor. CRO Russell asks the caller where the smoke is coming from and the caller states it is 

coming from the floor. She says there are 10 people including her. lt appears initially that the 

caller is on the landing outside the flat. A smoke alarm is sounding and someone is heard saying 

"come in", "we have to close the door". CRO Russell confirms they need to go inside and try and 

block underneath the front door to stop the smoke coming in and establishes some information 

about the location of the fire. The caller says the fire is on the 201
h floor but they are on the 23'd 

CRO Russell asks the caller who the people are with them. They reply, "I'm not with my family". 

At 01:39:41 the caller tells CRO Russell they have moved into a bedroom. At 01:47:28 CRO 

Russell is able to confirm that the caller's name is Jessica, that she is 12 years old, is in flat 201 and 

that there are 12 people in the flat including herself. CRO Russell continues to support Jessica 

and asks her to keep her up to date. At 02:09:32 Jessica says "there's a fire in the room". At 

around 02:13 CRO Russell asks Jessica to talk to other people in the room and ask if they think it 

would safer to leave that room and go to another room if the flames are now coming in. Jessica 

says they have tried already and there is too much smoke. CRO Russell asks to speak to the 

person that tried to get out but is told he cannot talk. CRO Russell persists in trying to get the 

phone passed over but Jessica cannot pass it or speak to anyone. The call ends at 02:24:45 

when Jessica becomes inaudible for several minutes and CRO Russell cannot get any response. 

She repeatedly tries to raise a response. Call Number 76096b, Call Duration 55 minutes (Source, 

BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-00570). 
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At the beginning of the shift CRO Sarah Russell is allocated to a radio position in the Brigade 

Control room. She is scheduled to monitor the radio channel for all Brigade resources South of 

the River Thames. In her MPS witness statement she says that she could see that the "number of 

calls began stacking up". She asks her colleague CRO Sharon Darby if she can manage both the 

North and South radio channels in order that she can assist with the high volume of 999 

emergency calls being received. This is not an uncommon practice during busy periods. 

01 :30:08 CRO Fox at Brigade Control takes a call from a male caller who says there is a fire and that he is on 

the 22nd floor. CRO Fox confirms that the caller is in Grenfell Tower and confirms that the Brigade 

are on their way. The caller acknowledges that he can see the Brigade but states that the 

conditions are terrible and it is not possible to see your hand in front of you. CRO Fox tells the 

caller to put towels down to prevent smoke from coming in and the caller thanks her and says he 

will tell the others. Smoke alarms are audible. 

Incident Number 076066, Call Duration (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and Transcript 

GTIRT17-00499). 

01:30:11"' Sepideh Minaei Moghaddam and (flat 4, first floor mezzanine), 

-and Nida Mangoba (flat 116, 14h floor) leave the building via the main entrance 

(Source, Camera 4, CCTV). 

01:30:14 CRO Howson at Brigade Control takes a call from a male caller who is on his balcony in W2 5TQ 

and he can see a whole block of flats on fire near Westfield. CRO Howson checks the individual's 

postcode and is satisfied that the caller is in close enough proximity to Grenfell for it to be the 

same incident. 

Incident Number 76069 Call Duration one minute 38 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio 

file and Transcript GTIRT17-00502). 

01 :30:25"' Firefighter Dorgu, now wearing BA, enters the main lobby with a 45 mm fire hose. A further four 

BA wearers enter the main lobby (one of which is CM Sephton), they are carrying an enforcer, 

two branches, two 45 mm fire hose and a Halligan tool (Source, Cameras 1 and 4, CCTV). 

01:30:29 Golf 371, Chiswick's PL contact Brigade Control and inform them there is no ordering on the 

appliance MDT: 

"Yeah, FN Golf 371, we are status 2 to this incident, although we have no incident showing on the 

MOT over. Could you send through again?" 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02505). 
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01:30:30"' At around this time BA Team Three climb to the 161
h floor, having spoken to Firefighter O'Beirne 

and Sam Daniels (Source, Contemporaneous Notes: CTIRT17-01198, CTIRT17-00019, MPS 

Witness Statement: CTIRT18-00427, CTIRT18-01111, CTIRT18-02500). 

01:30:33 The table below show the resources required and mobilised to the 20 pump fire: 

Operational Response to the incident at Make Pumps 20 

• Golf272, North Kensington's P 

• Golf 271. North Kensington's PL 

• Golf 331. Kensington's PL 

• Golf 362, Hammersmith's P 

• Golf 361, Hammersmith's PL, 

• Alpha 212, Paddington's P 

• Alpha 211, Paddington's PL 

• Golf 261. Acton's PL 

• Golf 371, Chiswick's PL 

• Golf 281, Willesden's PL 

• Golf 341 Chelsea's PL 

• Golf 351, Fulham's PL 

• Golf 291. Park Royal's PL 

• Alpha 411. West Hampstead's PL 

• Alpha 231, Euston's PL 

• Alpha 241, Soho's PL 

• Alpha 242, Soho's P 

• Hotel 271, Battersea's PL 

• Golf 251. Ealing's PL 

• Hotel 331, Wandsworth's PL 

• Oscar Kilo 13, WM Matthew Leaver (as FIO) 

• Alpha 216, Paddington's FRU 

• CU7 

• CU8 

• Hotel41 Sierra SM Walton (as SM) 

• Golf 22 Sierra SM Loft (as SM) 

• Oscar Golf 61 SM Saunders (as SM) 

• Alpha 40 Sierra, SM Wolfenden (as SM) 

• Oscar Echo 69, SM Kipling (as SM) 
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• Hotel 33 Sierra, SM Jacqueline McConochie (as SM) 

• Foxtrot 115 GM Goulbourne (as GM) 

• Foxtrot 113 GM West (ORT Shadowing) 

• Foxtrot 118 GM Thomas Goodall (as GM) 

• Echo 63 GM David O'Neill (as GM) 

• Oscar Golf 54 SM Cook (as the PLO) 

• Echo 6 DAC O'Loughlin (DAC) 

• Oscar Foxtrot 67 SM Daniel Egan (as FSO) 

• Golf 25 Alpha, Ealing's OSU (Breathing Apparatus Unit) 

• Alpha 39 Alpha, Finchley's OSU (Damage Control Unit) 

01 :30:36"' WM Watson enters main entrance carrying one length of 45 mm fire hose (Source, Camera 4, 

CCTV). 

01:30:36 The Duty Press Officer, Catherine Allum, is contacted by Brigade Control by pager (Source, 

'Vision': GTIRT17-02791 ). 

01:30:36"' -and Corinne Jones (flat 145, 1ih floor), exit the building (Source, Cameras 2 and 4, 

CCTV). 

01 :30:38 CRO Gotts at Brigade Control takes a call from a female caller who states she is in her neighbour's 

house on the 22nd floor of Grenfell Tower and they can smell smoke. CRO Gotts advises the caller 

to get fresh air from the window and confirms that the fire is on the fourth floor. The caller asks if 

they should stay in the flat and CRO Gotts responds that she is unable to advise the caller but will 

let the crews know that the caller is on the 22ndfloor. 

Incident Number 076068, Call Duration one minute, 22 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 

Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-00501). 

01 :30:39 The Radio Operator at Brigade Control responds to Golf 371, Chiswick's PL's messagmg 

referencing no ordering on the MDT, confirming that they have received them as status 2: 

"Er, I'm not able to send it through again, erm, but status two is received". 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02506). 

01:30:41"' and •••• (flat 146, 1ih floor) leave the building (Source, Cameras 2 and 4, 

CCTV). 

01:30:41"' CM Secrett enters the main entrance carrying two lengths of 70 mm fire hose (Source, Camera 4, 

CCTV). 
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01 :30:47 CRO Adams at Brigade Control takes a call from a male caller who asks her to get firefighters to the 

Silchester Estate. CRO Adams asks if the caller is referring to Grenfell Tower and explains that the 

firefighters are already there. 

Incident Number 076067, Call Duration 23 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and 

Transcript: GTI RT17 -00500). 

01:30:48 CU8, Fulham's CU book Status 3, in attendance, at Grenfell Tower. This is the first CU 1n 

attendance (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791). 

01 :30:56* A team of four firefighters enter through the main entrance (CM Gallagher, Firefighter Bettinson, 

Firefighter Wolfenden and Firefighter Campbell). They have three lengths of 45 mm fire hose 

between them (Source, Camera 4, CCTV). 

01:31 * At around this time BA Team Three, CM Stern and Firefighter Hippel get to the 16th floor. There 

are four conflicting statements around these actions. CM Stern and Firefighter Hippel state that 

Sam Daniels and Firefighter O'Beirne are with them on the 16th floor. Sam Daniels and Firefighter 

O'Beirne state they do not go up with them to the 16th floor, but they wait in the stairwell 

mezzanine between the ninth and 10th floors with the other resident until BA Team Three return 

to them (Source, MPS Witness Statement: CTIRT18-00072, CTIRT17-01198, CTIRT17-00019 

and CTIRT18-02500). 

Firefighter Badillo arrives at the bottom of the stairs and is talking to a BAT eam that are waiting to 

go upstairs (Source, Camera 2, CCTV). 

01:31:13 * Virgillio Castro (flat 146,1 ih floor) leaves the building (Source, Camera 4, CCTV). 

01:31:14 CRO Fox at Brigade Control takes a call from a member of the public living in North Acton who 

explains that they are on the 1 ih floor of their block and can see a burning building. CRO Fox states 

that the Brigade is attending a huge fire in Grenfell Tower in North Kensington. The caller is 

satisfied with this explanation. 

Incident Number 076070, Call Duration 44 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and 

Transcript: GTI RT17 -00503). 

01:31:18* Firefighter Badillo leaves the building via the main entrance having returned from the 151
h floor 

(Source, Contemporaneous Notes: GTIRT17-00009, GTIRT17-00431, MPS Witness Statement: 

GTIRT18-01411, GTIRT18-00917, Camera 4 CCTV). 

01:31 :20* At around this time Firefighter Badillo, after exiting the building, locates WM Dowden to explain 

about the conditions higher up the building WM Dowden says to Firefighter Badillo that he has 

just made pumps 20 and Firefighter Badillo says, that is not enough and according to Firefighter 

Badil/o's statement, WM Dowden says to him, "go on then" pointing at the PL. This is not 
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corroborated by WM Dowden. Firefighter Badillo proceeds to Golf 271, North Kensington's PL, 

and Makes Pumps 25. He does not wait for an acknowledgement from Brigade Control (Source, 

Camera 4, CCTV, Contemporaneous Notes: GTIRT17-00009, GTIRT17-00431, GTIRT17-01215 

and GTIRT17-00293, MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-01411, GTIRT18-00917 and GTIRT18-

01065). 

01:31:29 Alpha 211. Paddington's PL, Paddington's second fire engine, books Status 3, in attendance, at 

Grenfell Tower. This is the seventh fire engine in attendance (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791 ). 

01 :31 :30 Golf 271, North Kensington's PL, sends a message to the Radio Operator at Brigade Control. 

"M2FN Golf 271 make pumps 25, over." 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02507) 

01:31:31 Golf 351, Fulham's PL book Status 2, mobile to incident. Golf 351 is riding with five firefighters, 

WM Glynn Williams, CM Christopher Batcheldor, Firefighter David Hill, Firefighter Abdul Malik 

and Firefighter Neil Saunders (Source, 'Vision': GTI RT17 -02791, ORF Register: GTI RT17 -02567). 

01:31:51"' (flat five, third floor), Saeda Ahmed, Shah id Ahmed 

(flat 156, 18th floor), Haymanot Gashaw, Richard Fletcher,- (flat 131. 

16th floor) exit the building (Source, Camera 4, CCTV). 

01 :31 :58 Alpha 40 Sierra, SM Wolfenden books Status 2, mobile to incident from his home address 

(Source, "Vision': GTIRT17-02791). 

01 :32"' At around this time, prior to the arrival of Alpha 213, Paddington's TL, CM Davies and Firefighter 

Broderick reverse Golf 331, Kensington's PL, and Golf 362, Hammersmith's P, out of Grenfe/1 

Road to ensure access for Alpha 213 (Source, MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT17-00022, 

GTIRT18-00972). 

01 :32:04 CRO Adams at Brigade Control takes a call from a BT Operator in Nottingham who reports that a male 

caller is asking for the Fire Brigade but the line drops out. CRO Adams tries to confirm if the caller 

is ringing about Grenfell Tower and says she will call the number back. 

Incident Number 076074a, Call Duration 36 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and 

Transcript: GTI RT17 -00507). 

The call back is very brief. A male caller says Grenfell Tower is on fire. CRO Adams says that the 

fire service is there and thanks the caller. 

Incident Number 76074b, Call Duration 30 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and 

Transcript: GTI RT17 -00544). 
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01:32:07 Alpha 213, Paddington's TL, book Status 3, in attendance. This is the first aerial in attendance 

(Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791). 

01:32:08 Golf 22 Sierra, SM Loft books Status 3, in attendance at Grenfell Tower. He is the first SM in 

attendance (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791). 

01:32:08 Alpha 411, West Hampstead's PL, book Status 2, mobile to incident. Alpha 411 is riding with four 

firefighters: CM Gregory Yeoman, Firefighter Luke Cook, Firefighter Brian Flanagan and 

Firefighter Anthony Nelson (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791 and ORF Register: GTIRT17-

02567). 

01:32:10"' CM Batterbee and Firefighter Brown, BA Team One leave the building via the main entrance 

(Source, Cameras 2 and 4, CCTV). 

01:32:10 CRO Howson at Brigade Control takes a call from what sounds like a child who says they are in a 

top floor flat. CRO Howson asks the flat number but the caller says she is from flat 155 but is now in 

a different flat. CRO Howson reassures the caller that there are a lot of fire engines there and asks 

again what flat they are in and the caller doesn't know the number but reports that there are about 

eight kids and a lot of adults. CRO Howson asks if the fire is in the flat and is told that it is not but 

when told that there is smoke in the flat, CRO Howson tells the caller to block the doors with 

towels and cushions. A smoke alarm is audible in the background. CRO Howson asks if there is 

an adult there she can speak to and a male adult comes on the line and states that smoke is 

coming through the window. CRO Howson advises him to shut the window and tries to get the 

flat number again but does not get a response. The line then drops out. 

Incident Number 143550, Call Duration four minutes, one second (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 

Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-01735). 

01:32:10"' At around this time BA Team One, CM Batterbee and Firefighter Brown leave the building. They 

brief WM Dowden on what they have done and witnessed (Source, Contemporaneous Notes: 

GTIRT17-00012, GTIRT17-00458, GTIRT17-00460, GTIRT17-00011, GTIRT17-01215 and 

GTIRT17-00293, MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-01837, GTIRT17-01434, GTIRT18-01065). 

01:32:11"' CM Batterbee and Firefighter Brown insert their BA tallies into their bodyguards. it is believed 

that they were manually logged off the ECB prior to this time. however, there is no data available 

to confirm this action as the ECB data has been overwritten at this time. (Source, BA Data: 

GTI RT17-02820). 

01 :32:13 Hotel 271, Battersea's PL, book Status 2, mobile to incident. Hotel 271 is riding with six 

firefighters: WM Stewart Brown, Firefighter Ricky Nuttall, Firefighter Nicolas Sanchez, Firefighter 

Michael Smith, Firefighter Lean Whitley and Firefighter Adam Yamin (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-

02791 and ORF Register: GTIRT17-02567). 
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01 :32:25* Firefighter Campbell is at the entrance of the building and meets three individuals (now known to 

be Meron Mekonnen, and , flat 163, 191
h floor) who ask him 

where should they go. (Firefighter Campbell states he asks them, "is this all of you". They say 

')!es". He then tells them not to go back in. They then leave the area and head towards the leisure 

centre) (Source, Cameras 1 and 4, CCTV). 

01 :32:25* Firefighter Campbell then drops two lengths of fire hose in the main lobby by a wall, whilst there 

he overhears WM O'Keeffe on the handheld radio stating that he needs more branches. 

Firefighter Campbell immediately goes outside and attempts to get some fire hose from the 

closest fire engine to the tower, but he states there is none available on that particular fire engine. 

Firefighter Campbell is unsure at what point he meets CM Callagher but they then proceed to 

check the fire lift. One set of lift doors are open and the lift is full of smoke (Source, Camera 4, 

CCTV, MPS Witness Statement: CTIRT18-00967, CTIRT18-02051). 

01:32:32 CRO Gotts at Brigade Control takes a call from a female caller reporting a fire in Grenfell Tower. 

CRO Gotts reassures the caller that the Brigade is there. 

Incident Number 76072, Call Duration 33 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and 

Transcript GTIRT17-00505). For information, this is the BOSS call time but it has been 

referenced using the BOSS Call creation time. 

01:32:35 CRO Duddy at Brigade Control takes a call from a male to report a fire in a whole block of flats. 

CRO Duddy confirms that the caller is referring to Grenfell Tower and advises that the Brigade is 

already in attendance. 

Incident Number 076071, Call Duration 19 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and 

Transcript: GTI RT17 -00504). 

01:32:39 Alpha 241, Soho's PL, book Status 2, mobile to incident. Alpha 241 is riding with five firefighters: 

WM Stuart Beale, Firefighter Oliver Desforges, Firefighter Adam Johnson, Firefighter Jonathon 

Saunders and Firefighter Laurence Stavely (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791, ORF Register: 

GTIRT17-02567). 

01 :32:46 Hotel 331, Wandsworth's PL book Status 2, mobile to incident. Hotel 331 is riding with six 

firefighters: WM Jonathon Parker, CM Richard McShee, Firefighter Zade Alassad, Firefighter 

Scott Bell, Firefighter Margaret Errington and Firefighter John Wright (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-

02791, ORF Register: GTIRT17-02567). 

01:32:47 CRO Fox at Brigade Control takes a call from a male caller reporting a big fire just after 

Paddington Station. CRO Fox asks if it is the Lancaster West Estate and the caller isn't sure 

exactly. She says the Brigade is attending and finishes the call. 
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Incident Number 076073, Call Duration 24 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and 

Transcript: GTI RT17 -00506). 

01:32:51 OM Norman at Brigade Control takes a call from a female caller outside Grenfell Tower who is 

very emotional and panicking. The caller states that she is in Cornwall Crescent and can see the 

tower disintegrating in front of her eyes. OM Norman reassures her that it is not collapsing but the 

caller is crying and says she has friends that live there. OM Norman suggests that the caller rings 

her friends and speaks to them. 

01:33"' 

Incident Number 143549, Call Duration one minute, four seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 

Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-01734). 

At around this time Golf 22 Sierra, SM Loft meets WM Dowden outside (believed to be outside 

the East elevation). They discuss the merits of SM Loft taking over the incident and after a short 

discussion SM Loft and WM Dowden agree that the FSG calls take priority and that SM Loft will 

not take command but manage the FSG calls (Source, Camera 2, CCTV, MPS Witness Statement: 

GTI RT18-02094, GTI RT18-01 065). 

01 :33:00"' The main entrance door is still not secure in the open position. The automatic closing mechanism 

is still in operation and hampers firefighters' entry into the building (Source, Cameras 1 and 4, 

CCTV). 

01:33:01 CRO Duddy at Brigade Control takes a call from a female caller in flat 82 on the 11th floor who 

immediately asks if someone can come and get her and her daughter out. CRO Duddy confirms 

that there is no smoke in the flat and advises the caller to close all the doors and windows and tells 

her that she is well away from the fire. He reassures her that he will get someone up to help her and 

repeats the flat number to confirm he has the correct location of the caller. 

Incident Number 076076, Call Duration 47 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and 

Transcript: GTI RT17 -00509). 

01 :33:03 Golf 251 Ealing's PL book Status 2, mobile to incident. Golf 251 is riding with five firefighters: 

WM Marc Aston-O'Donovan, Firefighter Richard Barker, Firefighter Neil Green, Firefighter David 

Maskell and Firefighter Anthony Quann (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791, ORF Register: 

GTIRT17-02567). 

01:33:12 CRO Gotts at Brigade Control takes a call from a male caller who is shouting "please, please the fire 

is in my flat". He repeats this again and CRO Gotts tries to get the flat number. The BT Operator 

then cuts in and says the caller has put the phone down but that he does say to the Operator that he 

is on the 11 1h floor of Grenfell Tower. CRO Gotts confirms to the BT Operator that the Brigade is in 

attendance. 
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Incident Number 076075, Call Duration 32 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and 

Transcript: GTI RT17 -00508). 

01 :33:12 CRO Jones at Brigade Control takes a call from a female who reports that the block next to her on 

the Lancaster West Estate is on fire. CRO Jones is advises that the Brigade is on scene and 

dealing. 

Incident Number 076078, Call Duration 49 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and 

Transcript GTIRT17-00511). 

01:33:14"' Firefighter Murphy and Firefighter Cornelius are seen entering the main lobby, wearing BA 

(Source, Camera 4, CCTV). 

01 :33:30"' At around this time BA Team Three, CM Stern and Firefighter Hippel, enter the 16th floor lobby. 

CM Stern crawls in and feels the leg of someone standing up. He pulls them to the ground and 

assists the person to the stairwell (it is confirmed at a later date that the person is Edward Daffern 

from flat 134, 16th floor). Once at the stairwell Edward Daffern is able to self-evacuate. BA Team 

Three then proceed to enter what is believed to be flat 136, on the 16th floor. The flat is heavily 

smoke logged and very hot. They have no water and are low on air so decide to withdraw. They 

knock on the other flat doors on the 16th floor but get no reply. CM Stern's statement states that 

he thought the person that they found is the person they went looking for (Source, MPS /SP 

Response: CTIRT18-02500, MPS Witness Statement: CTIRT18-01111). 

01:33:33 BA Team Five, CM Secrett, Firefighter Dorgu and Firefighter Badillo, go under air and remove 

their tallies. They tell WM O'Keeffe they are going to the 201
h floor to rescue a girl (now known to 

be Jessica Urbana). This is following Firefighter Badillo's earlier attempt to get to flat 176. 

Firefighter Badillo still has the keys to the flat (Source, BA Data: GTIRT17-02820, MPS Witness 

Statement: GTIRT18-01411, GTIRT18-00917, GTIRT18-00641 and GTIRT17-01551). 

01:33:34 The LPWA actuates on Firefighter O'Hanlon's BA set (BA Team Two) (Source, BA Data: GTIRT17-

0282, Contemporaneous Notes: GTIRT17-00025). 

01 :33:35"' Firefighter Badillo enters the main lobby with Firefighter Murray (Source, Camera 4, CCTV). 

01 :33:35 Alpha 245 Soho's Aerial Ladder Platform (ALP) book Status 2, mobile to incident. Alpha 245 is 

riding with two firefighters: CM Christopher Frost and Firefighter Jason King (Source, 'Vision': 

GTIRT17-02791, ORF Register: GTIRT17-02567). 

01 :33:40 Alpha 231 Euston's PL book Status 2, mobile to incident. Alpha 231 is riding with five firefighters: 

WM Jaydn Kearsarge, Firefighter Jessamine Bate, Firefighter Chris Cheesman, Firefighter Niki 

Mitchell and Firefighter Michael Pole (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791, ORF Register: GTIRT17-

02567). 
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01 :33:40"' Firefighter Campbe/1 wedges open the main entrance door, preventing it from closing making 

access for firefighters easier (Source, Cameras 1 and 4, CCTV). 

01:33:50 The table below show the resources required and mobilised to the 25 pump fire: 

Operational Response to the incident at Make Pumps 25 

• Golf272, North Kensington's P 

• Golf 271. North Kensington's PL 

• Golf 331. Kensington's PL 

• Golf 362, Hammersmith's P 

• Golf 361, Hammersmith's PL 

• Alpha 212, Paddington's P 

• Alpha 211, Paddington's PL 

• Golf 261. Acton's PL 

• Golf 371, Chiswick's PL 

• Golf 281, Willesden's PL 

• Golf 341 Chelsea's PL 

• Golf 351, Fulham's PL 

• Golf 291. Park Royal's PL 

• Alpha 411. West Hampstead's PL 

• Alpha 231, Euston's PL 

• Alpha 241, Soho's PL 

• Alpha 242, Soho's P 

• Hotel 271, Battersea's PL 

• Golf 251. Ealing's PL 

• Hotel 331, Wandsworth's PL 

• Alpha 412, West Hampstead's P 

• Hotel 421, Richmond's PL 

• Hotel221, Lambeth's PL 

• Hotel 222, Lambeth's P 

• Golf 301, Wembley's PL 

• Oscar Kilo 13, WM Matthew Leaver (as FIO) 

• Alpha 216, Paddington's FRU 

• Golf 346, Chelsea's FRU 
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• CU7 

• CU8 

• Hotel41 Sierra SM Walton (as SM) 

• Golf 22 Sierra SM Loft (as SM) 

• Oscar Golf 61 SM Saunders (as SM) 

• Alpha 40 Sierra, SM PeterWolfenden (as SM) 

• Oscar Echo 69, SM Kipling (as SM) 

• Hotel 33 Sierra, SM McConochie (as SM) 

• Foxtrot 115 GM Goulbourne (as GM) 

• Foxtrot 113 GM West (as GM) (ORT Shadowing) 

• Foxtrot 118 GM Goodall (as GM) 

• Echo 63 GM O'Neill (as GM) 

• Oscar Golf 54 SM Cook (as PLO) 

• Echo 6 DAC O'Loughlin (as DAC) 

• Oscar Foxtrot 67 SM Daniel Egan (as FSO) 

• Golf25Aipha, Ealing's OSU (BreathingApparatus Unit) 

• Alpha 39 Alpha, Finchley's OSU (Damage Control Unit) 

(Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791) 

01:33:52 Echo 63, GM O'Neill, books Status 2, mobile to incident, from his home address (Source, 'Vision': 

GTIRT17-02791). 

01:33:53 Golf 341, Chelsea's PL, book Status 2, mobile to incident. Golf 341 is riding with five firefighters: 

WM Louisa De Silvo, Firefighter Russell Butler, Firefighter Nicholas Ferguson, Firefighter Robert 

Petty and Firefighter Ana Repas (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791, ORF Register: GTIRT17-

02567). 

01:33:55 CRO Gotts at Brigade Control takes a call from a female caller who is clearly distressed and 

reports a fire in her building. CRO Gotts confirms the location with the caller as Grenfell Tower 

and then confirms that the fire service is there. The caller states that she is scared, has three 

young children and is pregnant and doesn't know what to do. CRO Gotts suggests that the caller 

go to the window and get some air. She then asks which floor the caller is on to which the caller 

tells her that she is on the 181
h floor. The caller says there is no smoke in herflat at the moment but 

that she has tried to get out of her flat onto the fire escape but there is thick black smoke. CRO 

Gotts repeats the advice to try and block the smoke and get some air from the window. CRO 

Gotts then confirms the floor number and tells the caller that she will let the Brigade know she is 

there. 
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Incident Number 143545,Call duration one minute 21 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio 

file and Transcript GTIRT17-01730). 

01:34:04"' Three firefighters go upstairs, it is believed they are going to the bridgehead. A CM waits at the 

bottom of the stairs (Source, Camera 2, CCTV). 

01 :34:06"' Walaa Khdeir and ••••• (flat 64, 11th floor) and Reem Dedrich (flat 123, 15th floor) leave 

the building (Source, Camera 4, CCTV). 

01 :34:18 CRO Duddy at Brigade Control takes a call from a male caller who asks for lots of fire engines as 

there is a massive fire in one of the buildings. CRO Duddy asks if it is Grenfell Tower and when 

the caller confirms this CRO Duddy assures him that the fire service is there and dealing. 

Incident Number 76077, Call Duration 27 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and 

Transcript GTIRT17-0051 0). 

01 :34:18 Foxtrot 113, GM West books Status 2, mobile to incident, from his home address (Source, 

'Vision': GTIRT17-02791 ). 

01 :34:30"' WM Watson in the main foyer opens the fire panel door and looks at it but he does not appear to 

attempt to operate the system controls (Source, Cameras 3 and 4, CCTV). 

01 :34:30"' Wesley lgnacio, Madylyn lgnacio and Erlinda lgnacio (flat 62, ninth floor) leave 

the building (Source, Camera 4, CCTV). 

01 :34:40"' CM Gallagher tries the fire lift (Source, Camera 5, CCTV). 

01:34:46"' CM Tillotson and a firefighter enter the main lobby carrying two 45 mm fire hose using the 

carrying straps from the Fl RE bag which Paddington have on trial (Source, Camera 4, CCTV). 

01:34:50 CRO Duddy at Brigade Control takes a call from a female caller who immediately reports that she 

is trapped in 192 Grenfell Tower. CRO Duddy tells the caller that the fire service is there and the 

caller asks what they should do as that they have tried to get down the stairs but it is full of 

smoke. CRO Duddy asks which floor the caller is on and the caller informs him it is the 22nd floor. 

He then informs the caller that the fire is on the fifth floor and the smoke could be coming up 

from there. CRO Duddy asks where the smoke is coming from. The caller first says the smoke is 

coming from the outside then changes her mind and says that it is in the corridor. CRO Duddy 

explains that if the smoke is coming from the corridor then they should close the door and block it 

up and if the smoke is coming in from the windows then the caller should close the windows but 

they can use the window to let smoke out of the flat if it is safe to do so. CRO Duddy states that 

there are people coming up to the 22nd floor. 

Incident Number 076080, Call Duration one minute, 27 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 

Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-00513). 

01:34:55 The Radio Operator at Brigade Control sends a message to Golf 271, North Kensington's PL. 
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"Priority, priority, Golf 271, Golf 271 from M2FN, over." 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02513). 

01:34:59 Firefighter Hippel from BA Team Three presses his withdrawal button on his BA set. This is to 

inform the ECB that they are on their way out (Source, BA Data: GTI RT17-02820, 

Contemporaneous Notes: GTI RT17 -01198, MPS Witness Statement: GTI RT18-00427). 

01:35:00"' A male wearing a baseball cap leaves the lift at second floor level and BA Team Five can be seen 

in the lift lobby (Source, Camera C18, CCTV). 

01 :35:07"' Firefighter Abell helps set up a ground monitor and a water supply but it is not immediately 

charged outside the East elevation (Source, Camera 2, CCTV, Contemporaneous Notes: 

GTIRT17-00014, GTIRT17-01197 and GTIRT17-00054, MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-

00043). 

01:35:09 CRO Fox at Brigade Control takes a call and there is faint crying on the line and she asks if the 

caller can hear her but no one responds. CRO Fox continues to try and get a response for around 

50 seconds but ends the call when she fails to get a response. 

Incident Number 76084, Call Duration 54 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and 

Transcript GTI RT17-00516). 

01:35:10 Golf 291, Park Royal's PL book Status 2, mobile to incident. Golf 291 is riding with five 

firefighters: WM Phillip Turcsi, Firefighter Simon Grant, Firefighter Gary Moore, Firefighter James 

Power and Firefighter Joe Worley (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791, ORF Register: GTIRT17-

02567). 

01:35:13"' Edward Daffern (flat 135, 161
h floor) comes down the stairs and exits into foyer and speaks to 

Firefighter Raymond Keane and then leaves the building via the main entrance (Source, Camera 2 

and 4, CCTV). 

01:35:17 Alpha 412, West Hampstead's P, book Status 2, mobile to incident. Alpha 412 is riding with four 

firefighters, CM Martin Hoare, Firefighter Carl Clarke, Firefighter Stephen Dounias and 

Firefighter Matthew Tanner (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791, ORF Register: GTIRT17-02567). 

01:35:18 Alpha 216, Paddington's FRU, book Status 3, in attendance at Grenfell Tower. Alpha 216 is the 

first FRU in attendance (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791). 

01:35:22 The Radio Operator at Brigade Control sends a message to Golf 271, North Kensington's PL. 

"Priority, priority, Golf 271, Golf 271 from M2FN, over." 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02514). 

01:35:24 OM Norman at Brigade Control rings the team leader from CU8 (who has booked in attendance 

at the incident at 01 :30:48) and says she needs crews to go and check some flats. The CU 
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Operator WM Daniel Meyrick explains that he has heard Brigade Control trying to reach G271 but 

that they are in the process of taking over. OM Norman asks him again to get crews to go and check 

some flats and he asks if the information has already been sent by radio. OM Norman replies 

saying she does not know and then confirms that the radio message is about a caller on the 181
h 

floor. She then makes reference to the large volume of calls being received. 

The information subsequently passed is summarised below (Source, NICE, Admin Phone Line 

Audio file: GTI RT18-00507). 

Flat Floor 
Number of people Remarks 

Number number 

111 14 One person 
Got smoke coming in 

to the premises 

175 20 Five people 
Got smoke coming in 

to the premises 

Not given 18 

Not given Top floor 
Two adults and eight Smoke going in to the 

children flat 

(Source, NICE, Admin Phone Line Audio file: GTIRT18-00507) 

01:35:25 CRO Adams at Brigade Control takes a call from a female member of the public reporting a tower 

block on fire in West London. CRO Adams checks with the caller whether it is Grenfell Tower and 

the caller says she thinks it is. CRO Adams tells the caller that the Brigade is there and dealing with it. 

Incident Number 076082, Call Duration 25 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and 

Transcript GTIRT17-00514). 

01:35:27 Duty Radio Engineer is paged by Brigade Control (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791 ). 

01 :35:27"' Nagawa Nalukwago (flat 71, 10th floor) and Sid Ali Atmani (flat 125, 15th floor) leave the building 

(Source, Camera 4, CCTV). 

01:35:31 Golf 261 Acton's PL, book Status 3, in attendance at Grenfell Tower. This is the eighth fire engine 

in attendance (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791). 

01:35:36 The Radio Operator at Brigade Control sends a message to Golf 271, North Kensington's PL. 

"Priority, priority, Golf 271, Golf 271 from M2FN, over." 
(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript: GTI RT17 -02515) 
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01:35:36 The pre-alarm sounds on the BA set worn by Firefighter Dorgu which indicates he has stood still 

for 30 seconds. lt is possible that this occurs whilst waiting for the lift (Source, BA Data). 

01 :35:38* One firefighter enters the main lobby carrying two 45 mm fire hose using carrying straps (Source, 

Camera 4, CCTV). 

01:35:46 BA Team Two, Firefighter O'Hanlon, reports to ECB and closed down (Source, BA Data: 

GTIRT17-02820). 

01:35:54 Golf 301, Wembley's PL, book Status 2, mobile to incident. Golf 301 is riding with four 

firefighters: WM Peter Clark, Firefighter Enrico Beltrami, Firefighter William Boulton and 

Firefighter Dillesh Devani (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791, ORF Register: GTIRT17-02567). 

01:35:54 Golf 261, Acton's PL, interrupt the Radio Operator saying they will take the priority message on 

behalf of Golf 271, North Kensington's PL, who have not responded. 

"M2FN Golf 261 in attendance. Would you like to take that priority? Over." 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02516) 

01:35:54 During the phone conversation that OM Norman has at 01:35:24 with CU8, a CRO can be 

heard sending the information to Golf 261 Acton's PL as above. This is the second method in 

which FSG information has been passed to the incident ground (Source, Radio Message: 

GTIRT17-02516, GTIRT17-02520 and 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791 ). 

01:35:55 Hotel 221, Lambeth's PL, book Status 2, mobile to incident. Hotel 221 is riding with WM Paul 

Sadler, Firefighter Elliot Juggins, Firefighter Steven Page, and Firefighter Michael Worman 

(Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791, ORF Register: GTIRT17-02567). 

01:36* 

01:36* 

01:36* 

At around this time CM Stern, Firefighter Hippel, Firefighter O'Beirne, Sam Daniels and Hamed 

Wahbi start to make their way down the stairs to exit the building (Source, Contemporaneous 

Notes: CTIRT17-00016, CTIRT17-01198, CTIRT17-00019, MPS Witness Statement: CTIRT18-

00072, CTIRT18-00427, CTIRT18-01111 and CTIRT18-02500). 

CM Wigley from Alpha 216, Paddington's FRU (arrives 01:35) approaches WM Dowden. WM 

Dowden instructs CM Wigley to get a line operations system working from the roof to allow 

water to be put on the fire from above. He states he wants a drencher type system to put the fire 

out from the outside (Source, Contemporaneous Notes: CTIRT17-01215, CTIRT17-00293, MPS 

Witness Statement: CTIRT18-01067, CTIRT18-01065). 

BA Team Five, CM Secrett, Firefighter Badillo and Firefighter Dorgu, get into the lift on the 

second floor and press the buttons to proceed to the 201
h floor (Source, Camera C18, CCTV). 

Please play video clip 'CCTV 27' in Appendix 3. 
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01:36"' Alpha 213, Paddington's TL arrives outside the East elevation as the fire is spreading laterally to 

the South Eastern and North Eastern corners of the building (Source, Camera 2, CCTV). 

01 :36:00 Below is a summary of the FSG calls that Brigade Control have received by this time: 

Number 
Time of Floor 

Flat number of Remarks 
Call number 

people 

01:21:24 195 22 Smell of smoke 

01:24:57 The fire is in the kitchen 

01:25:16 111 14 Trapped by smoke 

01:25:36 91 12 

Caller says " we " but 

01:26:58 95 12 numbers not recorded 

by Brigade Control 

01:28:26 82 11 

01:30:00 23 

Smoke com1ng into the 
01:30:02 175 20 Five 

flat 

Girl g1ves her name as 
01:30:08 201 23 11 

Jessica 

01:30:08 22 One Male caller 

Female caller who says 

she is in someone else's 
01:30:38 22 

flat. No total number of 

people asked for 

Caller is a young person 

01:32:10 Top flat 
and says there are about 

eight kids and a lot of 

adults 

One 

01:33:01 82 11 adult and 

one child 

Caller says the fire is in 

01:33:12 11 his flat and tells the BT 

Operator he IS on the 
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11th floor 

Caller says she IS 
01:33:55 18 Four 

pregnant 

01:34:50 192 22 

01 :36:01 The Radio Operator at Brigade Control sends a message to Golf261, Acton's PL. 

"Yeah, Golf261, we'vego, um, we'vegotacalleronthe 18th floor, thicksmokeisinherflat. 

We've got persons on the 22nd floor with smoke coming into their flat. And we've had a 

further call to say there's a fire on the 20th floor, flat82, also people trapped. Over" 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02517). 

01:36:04 CRO Jones at Brigade Control takes a call from a member of the public living opposite the tower 

who states that the building in front of them is on fire. The caller states that they think it is Trellick 

Tower but when CRO Jones asks if they mean Grenfell Tower the caller replies yes and explains 

that people are screaming and that they cannot get out. CRO Jones confirms that the Brigade is in 

attendance. 

Incident Number 076083, Call Duration 27 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and 

Transcript: GTI RT17 -00471). 

01:36:13 Alpha 242, Soho's P book Status 2, mobile to incident. Alpha 242 is riding with four firefighters: 

CM Andrew Pearcy, Firefighter Richard Mitchell, Firefighter Theresa Orchard and Firefighter 

Terence Roots (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791, ORF Register: GTIRT17-02567). 

01:36:14 Firefighter Barton, BA Team Two, reports to ECB and closes down. They briefWM O'Keeffe on 

observations and actions (Source, BA Data: GTIRT17-02820, Contemporaneous Notes: GTIRT17-

00027, GTIRT17-00025, GTIRT17-00018 and GTIRT17-01522, MPS Witness Statement: 

GTIRT18-00387, GTIRT17-00025, GTIRT17-01252 and GTIRT17-02889). 

01 :36:15 CRO Gotts at Brigade Control receives a call from a BT Operator who passes over a mobile 

number and states that the caller has cleared the line. CRO Gotts confirms that she will ring back. 

CRO Gotts calls back and a male caller says he can see a whole building on fire from outside. He 

is assured the Brigade has 25 appliances there and are dealing with it. 

Incident Number 076087a and b, Call Duration a, 13 seconds, b, 42 seconds (Source, BOSS 

Viewer, 999 Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-00518, GTIRT17-00555). 

01:36:23 The Glasgow BT Operator passes a caller to the North West Fire Control (NWFC). The caller 

gives her name as Mariko Toyoshima-Lewis and is in flat nine on the third floor. She tells the BT 

Operator that she can feel heat and it is smoky. The caller says five people are in the flat. Caller 

says there is a wheelchair user and she cannot get down the stairs. The caller references an 

explosion and a tree alight outside the tower. FSG is given and the NWFC Operator stays on the 
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line until crews arrive (BA Team 19, Firefighter Desforges and Firefighter Mitchell, Alpha 24, 

Soho). 

Incident Number 76639, call Duration 30 minutes, 33 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio 

file and TranscriptGTIRT17-00567). 

01 :36:27 Golf 261, Acton's PL, send a message to the Radio Operator at Brigade Control. 

"M2FN Golf261, that's received. Could you just confirm fire survival guidance calls 

received on the 18th floor, 22nd floorand20th floor andconfirmtheflatnumbers? Over." 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02518) 

01 :36:36 CRO Jones at Brigade Control takes a call from a person requesting assistance at Grenfell Tower. 

The caller states the fire is getting extreme and the Fire Brigade won't be able to get in because 

the road is blocked. The caller confirms they are not inside the premises and is advised that the 

Brigade is in attendance and dealing. Call Number 076085, Call Duration 54 seconds (Source, 

BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-00517) 

01:36:44 Golf 346, Chelsea's FRU, book Status 2, mobile to incident. Golf 346 is riding with five 

firefighters: CM Raoul Codd, Firefighter Ernest Okoh, Firefighter Tom Reddington, Firefighter 

Alan Si me and Firefighter Nikki Upton (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791, ORF Register: 

GTIRT17-02567). 

01 :36:44 The Radio Operator at Brigade Control replies to G261, Acton's PL: 

"Um,yeah,sorry, Golf2-sorry, um,yes,err,asyouare,l'll repeat, sorry, we'regetting, um, 

lotsoffiresurvival callsand people are asking lots of questions. I do apologise. I'll just 

repeat it. Calleronthe 18thfloor,thick smokeoutside her flat,personsonthe22ndfloor, 

smoke coming into their flat, er, furthercalltosaythat there's fire on the 20th floor, flat82, 

also people trapped. Wealsohaveafurthercallto a flatonthetop floor, adultsandeight 

children have smoke coming into the flat,um,unable to leave,um,andthen the call has 

droppedout. Over." 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTI RT17 -02519) 

01 :36:48"' WM Mark Kentfield from CU8 is seen entering the main lobby and speaks to WM Watson and 

then goes back outside (Source, Camera 4, CCTV). 

01:36:52 Hotel 421, Richmond's PL, book Status 2, mobile to incident. Hotel 421 is riding with six 

firefighters: WM James Berry, CM Andrew Fulker, Firefighter Robert Dwyer, Firefighter Simon 

Fairbrother, Firefighter Christopher Perez and Firefighter Simon Wigley (Source, 'Vision': 

GTIRT17-02791, ORF Register: GTIRT17-02567). 

01 :37:08 Foxtrot 118, GM Goodall books Status 2, mobile to incident (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791 ). 
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01:37:09 CRO Duddy at Brigade Control takes a call from a female in W11 4HE to report that they can see 

a fire in the building opposite their house. CRO Duddy advises the caller that the Brigade is 

already in attendance. 

Incident Number 076088, Call Duration 26 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and 

Transcript GTI RT17 -00520) 

01 :37:09 CRO Howson at Brigade Control takes a call from a female caller who states that she can see a 

massive fire in a tower and that people may jump out. Caller states they are not in the building but 

can hear people screaming for help. CRO Howson states there are 10 fire engines there and more 

en-route. 

Incident Number 76091, Call Duration 41 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and 

Transcript GTIRT17-00523) 

01:37: 12"' BA Tea m Five exit the lift at this time, it is not confirmed which floor but the firefighters believe it 

to be around the sixth, seventh or eighth floor level. This is unexpected as they think they are 

going to the 20th floor. Thick black smoke enters the lift. They state they leave the lobby and 

make their way to the stairs and start to climb. They do not pass anyone on their way up the stairs 

to the 201
h floor (Source, Camera 18, CCTV, Contemporaneous Notes: CTIRT17-00009, 

CTIRT17-00431, CTIRT17-00017 and CTIRT17-00013, MPS Witness Statement: CTIRT18-

01411, CTIRT18-00917, CTIRT18-00641 and CTIRT17-01551). 

01 :37:18 CRO Fox at Brigade Control takes a call from a male caller reporting a big fire near Westfield. 

CRO Fox reassures the callerthatthe Brigade are dealingwiththe incident. 

Incident Number 76092, Call Duration 21 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and 

Transcript GTIRT17-00524) 

01:37:18 CRO Gotts at Brigade Control takes a call from the LAS asking the Brigade to confirm the 

postcode of the incident. LAS then advise CRO Gotts that they have 10 or 11 resources assigned 

and en-route to scene and give their reference number as 247. 

Incident Number 76093, Call Duration 53 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and 

Transcript: GTI RT17 -00525) 

01 :37:22 CRO Adams at Brigade Control takes a call from a male caller who states they can see a fire in a 

tower block quite far away. CRO Gotts advises the caller that the Brigade is in attendance. 

Incident Number 76090, Call Duration 29 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and 

Transcript GTI RT17 -00522) 

01:37:23 Hotel 222, Lambeth's P, book Status 2, mobile to incident. Hotel 222 is riding with four 

firefighters: CM Benjamin McAionen, CM Richard Evans, Firefighter Gemma Bloxham, Firefighter 

Peter Herrera (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791, ORF Register: GTIRT17-02567). 
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01 :37:26 NWFC rece1ve a call from a BT Operator in Glasgow who reports that they received an 

abandoned call from a male caller who is requesting the Brigade but the line has since cleared. 

NWFCconfirm thattheywill call him back. 

Incident Number 76640, Call Duration 25 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and 

Transcript GTIRT17-00519) 

The NWFC CRO makes a call back to the number above and the caller states that "they are 

already here". The NWFC CRO tries to confirm where the caller wants the Fire Service to go, but 

he just repeats they're already here. 

Incident Number 76640a, Call Duration 27 seconds (Source, 999 Audio file and Transcript 

GTIRT17-00475) 

01:37:33 CRO Duddy at Brigade Control takes a call from a member of the public who asks if the Brigade 

are aware that Grenfell Tower is on fire. CRO Duddy confirms that the caller is not in the tower and 

advises that the Brigade is aware and that there are 25 engines in attendance. 

Incident Number 76089, Call Duration 20 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and 

Transcript: GTI RT17 -00521) 

01 :37:37 Golf261, Acton's PL, sends a message back to the Radio Operator at Brigade Control. 

"M2FN Golf261 that's received. I'll pass this informationontoincidentcommander. Er, we 

have just arrived so, um, itmaytakesometimeto,er, confirm your details. Over." 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02520) 

01 :37:47* A member of the public enters the main entrance and starts talking to firefighters (he 1s 

subsequently identified as Jordy Norbis). it is believed from statements that he is explaining that 

people are going to jump around the back. All the firefighters leave the main lobby and move 

towards the West elevation to investigate (Source, Camera 4, CCTV). 

01 :37:50 OM Norman at Brigade Control takes a call from a male caller who reports a fire near Latimer 

Road station. She asks the caller to confirm if it is a fire in a tower block in Kensington and the 

caller says yes and he is advised the Brigade is in attendance. 

Incident Number 76094, Call Duration 47 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and 

Transcript: GTI RT17 -00526) 

01 :37:51 At this time Firefighter Badillo's breathing rate peaks and now starts to slow down which could 

indicate he has reached the 201
h floor, he states he waits for the rest of the team to catch up 

(Source, BA Data: GTI RT17-01627, MPS Witness Statement: GTI RT18-00917). 

01:37:58 CRO Duddy at Brigade Control takes a call with a female saying "113, hello". CRO Duddy 

responds with "hello Fire Brigade". The caller sounds distressed and is speaking very quickly. A 

smoke alarm is sounding in the background and the caller states that there is smoke coming 
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through the letter box. CRO Duddy confirms that she is calling from Grenfell Tower and asks 

which floor the caller is on to which she replies the 141
h CRO Duddy advises the caller that the 

fire is on the fifth floor. The caller says that she doesn't know what to do and she has a baby in the 

house. She explains that the occupants have tried to run out but there is smoke in the corridor 

and the whole corridor is black so they have run back in the house. She also explains to CRO 

Duddy that there is smoke coming through the door and filling up the whole of the house. CRO 

Duddy advises her to block up the doors to keep the smoke out. He says he will let the crews 

know where she is. 

Incident Number 143561, Call Duration one minute, 13 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 

Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-01746) 

01:38:00 BA Team Six, CM Sephton, Firefighter Broderick and Firefighter Brodrick, report to the 

bridgehead on the second floor and start breathing under air. They are tasked to go to and relief 

BA Team Four in flat 26 on the fifth floor and continue to extinguish the fire. BA and telemetry 

data shows that CM Sephton and Firefighter Brodrick do not log onto the ECB (Source, BA Data: 

01:38"' 

GTIRT17-02820, Contemporaneous Notes: GTIRT17-00022, GTIRT17-00032 and GTIRT17-

00030, MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-01440, GTIRT17-01363 and GTIRT18-010). 

Between 01:19- 01:38 the following residents have either been rescued, assisted out or self

evacuated from Crenfe/1 Tower (Source, MPS Residents' List: CTIRT18-01141 and MPS CCTV 

Named Exits List: CTIRT18-01051) 

1. (flat 66, ninth floor) 

2. lat 66, ninth floor) 

3. Maria Jafari (flat 86, 11 floor) 

4. Fatima Jafari (flat 86, 11 floor) 

5. Ramiro Urbana (flat 176, 

incident. 

floor) lt is believed that he is in Flat 36 at time of 

6. Oscar Millan Gonzalez (unknown) 

7. Leanne Jackson Le Blanc (flat six, second floor Walkway) 

8. unknown) 

9. Unidentified female? (unknown) 

10. Jose ph John (flat six, second floor Walkway) 

11. Hanan Wahabi (flat 66, ninth floor) 
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12. Sabah Abdullah (flat 143, 1 floor) 

13. floor) 

14. -(unknown) 

15. Sepideh Minaei Moghaddam (flat five, first floor) 

16. at four, first floor) 

17. Monica Lokko (flat three, first Floor) 

18. Reshad Naqshbandi (flat eight, second floor) 

19. (flat six, second floor) 

20. Mahboubeh Jamalvatan (flat 10, third floor) 

21. Winton Temesgen (flat 26, fifth floor) 

22. Hiwot Dagnachew (flat 26, fifth floor) 

23. 26, fifth floor) 

24. Gitiara Pahlavani (flat 22, fifth floor) 

25. (flat 26, fifth floor) 

26. Munira Mahmud (flat 25, fifth floor) 

27. at 25, fifth floor) 

28. Betty Kasote (flat 41, seventh floor) 

29. Jose Vieiro (flat 46, seventh floor) 

30. Carmen Vieiro (flat 46, seventh floor) 

31. Hannah West, (flat 45, seventh floor) 

32. Michael Paramasivan (West) (flat 45, seventh floor) 

33. -(flat 45, seventh floor) 

34. Elizabeth Sobieszczak (flat 43, seventh floor) 

35. 52, eighth floor) 
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36. (flat 52, eighth floor) 

37. Shantilal Patel (flat 56, eighth floor) 

38. William Thompson (flat 52, eighth floor) 

39. Chiraag Patel (flat 56, eighth floor) 

40. Kirwan Shanti Patel (flat 56, eighth floor) 

41. Amina Mohamed (flat 51, eighth floor) 

42. Khalid Ahmed (flat 51, eighth floor) 

43. (flat 62, ninth floor) 

44. Wesley lgnacio (flat 62, ninth floor) 

45. Madylyn lgnacio (flat 62, ninth floor) 

46. Walaa Khdeir (flat 64, ninth floor) 

47. (flat 64, ninth floor) 

48. Erlinde lgnacio (flat 62, ninth floor) 

49. Van Quang Ho (flat 76, 1 floor) 

50. Hoang Khanh Quang (flat 76, 1 floor) 

51. Nagawa Nalukwago (flat 71, 1 floor) 

52. (flat 85, 11 floor) 

53. 

54. Youssef Khalloud (flat 85, 11 floor) 

55. 

56. Mouna EI-Ogbani (flat 85, 11 floor) 

57. floo0 

58. Rhea Rojo (flat 91, 1 floor) 

59. flat 102, 1 floor) 
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60. -(flat 102, 1 floor) 

61. floor) 

62. Marlon Mangoba (flat 116, 1 floor) 

63. floo0 

64. Nida Mangoba (flat 116, 1 floor) 

65. Rasheeda Ali (flat 125, 1 floor) 

66. Nadia Yousef (flat 121, 1 floor) 

68. Sid Ali Atmani (flat 125, 1 floor) 

69. Reem Dedrich (flat 123, 1 floor) 

70. Edward Daffern (flat 134, 1 floor) 

71. Hamed Wahbi (flat 136, 1 floor) 

72. Samuel Daniels (flat 135, 1 floor) 

73. Mesrob Kassemdjian (flat 141, 1 floor) 

7 4. Rita T ankarian (flat 141, 1 floor) 

75. floo0 

76. floor) 

77. Virgilio Castro (flat 146, 1 floor) 

78. Meron Mekonnen (flat 163, 1 floor) 

79. floo0 

80. floo0 

81. Luke Towner (flat 171, floor) 

82. Em m a O'Connor (flat 171, floor) 

83. Mustafa Abdu (flat 184, 21 floor) 
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84. Chin-Hsuan Lydia Liao (flat 195, 22nd floor) 

01:38:02 CRO Howson at Brigade Control takes a call from the MPS saying that they have received a call 

from a family in flat 142 on the 1ihfloor. There are five people in the flat and smoke is coming in 

to the flat. CRO Howson advises she will pass the information to the crews on scene. 

Incident Number 143551, Call duration 56 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and 

Transcript GTI RT17 -01736) 

01 :38:02" Firefighter Broderick states after looking at the layout of the sixth floor his BA team go back down 

the stairwell to the fifth floor. The stairwell is now filling up with smoke. There is fire hose on the 

stairwell, firefighter Broderick thinks one 45mm fire hose is from another crew. (Source, MPS 

Witness Statement: CTIRT18-01440). 

01 :38:16 CRO Fox at Brigade Control takes a call from a female caller who reports that she is stuck on the 

23'd floor in flat 205 with six other people. The caller advises there is no visible smoke or fire in 

the flat and further states she lives in a flat below on the 22nd floor but has to move to flat 205 as 

hers is on fire. Voices are audible in the background. CRO Fox advises the caller that the Brigade 

crews on scene will be notified. 

Incident Number 76099, Call Duration one minute, 31 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio 

file and Transcript GTIRT17-00530) 

01:38:17 Brigade Control mobilise the additional resources for FSG. CU2, Islington's CU (FSG CU), Alpha 

431, Kentish Town's PL (FSG WM), Hotel 27 Sierra SM Nicholas Myatt (FSG SM) are mobilised 

(Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791). 

01 :38:18 CRO Adams at Brigade Control takes a call from a female who is shouting loudly and repeatedly 

stating that she is on the 141h floor in flat 115. She shouts that the fire is coming into the building and 

asks how she can get downstairs. CRO Adams confirms that the caller is in Grenfell Tower and 

frequently asks what flat the caller is in to which the caller responds 14. The caller shouts that she 

is going to die and CRO Adams informs her that she will get crews to her. CRO Adams then 

manages to confirm that smoke is coming in under the door and windows and advises the caller to 

block the door and shut the windows. The caller is very distressed and says there is fire coming 

through the door and states that she feels like jumping. A smoke alarm is audible in the background. 

Incident Number 76113, Call Duration four minutes, 20 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 

Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-00546) 

01:38:25 Oscar Golf 54, SM Cook books Status 3, in attendance at Grenfell Tower. He is the second SM in 

attendance. His role is PLO (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791 ). 
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01 :38:30"' At around this time Firefighter Archer from BA Team Four, is on the stairwell between fourth and 

fifth floors trying to pull the fire hose up for Firefighter Abell. He meets BA Team Six, CM 

Sephton, Firefighter Broderick and Firefighter Brodrick who have been briefed at the bridgehead 

to go and extinguish the fire in flat 26. Firefighter Archer briefs BA Team Six and explains that 

they are nearing time of whistle, Firefighter Archer goes and gets Firefighter Abell and they 

handover the TIC and the 45 mm fire hose to BA Team Six (Source, Contemporaneous Notes 

CTIRT17-00024, CTIRT17-00054, MPS Witness Statement: CTIRT18-00043, CTIRT18-00312). 

01 :38:37 CRO Gotts at Brigade Control takes a call from a very calm male caller who reports a fire in 

Grenfell Tower and asks what to do because the fire is spreading. He asks if he should stay put 

because the fire is in the next door kitchen. The caller asks if the Brigade is on site and CRO Gotts 

confirms that there are lots of them and that she will let the crews know that he is there. Caller says 

he is in flat 95 on the 1 ih floor and there are children in the flat. He is advised to try and get some 

fresh air from a window and block anywhere where smoke is coming from. (This is linked to 

076062 at 01:26:58, Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-00495) 

Incident Number 76100, Call Duration one minute, 19 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio 

file and Transcript GTIRT17-00531) 

01 :38:38 OM Norman at Brigade Control takes a call from a male caller who reports a fire next to the A40 

and states it looks "proper crazy". OM Norman asks if it is a tower block and the caller states that it 

is. The caller is advised that the Brigade is in attendance with 25fire engines. 

Incident Number 76097, Call Duration 38 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and 

Transcript GTIRT17-00528) 

01:38:38 CRO Jones at Brigade Control takes a call from a female who says she is trapped in flat 182 on the 

21 51 floor and advises the caller to put something by the door and make sure all the doors and 

windows are closed. A man then comes on the line and explains that they have tried to get down 

the stairs but it is too smoky and CRO Jones explains that she needs them to stay in the flat and 

advises him to open the window if it will provide them with fresh air. The caller states that smoke is 

coming from the front door and reports that there are five people including the caller, his wife and 

three children aged eight, 16, 21. The caller explains that he is looking through the spy hole in the 

front door and that it is very smoky. CRO Jones tells them that they will all be alright and asks if 

the caller wants her to stay on the line. CRO Jones advises that she is going to let the crews know 

where they are and asks if they are okay in the flat. The phone is passed to the son at this point 

who asks the CRO to stay on the phone. The phone is then passed to the sister and CRO Jones 

reassures her that everyone will be alright. The family move to the living room and then to the 

bedroom. At approximately 02:34 CRO Jones gives specific directions to get out. The line goes 

quiet and CRO Jones cannot get any response. 
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Incident Number 143560, Call Duration 59 minutes 40 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 

Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-01745) 

01:38:40 BA Team Three, CM Stern and Firefighter Hippel return to the bridgehead and close down 

(Source, BA Data: GTIRT17-02820). 

01 :38:40"' Samuel Daniels (flat 135, 161
h floor) leaves the building (Source, Camera 4, CCTV). 

01 :38:49"' Ham id Wahbi (flat 136, 16th floor) leaves the building (Source, Camera 4, CCTV). 

01 :38:50"' SM Loft approaches the main door and talks to WM Paul Watson. Neither state what they discuss 

(Source, Cameras 1 and 4, CCTV, MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-02094, GTIRT18-00073). 

01:38:51 AC Andrew Roe responds to a paging alert and calls and speaks to AOM May at Brigade 

Control. He is told that the incident is a 25 pump fire in a high rise building and the AOM May 

explains that the incident has escalated quickly with a six, eight, 10, 15, 20, 25 pump progression, 

stating that there are a lot of people trapped in flats. AC Roe asks who is in charge but AOM May 

states he is unable to tell him at this time. AC Roe asks which DAC has been mobilised and is 

informed that Echo Six DAC O'Loughlin is Status 2. 

AC Roe asks for any recent radio messages and AOM May says residential block of flats of 20 

floors, 25 by 25, five room flat on the fourth floor, 75% alight, high rise procedures implemented. 

AC Roe asks again who is in charge but the officer of the watch is unable to tell him. Brigade 

Control then confirm that GM Goulbourne is Status 2. GM Cook and SM West of the ORT are 

also Status 2. AC Roe asks to be shown as Status 2, as well (Source, NICE, Admin Phone Line 

Audio file: GTI RT18-00253). 

01 :39:00 The picture below is taken by SM Cook on his mobile phone. He sends it to AC Roe. SM Cook is 

the designated PLO for this incident (Source, Image library, Contemporaneous Notes: GTIRT17-

00006). 
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At around this time BA Team Four make their way to the bridgehead on the second floor, where 

WM O'Keeffe is in charge (Source, Contemporaneous Notes: CTIRT17-00014, CTIRT17-01197, 

CTIRT17-00054 and CTIRT17-00024). 

01:39:08 AOM Real at Brigade Control takes a call from SOM Smith who is calling for an update. AOM 

Real explains that they are taking lots of FSG calls and states that it is now a 25 pump fire. SOM 

Smith asks if there are any long FSG calls where people are on the line and AOM Real states that 

OM Norman is on the line to someone. SOM Smith also checks if the system is coping and tells 

AOM Real to prioritise the FSG calls over the Resource Management Logistics notifications. SOM 

Smith confirms she will be attending Stratford (Source, NICE, Admin Phone Line Audio file: 

GTIRT18- 00878). 

01 :39:13 Golf 341, Chelsea's PL, book Status 3, in attendance, at Grenfell Tower. This is the ninth fire 

engine in attendance (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791). 

01:39:15 OM Norman at Brigade Control takes a call from a male caller in flat 204 on the 23'd floor at 

Grenfell Tower who is by himself. OM Norman asks if the caller can get out and he replies that he 

cannot and a smoke alarm is audible in the background. OM Norman asks if there is smoke coming 

into his flat and the caller explains that there is a little so she advises him to block the door to stop the 

smoke and stay where he is or leave if he thinks it is safe to do so. OM Norman tells him to go to the 

room furthest away from the fire and she will let the crews know where he is. She advises him to 

call back if it gets anyworse. 

Incident Number 76130, Call Duration three minutes, 33 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 

Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-00563) 
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01 :39:20 CRO Duddy at Brigade Control takes a call from a male caller who states there is a building on fire 

and he advises the caller that the Brigade is already in attendance. 

Incident Number 76098, Call Duration 12 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and 

Transcript: GTI RT17 -00529) 

01:39:21 Golf 371, Chiswick's PL, book Status 3, in attendance, at Grenfell Tower. This is the 101h fire 

engine in attendance (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791). 

01:39:55 Alpha 431, Kentish Town's PL, book Status 2, mobile to incident. Alpha 431 is riding with five 

firefighters: WM Matthew Gregory, Firefighter Anthony Mawusi-Doe, Firefighter Tyrone 

Jackdeo, Firefighter Sunil Patel and Firefighter Ferguson Portuphy (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-

02791, ORF Register: GTIRT17-02567). 

01:40"' 

01:40"' 

01:40"' 

01:40"' 

At around this time whilst waiting at the bridgehead, CM Tillotson is tasked by WM O'Keeffe to 

retrieve the BA Tallies of two BA wearers sent to the fifth floor as they have not handed in their 

BA tallies in at the BAECP. BA data shows the two wearers are CM Sephton and Firefighter 

Brodrick from Golf 36, Hammersmith (Source, BA Data: GTIRT17-02820, MPS Witness 

Statement: GTIRT18-00064). 

Firefighter Camp bell is outside Grenfe/1 Tower wearing his BA set which is not started up. WM 

Steve Col/ins asks him to get a ground monitor set up. Firefighter Campbe/1 runs to a fire engine 

and gets a ground monitor and then goes back to the main lobby and pairs up with Firefighter 

Steven Mills (Source, Contemporaneous Notes: GTIRT17-00034, MPS Witness Statement: 

GTIRT18-00967, GTIRT18-02051). 

On arrival Firefighter Daoud (Golf 371) states that he hears someone shout 'everyone in BA'. 

Firefighter Daoud rigs in his BA set (Source, MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-00393). 

Firefighter O'Donoghue (Golf 371) is instructed by CM Davies (Golf 362) to turn on the hydrant. 

Once this is done WM Moore (Golf 371) tells Firefighter O'Donoghue to rig in BA. He joins 

Firefighter Daoud, they collect a Sledge Hammer, a TIC and some fire hose. They then head to 

the tower (Source, MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-00393, GTIRT18-00046). 

01:40:00"' Turufat Girma, 

Camera C15, CCTV). 

and Abraham Abebe leave flat 44 on the seventh floor (Source, 

01 :40:00"' CM Stern exits the building (Source, Camera 4, CCTV). 

01 :40:01 Golf 281, Willesden's PL, book Status 3, in attendance, at Grenfell Tower. This is the 11th fire 

engine in attendance (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791). 

01:40:02 BA Team Four close down their BA sets and are logged off the ECB (Source, BA Data: GTIRT17-

02820). 
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01:40:12 Hotel41 Sierra, SM Walton, books Status 3, in attendance, at Grenfell Tower. He is the third SM 

in attendance (Source, 'Vision'). SM Walton is informed by a CU officer believed to be WM 

Meyrick that he is the first SM in attendance. SM Walton believes he is in fact the second but in 

reality he is the third as both SM Loft and SM Cook have already booked in attendance. SM 

Walton believes he will be in charge of the incident after receiving this information (Source, 

'Vision': GTI RT17-02791, MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-01 000). 

01:40:12 CRO Duddy at Brigade Control takes a call from a male caller who is reporting a fire near 

Shepherds Bush. The caller advises that lots of calls have been put through and that the Brigade 

are already there. 

Incident Number 76101, Call Duration 29 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and 

Transcript GTIRT17-00532) 

01:40:17 CRO Howson at Brigade Control takes a call from a male caller shouting "Grenfell Tower, Grenfell 

Tower". She immediately asks what flat he is in and the caller responds to report that he is on the 

14th floor in flat 111. CRO Howson asks if he has any smoke in his flat and if he is on his own. The 

caller says that the whole flat is full of smoke and that he is on his own and cannot move. He 

appears to be struggling to speak and says he is locked in the bathroom but there is smoke in 

there too. He is advised to shut the windows, block the door with towels to stop the smoke 

coming in and get down low. The caller shouts that he cannot get out and CRO Howson tells him 

that the crews will come to him. 

Incident Number 76114, Call Duration two minutes 35 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 

Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-00547) 

01:40:20 CU2, Islington's CU book Status 2, mobile to incident. CU2 is riding with two WMs, WM 

Delaney and WM Johnson (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791, ORF Register: GTIRT17-02567). 

01 :40:22"' Two firefighters believed to be BA Team Two, Firefighter O'Hanlon and Firefighter Barton exit 

the building and go to their fire engine and change their BA cylinders on their Standard 

Duration Breathing Apparatus (SDBA) sets (Source, Contemporaneous Notes: CTIRT17-00027 

and CTIRT17-00025 and MPS Witness Statement: CTIRT18-00387 and CTIRT18-00321). 

01 :40:24 The pre-alarm sounds on the BA set worn by Firefighter Badillo, indicating he has been stood 

still for 30 seconds (Source, BA Data: GTIRT17-01627). 

01:40:33"' and Rukayetu Mamudu (flat two, first floor) leave the building (Source, 

Camera 4, CCTV). 

01:40:39 Firefighter Dorgu's breathing rates slow at this point, which is consistent with him stopping at 

the 20th floor. He states he is with Firefighter Badillo and CM Secrett (Source, BA Data: 

GTIRT17-02820). 
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01 :40:40 CRO Duddy at Brigade Control takes a call from a female caller who asks if the Brigade is aware 

of a fire at Grenfell Tower and he advises that the Brigade is aware and there are 25 appliances 

on scene. 

Incident Number 76102, Call Duration 20 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and 

Transcript GTIRT17-00533) 

01:40:44 The motion pre-alarm sounds on Firefighter Dorgu's BA set indicating he has been stationary for 

30 seconds (Source, BA Data: GTI RT17-02820). 

01 :40:44 CRO Gotts at Brigade Control takes a call from a male who is speaking very fast and it is difficult to 

make out what he is saying. She asks him to slow down and confirm the name of the building that 

he is calling about but he cannot remember. The caller explains that he has received a call from his 

sisterwhosaysthere is afire in the building. The caller states flat numbers 113 and 115 but it is not 

clear if the caller is reporting his sister is in the building or is safely outside the building. CRO 

Gotts asks if the caller is referring to Grenfell Tower. She says if he is not sure he needs to find 

out and ring back. He confirms that it is the correct address and CRO Gotts states that the Brigade 

is in attendance. 

Incident Number 76106, Call Duration one minute and 30 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 

Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-00537) 

01 :40:46"' Abraham Abebe (flat 44, seventh floor) enters the seventh floor lobby carrying 

The lobby is smoky with visibility at about three metres. Turufat Girma, Mr Abede's partner, also 

enters the seventh floor lobby (Source, Camera C15, CCTV). 

01 :40:50 The Radio Operator at Brigade Control sends a message to G271, North Kensington's PL. 

"Golf 271, priority, golf 271. Over." 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02523) 

01:40:58 CRO Fox at Brigade Control takes a call from a BT Operator who advises that they have tried to 

pass a call to Brigade Control but that the call has dropped out. The BT Operator passes the 

mobile number to CRO Fox who says she will call back. 

Incident Number 761 05a, Call Duration 16 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and 

Transcript GTI RT17 -00536) 

01 :40:58 CRO Fox at Brigade Control calls the number back given by the BT Operator and speaks to the 

caller. The caller asks if the Brigade is aware of a fire at Ladbroke Grove and is informed that 

crews are in attendance. 

Incident Number 76105b, Call Duration 44 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and 

Transcript GTI RT17 -00587) 
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01:41:00 

01:41:18 

01:41:21 

NWFC take a call from a BT Operator in Glasgow who explains that after around five minutes 

trying to pass the call to London, the caller has hung up. The BT Operator states that the caller 

was reporting a fire at a tower block and the NWFC Operator asks if the caller has given the 

address. The BT Operator says no and the NWFC Operator confirms that they will call back. 

Incident Number 1706004390, Call Duration 36 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file: 

GTI RT18-02452) 

NWFC take a call from a caller stating that she is on the top floor at Grenfell Tower and that there 

is thick smoke and she is in someone else's flat. She explains that she is in the bedroom in flat 201 

on the 23'd floor and cannot breathe. The NWFC CRO asks if the caller can get to a window to 

get some air but the caller says she cannot see because the smoke is too thick. The caller then 

repeats she is in someone else's flat and states that there are about ten of them. The NWFC CRO 

passes on advice about blocking doors and keeping low. At approximately 01:45 the NWFC 

CRO states that she has passed on the information to the crews. The caller says her name is 

Debbie and that she is originally from flat 161. Debbie states that everyone is in the bedroom 

with the door shut but that everyone is being sick with smoke. At around 01:53 Debbie is told 

the crews will get you out. The NWFC CRO asks if there are any children and Debbie states that 

she thinks there are two but maybe more, one baby and one schoolchild. By approximately 

02:03 Debbie says the windows are cracking and flames are at the windows. At 2:06:31 Debbie 

states that the flat is on fire and that they must get out of the room that they are in. There is a lot of 

commotion and shouting while Debbie tries to get out. lt is not clear why she cannot get out of 

the room. Debbie states that she cannot move or breathe and that she is too hot and the NWFC 

Operator reiterates the advice to the caller to get out if she can. 

Incident Number 76642, Call Duration 40 minutes, 23 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 

Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-00534) 

it should be noted that this call and the call with Jessica Urbana at 01:29:48 (Incident 

number 76096b, Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and Transcript: CTIRT17-00570) are 

taking place simultaneously and both Deborah Lamprell and Jessica Urbana are in the same 

bedroom in the same flat. 

CRO Duddy at Brigade Control takes a call from a female caller who says there is a fire 

downstairs and she cannot evacuate because it is pitch black outside. CRO Duddy asks if the 

caller is in Grenfell Tower and when this is confirmed, he explains that fire is on the fourth floor 

and that the caller is well away from the fire. The caller says that the smoke is coming up and the 

door is hot and asks what they should do. CRO Duddy provides FSG stating they need to stop 

the smoke by putting things around the door and letterbox and says to close the windows if 

smoke is coming in. She confirms they are in flat 73 on the 1 01
h floor. The caller asks what they 
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should do about getting out and CRO Duddy tells her to stay where they are until the crews 

come and get them. 

Incident Number 76104, Call Duration one minute, 58 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 

Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-00535) 

01 :41 :24 Brigade Manager 8 (Bravo Mike 8), AC Roe, books Status 2, mobile to incident (Source, 'Vision': 

GTIRT17-02791). 

01:41 :50* WM Watson is seen in the main lobby on his own, which shows that at this time there are no 

firefighters in BA available to him to deploy to the bridgehead. There are 10 fire engines, one 

CU, one FRU and one TL in attendance (Source, Cameras 3 and 4, CCTV). 

01:41 :57* Leroy (Barnaby) Augustus and Petra Doulova (flat 174, 201
h floor) leave the building (Source, 

Camera 4, CCTV). 

01:42 * At around this time CM Tillotson returns to the bridgehead with the two missing BA tallies and 

gives them to the BAECO (Source, BA Data: CTIRT17-02820, MPS Witness Statement: 

CTIRT18-00064). 

01 :42:00 AC Roe phones DAC Fenton and confirms that he wants the Brigade Co-ordination Centre 

(BCC) to be set up at Stratford (Source, Mobile Phone Call Log: GTIRT18-01250, MPS Witness 

Statement GTI RT17 -01254, GTI RT18-00944). 

01:42:04 * At around this time CU7, Wembley's CU book Status 3, in attendance at Crenfe/1 Tower. They 

are the second CU in attendance (Source, estimated time using MOT CPS Data: CTIRT17-

00943). 

01:42:05 NWFC take a call from a female caller via a BT Operator at Bangor as the Brigade are unable to 

take the call. The caller states there is a fire in W11 4HE. The description she gives is a three 

storey brown building. 

Incident Number 76641, Call Duration two minutes 53 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 

Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17- 00553) 

01 :42:08 CRO Fox at Brigade Control takes a call from a member of the public who states that there is a 

massive fire in Latimer Road. She asks if it is Grenfell estate and the caller confirms. CRO Fox 

advises that the Brigade is aware and dealing with it. 

Incident Number 76108, Call Duration 18 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and 

Transcript GTIRT17-00539) 

01:42:09 At around this time BA Team Seven, CM Tillotson, CM Gallagher, Firefighter Bettinson, 

Firefighter Wolfenden and Firefighter Felton report to the bridgehead and are tasked to 

undertake search and rescue on the fourth floor (Source, BA Data: GTIRT17-02820, 
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Contemporaneous Notes: GTIRT17-00042, GTIRT17-00037, GTIRT17-00036, GTIRT17-00035 

and GTIRT17-00028, MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-00064, GTIRT18-00929, GTIRT17-

02925, GTIRT18-01002 and GTIRT18-01110). 

01 :42:14 CRO Gotts at Brigade Control takes a call from a female caller who reports that there is a fire in 

the W11 area and that there are people stuck inside the building. The caller passes the phone to 

a man. CRO Gotts asks the caller if he thinks it is Grenfell Tower and the caller confirms that he 

thinks that is the one. He is advised that the Brigade is there and dealing with the incident. 

Incident Number 76109, Call Duration 49 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and 

Transcript: GTI RT17 -00541) 

01:42:29 Golf 25 Alpha, Ealing's OSU, books Status 3, in attendance, at Grenfell Tower. This is the first 

OSU in attendance (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791 ). 

01 :42:30"' Firefighter Abell and Firefighter Archer return to the main lobby after their BA wear (Source, 

Cameras 2, 3 and 4, CCTV). 

01:42:34"' Jordy Norbis enters the main lobby carrying a large firefighters axe. He has a discussion with 

WM Watson and explains that he believes there are people at the rear of the building who are 

threatening to jump. According to WM Watson's statement, he asks Mr Norbis who he is. Mr 

Norbis tells WM Watson that he is an American firefighter. WM Watson comments in his 

statement that it doesn't matter that he is an American firefighter. He states he tells Mr Norbis 

to show Firefighter Murray around the back to corroborate Mr Norbis' information. Firefighter 

Murray returns and explains that Mr Norbis is right. WM Watson then tells Firefighter Murray to 

go and get a loudhailer and reassure the residents (Source, Camera 4, CCTV, MPS Witness 

Statement: CTIRT18-00073). 

01 :42:38* At around this time Hotel331, Wandsworth's PL arrives at Crenfell Tower. This is the 121
h fire 

engine in attendance (Source, approximate time from MOT CPS Data, CTIRT17-00943). 

01 :42:39"' Alpha 213, Paddington's TL, is pitched outside the South elevation. This is only possible 

because WM Dowden has previously tasked CM Davis to secure a separate hydrant to connect 

to a fire engine that only supplies water to Alpha 213 (Source, Camera 4, CCTV, MPS Witness 

Statement: GTIRT18-01065, GTIRT18-00972). 

01:42:40"' Firefighter O'Beirne enters the main lobby carrying a BA ECB and makes his way up the stairs. 

01:43:00 

According to his statement he is heading to the bridgehead on the second floor (Source, 

Cameras 4 and 2, CCTV, MPS Witness Statement: CTIRT18-00072). 

Essex FRS take a call from a BT Operator reporting an abandoned call for London. The Essex 

CRO asks the BT Operator if they are aware of the location of the fire currently in progress in 
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01:43:00 

01:43:04 

01:43:07 

London and the BT Operator states that she thinks it is a tower block on fire in the Lad broke Grove 

area. 

Incident Number 13559, Call Duration 54 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and 

Transcript GTI RT17 -00540) 

OM Norman at Brigade Control takes a call from the NWFC who are asking confirmation that 

London are receiving calls to Grenfell Tower. OM Norman confirms that they are aware and asks 

if they have people trapped. The NWFC Operator says they have flat nine with two adults and 

three children. This is the call that is referred to earlier in this report at 01 :36:23. She says they 

are still on the line and states that one of the residents is a young male who is a wheelchair user. 

OM Norman confirms that she will let the crews know. The two operators agree that NWFCwill 

only contact London if they have people trapped. The NWFC Operator then adds that they 

have another call with five people in flat 175 on the 201
h floor (Source, FRS Incident Log, Audio 

File and Transcript GTIRT17-01773). 

CRO Fox at Brigade Control takes a call from a male caller who is reporting a tower block fire in 

the Lad broke Grove area. CRO Fox confirms that the Brigade is dealing. 

Incident Number 76111, Call Duration 18 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and 

Transcript GTIRT17-00543) 

CU8 contacts the Radio Operator at Brigade Control: 

"FN, this is Charlie UniformS, we're in the processofsettinguphere. Is there any 

information you want to pass to us?" 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02524) 

01 :43:13 The Radio Operator at Brigade Control replies to CU8. 

"Yeah, Charlie UniformS, we'vegotseveral, um, firesurvivalcallsgoingon. Um, I have 

passedsomeofthem over. I'll passthemovertoyou. l'msureyou'reawareit'sapro ... err, 

of smoke but we've got people stuck in flats on the 1 othfloor,seven people in flat2-0 ... 205 on 

the 23rdfloorunable to leave their property, persons trapped in a flat on the 12th floor unable 

to leave, smoke coming into flats on the 14th floor, on the 17th floor in flat 142 we 'vegotfive 

people, err, intheflatwithsmokecomingintotheflat. In flat, err, in flat95 on the 12th floor 

the caller's, err, got smoke coming in. And, err, a caller on the 18th floor has thick smoke 

outside her flat, err, she's inside the flat as well. Over." 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02525) 

Flat number Floor number Number of people Remarks 

Not given 10 Not given People stuck 
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205 23 7 Unable to leave property 

Not given 12 Not given Unable to leave property 

Not given 14 Not given Smoke coming in to flats 

142 17 5 people Smoke coming in to flat 

95 12 Not given Smoke coming in to flat 

Not given 18 Not given Thick smoke outside flat 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02525). 

At this stage Brigade Control has received FSG calls and information about people throughout the 

building from various sources. Other calls have been taken by other emergency service control 

rooms and agencies (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791 ). 

The table below summarises the FSG call information between 01:36:23-01:41:21: 

Time of Flat Floor 
Number of people Remarks 

Call number number 

01:36:23 9 3 5 1 x Wheelchair user 

01:37:58 14 1 Adult and 1 Baby No flat number obtained 

01:38:02 142 17 5 people Smoke coming in the flat 

01:38:16 205 23 7 people 

01:38:18 115 14 One adult one baby 

01:38:37 95 12 One adult 

01:38:38 182 21 

01:38:51 204 23 One adult 

01:40:17 111 14 

This is a call taken by NWFC 

and the caller is identified by 

herself as Debbie. *161 is not 

01:41:18 161 * 23 One adult female on the 23'd floor but it 

becomes clear that Debbie IS 

from 161 but has moved up the 

building 
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Caller told to stay where they 

01:41:21 73 10 One adult are and wait for someone to 

come and get them 

01:43:14 NWFC take a call transferred by BT and the Operator states the call has been passed to them 

because of a five minute delay in trying to put the call through to the Brigade. The caller says she is 

in flat 175 of Grenfell Tower on the 201h floor and that there are five of them, two adults and three 

children including a baby. She also explains that her husband wants them to leave but there is black 

smoke in the hallway. The NWFC Operator passes the message to London and continues to 

provide continuous FSG. The call is ended by the NWFC Operator who says she is going to 

find out what is going on and tells the caller to ring back if she needs to. The NWFC Operator 

confirms that there are 20 fire engines there. 

Incident Number 76644, Call Duration seven minutes, 54 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 

Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-00476) 

01:43:18"' Firefighter Archer and Firefighter A bell leave through the m am entrance gomg outside. 

Firefighter Archer's helmet is completely blackened indicating severe heat and smoke within the 

area of the building they have been in (Source, Cameras 2, 3 and 4, CCTV). 

01 :43:19 CRO Gotts at Brigade Control takes a call from flat 82 on the 11th floor. The caller has called 

previously (incident number 076057 at 01 :28:26). The caller talks about her husband and states 

she has a daughter but it is unclear if she is in the flat. The caller explains that this is her second 

call to the Brigade and confirms that they cannot get out because of the smoke outside the door. 

Incident Number 76117 (Linked to 76147:GTIRT17-00581, 76191: GTIRT17-00629 and 76200: 

GTIRT17-00637). Call Duration one minute, 21 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file 

and Transcript GTIRT17-00550) 

01 :43:22 CRO Duddy at Brigade Control takes a call from a male caller who states that there is a big fire at 

Grenfell Tower. CRO Duddy advises that the Brigade is aware and dealing with it. 

Incident Number 76110, Call Duration 16 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and 

Transcript GTI RT17 -00542) 

01:43:31 Radio Workshops Duty Engineer contacts Brigade Control and confirms receipt of the pager 

message (Source, NICE, Admin Phone Line Audio file: GTIRT18-00880 and 'Vision': GTIRT17-

02791 ). 

01 :43:40"' Firefighter Merrion and Firefighter H Sanders enter the main lobby wearing BA and proceed to 

the bridgehead (Source, Camera 4, CCTV). 
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01:43:44 CRO Duddy at Brigade Control takes a call which is inaudible. He is advised by the BT Operator 

that they have spoken to a male who is hard of hearing. He reports a fire in the area. CRO Duddy 

states they are aware of a large fire and that the Brigade is dealing with it. 

Incident Number 76115, Call Duration 59 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and 

Transcript: GTI RT17 -00548) 

01:43:46 CRO Fox takes a call at Brigade Control from the MPS who state they keep receiving calls, 

regarding floor 16 and 17. The MPS advise that they do not have flat numbers but have phone 

numbers. CRO Fox states that they do not have time to ring people back due to the number of 

calls being handled and informs the MPS Operator to get flat numbers next time and that she will 

pass on to the fire ground about the floors. 

Incident Number 76116, Call Duration 59 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and 

Transcript: GTI RT17 -00549) 

01:43:48 NWFC take a call from a BT Operator in Nottingham who are passing on an abandoned call that is 

meant for the Brigade. The CRO says he will call the number back. 

01:44"' 

Incident Number 76643, Call Duration 29 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and 

Transcript: GTI RT17 -01830) 

At around this time BA Team Seven reach the sixth floor and start banging on doors and shouting 

to get people out. They meet a couple, possibly with a boy CM Callagher and Firefighter Felton 

escort the residents to the main lobby (The members of the public are believed to be A Shah and 

J Shah, however Paul Menacer and Kerry O'Hara from the sixth floor also leave the building 

around this time, this is from Cameras 2 and 4, CCTV footage) (Source, Contemporaneous Notes: 

CTIRT17-00037, CTIRT17-00028, MPS Witness Statement: CTIRT18-00929, CTIRT18-01110, 

Cameras 2 and 4, CCTV). 

01 :44:00"' CM Stern enters the main lobby (Source, Camera 4, CCTV). 

01 :44:19 CU8 confirm receipt of information in message sent by the Radio Operator at Brigade Control at 

01:43:13. 

"Okay. Just to confirm that's the 1oth floor, the 23rd floor, the 12th floor, the 14th floor, the 

17th floor, the 12thfloorandthe 18th floor. Theonlyflatnumbersyou'vegiven me are the 

17th floor is 142 and that's five people and the 12th floor is Flat 95, no further information 

than thatapartfrom heavy smoke logging. Over." 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02526) 

01 :44:22"' Aim en Mawia (address unknown) leaves the building (Source, Camera 4, CCTV). 
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01 :44:27"' Paul Menacer (flat 33, sixth floor) leaves the building (Source, Camera 4, CCTV). 

01 :44:34 Hotel 271, Battersea's PL, book Status 3, in attendance, at Grenfell Tower. This is the 13th fire 

engine in attendance (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791). 

01 :44:40"' CM Stern meets Mary Brennan (unknown address) in the m am lobby and escorts her out 

(Source, Camera 4, CCTV). 

01 :44:43 CRO Duddy at Brigade Control takes a call from a male caller who states that he is stuck in flat 95 

on the 1 ih floor and says he has two children. CRO Duddy explains that the fire is on the fourth 

floor and the caller informs him that embers have come up and in the window and have started a 

fire in the kitchen of flat 96 next door. He also says there are other people trapped on the 11th 

floor. The caller reports that it is very smoky and asks for help. CRO Duddy informs the caller that 

crews will be sent up to him. CRO Duddy advises him to get to the room furthest away from the fire. 

Incident number 76118, Call Duration three minutes, 33 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 

Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-00551). 

01 :44:45"' Sharon Haley (flat 24, fifth floor) and Kenny Smith (flat 13, fourth floor) leave the building 

(Source, Camera 4, CCTV). 

01:44:48 Brigade Control phone GM Goulbourne to check if he has received an ordering for the 

attendance at Grenfell. The call is not answered (Source, NICE, Admin Phone Line Audio file: 

GTI RT18-00257). 

01 :44:58" Firefighter Cuthbert states that his BA team go up to the fifth floor. The heat and the smoke is 

"crazy". Firefighter Cuthbert explains he has never experienced it this intense before. it is really 

hot underfoot. The smoke logging in the stairwell is getting increasingly worse. "When we went 

from the fourth to the fifth floors it went up to a totally different gear. The smoke logging in the 

stairwell was getting increasingly worse. On the fourth floor initially it was whispy to thick. On the 

fifth floor you couldn't really see in front of you in that lobby area". (MPS Witness Statement: 

CTIRT18-01844). 

01:45:00 NWFC take a call from a BT Operator in Glasgow reporting a female that has requested to 

speak with the Brigade but who has now cleared the line (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 

Audio file and Transcript: GTIRT17-01772). 

NWFC generate a call back to the number given by the BT Operator in Glasgow and the call goes 

straight to the Vodafone voicemail. The CRO leaves a message asking the caller to call back if 

they still need assistance. 

Incident Number 1706004392, Call Duration 26 seconds (Source, FRS Incident Log and Audio 

File: GTI RT18-02453) 
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lt should be noted that NWFC make an additional call back to the same mobile at 01 :47:28 

(GTIRT17- 00594). 

01:45:02 Alpha 411, West Hampstead's PL, book Status 3, in attendance, at Grenfell Tower. This is the 14th 

fire engine in attendance (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791 ). 

01:45:02 CRO Gotts at Brigade Control takes a call reporting a fire in Grenfell Tower. The caller is believed 

to be outside of Grenfell Tower. CRO Gotts confirms that the Brigade is in attendance and 

dealing with it. 

Incident number 76119, Call Duration 19 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and 

Transcript GTIRT17-00552). 

01:45:04 Alpha 231, Euston's PL, book Status 3, in attendance, at Grenfell Tower. This is the 15th fire 

engine in attendance (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791). 

01 :45:08"' Kerry O'Hara (flat 34, sixth floor) leaves the building (Source, Camera 4, CCTV). 

01 :45:13 At around this time BA Team Eight, Firefighter Shaw and Firefighter Cuthbert report to the 

bridgehead, they receive their briefing and remove their BA tallies. They have no firefighting 

media but are told to go to the fifth and sixth floor for search and rescue (Source, BA Data: 

GTIRT17-02820, Contemporaneous Notes: GTIRT17-00044, GTIRT17-00043, MPS Witness 

Statement: GTI RT18-01534, GTI RT18-01844 ). 

01 :45:15"' CM Stern exits the building via main lobby (Source, Camera 4, CCTV). 

01:45:23 GM Pat Goulbourne answers a phone call from Brigade Control. The CRO asks him if he has 

received an ordering on his pager. He advises he has not and checks his pager. He notes he has 

received a message and confirms the address. Brigade Control confirm it is now a 25 pump fire, 

persons reported, multiple FSG Calls. GM Goulbourne says he is actually not on duty which is 

why he has not noted the pager message. He says he will attend anyway and books Status 2, 

mobile to incident. Very little information is passed during the conversation except that Brigade 

Control are taking a large number of FSG calls (Source, NICE, Admin Phone Line Audio file: 

GTIRT18-00258 and 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791 ). 

01:45:24"' WM As he enters the main lobby via main entrance door (Source, Camera 4, CCTV). 

01 :45:27 Golf 351, Fulham's PL, book Status 3, in attendance, at Grenfell Tower. This is the 16th fire engine 

in attendance (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791). 

01 :45:47"' WM Watson and WM As he proceed upstairs (Source, Camera 2, CCTV). 

01:45:51 CRO Howson at Brigade Control takes a call reporting a fire in a tower block near Latimer Road. 

He explains that the emergency services are on the motorway going the long way round to the 

fire. 
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Incident Number 76122, Call Duration one minute, one second (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 

Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-00557) 

01:45:52 NWFC receive a call from a member of the public who reports a fire in Ladbroke Grove. The 

NWFC Operator confirms that the Brigade is on their way. 

Incident Number 76645 Call Duration one minute, four seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 

Audio file: GTI RT17-00545) 

01 :45:53 Between 01 :45:53 and 01 :47:14 the pre-alarm actuates on all of BAT eam Five. This indicates that 

this team of firefighters are not moving for a period of over 30 seconds. lt is believed that the 

team have finished the search of flat 176 and are discussing where they think Jessica Urbana has 

gone (Source, BA Data: GTIRT17-02820, Contemporaneous Notes: GTIRT17-00009, GTIRT17-

00431, GTIRT17-00017 and GTIRT17-00013, MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-01411, 

GTIRT18-00917, GTIRT18-00641 and GTIRT17-01551). 

01:45:53"' BA Team 13, consisting of CM Wigley, Firefighter Harris, Firefighter Gonzalez, Firefighter Gillam 

and Firefighter Roberts, are Alpha 216, Paddington's FRU crew. They are wearing Extended 

Duration Breathing Apparatus (EDBA) and are the first firefighters to enter Grenfell Tower in 

EDBA. They enter the main lobby carrying line operations equipment. They are also carrying two 

lengths of 45 mm fire hose, and a branch. They are seen making their way upstairs. They have 

been tasked by WM Dowden to get to the roof and attempt to extinguish the fire using fire hose 

(Source, Cameras 4 and 2, CCTV, Contemporaneous Notes: GTIRT17-00052, GTIRT17-00053, 

and GTIRT17-00051, MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-01067, GTIRT17-02917, GTIRT17-

01393, and GTIRT18-00414). 

01:45:53"' A firefighter enters the seventh floor lobby. lt is believed to be Firefighter Bettinson as there are a 

set of diamonds on the helmet indicating a firefighter on development. Firefighter Bettinson is the 

only probationer wearing BA at this time in the building (Source, Camera C15, CCTV). 

01:46:00 AC Roe rings AC Richard Mills who is AC2 and asks him to become AC1 as he is mobilising to the 

incident at Grenfell Tower (Source, Mobile Phone Call Log: GTIRT18-01250, MPS Witness 

Statement: GTIRT17-01254, GTIRT18-00944). 

01 :46:00"' Firefighter Murray enters the main entrance wearing BA and carrying a loud hailer. From his 

statement he has been at the West elevation telling people not to jump and to get out if they can 

(Source, Camera 4, CCTV and MPS Witness Statement: CTIRT18-01066). 

01:46"' At around this time WM Ashe informs WM Dowden that debris is falling from the North face of 

Crenfell Tower (Source, MPS Witness Statement: GTI RT18-01412). 

01 :46:00 AOM Real takes a call from NWFC who provide additional information from their call at 

01 :43:00. NWFC confirm the location of flat nine as being on the third floor and report a call from 
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flat 161 on the 23rd floor where there are 10 people trapped in one bedroom. AOM Real 

confirms this information and NWFC Operator states that they have someone on the line to the 

caller. lt should be noted that flat 161 is not on the 23rd floor. (This is believed to be a call from 

Deborah Lamprell who is resident in flat 161 but moves up to flat 201 on the 23'd floor). (Source, 

FRS Incident Log, Audio File and Transcript GTIRT17-01774) 

01 :46:02 Norman makes an outgoing call to the resident that she speaks to at 01 :39 who reports that he is 

in flat 204 on the 23rd floor, (GTIRT17-00563). OM Norman calls to check that he is still safe. 

There is a smoke alarm sounding in the background. OM Norman tells him to keep doing what he 

is doing and if it gets worse to call back. He explains that he thinks the fire is in the flat next to him 

and OM Norman says that the fire is on the 4th floor. He says that he thinks it has come up the 

stairs. She tells him to stay where he is, stop the smoke from coming in and that the crews know 

where he is. (Source, NICE, Admin Phone Line Audio file: GTIRT18-03148). 

01 :46:05 CRO Howson at Brigade Control takes a call from a male caller who reports that there is a 

massive building on fire. He explains that he can hear people screaming inside and wants to let 

the Brigade know that there are still people in there. CRO Howson advises him that the Brigade is 

aware of a large fire on the Lancaster West estate where there are people on several different 

floors and the Brigade are in attendance. 

Incident Number 76120, Call Duration 34 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and 

Transcript GTIRT17-00554) 

01 :46:05 The Radio Operator at Brigade Control contacts CU 8with a priority message: 

"Go ahead with priority, over. " 

"Yeah,gotsomefurthercallers, um, ringing in. We'vegot, um, 11 peopleinabedroomofa 

flatonthe23rd floor. We'vegot, um,acallersayinga furtherfirehasstartedonthe 12th floor, 

flat, flat96, outside flat96. We'vegotfurthercallscomingfromthe police, from callers 

trapped on the 16th and 17th floors. Over. " 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02527) 

Flat Floor Number of 
Remarks 

number number people 

23 11 All in bedroom 

96 12 Fire started in flat 

16 
Persons trapped (information received from 
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the police) 

17 
Persons trapped (information received from 

the police) 

01:46:10 Hotel 27 Sierra, SM Nicholas Myatt book Status 2, mobile to incident, from his home address in 

-(Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791). 

01:46:18 CRO Adams at Brigade Control takes a call from the MPS Control Room. The MPS CRO asks if 

there is any advice they can give callers and explains that she has a caller that is stuck on the 161
h 

floor who is very distressed. The MPS Operator asks if she can set up a conference call between the 

individual and CRO Adams. CRO Adams agrees and provides advice about blocking doors and 

closing windows. She asks what flat the caller is in and he replies that he is in flat 133. CRO 

Adams tells the caller to call back if it gets worse and the MPS take the call back, releasing CRO 

Adams from the call. 

Incident Number 76126, Call Duration two minutes, 31 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 

Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-00560) 

01:46:23"' At around this time Alpha 241, Soho's PL, is in attendance. This is the 1 ih fire engine 1n 

attendance (Source, approximate time from MDT GPS Data: GTIRT17-00943). 

01 :46:34 CU8 reply to the Radio Operator at Brigade Control message passed at 01 :46:05: 

"FN from Charlie Uniform 8, can you repeat the whole of that message? Over." 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02528) 

01:46:35"' Abraham Abebe is escorted from flat 44, seventh floor by Firefighter Bettinson (Source, Camera 

C15, CCTV). 

01 :46:36"' In the seventh floor lobby CM Tillotson can be seen by the lift doors. CM Tillotson appears with 

Firefighter Bettinson, identified by the diamonds on his helmet (Source, Camera C15, CCTV, BA 

Data: GTI RT17 -02820). 

01:46:39 The Radio Operator at Brigade Control repeats back the information sent at 01:46:05. 

"Yeah. We'vegot11 peopleinabedroomofa flatonthe23rdfloor, um,afurtherfirestarted 

on ... on the 12th floor. Um, we've got people trapped in flats 96 and 95 and we've further calls 

calling from the people of people trapped on the 16th and 17thfloors. Over." 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02529) 
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01 :46:49"' John Beadle (flat 13, fourth floor) leaves the building. He was seen entering the building at 

00:56:01 (Source, Cameras 3 and 4, CCTV). 

01 :46:50" At around this time Alpha 412, West Hampstead's Pis in attendance at Grenfell Tower. This is the 

181
h fire engine in attendance (Source, approximate time using MDT GPS Data: GTIRT17-00943). 

01:46:52 Foxtrot 115, GM Goulbourne is booked Status 2, mobile to incident, by Brigade Control (Source, 

'Vision': GTIRT17-02791 ). 

01:47:00 Essex FRS Control take a call from BT Glasgow who explain that they have a caller on the line who 

has been waiting for six minutes to get through to the Brigade who is requesting the attendance of 

Police, Fire and Ambulance to a fire in a tower block. The male caller advises that he is driving on 

the A40 and can see a fire. The Essex CRO is aware of the fire and asks the caller to confirm that it 

is in the Ladbroke Grove area. The caller confirms that he thinks it is and the Essex CRO says that 

the Brigade are in attendance. 

Incident Number 76636, Call Duration one minute, 17 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio 

file and Transcript GTIRT17-00556) 

01:47:05 Alpha 242, Soho's P, book Status 3, in attendance, at Grenfell Tower. This is the191
h fire engine in 

attendance (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791). 

Firefighter Orchard is the driver of Alpha 242. On arrival the other firefighters are already rigged 

in BA so they jump off and head to the tower. Firefighter Orchard then puts on her PPE and then 

gets rigged in her BA set. She then makes her way to the holding area (Source, MPS Witness 

Statement GTI RT18-00647). 

01 :47:06 CU8 contact the Radio Operator at Brigade Control 1n response to message received at 

01:46:39. 

"Er, people trapped in flat-in flats96and95, do you knowthe numbersandwhatwasthe 

rest, restofthe messageafterthat? Over" 

"Yeah." 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02530) 

01 :47:13 The Radio Operator at Brigade Control passes the information. 

"Yeah, it was on the 12th floor, err, for peoples trapped in flats 96 and 95 and the police have 

passed over calls saying that the callers are trapped on the 16th and 17th floors. Over. " 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02531) 

01:47:28 CU8 send a message to the Radio Operator at Brigade Control in response to message received 

at 01:47:13. 
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"FN from Charlie, err, Charlie Uniform 8, FN, all received, over." 

"Received. " 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17- 02532) 

01:47:28 NWFC call back the number given that is believed to originate from the abandoned call 

referenced at 01:45:00 (GTIRT17-01772) earlier in this report. The caller says she called earlier 

but that the Brigade have since told them to get out and they are now out of the Tower. 

Incident Number 014728, Call time 41 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and 

Transcript: GTI RT17 -00594) 

01:47:33 Golf 346, Chelsea's FRU book Status 3, in attendance, at Grenfell Tower. This is the second FRU 

in attendance (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791). 

01:47:44 OM Norman rings CU8 and passes over a request for the flats below to be checked (Source, 

'Vision': GTIRT17-02791, NICE, Admin Phone Line Audio file: GTIRT18-00508). 

Flat Floor Number of 
Remarks 

Number number people 

FSG being given. *Flat 161 is not on the 

23'd floor. This information relates to a 
161 * 23 10 

call taken by the NWFC and the caller 

states initially that she is from 161. 

204 23 One 

In the call OM Norman states that the 

caller disappears. However in the call 

14 One taken at 01 :37:58 CRO Duddy doesn't 

ask the caller what flat she is in. The 

caller also says she has a baby with her. 

Two adults three Wheelchair user 
9 

children 

175 20 Five 

01:47:49 CRO Gotts at Brigade Control takes a call from a person inside Grenfell Tower. The caller asks 

how they are going to get out. CRO Gotts confirms the floor number and the caller states they are 
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on the 10th floor. The caller then repeatedly states that they are going outside. The phone is 

handed to a young child who states there is smoke in the corridor but other residents are leaving. 

The caller asks for advice on what to do and CRO Gotts advises that they block the doors up and 

she will tell the firefighters where they are however she is unable to advise the best thing as she is 

not there. CRO Gotts advises that the fire has started on the fourth floor. 

Incident Number 76131, Call Duration two minutes, 24 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 

Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-00564) 

01:47:52"' Shah and- Shah (flat 32, sixth floor) leave the building (Source, Camera 4, 

CCTV). 

01 :48:00 Essex FRS take a call from a BT Operator who passes a 999 call originally for London. The BT 

Operator explains that all of London's lines are busy and then transfers the call. The Essex CRO 

speaks to a female caller who states that they are on the 22nd floor and it is getting very smoky in the 

house. The caller gives her address as flat 193 Grenfell Tower. The Essex CRO confirms that the 

Brigade is in attendance and says she will pass on the information to London. 

Incident Number 76637, Call Duration one minute, 12 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio 

file and Transcript GTIRT17-00558) 

01 :48:00"' At around this time BA Team Five enter the 201
h floor lobby. Visibility is poor and they cannot see 

the door numbers. They locate flat 176 and the door is open. Firefighter Badillo and CM Secrett 

search the flat twice in an effort to locate Jessica Urbana. They do not find anyone and they 

surmise that as the door is open she may have already left. They leave the flat and meet 

Firefighter Dorgu who attempts to contact the BAECO with an update but cannot get through on 

the radio (Source, Contemporaneous Notes: CTIRT17-00009, CTIRT17-00431, CTIRT17-00017 

and CTIRT17-00013, MPS Witness Statement: CTIRT18-01411, CTIRT18-00917, CTIRT18-

00641 and CTIRT17-01551). 

01 :48:23 CRO Fox at Brigade Control takes a call from the Surrey Police Contact Centre reporting a fire at 

Grenfell Tower. CRO Fox advises that there is a 25 pump fire going on. The Surrey Police Contact 

Centre Officer explains that they have had a caller reporting that his brother is trapped in his 

bathroom and smoke is filling the room. The flat number is given as flat 111 on the 14th floor and 

the name of the person trapped is given as Dennis Murphy. 

Incident Number 76127, Call Duration one minute, 39 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio 

file and Transcript GTIRT17-00561) 

01 :48:23 CRO Howson at Brigade Control takes a call from a female caller who repeatedly states that she is 

on the 14th floor in flat 115. CRO Howson advises the caller that the fire is on the fourth floor and 

the caller explains that there is smoke is coming into her flat via the door and windows. CRO 
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Howson asks who is there and the caller confirms "me and my baby". CRO Howson asks if there are 

any rooms without smoke and the caller states that every room has smoke in it. CRO Howson 

then advises her to block the doors and windows to keep the smoke out and the caller advises 

that she has already done that. CRO Howson explains that she will tell crews to come and get her 

as soon as it is safe to do so and that the caller should stay where she is. 

Incident Number 76134, Call Duration four minutes, 50 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 

Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-00568) 

01:48:30"' Turufat Girma, Abraham Abebe a 

(Source, Camera 4, CCTV). 

at 44, seventh floor) leave the building 

01:48:32 The Officer of the Watch takes a call from Thames Water Authority who are calling to confirm 

that they are on their way and should be in attendance within the hour (Source, NICE, Admin 

Phone Line Audio file: GTIRT18-00882). 

01 :48:44* At around this time H222, Lambeth's P arrives at Grenfell Tower. This is the 20th fire engine in 

attendance (Source, approximate time using MDT GPS Data: GTIRT17-00943). 

01 :48:44 CRO Duddy at Brigade Control takes the call from a member of the public outside the Tower who 

reports a fire in Grenfell Tower in W1 0. The caller states that it is right to the top. 

Incident Number 76125, Call Duration 24 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and 

Transcript GTIRT17-00559) 

01:48:53* At around this time Hotel221, Lambeth's PL arrives at Grenfell Tower. This is the 21st fire engine 

in attendance (Source, approximate time using MDT GPS Data: GTI RT17-00943). 

01 :49"' At around this time Firefighter O'Hanlon and Firefighter Barton enter the tower and proceed up 

the stairs (Source, Contemporaneous Notes: CCTV Camera 4, GTIRT17-00027, GTIRT17-00025, 

MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-00387 and GTIRT18-00321). 

01:49:13 Bravo Charlie 04, SOM Adam Crinion is paged about the 25 pump fire at Grenfell Tower (Source, 

'Vision': GTIRT17-02791 ). 

01:49:31"' SM Loft enters the building via the main entrance. He goes to the lift lobby and photographs the 

lift and flat number plaque to assist him in identifying the floors that flats are located on (Source, 

Cameras 4 and 5, CCTV). 

01:49:32"' Branislav Lukic (Luca) (flat 84,11th floor) Clarita Ghavimi (flat 75, 10th floor) and

(address unknown) leave the building (Source, Camera 4, CCTV). 
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01:49:44 Golf 291, Park Royal's PL, book Status 3, in attendance, at Grenfell Tower. This is the 22nd fire 

engine in attendance (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791). 

01:50* 

01:50* 

At about this time BA Team 21, Firefighter Malik and Firefighter Hill, report to the BAECP at the 

bridgehead, they state they queue along with approximately 30 other firefighters. They are 

tasked to go and get more equipment from outside. Firefighter Hill and Firefighter Malik make 

approximately four trips to the fire engines, collecting fire hose and other equipment. They leave 

the equipment by a tree outside Grenfell Tower (Source, MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-

00426, GTI RT18-00070). 

BA Team 24, Firefighter Bloxham and Firefighter Evans are tasked with rigging in BA, they then 

report to the holding area outside Grenfell Tower. They are then informed by an officer not to 

enter the building unless they have breaking in equipment (Source, MPS Witness Statement: 

GTI RT18-01 038, GTI RT18-00926). 

01:50:03 CRO Duddy at Brigade Control takes a call from a male caller who confirms that he is in flat 194 

on the 22nd floor of Grenfell Tower. The occupant states that smoke is coming through the 

windows and that he cannot see anything. CRO Duddy advises the caller to close his windows and 

block his doors, get low on the ground and cover his face with a wet cloth if he needs to. 

Incident Number 76129, Call Duration one minute, 24 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio 

file and Transcript GTIRT17-00562) 

01:50:09 * WM De Silvo from Golf 341 Chelsea's PL enters the building (Source, Camera 4, CCTV). 

01:50:36* SM Loft leaves the building via the main entrance, putting his mobile phone in his leggings' 

pocket (Source, Cameras 1, 3 and 4, CCTV). 

01 :50:49 CRO Adams at Brigade Control makes a call on a landline to the mobile phone allocated to CU8 in 

order to pass on FSG calls. CRO Adams' police witness statement says she calls the CU at the 

scene to pass on details of the flats in trouble based on the calls that she has taken. She then 

explains that whilst this is normally done by message, a call is easier and quicker in these 

circumstances (Source, MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT17-01259, Source, NICE, Admin Phone 

Line Audio file: GTIRT18-00506). 

The CU Operator asks CRO Adams if there is a priority for the calls being passed to them and asks 

Brigade Control to indicate a priority by smoke density. CRO Adams explains that the caller in 182 is 

quite panicky, has smoke in the flat and is still on the phone. The CU Operator summarises that the 

smoke is heaviest on the 21st floor. 

Flat Floor 
Number of people Remarks 

number number 
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133 16 Unknown Smoke coming in 

Cannot stop smoke coming through 

182 21 Unknown the front door so have gone into the 

I ivi ng room. 

01:50:57 BA Team Nine report to ECB and receive their briefing. Firefighter H Sanders and Firefighter 

Merrion are tasked with going to flat 112, 14th Floor. lt is believed they are told to team up with 

BA Team 10, Firefighter Cornelius and Firefighter Murphy (Source, BA Data: GTIRT17-02820, 

Contemporaneous Notes: GTIRT17-00048, GTIRT17-00459, GTIRT17-00049, GTIRT17-00419 

and MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-01134 and GTIRT18-00651 ). 

01 :51 :00 BA Team 10 report to ECB and receive their briefing. Firefighter Cornelius and Firefighter 

Murphy are tasked to go to flat 111, 14th Floor. They are told to go up with BA Team Nine 

(Source, BA Data: GTIRT17-02820, Contemporaneous Notes: GTIRT17-00020, GTIRT17-00021, 

MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-01416, GTIRT18-00993). 

01:51:36 Hotel 34 Sierra, SM Mulholland, books Status 3, in attendance, at Grenfell Tower. He is the first 

officer from ORT in attendance. 

Hotel34 Sierra: "FS Hotel34 Sierra, Status 3. Over" 

Brigade Control Room Radio Operator: "Status 3, re-" 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript: GTIRT17-02535) 

01:51:46 BA Team 11, Firefighter Campbell and Firefighter Mills report to the bridgehead. They then 

report to the ECB, start breathing under air and remove their tallies. They are tasked with going to 

flat 175, 20th floor in response to a FSG call (Source, Contemporaneous Notes: GTIRT17-00046, 

GTI RT17 -00034, MPS Witness Statement: GTI RT18-00967, GTI RT18-02051, GTI RT18-00402). 

01:51 :46" Firefighter Camp bell states the stairs are now like a waterfall, Firefighter Campbell describes 

trying to move a casualty on the stairwell however with the amount of fire hose tangled up on the 

stairwell it was unbelievable like a birds nest making it very difficult. (Source, MPS Witness 

Statement: CTIRT18-00967). 

01:51:47 Oscar Golf 61, SM Saunders books Status 3, in attendance, at Grenfell Tower. He is the fourth 

SM in attendance (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791 ). 

01:51:56"' Firefighter Mills states that he goes to the fourth floor, there is a fire hose coming in through the 

fire door, and there is heavy smoke logging, from the fourth floor up, its smoky all the way up. 

Firefighter Mills and his BA team go down to the 14th floor, which is not smoke logged, it is still 
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smoky but not as bad as the 151
h Firefighter Mills states "we got to the 9th floor, it was mega hot, 

when you went past it there was like a heat barrier, I didn't even want to open doors, I could feel 

the heat on the way through. (Source, MPS Witness Statement: CTIRT18-00402). 

01:52:09 NWFC take a call from BT in Nottingham who explain that they have a caller that they have tried 

to put through to the Brigade but the lines are all busy. The BT Operator states that the call has 

now cleared but that the caller says "they're here, they're here" before putting the phone down. 

The NWFC Operator says they will call back. 

Incident number 143565, Call Duration 40 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and 

Transcript GTI RT17 -01607) 

01 :52:11 The Radio Operator at Brigade Control sends a message to CU8. 

"Golf- err, Charlie Uniform 8, Charlie Uniform 8, from -priority from M2FN, over." 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02537) 

01:52:13 CRO Duddy at Brigade Control takes a call from a male caller reporting a fire in a tower block on 

fire near the A40. CRO Duddy advises that the Brigade is in attendance. 

Incident Number 76132, Call Duration 19 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and 

Transcript GTI RT17 -00565) 

01 :52:26 The Radio Operator at Brigade Control sends a message to CU8. 

"Priority, Charlie Uniform 8 - Charlie Uniform 8 from M2FN. Over." 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02538) 

01 :52:30* 12 firefighters carrying various pieces of equipment enter the main entrance (Source, Camera 4, 

CCTV). 

01:52:41 The Radio Operator at Brigade Control sends amessageto CU8. 

"Priority, priority, Charlie Uniform 8- Charlie Uniform 8 from M2FN. Over." 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02539) 

01 :52:53* At around this time Alpha 245, Soho's ALP, arrives in attendance at Crenfe/1 Tower. This is the 

second aerial in attendance (Source, approximate time using MOT CPS Data: CTIRT17-00943). 

01 :52:54 The Radio Operator at Brigade Control sends a message to CU8. 

"Priority, priority, Charlie Uniform 8 - Charlie Uniform 8 from M2FN. Over." 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02540) 
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01:52:56 CRO Gotts takes a call from the LAS who inform her they are making the Grenfell Tower fire a 

significant incident (Source, NICE, Admin Phone Line Audio file: GTIRT18- 00886). 

The term Significant Incident is used within the ambulance service and not by the fire service or 

police. A significant incident is defined as any incident which from initial intelligence, will require 

an attendance of a number of resources along with a management presence or will require a 

specialist or dedicated response (Source; LAS: GTIRT18-03474). 

01:52:59 Bravo Charlie 04, SOM Adam Crinion responds to pager message and is informed of 25 pump 

fire at Grenfell Tower (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791, NICE, Admin Phone Line Audio file: 

GTIRT18-00885). 

01:53"' The following image was taken by an individual and shows the North Elevation at this time 

(Source, MPS External Fire Spread Report: CTIRT18-01590). 

01:53"' BA Team 11, Firefighter Campbell and Firefighter Mills, are ascending the stairs between the 

third and fifth floors. While ascending the stairs they have to stop four or five times due to the 

congestion caused by approx. seven or eight firefighters passing them (Source, 

Contemporaneous Notes: GTIRT17-00034, GTIRT17-00046, MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-

00967, GTIRT18-02051, GTIRT18-00402). 

01:53"' At around this time Firefighter Daoud and Firefighter O'Donoghue drop off their equipment near 

the holding area. They note there are at least 20 BA wearers (Source, MPS Witness Statement: 

CTIRT18-00393, CTIRT18-00046). 
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01 :53:00" Firefighter Campbe/1 states the stairwell is congested and thin, movement is very slow going. He 

has to hunch himself up as people go past, it was not fit for purpose very crowded and very 

smoky (Source, MPS Witness Statement: CTIRT18-00967). 

01:53:02 CU8 respond to the Radio Operator at Brigade Control. 

"FN from Charlie Uniform 8, go ahead. Over" 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17- 02541) 

01 :53:05 The Radio Operator at Brigade Control pass a message to CU8. 

"Charlie Uniform 8, go ahead. Over" 

"Charlie Uniform 8. We 're being advised that people on the 1oth floor are asking to leave 

their flats. Are you able to go and check them? Um, and further, err, traffic, we've got info 

received from Surrey Police. Um, caller on the 14th floor in Flat 111 is in the bathroom with 

smoke entering the room and he's having difficulties breathing. Over." 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02542) 

01:53:11 NWFC take a call from a male caller reporting a fire in a large building in W10 which has about 20 

floors all burning with people inside. The caller confirms that is Grenfell Tower when asked. The 

NWFC Operator reassures the callerthat the Brigade are in attendance. 

Incident Number 76646, Call Duration 51 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and 

Transcript GTI RT17 -00566) 

01:53:31 CU8 respond to the message received at 01:53:05: 

"Okay, that was Flat 111. Can you confirm whatfloorthat'son ?. " Thecontroloperatorreplies 

"14". 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02543) 

01:53:40 CU8 respond to the Radio Operator at Brigade Control. 

"Flat 111 on the 14th floor, received. Over 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02544) 

01 :53:40"' A firefighter (believed to be Firefighter Nuttall) enters the main lobby carrying an ECB (Source, 

Camera 4, CCTV). 

01 :53:44 The Radio Operator at Brigade Control respond to CU8. 
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"Answer yes. And, um, people on the 10th floor are leaving their flat or asking to leave 

their flats. Over." 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02545) 

01:53:45"' BA Team 12, Firefighter Foster and Firefighter Lawson report to the bridgehead. They are 

instructed by WM O'Keeffe to get as far up the building as they can before they put their 

facemasks on to conserve air. They are instructed to go to the 181
h floor to respond to a FSG call 

on that floor but they are not given a specific flat number (Source, BA Data: GTIRT17-02820, 

Contemporaneous Notes: GTIRT17-00062, GTIRT17-00061, MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-

00927, GTIRT18-00068). 

01 :53:50" Firefighter Lawson states he didn't go under air as he is trying to conserve air, he goes up two or 

three flights of stairs and starts up as it is smoky going up the stairs with zero visibility, there is 

shouting and screaming He tries his best to make it up the stairs, it just seemed really busy at that 

point people are everywhere. Firefighter Lawson is asking other crews what floor they are on and 

if they had any idea, no one actually knows and he keeps trying to look at the wall pressing his 

nose against it to try to find the numbers. He reaches the 18th floor at 02:07:01. (Source, MPS 

Witness Statement: CTIRT18-00068). 

01 :53:54 CU8 acknowledge the Radio Operator at Brigade Control. 

"All received, over. " 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02546) 

01:53:57 Bravo Charlie 02, Duty Brigade Control Senior Manager Joanne Smith is informed of the '25 

pump fire' at Grenfell Tower (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791). 

01:54:03 The Duty Press Officer, Catherine Allum, is informed of the incident (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-

02791 ). 

01:54:04 Foxtrot 4, DAC Fenton books Status 2, mobile to Brigade Coordination Centre (BCC) which is in 

the same building as Brigade Control at Stratford (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791 ). 

01 :54:14 CRO Duddy at Brigade Control takes a call from a male caller in flat 95, 1 ih floor, who says it is 

getting worse. The caller says the smoke is thick and they cannot get out, he has two children, 

aged eight and 12, with him and he can hear the fire in the flat next door. The caller asks if he 

should leave. The caller says that there is fire outside his flat and pleads with CRO Duddy to come 

and get him and his daughters. He reiterates that there is a fire next door and he can hear people 

screaming outside. At 02:31 the caller says that the fire has reached his flat. He says the window 

is on fire and they need to make a move. He says there is smoke all over the place. At 02:33:36 

CRO Duddy says to the caller "right we are going to tell you to leave but you need to stay on the 
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phone". At 02:34:32 a knocking can be heard then the caller is heard saying they are here and a 

voice saying "hello fire brigade". He then says "save us". Someone else is heard saying "hello 

mate, get out". 

Incident Number 76135, Call Duration 40 minutes (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and 

Transcript GTI RT17 -00569) 

01:54:23 CRO Gotts at Brigade Control takes a call from a female caller in flat 205 on the 23'd floor who 

states the fire is starting to rise and they have nowhere to go. The caller explains that the crews 

know already but that the flat is now full of smoke and there are seven of them in there. The caller 

says that the fire is going to come through the window and they do not know what to do. CRO 

Gotts checks with the caller that they cannot get out of the flat and says she will let the crews know 

urgently. 

Incident Number 76137, Call Duration one minute, 19 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio 

file and Transcript GTIRT17-00571) 

01:54:27 Golf 301, Wembley's PL, book Status 3, in attendance, at Grenfell Tower. This is the 23'd fire 

engine in attendance (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791). 

01:54:31 NWFC make a call back believed to be to the call that was abandoned and referenced at 

01:52:09. The call goes to EE voicemail with no number. The NWFC Operator does not leave a 

message. Linked to GTIRT17-01607 (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and 

Transcript GTI RT18-02335) 

01 :54:32 The Radio Operator at Brigade Control sends a message to CU8. 

"Charlie Uniform 8, Charlie Uniform 8 from M2FN, over. " 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02548) 

01 :54:43"' At around this time Firefighter Murphy from BA Team 10 meets Firefighter Badillo from BA Team 

Five on the seventh floor. Firefighter Murphy says it is difficult to identify floor numbers so 

Firefighter Badillo shows him where they are located but acknowledges the difficulty The BA 

data shows a reduced breathing rate at this time for both wearers, consistent with these actions 

(Source, BA Data: CTIRT17-02820, Contemporaneous Notes: CTIRT17-00009, CTIRT17-00431 

and CTIRT17-00021, MPS Witness Statement: CTIRT18-01411, CTIRT18-00917 and CTIRT18-

00993). 

01 :54:44 The Radio Operator at Brigade Control sends a message to CU8 again. 

"Charlie Uniform 8, Charlie Uniform 8, from M2FN, over." 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02547) 
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01 :54:44 The Radio Operator at Brigade Control relays information to CU8. 

"Charlie UniformS, we'vegotacallerinFiat115 on the 14thfloorwithayoungbaby, erm, and 

it's heavily smoke-logged, over. " 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02549) 

01:54:55 CU8 respond to the Radio Operator at Brigade Control. 

"FN from Charlie Uniform 8, all received, over. Flat 115, over?'' The Radio Operator at 

Brigade Control responds "Answer yes, over" 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02550) 

01 :54:30"' Echo 6, DAC O'Loughlin arrives at Crenfe/1 Tower although he does not book in with Brigade 

Control on the radio or phone as both are busy and he does not want to interrupt the FSC calls. 

He notes the time on his phone when he arrives and puts this in his MPS Witness Statement. 

DAC O'Loughlin is the first DAC in attendance (Source, MPS Witness Statement: CTIRT18-

01266). 

01:55"' FF Okoh tasked by CM Codd to go back to G346 and retrieve rescue equipment.(not 

corroborated by CM Codd) FF Okoh rushed back to G346 where he came across FF Butler 

(G341) who was with other Firefighters talking to an Asian male who was on his mobile 

phone. The Asian male was very emotional and was speaking on the phone to one of his relatives 

who was on the 18th floor. FF Okoh and FF Butler advised the male to phone 999 so they could 

treat his relatives as an FSG (Source , MPS Witness Statement , GTI RT18-00053, GTI RT17-02935) 

01 :55:00"' SM Cook enters the main entrance wearing a press liaison surcoat (Source, Camera 4, CCTV). 

01:55:17"' Echo 109, CM Welch is booked Status 2, mobile to incident, from his home address in -it is 

believed that he books this whilst already enroute due to the heavy telephone traffic being 

received by Brigade Control. He is shown Status 3, in attendance, two minutes later at 01:57 

(Source, 'Vision': CTIRT17-02791). 

01:55:25"' Hotel 421, Richmond's PL, arrives at Grenfell Tower. This is the 241
h fire engine in attendance 

(Source, approximate time of arrival using MDT GPS Data). 

01:55:29"' The LPWA on CM Secrett's BA set actuates whilst he is in flat 175. He notes the temperature 

suddenly soars to being unbearable in both the flat and the lobby outside the flat (Source, 

Contemporaneous Notes: CTIRT17-00013 and MPS Witness Statement: CTIRT17-01551). 

Hard data obtained from the BA bodyguard system shows the LPWA sounds at 01:55:29 and the 

team log off the ECB at 01:58:18 (Source, BA Data: CTIRT17-02820, Contemporaneous Notes: 

CTIRT17-00013, MPS Witness Statement: CTIRT17-01551). 
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01 :55:30"' A nine metre ladder can be seen outside on the floor of the South elevation. Firefighter Abell and 

other unidentified firefighters move this to the walkway area and it is then hauled aloft onto the 

walkway above (Source, Camera C31, this is underneath Grenfell Walk, CCTV). 

01:55:31 The Radio Operator at Brigade Control sends a message to CU8 in relation to the National Police 

Air Service (NPAS). 

"Charlie UniformS, the police have a helicopter above the flat. Erm, the LFBare requested to 

monitorthecha ... 

direct. Furthertraffic." 

· channel to speak to the helicopter 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02551) 

01:55:40 BA Team Nine, Firefighter Merrion and Firefighter H Sanders are climbing the stairs to the 141
h 

floor. The stairwell is congested and another firefighter bumps into firefighter Merrion causing his 

Automatic Distress Signal Unit (ADSU) to actuate. This needs to be reset or a Firefighter 

Emergency will be implemented. BA Team Nine then make their way back to the bridgehead. 

The BAECO can then reset it (Source, BA Data: GTI RT17-02820, MPS Witness Statement: 

GTIRT18-00651, GTIRT18-00945). 

01 :55:50"' WM Williams, CM Batcheldor, Firefighter Hill, Firefighter Malik and Firefighter N Saunders enter 

the main entrance, all wearing BA (Source, Camera 4, CCTV). 

01:56:00"' A BA Team from Wandsworth (Firefighter Bell, Firefighter Wright and Firefighter Alassad) enter 

the main entrance in BA and carrying a second set bag, containing a spare BA set (Source, 

Camera 4, CCTV). 

01:56"' At around this time WM Dowden instructs WM Berry from Hotel421, Richmond's PL to take his 

appliance to the North elevation to attempt to prevent further fire spread. He later finds out that 

Hotel 421, Richmond's PL is taken to the West face as there is no vehicle access to the North 

elevation and utilise their 13.5 metre ladder to effect rescues (Source, MPS Witness Statement: 

CTIRT18-01065, CTIRT18-01428). 

01:56:09 BA Team 13, CM Wigley, Firefighter Harris, Firefighter Gillam, Firefighter Gonzalez and 

Firefighter Roberts are the first EDBA crew to report to the bridgehead. They are briefed by WM 

Dowden to get to the roof with the line ops equipment and set up a drencher system to try and 

extinguish the fire from the outside. They are told (believed to be by WM O'Keeffe) to get as 

high as possible before starting up. Firefighter Gillam states that in front of them are BA Team 11, 

Firefighter Mills and Firefighter Campbell. BA Team 13 ascend to the fourth floor but they decide 

that the smoke is too thick to continue without their facemasks on. At this point they put their 

facemasks on and start to breathe under air. lt is believed that they may have returned to the 

bridgehead to start their EDBA sets up, but this has not been corroborated (Source, BA Data: 
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GTIRT17-02820, Contemporaneous Notes: GTIRT17-00052, GTIRT17-00053, GTIRT17-00051, 

MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-01067, GTIRT17-02917, GTIRT17-01393, GTIRT18-00414). 

01:56:20 CUB acknowledge receiptofthe information. 

"All received, go ahead with further traffic." 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02552). 

01 :56:20 CRO Howson at Brigade Control takes a call from flat 165 on the 191
h floor. The caller states it is 

him, his wife and their dog in the flat. The smoke alarm is audible in the background and the 

caller explains that smoke is visible outside the flat in the corridor but it is only in the flat because he 

opened the door to check. CRO Howson advises the caller to block the doors and stay where he 

is and explains that the Brigade will go door to door and make sure everyone is safe, advising that 

the fire is on thefourthfloor. 

Incident Number 76138, Call Duration one minute 20 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio 

file and Transcript GTIRT17-00572). 

01:56:23 The Radio Operator at Brigade Control passes onfurtherinformationto CU8: 

"Flat 95 on the 12th floor has flames coming in the window, over." 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02553). 

01 :56:29" Firefighter Cillam states "we went up to the fourth (4th) floor. The conditions on the fourth (4th) 

floor when we first tried to go up there was thick grey smoke, not black but grey smoke, we 

couldn't breathe". "At floor eight (8) there was light whispy smoke, it hadn't pushed up yet. That 

smoke in the hallway is from the crews making entry to the hallways off of the stairwell and it 

hadn't cleared". "We got to about fifteen and it was getting really hot. lt was smoky but you could 

see each other". "We got to twenty we couldn't find anyone. Andy Harris has opened the door 

that goes into the hallway of twenty, nothing, fully smoke logged". (Source, MPS Witness 

Statement: CTIRT18-00069). 

01 :56:34 CUB acknowledge receipt of radio message sent at01 :56:23: 

"Flat 95 on the 12th floor received. " 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02554). 

01 :56:27 Echo 61, GM Matthew Cook from the ORT books Status 2, mobile to incident, from his address in 

-(Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791). 

01 :57* At around this time that SM Walton meets WM Dowden. They discuss that SM Loft is carrying 

out the FSC coordinator role, whilst WM Dowden remains in charge. SM Walton states he 

thought it was a 15 pump fire but WM Dowden informs him it is now a 25 pump fire. WM 
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Dowden informs SM Walton the original fire that started in flat 16 on the fourth floor has been 

extinguished but that the fire has travelled into the external cladding He also confirms they have 

water and it doesn't appear to be an issue. He takes the IC tabard off WM Dowden and puts it 

on. He radios the CU with the message that he is now IC but does not get a reply from the CU. A 

radio message should now be sent to Brigade Control informing them that SM Walton is now the 

Incident Commander, this is not sent. 

SM Walton details WM Dowden to go to the bridgehead and see what the current situation is 

regarding BA wearers and FSC calls. SM Walton also wants know if the fire is getting back into 

the building If it is, he is going to declare a major incident. 

As WM Dowden completes his hand over to SM Walton, DAC O'Loughlin arrives at their 

position (Source, Contemporaneous Notes: CTIRT17-01215, CTIRT17-00293, CTIRT17-00004, 

CTIRT17-00278, CTIRT17-01137, CTIRT17-01138 and CTIRT17-01139, MPS Witness 

Statement: CTIRT18-01065 and CTIRT18-01000). 

01 :57:02" CM Wigley states, the conditions are bad around the fire floor as his BA team go through the heat 

barrier and for a few floors above, it is clear that smoke was escaping a bit, it is easing up as they 

are climbing the building (Source, MPS Witness Statement: CTIRT18-01067). 

01:57:07 Oscar Kilo 13, WM Leaver, FIO, books Status 3, in attendance at Grenfell Tower. He is the first 

Fire Investigator in attendance (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791 ). 

01:57:14"' Firefighter Conzalez states, that the first few floors are fine, and there is no issues with breathing 

However upon getting up to the fifth floor it is smoke logged, this is the same with visibility. 

Proceeding up it starts to get worse. There is no way without air the team can proceed. 

Firefighter Conzalez states he wasn't just going to start breathing in the smoke. Firefighter 

Conzalez goes on to state, we were earlier advised to try and get to the roof without the use of air 

but we quickly realised that this would not be possible. (Source, MPS Witness Statement: 

CTIRT18-01835). 

01:57:15 BA Team Five return to ECB and close down; final pressures - CM Secrett 71 bar, Firefighter 

Badillo 117 bar and Firefighter Dorgu 129 bar (Source, BA Data: GTIRT17-02820). 

01 :57:16 CRO Fox at Brigade Control takes a call from a female caller who states that her aunt lives in 

Grenfell Tower. CRO Fox establishes that the aunt lives in flat 203 on the 23'd floor and the caller 

explains that her aunt is with her two daughters. CRO Fox says she will tell firefighters on the radio. 

Incident Number 76140, Call Duration one minute, 13 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio 

file and Transcript GTIRT17-00574) 

01:57:21 Echo 109, GM Welch books Status 3, in attendance at Grenfell Tower. He is the first GM in 

attendance (Source, 'Vision@: GTIRT17-02791). 
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01 :57:21 SOM Joanne Smith calls Brigade Control by telephone and speaks to AOM May and asks for an 

update. AOM May explains that it is quite difficult to get a handle on things because it is so busy 

but says they are taking a lot of FSG calls. SOM Smith asks if callers are staying on the line and 

AOM May says he knows of at least one. She reports she is at the Elephant and Castle and 

enroute (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791, MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT17-02934, GTIRT17-

01956). 

01 :57:24 BA Team 12, Firefighter Foster and Firefighter Lawson go under air at this time, it is believed they 

are around the fourth floor level as the smoke becomes too thick to continue without BA (Source, 

BA Data: GTI RT17-02820, Contemporaneous Notes: GTI RT17-00062, GTI RT17-00061, MPS 

Witness Statement: GTIRT18-00927, GTIRT18-00068). 

01 :57:24" Firefighter Foster states the stairs are narrow and not wide enough to walk side by side. Initially 

the team are not wearing BA ,as they are reaching the fourth floor they come down slightly then 

wear BA, this was due to the smoke as they make their way up the stairs visibility was still as bad. 

Firefighter Firefighter Foster can not recall which floor but states "the lighting in the stairwell did 

go out". They reach the 18th floor at about 02:07:01. Upon searching flats they encounter a 

family and tell them to put towels by the front door to stop the smoke coming in and open 

windows. The decision is made due to the stairwell being full of smoke and visibility being bad, 

and therefore think it will be impossible to get the family down the stairs. (Source, MPS Witness 

Statement: CTIRT18-00927). 

01 :57:33 BA Team Six return to ECB and close down their BA sets. CM Sephton draws a plan of flat 26 on 

a Forward Information Board when he returns to the bridgehead and also draws the plan on the 

wall (Source, BA Data: GTIRT17-02820, Contemporaneous Notes: GTIRT17-00022, GTIRT17-

00032, GTIRT17-00030, MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-01440, GTIRT17-01363, GTIRT18-

01036). 

01:57:33 Golf 251, Ealing's PL, arrives at Grenfell Tower. This is the 251
h fire engine in attendance (Source, 

approximate time using MDT GPS Data GTIRT17-00943). 

01 :57:34 The Radio Operator at Brigade Control sends a message to CU8: 

"Charlie Uniform 8, the caller in Flat 205 on the 23rd floor reports that the fire is coming right 

up to their flat, over." 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02558) 

01 :57:45 CRO Gotts at Brigade Control takes a call from a caller who reports that they have tried to get out 

but it is full of smoke and they cannot breathe. CRO Gotts asks the caller to confirm that they 

cannot get out several times which the caller confirms repeatedly. CRO Gotts then suggests that 

the caller block the doors to try and stop the smoke from getting in and double checks that the caller 
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cannot leave the flat. She says the best thing to do is stay where he is and try and block the smoke. 

CRO Gotts asks the flat number and the caller states that it is flat 92 which is on the 1 ih floor. 

CRO Gotts then confirms that this message will be passed over and the Brigade will get to them 

as soon as they can. 

Incident Number 76141 (Linked to 076208: GTIRT17-00645), Call Duration two minutes, 14 

seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-00575). 

01 :57:56 CRO Howson at Brigade Control takes a call from a caller reporting an enormous fire on the A40. 

01:58"' 

The caller is advised that it is at Grenfell Tower and that the Brigade is in attendance. 

Incident Number 76139, Call Duration 19 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and 

Transcript GTIRT17-00573). 

Between 01:39 - 01:58 the following residents have either been rescued, assisted out or self

evacuated from Crenfe/1 Tower (Source, MPS Residents' List: CTIRT18-01141, CTIRT18-01051). 

1. at two, first floor) 

2. Rukayatu Mamudu (flat 2, first floor) 

3. -(flat 13, fourth floor) 

4. -flat 13, fourth floor) 

5. Sharon Haley (flat 24, fifth floor) 

6. Paul Menacer (flat 33, sixth floor) 

7. Kerry O'Hara (flat 34, sixth floor) 

8. (flat 32, sixth floor) 

9. (flat 35, sixth floor) 

10. (flat 35, sixth floor) 

11. -(flat 32, sixth floor) 

12. Turufat Girma (flat 44, seventh floor) 

13. Abraham Abebe (flat 44, seventh floor) 

14. (flat 44, seventh floor) 
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15. Clarita Ghavimi (flat 75, 10th floor) 

16. Branislav Lukic (Luca) (flat 84, 11th floor) 

17. Leroy (Barnaby) Augustus (flat 174, 20th floor) 

18. Petra Doulova (flat 174, 20th floor) 

19. Miriam Lovsin (Unknown) 

20. (Unknown) 

01:58:00"' Firefighter Daoud and Firefighter Donoghue from Golf 371, Chiswick's PL, enter the main 

entrance and proceed to make an entry into the community room on the ground floor level 

(Source, Camera 4, CCTV). 

01 :58:01 The Radio Operator at Brigade Control confirms message sent at 01:57:34: 

"Yeah, she said the flame, err, the fire is coming up to the flat, over." 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02609) 

01:58:04 Oscar Kilo 15, the second FlU book Status 2, mobile to incident. There are two WMs riding this 

investigation unit, WM Reed and WM Girling (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791). 

01:58:28"' BA Team Seven, CM Tillotson, CM Gallagher, Firefighter Bettinson, Firefighter Wolfenden, and 

Firefighter Felton, reach the ninth floor and Firefighter Bettinson and Firefighter Wolfenden go to 

flat 65 and enter. Inside are a woman and female child (Mrs S Laci and ••••. In order to 

talk to the Laci family CM Tillotson and CM Gallagher enter the flat and remove their facemasks 

so they can talk to them more easily and inform them they cannot take the family out due to 

heavy smoke logging. CM Tillotson, Firefighter Felton and CM Gallagher return to bridgehead 

and get two BA sets from two firefighters who are waiting to be committed, their intention is to 

provide respiratory protection for Mrs Laci and her daughter (Source, Contemporaneous Notes: 

GTIRT17-00042, GTIRT17-00037, GTIRT17-00036, GTIRT17-00035, GTIRT17-00028, MPS 

Witness Statement: GTIRT18-00064, GTIRT18-00929, GTIRT17-02925, GTIRT18-01002 and 

GTI RT18-0111 0). 

01 :58:29"' Firefighter Daoud in the main lobby identifies a box on the wall open on the left hand side wall, 

inside is a key fob. Firefighter Daoud takes the fob and uses it to open a door marked Grenfell 

Tower Community Room. This door leads to the West side of the building to a meeting room 

which has two narrow glass windows. According to Firefighter Daoud he identifies a smoke vent 
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in another room, he states he notifies someone about this and then goes back to the lobby 

(Source, Camera 4, CCTV). 

01:58:39 Oscar Foxtrot 67, SM Egan, books Status 3, in attendance at Grenfell Tower. He is the fifth SM in 

attendance (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791). 

01:58:45 CU2, Islington's CU book Status 3, in attendance at Grenfell Tower. This is the third CU 1n 

attendance (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791). 

01 :58:57 The Radio Operator at Brigade Control sends a message to CU8. 

"Charlie Uniform 8, Charlie Uniform 8 from M2FN, over". 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02612) 

01:58:59 At this time BA Team Nine, Firefighter Merrion and Firefighter H Sanders report to the 

bridgehead having returned there due to an accidental actuation of Firefighter Merrion's ADSU. 

His tally is placed back into the ADSU and the alarm is turned off. Once reset they head back up 

the stairs to the 14th floor (Source, BA Data, Contemporaneous Notes: GTIRT17-00048 and 

GTIRT17-00459, GTIRT17-00049 and GTIRT17-00419 and MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-

00651 and GTIRT18-01134). 

01 :59:00* WM Williams removes his BA set and takes it outside (Source, Cameras 4 and 1, CCTV). 

01 :59:05 CU8 reply to the Radio Operator at Brigade Control. 

"Go ahead, over". 

The Radio Operator at Brigade Control then sends information about flat 201. 

"Charlie Uniform 8, a further call. We have 11 persons and a baby, err, who are trapped in Flat 

201. That's Flat 201. That's 11 persons and a baby, over". 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02613) 

01:59:20 CU8 respond with aqueryto message received at 01:59:05 

"Eleven persons and one baby, flat 201; what floor is that?" 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17- 02614) 

01:59:42 BA Team 14, CM Eden and Firefighter Welch are briefed by WM O'Keeffe at the bridgehead. 

They are tasked to go to the 20th floor, assess the situation and inform the bridgehead. Firefighter 

Welch has one length of fire hose, a branch and a Halligan tool. CM Eden takes one length of fire 

hose and a TIC (Source, BA Data: GTIRT17-02820, Contemporaneous Notes: GTIRT17-00065 

and GTIRT17-00063, MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-00309, GTIRT18-00099). 
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01:59:42"' Firefighter Welch states, as we reach the fourth floor there is thick black smoke in the stairwell 

and the temperature is warm, the visibility is near zero as we carry on ascending. it is a slow 

process, the smoke is obscuring the teams visibility to the point that Firefighter Welch had to feel 

for a doorway leading to the lobby to know he is on a different floor. (Source, MPS Witness 

Statement: CTIRT18-00099). 

01 :59:49"' CM Eden states, the stairwell is full of whispy smoke, but it is not vision obscuring, until the team 

reach the fifth floor. At this point, it became much more smoky and CM Eden couldn't see the 

numbers on the wall and could just about see his feet, it was so smoky that the team can not see 

anything. it is really tight in the stairwell and it is full of thick black smoke and the team decide to 

lean on the wall to take a reference point. (Source, MPS Witness Statement: CTIRT18-00309). 

02:00:00"' Two firefighters wearing BA with FRU helmet markings appear on the seventh floor and both 

then leave. The only two firefighters in the building at the time that have FRU markings on their 

helmets and match the timings are Firefighter Cuthbert and Firefighter Shaw, who go to the fifth 

to seventh floors for search and rescue (Source, Camera C15, CCTV, BA Data: GTI RT17-02820). 

02:00:06 The Radio Operator at Brigade Control responds and also passes on further information about flat 

203. 

"Yeah, we believe it's about the 23rd- it's the 23rd floor; and we've had a further call received, a 

person with two children trapped in 203, and that's on the 23rd floor, over". 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTI RT17 -02615). 

02:00:11 CRO Fox at Brigade Control takes a call from a female caller who states that they called 10 

minutes before to ask what they should do about the fire at Grenfell Tower. CRO Fox asks which 

floor and flat number they are in and the caller answers that it is flat 7 4 on the 1 01
h floor. CRO Fox 

then explains that they are passing the information to crews and asks if there is any smoke in the 

flat. The caller states that there is and CRO Fox then advises them to block the doors to prevent 

the smoke coming in and assures them that the Brigade is there and dealing with it. CRO Fox 

then asks how many people there are and the caller confirms that there are two. 

Incident Number 76143, Call Duration one minute and 11 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 

Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-00577). 

02:00:20 CU8 acknowledge receipt of radio messages 01 :59:20 and 02:00:06. 

"All received". 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02616). 
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02:00:23 BA Team 15, Firefighter Fernandes and Firefighter Williams both remove their BA tallies and 

receive their briefing from WM De Silvo. They are to proceed to the 201
h floor, flat 175 for a FSG 

call, they are to search and rescue. They state WM De Silvo does not provide specifics to how 

many people, ages or location within the property there may be. lt is now believed that this call is 

linked to Incident Number 76644 timed at 01:43:14 stating that the female calling has said there 

are "five in the flat, me, my husband and three children, a baby as well" (Source, MPS Witness 

Statement GTIRT18-01105, GTIRT18-00041, BA Data: GTIRT17-02820 and 'Vision': GTIRT17-

02791 ). 

02:00:23"' Firefighter Williams states, his BA team start to make their way up which was pretty slow going to 

start with as there is a lot of fire hose laid out in places and people are walking up in front of them. 

it is quite a narrow staircase so can't overtake people. Firefighter Williams can notice it is smoky 

straight away and it is getting thicker and thicker and the team are struggling to identify people. 

By the fourth floor it is getting really smoky and it's getting worse to the point where you the team 

cannot tell which floor they are on. At the 13th and 14th floor the smoke is starting to get very 

thick and it is difficult for the team to know where and what floor they are on. From the 14th floor 

up to the 20th the smoke starts to become lighter. (Source, MPS Witness Statement: CTIRT18-

01105). 

02:00:28 CRO Gotts at Brigade Control takes a call from a female caller who asks if anyone is aware of a big 

fire in Latimer Road. CRO Gotts confirms that the Brigade is at Grenfell Tower and are in 

attendance. 

Incident Number 76142, Call Duration 27 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and 

Transcript GTIRT17-00576). 

02:00:33 CRO Howson at Brigade Control takes a call from a male caller who says he has been waiting 15 

minutes and that his flat is getting worse. The caller explains that it is black in the flat and that he 

cannot see anything. He then advises CRO Howson that he is a pensioner and she checks that he 

is preventing smoke from getting into the flat, which the caller states that he is. CRO Howson 

asks if there is another room in the flat which is less smoky and the caller suggests that the front 

room is probably the best one. CRO Howson tells him to sit on the floor as the air will be cleaner 

and asks for the flat number which the caller gives this as 194 on 22nd floor. A smoke alarm is 

audible in the background. CRO Howson confirms the Brigade will be there as soon as they can. 

The caller sounds very similar to an earlier call taken by CRO Fox at 01 :30:08. 

Incident Number 76145, Call Duration one minute and 32 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 

Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-00579). 
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At this point the Brigade Control Room have received calls from a number of flats and floors. The 

information has come from residents themselves, the MPS and other control rooms. A summary 

is included below ofthe information received in Brigade Control up to 02:00:33 

Time of Flat Floor Number of people Remarks 

call Number number confirmed by caller 

01:43:14 175 20 2 adults 3 children and a Caller says there is black 

baby smoke in the hallway 

Caller states she has a 
01:43:19 82 11 

daughter but it is not clear if 

she is in the flat. 

Caller says that embers have 

01:44:33 95 12 
One adult two children 

come up and in the window 

and started a fire in the kitchen 

of flat 96 next door 

01:46:18 133 16 Smoke coming from the front 

door 

The young child states there is 
01:47:49 10 

smoke in the corridor but other 

residents are leaving 

Call taken by Essex Fire and 

01:48:00 193 22 Rescue Service. lt is not clear 

at this point if this is passed to 

London 

This is a second call. The name 

of the person trapped is given 

as Dennis Murphy . This first 

call is passed at 01:43:13 but 

just as floor 14. There is no 

firm evidence that this is the 
01:48:23 111 14 

lt does sound same person. 

very similar but no names are 

collected to be able to verify. 

This flat detail is also passed at 

01 :53:05 as one male who is 

trapped in his bathroom and is 

having difficulty breathing 
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Caller explains that there is 
01:48:23 115 14 

One adult and one baby smoke is coming into her flat 

via the door and windows 

Caller states that smoke IS 

01:50:03 194 22 
coming through the windows 

and that he can't see anything 

01:54:14 95 12 One adult and two Caller says he can hear the fire 

children next door. 

01:54:23 205 23 
Seven people 

Caller says that the fire is going 

to come through the window 

Caller explains that smoke is 
01:56:20 165 19 

Two adults and a dog visible outside the flat in the 

corridor 

Caller from outside says aunt 
01:57:16 203 23 

and her two daughters are 

trapped in the flat 

Caller reports that they have 

01:57:45 92 12 tried to get out but it was full of 

smoke and they couldn't 

breathe 

02:00:11 74 10 Caller states there is smoke in 
Two people 

the flat 

Caller explains that it is black in 
02:00:33 194 22 

the flat and that he cannot see 

anything 

02:00:34 CRO Adams phones CU8 on the team leader mobile number to pass information about calls that 

have been received which are summarised in the table below. The CU operator summarises by 

suggesting that floors 21 to 23 are the most affected and CRO Adams agrees that they seem to be 

the most worrying (Source, NICE, Admin Phone Line Audio file: GTIRT18-00509). 

Flat Number Floor number Number of people Remarks 

182 21 Three children, two Fire is next door to them and the smoke 

adults is pouring in to the flat 

201 23 11 People are stuck in bedroom including 

a two year old 
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92 12 Smoke coming in 

165 19 Two adults and one baby Not too bad at the moment 

194 22 One male Pensioner with heavy smoke 

02:00:36 Foxtrot 113, GM West books Status 3, in attendance at Grenfell Tower. He is the second GM in 

attendance. 

"Received; Foxtrot 113 status 3, over." 

(Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791 and NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript:GTIRT17-

02617). 

02:00:39 Oscar 208, the Salvation Army welfare vehicle is assigned to the incident (Source, 'Vision': 

GTIRT17-02791 ). 

02:00:44 Oscar Echo 69, SM Kipling books Status 3, in attendance at Grenfell Tower. He is the sixth SM in 

attendance. 

02:01"' 

Control Room Radio Operator: "-head, over." 

Oscar Echo 69: "Oscar Echo 69 now status 3. " 

Control Room Radio Operator: "Status 3, received." 

(Source, 'Vision': GTI RT17 -02791 and NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript: GTI RT17-

02618). 

At around this time BA Team 14, CM Eden and Firefighter Welch start climbing the stairs to the 

201
h floor. They follow the EDBA wearers, believed to be part of BA Team 13, as no other EDBA 

wearers are currently in the building (Source, BA Data: GTI RT17-02820, MPS Witness Statement: 

GTIRT18-00309 and GTIRT18-00099). 

02:01:14 CRO Gotts takes a call at Brigade Control from a caller who states they are in W11 watching the 

fire at Grenfell Tower and wants to report that the lights are being flicked on and off on floor 23. 

CRO Gotts explains that the Brigade is in attendance and dealing with it and that says she will let 

them know. 

Incident Number 76144, Call Duration one minute and 27 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 

Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-00578). 

02:01:37 Alpha 39 Alpha, Finchley's OSU, books Status 3, in attendance at Grenfell Tower. This is the 

second OSU in attendance (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791 ). 
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02:01 :53* Firefighter Ferguson enters the building via the main entrance, followed by three BA wearers 

from Hotel 331, Wandsworth's PL crew. They are carrying a second set bag. A second set bag 

has a spare BA set in it and is used for firefighter emergencies (Source, Camera 4, CCTV). 

02:01:55 A Respiratory Protective Equipment (RPE) officer is paged informing them of the incident 

(Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791). 

02:02:00* SM Walton, wearing the IC Surcoat, WM Williams and WM Dowden enter the main entrance 

and walk to the stairs (Source, Cameras 2 and 4, CCTV). 

02:02:09* SM Walton starts to go upstairs with WM Williams and WM Dowden. All three stop and have a 

conversation and then come back down the stairs (Source, Camera 2, CCTV). 

02:02:20* Alpha 431, Kentish Town's PL, arrives at Grenfell Tower. This is the 26th fire engine in attendance 

(Source, MDT GPS Data). 

02:02:22* Firefighter Broderick (BA Team 6) descends the stairwell into the ground floor stair lobby, 

wearing BA (Source, Camera 2, CCTV). 

02:02:29 SM Walton, WM Williams and WM Dowden exit the stair lobby into the main lobby and WM 

Dowden looks at the AFA panel (Source, Cameras 3 and 4, CCTV). 

02:02:29 Firefighter Badillo (BA Team 5) descend the stairwell into the ground floor stair lobby, wearing 

BA (Source, Camera 2, CCTV). 

02:02:30 BA Team 16, Firefighter Roots and Firefighter Johnson, report to the Bridgehead on the second 

floor and start breathing under air. They receive a briefing from WM De Silvo, who tells them to 

proceed to flat 14 on the fourth floor for a FSG call. They take an enforcer, Halligan tool and TIC 

(Source, Contemporaneous Notes: GTIRT17-00108, GTIRT17-00115, MPS Witness Statement: 

GTIRT18-01842, GTIRT18-00935). 

02:02:30* Firefighter Roots states, BA 16 team head up to the fourth floor and the visibility is quite clear, 

but there is light smoke in the stairwell. The BA team make it to the 19th floor, conditions have 

now deteriorated considerably on the way up, at around the 10th or 12th floor the fire door has 

given way, the fire protection has given out and there are flames in the stairwell with really thick 

black smoke. it is thick black smoke and very difficult to see, we were going down by feel. 

(Source, MPS Witness Statement: CTIRT18-01842). 

02:02:32 BA Team 11 reach the 15th floor and do a gauge check, Firefighter Mills has 150 bar. Firefighter 

Campbell has 160 bar. Firefighter Mills notices the DRM is charged but do not use it as their task 

is to rescue people from flat 175 on the 20th floor (Source, BA Data: GTIRT17-02820, MPS 

Witness Statement: GTIRT18-00402, GTIRT18-00967 and GTIRT18-02051). 
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02:02:33 Firefighter Dorgu, CM Secrett and CM Sephton walk down the stairs into the stair lobby and 

proceed into the main lobby, wearing BA (Source, Camera 2, CCTV). 

02:02:36 BA Team 14, CM Eden and Firefighter Welch, are ascending the stairs. CM Eden's motion pre

alarm sounds on his BA set. CM Eden states there was significant congestion on the stairs after 

the fifth floor but he doesn't mention which floor they were on when the alarm sounded (Source, 

BA Data Pre-Aiarm Time: GTIRT17-01627 and MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-00309). 

02:02:46 SM Walton and WM Williams enter the ground floor stair lobby and go upstairs (Source, Camera 

2, CCTV). 

02:02:47 CRO Fox takes a call at Brigade Control from a female caller in flat 82 on the 11th floor who is 

asking how long it will be before the Brigade can come and get them. She explains that she has 

rung before and confirms that there are two adults and one child. The caller says the smoke alarm 

has not gone off yet. CRO Fox reiterates the FSG information about blocking doors if the smoke 

comes in and the caller confirms they have done all of this. 

Incident Number 76147, Call Duration one minute and 51 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 

Audio file and Transcript: GTIRT17-00581). 

02:02:53 The main lobby at ground floor level has a number of firefighters waiting in this area. CM Secrett, 

Firefighter Badillo and Firefighter Dorgu enter the main lobby from the stairs. They have just 

returned from the bridgehead after their attempt to find Jessica Urbana Ramirez from the 201
h 

floor. They are seen talking to numerous other firefighters (Source, Cameras 3 and 4, CCTV). 

02:02:56 CRO Howson takes a call at Brigade Control from a female caller who reports that she can see 

people waving for help at Grenfell Tower and that they are on top of the tower on the opposite side 

to the fire. CRO Howson tries to clarify if the people waving are actually outside and on top of the 

building and the caller states that they are. CRO Howson confirms that the Brigade is in 

attendance and that she will pass this information on. 

Incident Number 76148, Call Duration one minute and two seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 

Audio file and Transcript: GTIRT17-00582). 

02:02:58 CRO Gotts takes a call at Brigade Control from a caller who says she can see a huge tower block 

on fire and that she can see people in the building at the top. CRO Gotts confirms that it is 

Grenfell Tower and the caller offers their camera footage. CRO Gotts states that the Brigade is in 

attendance and dealing with it. 

Incident Number 76146, Call Duration 41 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and 

Transcript: GTI RT17 -00580). 
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02:03 

02:03"' 

02:03"' 

02:03 

02:03 

At around this time BA Team 11, Firefighter Mills and Firefighter Campbell, located on the 15th 

floor make a decision not to progress to the 20th floor due to the amount of air they have 

consumed up to this point. They calculate that if they continue to climb to the 20th floor they 

won't have enough air to get back to the bridgehead, so they withdraw (Source, BA Data: 

GTIRT17-02820, MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-00402, GTIRT18-02051 and GTIRT18-

00967). 

Before they leave the 15th floor BA Tea m 11 knock on the doors of all the flats but get no answer. 

They then proceed to the 14th floor, they knock on all the front doors. One flat has its front door 

open so they check this flat and they do a search of it. They state they don't find anyone in the 

flat, so proceed down the stairs to the bridgehead (Source, BA Data: CTIRT17-02820 and MPS 

Witness Statement: CTIRT18-00402). 

BA Team 8, Firefighter Cuthbert and Firefighter Shaw, are on the fifth floor. Firefighter Cuthbert 

states "Graham and I went up to the fifth floor and was doing a sweep of the floor. We come 

across a flat with two gentlemen inside. They were of appearance and spoke 

perfect English. They were in the flat on the far right hand corner." (This is believed to be Flat 23, 

containing Mr Rebin Sabir and Mr Milad Kareem - later rescued via 135 ladder: Sabir at 

02:22:00 and Kareem at 02:25:00). One of the males was on the phone to Brigade Control on a 

fire survival call (currently unable to identify this call). Firefighter Cuthbert states the male says, 

"'I'm on the phone to the fire brigade"'. The man on the phone tells Brigade Control that two 

firefighters are here and says that the CRO "is telling us to stay put". Once this is done they make 

their way back to the bridgehead, they both state that it was difficult to find their way back to the 

stairwell as the smoke in the lobby was really thick and black. Once at the bridgehead they speak 

to WM O'Keeffe and confirm that they have completed their task (Source, MPS Witness 

Statement: GTIRT18-01844 and GTIRT18-01534). 

Firefighter Daoud and Firefighter O'Donoghue exit the building. They both state that at this time 

they go and assist other firefighters to haul aloft a 13.5 metre ladder to the walkway above 

(Source, Camera 4, CCTV and MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-00393 and GTIRT18-00046). 

WM Collins, WM Ashe, Firefighter Abell and Firefighter Murphy pitch a 9 metre ladder to 

attempt to rescue the occupants of Flat 23 (now known to be Rebin Sabir and Milad Kareem from 

flat 21, fifth floor). When this is unsuccessful WM Ashe recommends to WM Coli ins that they 

haul aloft a 135 ladder and they are assisted by Firefighter Daoud, Firefighter O'Donoghue and 

members of the public. The 135 ladder is later successfully used to rescue the aforementioned 

residents at 02:22:00 and 02:25:00 (Source, MPS BWV and MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-

00046, GTIRT18-00393, GTIRT18-01412, GTIRT18-00920 and GTIRT18-00043). 
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02:03:12 At around this time, BA Team 17, Firefighter Cook and Firefighter Flanagan, are tasked to take 

two BA sets to BA Team Seven on the ninth floor. The sets are required to assist in the rescue of 

two casualties. Before they could commit, three members of BA Team Seven (CM Tillotson, CM 

Gallagher and Firefighter Felton) report back to the bridgehead and collect the two BA sets 

(Source, MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-00392 and GTIRT17-01958). 

02:03:12" Firefighter Flanagan states, BA team 17 reach the fourth floor staircase and suddenly come into 

very thick black smoke. Firefighter Flanagan describes it to be like there is a duvet over your head 

and he can not see anything, even his hand in front of his face. Firefighter Flanagan then goes on 

to explain it impossible to see exactly where he is going The staircase is the same the whole way 

up, and the team have lost track of exactly what floor they are on, as they are going up, they 

reach to about the 15th floor and the smoke suddenly clears. The BA team can see clearly again 

and there is no smoke at all. (Source, MPS Witness Statement: CTIRT17-01958). 

02:03:13 CU7 sends an assistance message to the Radio Operator at Brigade Control. 

"FN from Charlie Uniform 7, make pumps 40, further traffic, over". 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript: GTI RT17 -02619). 

02:03:14* WM Dowden enters the ground floor stair lobby and goes up the stairs (Source, Camera 2, 

CCTV). 

02:03:44 CU7 sends an incident ground update to the Radio Operator at Brigade Control. 

"Charlie Uniform 7, Croup Manager Welch is now incident commander. Charlie Uniform 7, 

over". 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02621 ). 

02:03:47 CRO Gotts takes a call at Brigade Control from a caller that reports that they are trapped in flat 

192 on the 22nd floor. The caller is very quiet and difficult to hear but they do state that there is 

smoke in the corridor and they cannot get out. During the call the caller says she can see the fire 

but it is not in the flat and CRO Gotts suggests that they open a window to get fresh air if they can. 

CRO Gotts explains that the Brigade is there and dealing with it and that she will let them know 

the caller's location. 

02:04"' 

Incident Number 76149, Call Duration two minutes and 36 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 

Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-00583). 

At around this time BA Team 16, Firefighter Roots and Firefighter Johnson, are on the fourth floor 

and find flat 14, the front door is wide open. They carry out a search of the property but find no 

occupants. They attempt to radio back to the bridgehead but there is heavy radio traffic, so they 
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02:04"' 

02:04"' 

02:04* 

02:04"' 

make the decision to return to the bridgehead for re-tasking (Source, MPS Witness Statement: 

GTIRT18-01842 and GTIRT18-00935). 

BA Team 10, Firefighter Murphy and Firefighter Cornelius, are on the 14th floor. They are doing a 

left hand search and come to a flat door, believed to be flat 111. They knock on the door and a 

male occupant answers the door (now known to be Denis Murphy). The flat is full of smoke 

(Source, MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-00993 and GTIRT18-01416). 

Firefighter Come/ius enters flat 111, 14h floor and searches it because he believes Mr Murphy 

says his children are inside but Firefighter Come/ius doesn't find anyone else in flat 111 (Source, 

MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-01416). 

Firefighter Murphy states that as he takes Mr Murphy out of the flat, the door to flat 112, 14th 

floor opens and two men (believed to be the Alhaj-Aii brothers) ask the firefighters to help them. 

Firefighter Murphy comments on how clear of smoke flat112 is and asks if Mr Murphy can take 

refuge in their flat with them. They agree and all three residents go back into flat 112 and are told 

to keep the door shut (Source, MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-00993 and BSR Witness 

Statement: IWS00000781 ). 

Firefighter Come/ius states that when he comes out of flat 111 on the 14h Floor there are four or 

five residents in the lift lobby He radios down to the ECO to tell them they have located Mr 

Murphy but cannot bring him down due to the unsafe air in the lobby and stairwell preventing 

them from bringing Mr Murphy out of the building He states "it was difficult to communicate 

over the radio, which was weird so I tried on my hand held radio and nothing was going through" 

(Source, Contemporaneous Notes: GTIRT17-00020 and MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-

01416). 

02:04:21 Foxtrot 118, GM Goodall books Status 3 in attendance. He is the third GM in attendance. 

Foxtrot 118: "FN from Foxtrot 118 status 3, over. " 

Brigade Control Room Radio Operator: "Status 3, received" 

(Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791 and NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript, GTIRT17-

02623). 

02:04:41"' Firefighter Nelson states, the staircase is busy with other Firefighters as he progressed to ninth 

floor, it is hot but believes this is more due to his kit than the heat of the building, however it is 

smoky and the visibility is poor especially between floors four and seven. (Source, MPS Witness 

Statement: CTIRT18-00409). 

02:04:43 At around this time BA Team 18, CM Yeoman, Firefighter Nelson, Firefighter Stavely and 

Firefighter J Saunders, report to the bridgehead on the second floor, start breathing under air and 
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remove their tallies. They are briefed to proceed to flat 65 on the ninth floor. The occupants are 

now known to be Sharon and - Laci (Source, MPS Witness Statement, GTIRT17-02924, 

GTIRT18-00409). 

02:04:43"' Firefighter Yeoman states, two or three floors up, the staircase itself is really smoked logged, and 

by the fourth floor it is so smoked logged that his BA Team can not see anything around them. 

Leading from the front Firefighter Yeoman was thinking how easy it could be to get lost and miss 

the ninth floor. BA Team 18 make their way up the staircase and get to the seventh floor, they 

recognise this is the seventh floor as there is a light shining through the dense smoke. The light 

does not help conditions and Fireifghter Yeoman can not see anything, but when he gets closer 

to the wall the sign read Seventh floor. From there Firefighter Yeoman is able to recognise the 

upper floor knows that it is only four flights of stairs to the ninth floor. There is no real heat, just 

very thick smoke. (Source, MPS Witness Statement: CTIRT17-02924). 

02:04:49 BA Team 19, Firefighter Desforges and Firefighter Mitchell, report to the bridgehead. They start 

up their BA sets and receive their briefing. They are tasked to go to the third floor and respond to 

a FSG call (Source, BA Data: GTIRT17-02820, MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT17-02932 and 

GTIRT18-00652). 

02:04:51 Debris is starting to fall down around Golf 271, North Kensington's PL, situated outside the south 

elevation (Source, Camera 4, CCTV). 

02:05 

02:05:00 

BA Team 16, Firefighter Roots and Firefighter Johnson, return to the bridgehead on the second 

floor and explain to WM De Silvo that they have completed their task and cannot find anyone. 

They ask if they can be given another task. WM De Silvo tells them to go to flat 161 on the 19th 

floor to respond to a FSG call. Firefighter Roots states "we were slightly surprised" as he wasn't 

sure they would make it to the 19th floor. WM De Silvo says it is at their discretion (Source, 

Contemporaneous Notes: GTIRT17-00108, GTIRT17-00115, MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-

00935 and GTI RT18-01842). 

CU8 send an assistance message to the Radio Operator at Brigade Control. 

"FN from Charlie Uniform 8, err, make CUs four. Charlie Uniform 8, over". 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02624). 

02:05:04 At Brigade Control the details on 'Vision' change from a 25 pump fire persons reported two 

aerials, two FRUs, high rise procedure implemented, FSG in progress to a 40 pump fire persons 

reported, two aerials, two FRUs, high rise procedure implemented, FSG in progress (Source, 

'Vision': GTIRT17-02791). 

02:05:25 CRO Howson takes a call at Brigade Control from a female caller stating she is on the 23'd floor of 

Grenfell Tower. CRO Howson asks which flat number and the caller confirms it is 203 and that 
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there are five adults and two children. The caller confirms they have smoke in the flat but have 

closed the doors and they are in the living room/kitchen area. CRO Howson tells them they need 

to stay there and explains that there is a fire is on the fourth floor which is being dealt with and 

that once it has been dealt with, the firefighters will come up through the building to make sure 

everyone is safe. The caller asks if the fire is going up the building and CRO Howson replies that 

Brigade Control are not sure exactly what is happening at the moment, but that there is a lot of 

smoke in the communal areas and in the stairwells, so it is not safe to go outside. CRO Howson 

advises that the doors should be blocked up with blankets and says she will let the crews know 

where they are. 

Incident Number 76152, Call Duration two minutes 36 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 

Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-00586). 

02:05:25 The Radio Operator at Brigade Control sends a message to CU8. 

"Charlie Uniform 8, priority". 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02626). 

02:05:28 CU8 respond to the Radio Operator at Brigade Control. 

"Err, Charlie Uniform 8, go ahead". 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02627). 

02:05:32 The Radio Operator at Brigade Control provides informationtoCU8. 

"Yeah, we've got reports of people on the roof of the building, and we have two persons 

trapped in Flat74on the 10th floor, over". 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02628). 

02:05:32 One firefighter wearing BA appears on the seventh floor goes to flat 46. The firefighter then 

returns from flat 46 and leaves the lift lobby on the seventh floor. it is believed from the diamonds 

on the firefighter's helmet that this is Firefighter Nelson from BA team 18 consisting of CM 

Yeoman, Firefighter Stavely and Firefighter J Saunders (Source, Camera C15, CCTV). 

02:06:37 BA Team 7- Firefighter Felton returned to the bridgehead and closed down his BA set. (Source 

GTIRT17-01627) 

02:05:47 CU8 acknowledge receipt oft he information received from the Radio Operator at Brigade Control. 

"FN from Charlie Uniform 8, all received, over". 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02629). 
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02:05:50 Brigade Control deploy the PDA for the 40 Pump Fire. The following fire engines from 13 

different fire stations around London are mobilised: Alpha 401, Alpha 311, Golf 382, Golf 302, 

Foxtrot 241, Hotel 351, Hotel 352, Alpha 402, Golf 382, Hotel 242, Hotel 241, Foxtrot 331, Echo 

351, Echo371 and Echo341 (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791). 

Operational Response to the incident at Make Pumps 40 

Golf 272, North Kensington's P 

Golf 271, North Kensington's PL 

Golf 331, Kensington's PL 

Golf 362, Hammersmith's P 

Golf 361, Hammersmith's PL, 

Alpha 212, Paddington's P 

Golf 331, Kensington's PL, 

Alpha 211, Paddington's PL 

Golf 261, Acton's PL 

Golf 371, Chiswick's PL 

Golf 281, Willesden's PL 

Golf 341 Chelsea's PL 

Golf 351, Fulham's PL 

Golf 291, Park Royal's PL 

Alpha 411, West Hampstead's PL 

Alpha 231, Euston's PL 

Alpha 241, Soho's PL 

Alpha 242, Soho's P, 

Hotel 271, Battersea's PL 

Golf 251, Ealing's PL 

Hotel 331, Wandsworth's PL 

Alpha 412, West Hampstead's P 

Hotel 421, Richmond's PL 

Hotel 221, Lambeth's PL 

Hotel 222, Lambeth's P 

Golf 301, Wembley's PL 

Alpha 431, Kentish Town's PL 

Alpha 401, Hendon's PL 

Alpha 402, Hendon's P 

Golf 381, Heston's PL 

Golf 382, Heston's P 
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Alpha 311, Holloway's PL 

Golf 302, Wembley's P 

Foxtrot 241, Shoreditch's PL 

Hotel351, Tooting's PL 

Hotel352, Tooting's P 

Hotel 241, Brixton's PL 

Hotel 242, Brixton's P 

Foxtrot 331 Whitechapel's PL 

Echo 351, Old Kent Road's PL 

Echo 371, Peckham's PL 

Echo 341, Dockhead's PL 

Oscar Kilo 13, WM Leaver (as FIO) 

Oscar Kilo 15, WM Girling (as FIO) 

Alpha 213, Paddington's TL 

Alpha 245, Soho's ALP 

Alpha 216, Paddington's FRU 

Golf 346, Chelsea's FRU 

CU7 

CU8 

CU2 

Hotel41 Sierra SM Walton (as SM) 

Golf 22 Sierra SM Loft (as SM) 

Oscar Golf 61, SM Saunders (as SM) 

Alpha 40 Sierra, SM Wolfenden (as SM) 

Oscar Echo 69, SM Kipling (as SM) 

Hotel 33 Sierra, SM McConochie (as SM) 

Foxtrot 115, GM Goulbourne (as GM) 

Foxtrot 113, GM West (GM) (ORT Shadowing) 

Echo 109, GM Welch (BMA) 

Foxtrot 118, GM Goodall (as GM) 

Echo 63, GM O'Neill (as GM) 

Oscar Golf 54, SM Cook (as PLO) 

Echo 6, DAC O'Loughlin 

Oscar Foxtrot 67, SM Egan (as FSO) 

Hotel 34 Sierra, SM Mulholland (as ORT) 

Bravo Mike 8, AC Roe 

Echo 61, GM Cook (as ORT) 
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Hotel 27 Sierra, SM Myatt 

Golf 25 Alpha, Ealing's OSU (BA Unit) 

Alpha 39 Alpha, Finchley's OSU (Damage Control Unit) 

02:05:50 BA Team 14, CM Eden and Firefighter Welch, have to wait approximately 30 seconds as they 

believe the EDBA team in front of them are gaining access to the 1 ih floor. CM Gillam from BA 

Team 13 (the EDBA team) has stopped to talk to BA Team 11, Firefighter Campbell and 

Firefighter Mills, which is why there is a hold up. The motion pre-alarm for CM Eden and 

Firefighter Welch go off at 02:05:20 and 02:05:50. This indicates a period of non-movement of at 

least 30 seconds by both wearers. They state the conditions in the stairwell are very bad with 

firefighters walking into each other in the darkness (Source, BA Data: GTIRT17-02820, MPS 

Witness Statement: GTI RT18-00309 and GTI RT18-00069). 

02:05:50 BA Team 11, Firefighter Campbell and Firefighter Mills, are descending the stairs and are around 

the 10th floor (they are unsure because visibility is poor). They meet BA Team 13, CM Wigley, 

Firefighter Harris, Firefighter Gillam, Firefighter Gonzalez, Firefighter Roberts, all wearing EDBA. 

BA Team 11 explain to BA Team 13 that their brief was to go to flat 175, 20th floor, to rescue a 

female. But due to their consumption rate they felt they were going to run out of air so had to turn 

back. BA Team 13 agree to try and get to the 20th floor to rescue the women. BA Team 11 give 

BA Team 13 their TIC (Source, Contemporaneous Notes: GTIRT17-00034 and GTIRT17-00046, 

MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-00402, GTIRT18-02051 and GTIRT18-00967). 

02:05:51 CRO Adams takes a call at Brigade Control from a female caller reporting a fire at Grenfell Tower. 

The caller is very upset and says that there are people on the top floor waving. CRO Adams 

assures her that there are 40fire engines in attendance. 

Incident Number 76150, Call Duration 35 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and 

Transcript GTIRT17-00584). 

02:06:00 SM Oliff opens a telephone call to CU8. This call lasts for 15 minutes and 58 seconds. There is no 

record of the contents of the conversation. He has been tasked by DAC Fenton to coordinate the 

sending of fire survival calls to the incident ground. lt is not known exactly what time he starts this 

work but his first call to the team leader mobile on CU8 is at 02:06:00. The system that is set up 

is that the CROs are recording details on slips of paper, flat and floor numbers and then SM Oliff 

is marking them up on white boards and passing this information to CU8. The team leader from 

CU8 moves to CU7 and takes the mobile phone with him (Source, MPS Witness Statement: 

02:06 

GTIRT18-01532). 

At around this time BA Team Eight, Firefighter Cuthbert and Firefighter Shaw, encounter a female 

standing in the stairwell between the fifth and sixth floor. She is described as being 40 to 50, 

possibly Asian wearing a dressing gown and very confused. She explains to the firefighters that 
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she is worried about her cat. The firefighters escort her downstairs to the Bridgehead (Source, 

MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-01844 and GTIRT18-01534). 

02:06 BA Team Nine, Firefighter Merrion and Firefighter H Sanders, reach the 141
h floor. They meet BA 

Team 10, Firefighter Murphy and Firefighter Cornelius, who are searching the141
h floor (Source, 

BA Data: GTIRT17-02820, MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-00651, GTIRT18-00993, GTIRT18-

01134 and GTI RT18-01416). 

02:06:03 CU8 sends informative message to the Radio Operator at Brigade Control. 

"FN from Charlie Uniform 8, from Croup Manager Welch, err, declare this a major incident. 

Charlie Uniform 8. 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript: GTIRT17-02630). 

02:06:13 The Radio Operator at Brigade Control acknowledges receipt of message. 

"Major incident received". 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript: GTIRT17-02631 ). 

02:06:14 CRO Fox takes a call at Brigade Control from a caller outside Grenfell Tower who reports a woman 

on the upper floors on the tower shouting for help although the caller is unsure which floor. CRO 

Fox tries to find out what side of the building they can see and the caller confirms they are near 

Silchester Road which is the other side of the school. 

Incident Number 76151, Call Duration two minutes 32 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 

Audio file and Transcript: GTIRT17-00585). 

02:06:37 BA Team Nine split up Firefighter Merrion states he goes into what is believed to be flat 112 

where he takes his facemask off to reassure the two male occupants (Source, BA Data: GTIRT17-

02820, MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-00651 and GTIRT18-01134). 

02:06:37* Firefighter H Sanders knocks on the door of flat 113 and the door opens. He goes straight in and 

sees the flat is almost completely clear of smoke. He identifies a male, a female and a child 

(Source, BA Data: CTIRT17-02820, MPS Witness Statement: CTIRT18-00651 and CTIRT18-

01134, CT/RT-03428 BSR MPS Witness statement IWS 00000523). 

02:06:45 Alpha 213, Paddington's TL, the ladder is now back at ground floor level (Source, Camera 4, 

CCTV). 

02:06:51 Alpha 301, Islington's PL contacts the Radio Operator at Brigade Control and asks for verification 

of call that they are attending. 

"FN from Alpha 301, can you re-contact caller please with regards to this incident? Are they 

calling from this block or from the 20 pump that'sgoingon behind us". 
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(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02632). 

02:06:55 CRO Gotts takes a call at Brigade Control from a female caller who says she is in Grenfell Tower. 

02:07 

02:07* 

02:07 

02:07 

The caller says they are on the 12th floor in flat 92 and that she has two children with her. She 

explains that they tried to get down but there is a lot of smoke and they cannot continue. CRO 

Gotts states that she will pass the informationto the crews. 

Incident Number 76393, Call Duration one minute 17 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer and 999 

Audio files: GTIRT18-02860). 

At around this time BA Team 13, CM Wigley, Firefighter Harris, Firefighter Gillam, Firefighter 

Gonzalez and Firefighter Roberts are at the 15th floor. They decide at this point due to the priority 

to rescue the person from the 20th floor and because they say they feel they will not get to the 

roof due to the deteriorating conditions. They leave the line operations equipment in the 

stairwell. They state they leave it to the side to avoid congesting the stairs (Source, MPS Witness 

Statement: GTIRT18-01835 and GTIRT18-00069). 

Firefighter Camp bell from BA Team 11 states that he and Firefighter Mills enter the ninth floor. 

He states they go past the lifts and enter what he believes is a one bedroom flat. Possibly flat 64 

(the only one bedroom flat on the West side of the building). He says they search the flat but find 

no one there. He then says they proceed to knock on two further flat doors (Source, MPS 

Witness Statement and CTIRT18-01470). 

BA Team 18, CM Yeoman, Firefighter Nelson, Firefighter Stavely and Firefighter J Saunders, are 

ascending stairs to the ninth floor and report that the stairs are heavily smoke logged (Source, 

MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT17-02924 and GTIRT18-00409). 

At around this time BA Team 12, Firefighter Lawson and Firefighter Foster, reach the 18th floor. 

They enter the lobby area and commence a left hand search of the floor. They knock on the door 

of the first flat they come to, believed to be flat 151, there is no answer. They then move onto the 

next flat (Source, MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-00927 and GTIRT18-00068). 

02:07:00 WM Mark Kentfield from CU8 enters the main entrance (Source, Camera 4, CCTV). 

02:07:09 The Radio Operator at Brigade Control responds to a message received from Alpha 301, 

Islington's Plat 02:06:51. 

"Erm, Alpha 301, I'm really sorry but we're not gonna be able to re-contact that caller. We 

have got multiple fire survival calls going on at the moment. All we can do is just- that

obviously that, that caller was calling from Foreland House and could see smoke but it could, 

it could be the same. Unfortunately at this moment, we can't re-contact them. We don't 

have the manpower." 
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(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02633). 

02:07:21 BA Team 12, Firefighter Lawson and Firefighter Foster, move to the next flat (believed to be flat 

152) and knock on the door. The door opens and the flat is relatively clear of smoke. Both 

firefighters enter the flat and close the door behind them preventing further smoke entering. 

Both firefighters remove their BA facemasks (at 02:07:21) and start to talk to the family, which 

consists of one female and three children. The firefighters explain that the conditions in the 

stairwell are not safe. This is due to the thick black smoke. They tell them that they are safer in 

their flat (Source, BA Data: GTIRT17-02820, MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-00927 and 

GTIRT18-00068, BSR Witness Statement GTIRT18-03191 ). 

02:07:30 Golf 381, Heston's PL, book Status 2, mobile to incident. Golf 381 is riding with four firefighters. 

WM Helen Christmas, Firefighter Christopher Lang, Firefighter Suzanne Pursey and Firefighter 

Carrie Wright (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791 and ORF Register: GTIRT17-02567). 

02:07:38 At around this time BA Team 14, CM Eden and Firefighter Welch, reach the 20th floor. CM Eden 

carries out a BA gauge check which reads 190 bar for himself and 210 bar for Firefighter Welch. 

They carry out door procedure and enter the 20th floor and try to locate the DRM outlet. They 

struggle to throw the hose out so that it doesn't have any kinks which would restrict the flow of 

water through the fire hose (Source, BA Data: GTIRT17-02820, Contemporaneous Notes: 

02:07:39 

GTIRT17-00065 and GTIRT17-00063, MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-00309 and GTIRT18-

00099). 

-··-and and David Lewis (flat 9, third floor) come down the 

stairs and exit into the main lobby (Source, Camera 2, CCTV). 

02:07:43"' Alpha 213, Paddington's TL, elevates back up after being repositioned. it is believed that this 

happened after the TL was housed back onto the appliance to allow the firefighters to reverse the 

TL to avoid the falling debris (Source, Cameras 2 and 4, CCTV, MPS Witness Statement: 

GTI RT18-01 016). 

02:07:46 Foxtrot 241, Shoreditch's PL, books Status 2, mobile to incident. Foxtrot 241 is riding with five 

firefighters: WM Shaun Coltress, Firefighter April Cachia, Firefighter Paul Desmond, Firefighter 

Terence Lowe and Firefighter Jon Wharnsby (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791 and ORF Register: 

GTIRT17-02567). 

02:07:46"' Firefighter Cook states, he finds the staircase to be narrow and congested hence it being difficult 

to go up. When reaching the floor, there is smoke and heat. BA team 17 continue up, they cannot 

identify which floor they are on, due to visibility Eventually after going past the 10th floor the 

traffic is better as there are not so many residents and Firefighters. They reach the 14th floor and 

visibility is much better and can see the floor number without having to go up close to the 

number. (Source, MPS Witness Statement: CTIRT18-01829). 
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02:07:54 and ••••••••• and David Lewis (flat 9, third floor) exit the 

building via the main entrance (Source, Camera 4, CCTV). 

02:07:57 Echo 351, Old Kent Road's PL, books Status 2, mobile to incident. Echo 351 is riding with six 

firefighters. WM Matthew Hayward, Firefighter lan Atmore, Firefighter Roger Cummings, 

Firefighter Kieron Laws, Firefighter Steven Ngo and Firefighter Denis O'Brien (Source, 'Vision': 

02:08 

GTIRT17-02791, ORF Register: GTIRT17-02567). 

At around this time DAC O'Loughlin states he leaves the South elevation of the Tower and goes 

to CU8 where he meets GM Welch. They have a quick discussion and confirm that DAC 

O'Loughlin is the IC. GM Welch is then informed by DAC O'Loughlin that he is now the Fire 

Sector Commander and orders him to go to the bridgehead and take charge of the Fire Sector 

(The fire sector is located from the floor below the fire, the fire floor and the floor above. At this 

time the fire sector is from the fourth floor to the 23'd floor) (Source, MPS Witness Statement: 

GTIRT18-01266, GTIRT17-01107 and GTIRT17-01107). 

02:08:09 Foxtrot 331, Whitechapel's, PL, books Status 2, mobile to incident. Foxtrot 331 is riding with five 

firefighters. WM Paul Godber, Firefighter Jon Aldridge, Firefighter Richard Benaicha, Firefighter 

Alan Hanlon and CM Damian Magee (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791, ORF Register: GTIRT17-

02567). 

02:08:11 Hotel 242, Brixton's P, books Status 2, mobile to incident. Hotel 242 is riding with five firefighters. 

Firefighter Joe Dean, CM Marcus Johnson, Firefighter Richard Knight, Firefighter Dean Lawrence 

and Firefighter Michael Wood (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791, ORF Register: GTIRT17-

02567). 

02:08:23 BA Team 7- CM Tillitson. it has been established from CM Tillitson's witness statement that he 

undertakes an 'Exchange Of Air' procedure at this time [BA data confirms the time of this action] 

and connects to a second unidentified BA set (Source GTIRT17-01627) CM Tillitson Witness 

Statement (GTIRT17-02143_0RF) 

02:08:45 CRO Howson takes a call at Brigade Control from a female reporting a fire in Grenfell Tower. The 

caller states that she is nearby and CRO Howson thanks herfor the call and explains she needs to 

take other calls. 

Incident Number 76154, Call Duration 43 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and 

Transcript GTIRT17-00588). 

02:08:48 CRO Fox takes a call at Brigade Control from a female caller who explains that she is in Grenfell 

Tower and there is a fire on the floor below them, the caller is in Flat 175 on the 20th floor. CRO 

Fox asks how many people there are in the flat and the caller replies that there is her, her husband 

and three kids, one baby. CRO Fox confirms this and states that she is passing all the details on to 
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our CU that is on scene. The caller says there is smoke coming into the flat and CRO Fox provides 

FSG about blocking the doors to keep the smoke out and the caller advises she has already done 

that. CRO Fox confirms that she has passed on the information to the crews to come and get them 

and tells the caller to call back if she needs to. 

Incident Number 76157 Call Duration two minutes 47 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio 

file and Transcript GTIRT17-00593). 

02:08:52 A large piece of burning debris falls from the building and lands outside the exit door on the East 

elevation by the stair lobby. lt narrowly misses the TL which can also be seen in the left of the 

picture. Firefighter Singh from Golf 261, Acton's PL, with pieces of paper in his hand, (possibly 

improvised FSG slips, he confirms in his statement that his role was FSG runner) can also be seen 

returning to the main lobby. See picture below (Source, Camera 2, CCTV). 

Camera 2 ... Adjusted Time Approx 02:08:52:350 

02:08:56 The Radio Operator at Brigade Control sends a message to CU8. 

02:09 

"Charlie Uniform 8, priority, over". 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02638). 

At around this time BA Teams Nine and 10, Firefighter Murphy, Firefighter Cornelius, Firefighter 

H Sanders and Firefighter Merrion discuss and decide from the information they have, the safest 

place for all eight residents is in flat 113, so move them all into this flat. Firefighter Merrion tries to 

contact the bridgehead but cannot get through (Source, BA Data: GTI RT17-02820, MPS Witness 

Statements: GTIRT18-00651, GTIRT18-00993, GTIRT18-01134,GTIRT18-01416, BSR Witness 

Statement: IWS 00000523). 
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02:09 BA Team 18, CM Yeoman, Firefighter Nelson, Firefighter Stavely and Firefighter J Saunders, are 

on the ninth floor. They carry out a left hand search to locate flat 65. The firefighters do not knock 

on other doors as they are searching as their brief is for a FSG in flat 65. They locate flat 65 and 

CM Yeoman knocks on the door. The door is opened by a CM from Paddington who was already 

responding to a FSG to that flat (now known to be CM Tillotson, CM Gallagher, Firefighter 

Bettinson, Firefighter Wolfenden, and Firefighter Felton) (Source, MPS Witness Statement: 

GTIRT18-02356 and GTIRT17-02924). 

02:09:05 Brigade Control mobilise CU1 from Alpha 34, Edmonton and CU4 from Echo 21, Lewisham 

(Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791). 

02:09:05 The Radio Operator at Brigade Control sends a message to CU8. 

"Charlie Uniform 8, Charlie Uniform 8, priority, over." 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02639). 

02:09:17 The Radio Operator at Brigade Control sends a message to CU8. 

"Priority, priority, Charlie Uniform 8, Charlie Uniform 8 from M2FN, over." 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02640). 

02:09:19"' At around this time BA Team 11 Firefighter Campbell and Firefighter Mills return to the 

bridgehead and brief WM O'Keeffe. They tell him the best way to get to the 201
h floor is with 

EO BA. Firefighter Mills draws a quick sketch of the floor layout on the wall. They collect their BA 

tallies and close down their BA sets (Source, BA Data , MPS Witness Statement CTIRT18-00967 

and CTIRT18-00402). 

02:09:19 CM Stern enters the building via the main entrance and goes up the stairs (Source, Cameras 4 

and 2, CCTV). 

02:09:23 CU8 respond to the Radio Operator at Brigade Control. 

"Charlie Uniform 8, go ahead, over." 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02641 ). 

02:09:24 BA Team 12, Firefighter Lawson and Firefighter Foster, start breathing under air again and leave 

flat 152, 181
h floor and tell the female to close the door and block up around the door to stop any 

smoke getting in (Source, MPS Witness Statements GTIRT18-00927 and GTIRT18-00068 and 

BSR Witness Statement IWS00000498). 

02:09:25 CRO Gotts takes a call at Brigade Control from the MPS Control Room reporting that they have 

received an abandoned call from a female who is trapped with her son in flat 115 and states that 

she does not know where the exits are. The MPS CRO gives a CAD reference number of 543. 
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The MPS CRO informs CRO Gotts that his supervisor is reporting that they are getting lots of calls 

from people trapped in the building and asks if there is any advice that they can give to callers. 

CRO Gotts states to close windows, block up doors but if windows offer air- open them. The 

MPS then confirm that the Brigade are not directing people to fire exits and CRO Gotts explains 

that they do not know where the exits are and that she has spoken to a few people who have left 

but have had to return to their flats because of the amount of smoke. CRO Gotts explains that as 

fire is unpredictable, the Brigade do not generally tell people to leave but if they think they can 

leave safely then they should do so. The MPS CRO asks CRO Gotts if she can arrange for the 

Brigade CRO supervisor to speak to the MPS supervisor in the MPS Control Room. CRO Gotts 

says she will try but says it is very busy at the moment. 

Incident Number 76156, Call Duration three minutes six seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 

Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-00592). 

02:09:25 The Radio Operator at Brigade Control sends further information to CU8, in response to message 

received at02:09:23. 

"We've had further calls, err, we've got two adults and one child trapped inside flat 82 on the 

11th floor. We've got a caller in flat 192 on the 22nd floor unable to leave. We've got a fire in 

the corridor on floor 12. Caller trapped in flat 95. And a caller has attempted to leave from the 

22nd floor but they've had to go back. Over". 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02642). 

A table of this information is shown below. 

Flat Number Floor number Number of people Remarks 

82 11 Two adults and one (Call received at 02:02:47) 

child 

192 22 Only the caller IS Unable to leave theirflat 

referred to 
(Call received at 02:03:47) 

95 12 Only the caller IS Fire in the corridor 

referred to 
(Call received at 01:54: 14) 

22 Caller attempted to leave 

their flat but had to go 

back 
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02:09:26 Echo 341, Dockhead's PL, books Status 2, mobile to incident. Echo 341 is riding with five 

firefighters. Firefighter Trezanda Caesar-Aaron, Firefighter Stephen Hayward, WM Ben Horn, 

Firefighter Stephen Hoyle and Firefighter Christopher James (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791, 

ORF Register: GTIRT17-02567). 

02:09:30 At around this time BA Team 12, Firefighter Lawson and Firefighter Foster, continue their left hand 

search and come to what is believed to be flat 153 in the South West corner of the 181
h Floor. 

They knock on the door of the flat and the door opens on the chain. They are met by a black male 

who is with his family, he says there are five people. The firefighters try to explain that there is a 

fire, but the male tells them that they are ok and that they are to go away and he closes the door. 

BA Team 12 then continue with their left hand search (Source, MPS Witness Statement: 

GTIRT18-00068 and GTIRT18-00927). 

02:09:35 CRO Howson takes a call at Brigade Control from a female caller who is outside the block and she 

says there is someone in a top floor flat and they are waving their phone light. CRO Howson 

confirms that she will passthisinformationtocrews. 

Incident Number 76155 Call Duration 44 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and 

Transcript GTIRT17-00589). 

02:09:44 Hotel 352, Tooting's P, book Status 2, mobile to incident. Hotel 352 is riding with five firefighters. 

Firefighter Scott Elliott, Firefighter Oliver Henley, Firefighter James Hiscock, CM Daniel Morrison 

and Firefighter Adrian Toppin (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791, ORF Register: GTIRT17-02567). 

02:09:47 At around this time, BA Team 19, Firefighter Mitchell and Firefighter Desforges, get to the third 

floor, they go to a flat and notice a ramp and mobility scooter outside. They knock on the door 

and a male answers the door, there is a female in a wheel chair (now known to be Mariko 

Toyashima-Lewis), and three children. At 02:09:47 - The firefighters remove their facemasks 

(they state 'to look less intimidating'), the female tells the firefighters to take the children. 

Firefighter Desforges assists the children and is followed by the male to the bridgehead and he 

hands them over to some other firefighters. Firefighter Campbell and Firefighter Mills meet 

Firefighter Mitchell at third floor level. Firefighter Mitchell is carrying a female (Mariko 

Toyoshima-Lewis, from flat nine, third floor). BA Team 11 help Firefighter Mitchell carry her and 

her wheelchair to the bridgehead where they hand her over to Firefighter Ferguson and 

Firefighter Repas from Golf 341, Chelsea (Source, BA Data: GTIRT17-02820, Contemporaneous 

Notes: GTIRT17-00046, GTIRT17-00112, GTIRT17-00109 and GTIRT17-00034, MPS Witness 

Statement: GTIRT18-00402, GTIRT17-02932, GTIRT18-00967 and GTIRT18-00652). 

Rationale: 

We know this event happens as the BA Data shows that Firefighter Desforges' breathing rate 
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02:10 

02:10 

02:10 

returns to 0 LPM, indicating that he has taken off his facemask. The breathing rate starts again at 

02:11 :07. This has been taken as the time that both Firefighter Desforges and Firefighter 

Mitchell remove their facemasks to talk to the family. What this information does prove is that 

there is an approximated two minute difference between the CCTV cameras in the stair lobby 

and the BA Data. The reason we believe this is that •••. -and 

-and David Lewis come down the stairs and leave the building and are seen on Camera 2, 

CCTV at 02:07:49. 

At around this time BA Team 16, Firefighter Roots and Firefighter Johnson, are climbing the stairs 

and have reached either the seventh or eighth floor. They enter the lift lobby to try and identify 

which floor they are on. According to Firefighter Roots it turns out to be the seventh floor 

(Source, MPS Witness Statements: GTIRT18-01842 and GTIRT18-00935). 

BA Team 12, Firefighter Lawson and Firefighter Foster, are in the 181
h floor lobby and are 

searching for people. They walk past the lifts and get to the next flat, which is believed to be 

either flat 154 or flat 156. The door is open and the temperature is extremely hot (Source, MPS 

Witness Statement: CTIRT18-00068). 

BA Team 15, Firefighter Fernandes and Firefighter Williams are struggling to identify which floor 

they are on. They make a decision to enter the next lobby. Visibility is almost zero, but they 

manage to identify they are on the 14th floor. They then go back to the stairs and start to climb 

again to find the 20th floor (Source, MPS Witness Statements: GTIRT18-00041 and GTRIT18-

01105). 

02:10:03 Mariko Toyashima-Lewis (flat nine, third floor) is carried down stairs into foyer by Firefighter 

Ferguson and Firefighter Repas, CM Stern carries down Mrs Lewis's wheelchair (Source, Camera 

2, CCTV). 

02:10:03 CU8 acknowledge receipt of the information message sent by the Radio Operator at Brigade 

Control at 02:09:25. 

"Charlie Uniform 8 received, over". 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02643). 

02:10:05 BA Team Eight, Firefighter Shaw and Firefighter Cuthbert return to the bridgehead and close 

down their BA sets (Source, BA Data: GTIRT17-02820). 
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02:10:10 Echo 371, Peckham's PL, books Status 2, mobile to incident. Echo 371 is riding with five 

firefighters: WM Paul Meyrick, CM Thomas Sharp, Firefighter James Geapin, Firefighter Duane 

Harris and Firefighter Adam Wilson (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791 and Stars Rota Book). 

02:10:13 Firefighter Ferguson and Firefighter Repas help Mrs Mariko Toyashima-Lewis back into her 

wheelchair (Source, Camera 2, CCTV). 

02:10:16 CM Stern then goes back upstairs (Source, Camera 2, CCTV). 

02:10:24"' Firefighter Bell states,the first floor is not smoky but the other floors are smoky from the 

beginning, the smoke is becoming progressively heavier and heavier as BA team 20 climb the 

tight staircase. it is described by Firefighter Bell to be quite disorientating and hard to work out 

what floor he is on, as the floors are not marked very well. The visibility gets worse and worse as 

they go up, by the time they arrive on the 10th floor, Firefighter Bell had to place his face around 

6 inches from the wall to read the floor numbers. (Source, MPS Witness Statement: CTIRT18-

02061). 

02:10:25 BA Team 20, Firefighter Alassad, Firefighter Bell and FirefighterWright report to the bridgehead. 

They receive their briefing from WM Watson who tells them they are to go to the 23'd floor 

where they have received FSG calls from two families (although the statements do not state 

which flats, through our call logs we have identified we had received 12 FSG calls from the 23'd 

floor at this time). BA Team 20 start breathing under air (Source, BA Data: GTIRT17-02820 and 

MPS Witness Statements: GTIRT18-02054, GTIRT18-02061 and GTIRT18-00042). 

02:10:25"' Firefighter Alassad states, he and BA team 20 go up several floors and see no one on the stairs, as 

they move higher, it is getting smoked logged. Firefighter Alassad feels it is worse on the 10th 

floor when he first went in. The BA team reach the 12th floor and Firefighter Wright manages to 

see what floor they are on. The smoke is very thick from the floor to ceiling, as the team carry out 

a gauge check it suddenly gets very hot. (Source, MPS Witness Statement: CTIRT18-02054). 

02:10:26 NWFC take a call via a BT Operator who pass over a female caller outside the tower in W10 who 

is reporting a 20-25 storey tower block on fire. The caller states that there are people on the 14th 

floor on the West side of the building and specifically wants to clarify that there is a woman who is 

screaming and banging on the windows with her two kids. The NWFC Operator states that he 

will passtheinformationtothe Brigade. 

Incident Number 76649 Call Duration two minutes 16 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio 

file and Transcript GTIRT17-00590). 

02:10:31 CRO Howson at Brigade Control takes a call from a caller who is in flat 192 on the 22nd floor 

reporting a fire in her kitchen. CRO Howson clarifies if it is smoke or fire and the caller confirms 
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that it is fire. CRO Howson advises her to shut the kitchen door and get into another room. The 

caller is heard talking to other people in the flat and CRO Howson advises the caller that the 

Brigade is dealing with a fire on the fourth floor. CRO Howson passes the flat and floor number to 

someone in Brigade Control, stating that there is a fire in the kitchen. CRO Howson then asks the 

caller how many people are in the flat. lt is difficult to hear this clearly in the call but sounds like 

five people, three children then an inaudible word. CRO Howson then advises that caller to put 

blankets or cushions at the bottom of the door to stop the smoke coming through. At 

approximately 02:14 the caller confirms again that the fire is in the kitchen and CRO Howson 

explains that the Brigade is advising people to stay in their flats but if the fire is in the flat they may 

have to try and leave. CRO Howson then tries to find out how near to the stairs they are but the 

caller stops responding, voices can be heard but CRO Howson cannot raise the caller. CRO 

Howson is passing information to other people in the Brigade Control Room throughout. At 

02:16:55 the BT Operator comes on the line and says the line has dropped out. 

Incident Number 76164 Call Duration six minutes 24 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio 

file and Transcript 76164 GTIRT17-00606). 

02:10:33 NWFC take this call from the BT Operator in Glasgow introducing the call as originally for the 

Brigade but the lines are all busy. The call is taken by a Team Leader in the NWFC. A male caller 

says he is at 133 Grenfell Tower. A smoke alarm is sounding in the background. The caller says 

they are stuck in the flat. He says they have blocked the doors but the smoke is still coming in. He 

then says he is on the 161
h floor. The NWFC Team Leader asks if they can get to a room furthest 

away from the smoke and confirms with the caller that there are two people. The caller says the 

smoke is in the room they are in now and they have tried everything to stop the smoke . The 

Team Leader at NWFC then explains that they should get low to the floor. She then introduces 

herself as Team Leader at NWFC and asks for the caller's name. Names are given as Sener and 

Hanife. Sener asks if they should try and run outside. Team Leader NWFC explains that she 

"doesn't knowwhatyourpolicywould be", but she will try and keep them safe. The Team Leader at 

NWFC asks him to go and feel the door handle on the front door. The Team Leader at NWFC 

keeps providing reassurance. Sener explains that Hanife is running around and panicking. She 

tells Sener to get Hanife to calm down. The smoke becomes worse and the Team Leader at 

NWFC advises them to get wet towels and use them to cover their mouths and noses. Sener 

explains that earlier they tried to go out into the corridor but it was full of black smoke. The Team 

Leader at NWFC keeps the conversation going and she keeps checking on Hanife. Hanife is on 

another phone to her family including her daughter. The conditions appear to get worse and 

Sener starts coughing and gulping for air. At 02:31:06 the Team Leader at NWFC explains to 
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Sener that they think the firefighters are working up from the 14th floor and should be on the 16th 

floor very soon. She reiterates the safety advice and makes sure they are close to the floor. Sener 

starts coughing more frequently. At 02:35:44 the Team Leader at NWFC tells Sener to get the 

towels they are using and make them as wet as they can and to cover themselves and leave the 

flat. The Team Leader at NWFC says that they have been told by the Brigade that is the safest 

option for them. There is a lot of shouting between Sener and Hanife in a foreign language. 

Eventually Sener comes back on the line and the Team Leader at NWFC confirms with Sener 

what she wants him to do. Sener says he is frightened. He says goodbye. The call ends at 

02:38:24. 

Incident Number 76655, Call Duration twenty seven minutes 32 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 

999 Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-00591 ). 

02:10:38 Hotel 241, Brixton's PL, books Status 2, mobile to incident. Hotel 241 is riding with five 

firefighter: WM John-Paul Stevens, Firefighter Kylei Holmes-Lewis, Firefighter Nicholas Kalirai, 

Firefighter Methusael Sonson and Firefighter Nicholas Whiting (Source, ORF Register: GTIRT17-

02567 and 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791). 

02:10:38 GM Welch and SM Cook enter the building via the main entrance (Source, Camera 4, CCTV). 

02:10:50 Mariko Toyashima-Lewis (flat 9) is taken out of the building by Firefighter Ferguson and 

Firefighter Repas who have put her in her wheel chair (Source, Camera 4,CCTV). 

02:10:58 Hotel 351, Tooting's PL books Status 2, mobile to incident. Hotel 351 is riding with five 

firefighters: WM Thomas Furnell, CM Richard Morris, Firefighter lan Davis, Firefighter Loxley 

Forbes and Firefighter David Lean (Source, ORF Register: GTIRT17-02567 and 'Vision': GTIRT17-

02791 ). 

02:11 At around this time BA Teams Nine and 10 place all eight residents from the 14th floor in clean air 

in flat 113, 14th floor. The firefighters explain to the residents that they can't take them down the 

stairs due to the smoke so they should remain in the flat. The residents are told to call 999 and 

speak to the CRO if the situation changes. They also say that there are other firefighters here that 

will come and get them if it gets worse (Source, BA Data: GTIRT17-02820, MPS Witness 

Statements, GTI RT18-00651, GTI RT18-00993, GTI RT18-01134, GTI RT18-01416 and GTI RT-

03428, BSR Witness Statement: IWS00000523). 

02:11:02 CU8 send an 'assistance' radio message to Brigade Control, 'Make Fire Rescue Units 6' 

"Charlie Uniform 8 can I confirm that FRU made 6? Charlie Uniform 8 over." 

(Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791 and NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02645). 
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02:11:05 Bravo Charlie 02, SOM Smith is paged again about the incident (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-

02791 ). 

02:11 :07 Firefighter Desforges', BA Team 19, BA set shows that he has recommenced breathing through 

his facemask (Source, BA Data: GTIRT17-02820). 

02:11:08 CM Sephton enters the building through the main entrance. He is carrying a Forward Information 

Board (FIB) (Source, Camera4, CCTV and MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-01036). 

02:11:10 Alpha 401, Hendon's PL, books Status 2, mobile to incident. Alpha 401 is riding with four 

firefighters: CM Daniel Poullais, Firefighter Adam Bucknall, Firefighter Mark Hilditch and 

Firefighter David Smyth (Source, ORF Register: GTIRT17-02567 and 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791 ). 

02:11:13 CM Sephton goes up the stairs carrying the FIB (Source, Camera 2, CCTV). 

02:11:26 Bravo Charlie 04, SOM Crinion is paged about the incident (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791 ). 

02:11 :48 CU8 sends informative message to the Radio Operator at Brigade Control. 

"Charlie Uniform 8 0-A-C O'Loughlin is now Officer in Charge of this incident, 0-A-C 

O'Loughlin. Charlie UniformS over". 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02648). 

02:11:51 CRO Fox at Brigade Control takes a call from a female caller reporting a fire in Grenfell Tower and 

confirms that the Brigade is on scene. The caller explains that she is calling because herfriend who 

lives across the road has asked her to call. 

02:12"' 

02:12"' 

Incident Number 76159 Call Duration one minute eight seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 

Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-00599). 

BA Team 16, Firefighter Roots and Firefighter Johnson are climbing the stairs .. Whilst climbing 

the stairs Firefighter Roots notices that between the 10th and 12th floors the fire door has given 

way, the fire protection has given out and there are flames and thick black smoke in the stairwell 

(Source, MPS Witness Statement: CTIRT18-01842). 

BA Team 13, CM Wigley, Firefighter Harris, Firefighter Gillam, Firefighter Gonzalez and 

Firefighter Roberts believe they are at the 201
h floor level. Firefighter Roberts and Firefighter 

Gillam locate a casualty in the corner of the stairwell. Firefighter Roberts states he leaves the 

casualty with Firefighter Cillam and proceeds to the 21st and 22nd floors to see if he can locate 

further casualties. He opens the doors to each floor and finds the lobbies are heavily smoke 

logged. He then returns to Firefighter Cillam (Source, BA Data: GTIRT17-02820, MPS Witness 

Statement: GTIRT18-00069 and GTIRT18-00414 and BSR Witness Statement: IWS00000729). 
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02:12:00 Firefighter Daoud from Golf 371, Chiswick's PL, enters the building through the main entrance 

carrying an Entry Control Board (ECB). This is the fourth ECB to be taken into the building 

(Source, Camera 4, CCTV). 

02:12:02 At this time BA Team 12, are still on the 181
h floor. Firefighter Lawson's pre-alarm actuates, 

indicating a period oftime that he is stood still. lt is believed that around this time a conversation 

takes place between Firefighter Lawson and Firefighter Foster having searched flat 156. They 

agree to split up in the flats to speed up the search process. This is linked to the entry at 

02:12:30 (Source, Contemporaneous Notes: GTIRT17-00062 and GTIRT17-00061 and MPS 

Witness Statement: GTI RT18-00927 and GTI RT18-00068). 

02:12:07 CRO Adams takes a call at Brigade Control from a member of the public who is outside the tower 

and asks for Brigade attendance at Grenfell Tower. CRO Adams reassures her that the Brigade are 

already in attendance and dealing with it. 

Incident Number 76158 Call Duration 25 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and 

Transcript: GTI RT17 -00597). 

02:12:07 Firefighter Daoud goes up the stairs carrying the fourth ECB (Source, Camera 2, CCTV). 

02:12:09 NWFC take a call from the BT Operator at Portadown. He says that they have received another 

critical call. He says that it seems to be that people are trapped at the top oft he building but the call 

has dropped out. The mobile number of the caller is passed to the NWFC. The caller is a man 

saying his sister and nephew are trapped in the building. The NWFC Operator says he will give 

them a call back. The NWFC Incident Log has an entry that states they are unable to make contact 

on the number given. lt should be noted that the NWFC receives a call from the same mobile at 

02:17:24 (999 Audio file: GTIRT17-01831 ). 

Incident Number 76648, Call Duration 40 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file: 

GTIRT18-02454). 

02:12:14 Echo 63, GM O'Neill, books Status 3, in attendance at Grenfell Tower. He is the fourth GM in 

attendance. 

"FN from Echo 63 now Status 3, over. " 

(Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791 and NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-

02650). 

02:12:20 Hotel 33 Sierra, SM McConochie books Status 3 in attendance at Grenfell Tower. She is the 

seventh SM in attendance. 

"FN, Hote/33 Sierra status 3, over. " 
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(Source, Vision': GTIRT17-02791 and NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT18-

02652). 

02:12:30 At around this time BA Team 12 member Firefighter Foster's pre-alarm actuates coinciding with 

Firefighter Lawson's actuation at 02:12:02. Again it is believed they are having a conversation 

about splitting up on the 181
h floor to speed their search up (Source, BA Data GTIRT17-02820, 

Contemporaneous Notes: GTIRT17-00062 and GTIRT17-00061, MPS Witness Statement: 

GTIRT18-00927 and GTIRT18-00068). 

02:12:47 Alpha 331,Tottenham's PL, sends a radio message to Brigade Control asking if they are required 

to attend the 40 pump fire 

"FN from Alpha 311, erm, getting messages coming through the pager. Can you confirm we're 

due to go on a 40 pump fire, over?" 

(Source, 'Vision':GTIRT17-02791 and NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT18-

02654). 

02:12:50 NWFC take this call from the BT Operator at Dundee who pass an abandoned call originally for 

the Brigade but the lines are all busy. The NWFC Operator says the caller is a lady trapped in a flat 

and there is a fire in the building, He does not have the flat number. The NWFC Operator says 

she will ringherback. 

Incident Number 76652 Call Duration 39 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and 

Transcript: GTI RT17 -00595). 

02:12:50 NWFC make a call back to the number given by the BT Operator in Dundee at 02:12:50 

(GTIRT17-00595). The call starts with a female saying "hello". The NWFC Operator introduces 

herselfasthe"fireservice" andthecallersays "yeah". The NWFC Operator says "you have called 

thefireservice" and asks ifthewoman wants to report a fire. Thefemaleshouts "thefiremen are all 

in my block, GrenfeiiTower". The resident gives herfloornumberas 14. The NWFCOperatorasks 

for confirmation that the Fire Brigade are there. The resident says yes. She then gives her flat 

number as 115. The NWFC Operator asks ifthefirecrews are getting her out. The residentsays, "I 

don'tknow, theyaresayingthefireistoo big". The NWFC Operatorasks, "lftheyareawareof 

where you are". The residentsays yes. The NWFC Operator says okay and that that the Brigade 

will be with her. Thecal I cutsoffatthispoint. 

Incident Number 1706004398, Call Duration one minute five seconds (Source, FRS Incident Log 

and Audio file: GTIRT18-02463). 

02:12:50 NWFC take this call from the BT Operator at Portadown trying to pass a call intended for the 

Brigade. The caller is reporting a fire in a tower block in London and the line has dropped out. 
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Incident Number 76651, Call Duration 34 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and 

Transcript : GTI RT17 -00596). 

02:12:54 BA Team Seven, CM Tillotson, CM Gallagher, Firefighter Bettinson and Firefighter Wolfenden 

are now together in flat 65 (Firefighter Felton returns to the bridgehead because when he reaches 

the sixth floor on his way back up to flat 65 he realises he is low on air). The firefighters place one 

of the spare BA sets onto the female adult (now known to be Sharon Laci) and the facemask from 

the other spare BA set is connected to Firefighter Bettinson's BA set. This BA facemask is then 

placed on a little girl (now known to be . Before leaving the flat CM Tillotson realises 

he is also low on air, he decides to connect his face mask to the second spare set that he brought 

up with him, to ensure he has enough air to get out of the building safely. CM Tillotson then leads 

the firefighters and the two residents out of flat 65 and down the stairs to safety (Source, BA Data 

GTI RT17 -02820, MPS Witness Statement: GTI RT18-00064 and GTI RT17 -02925). 

02:12:58 Alpha 40 Sierra, SM Wolfenden books Status 3 in attendance at Grenfell Tower. He is the eighth 

SM in attendance (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791 ). 

02:13:00 Brigade Control send a radio message to Alpha 331, Tottenham's PL, confirming they are 

required to attend the 40 pump fire at Grenfell Tower (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791 and 

Radio Message: GTIRT17-02655). 

02:13 

02:13"' 

02:13"' 

At around this time BA Team 12, Firefighter Foster and Firefighter Lawson, enter another flat on 

the 181
h floor, believed to be flat 155. They search the flat but they do not find anyone (Source, 

MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-00927 and GTIRT18-00068). 

Rationale to it being flat 155, floor 18. Firefighter Foster identifies the route that they both take 

on the floor and the layout of floor 18 by using a drawing that is referred to as "exhibit KVF/1. 

Firefighter Flanagan (BA Team 17) states on reaching the 20th floor a BA Team of two firefighters 

come out of the door to the lobby (believed to be members of BA Tea m 13 ). Firefighter Flanagan 

asks the BA team if the fire hose he is carrying is for them, they say no and go down the stairs past 

him. Firefighter Flanagan, on seeing no other Firefighters on the floor states he thinks other BA 

Teams are following them so he leaves the fire hose in the stairwell for them to use (Source, MPS 

Witness Statement: CTIRT17-01958). 

At around this time, Firefighter Cook and Firefighter Flanagan reach the 20th floor. Firefighter 

Cook states he thinks they are going to assist other BA Teams. Firefighter Cook states he has 

approximately 150 bar pressure left at this time (Source, MPS Witness Statement: CTIRT18-

01829 and CTIRT17-01958). 
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02:13"' 

02:13 

Firefighter Cook says he goes left and Firefighter Flanagan goes right, they search the flats they 

find with open doors but find no one (Source, MPS Witness Statement: CTIRT18-01829). 

BA Team 18, CM Yeoman, Firefighter Nelson, Firefighter Stavely and Firefighter J Saunders, 

continue to search the ninth floor. They approach flat 66 and radio the ECO asking if they wanted 

the BA team to break in, the ECO says yes (indicating handheld radios are working at this level). 

BAT eam 18 set into the DRM outlet and then force the door using the Enforcer. CM Yeoman and 

Firefighter Nelson enter the flat. Firefighter Nelson was leading with a fire hose and branch and 

CM Yeoman had the TIC Firefighter Stavely and Firefighter J Saunders remain outside the flat. 

CM Yeoman withdraws from the flat with Firefighter Nelson and Firefighter Stavely and 

Firefighter J Saunders then enter the flat and try to search it but due to the heat they withdraw 

after one to two minutes. They close the door on flat 66 and knock on the other flats - nobody 

responds. CM Yeoman and Firefighter Nelson mention flat numbers 65 and 66. Firefighter 

Stavely and Firefighter J Saunders mention knocking on three or four flats in total (Source, MPS 

Witness Statement: GTIRT17-02924, GTIRT18-00409, GTIRT18-02356 and Contemporaneous 

Notes: GTIRT17-00111). 

02:13:03 CRO Adams at Brigade Control takes a call from a male caller, who says he is Nick Burton, 

reporting that his whole tower block is on fire and that he is in flat 165 on the 19th floor. CRO 

Adams asks how many people there are and the caller states that there are two adults and a dog. 

The caller explains that there is light smoke in the whole flat and CRO Adams confirms that he has 

blocked his doors. CRO Adams explains that the Brigade is in attendance and are trying to get to 

everyone but there are a lot of people trapped and asks the caller to call back if it gets any worse. 

Incident Number 76161 Call Duration one minute 22 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio 

file and Transcript GTIRT17-00601). 

02:13:06 BA Team 19, Firefighter Desforges and Firefighter Mitchell, report back to the bridgehead and 

inform the ECO that they have completed their task. They are then briefed to go to the 24th floor. 

They ascend the stairs but do not put on their facemasks (Firefighter Desforges' BA Data states 

he takes his facemask off for 20 seconds) as they are trying to conserve air (Source, BA Data: 

GTI RT17 -02820, MPS Witness Statement: GTI RT17 -029 32 and GTI RT18-00652). 

02:13:07 Alpha 213, Paddington's TL, reverses back away from the falling debris at the East elevation 

(Source, Camera 2, CCTV). 

02:13:09 Alpha 331. Tottenham's PL, confirm receipt of the message to mobilise to the 40 pump Fire and 

ask to be booked Status 2, mobile to incident 

"Yeah, all received. Now status 2, over." 
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(Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791 and NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT18-

02656). 

02:13:12 Essex FRS take a call, via BT, who report there are delays in getting through to the Brigade. The 

caller reports there is a fire in her block and that the Brigade is aware and when asked by the 

Essex CRO, she confirms that she is in flat 82 on the 11th floor. The Essex CRO explains that 

there is a stay put policy unless the caller hears otherwise and asks for the caller's name which is 

given as Natasha Elcock. Natasha is worried because the fire seems to be spreading and asks 

them to hurry. The Essex CRO says she will pass on the details to the Brigade. 

Incident Number 76638 Call Duration one minute 17 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio 

file and Transcript GTIRT17-00598). 

02:13:15 Alpha 311, Holloway's PL, books Status 2, mobile to incident. Alpha 311 is riding with five 

firefighters: WM Christopher Cooper, CM Paul Cother, Firefighter Albert Folivi, Firefighter Luke 

Goddard and Firefighter Tamara Wilkinson (Source, GTIRT17-02567 and 'Vision': GTIRT17-

02791 ). 

02:13:17 Alpha 401, Hendon's PL, sends a radio message to Brigade Control asking for confirmation of 

address for the 40 pump fire as it hasn't appeared on their MDT or pager 

"Alpha 401 can you just confirm the address of this incident, please? We've got nothing through 

on the pagers or the MOT." 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02657). 

02:13:25 Brigade Control send a radio message to Alpha 401, Hendon's PL, confirming the address as 

Grenfell Tower 

"it's Crenfe/1 Tower on the Lancaster West Estate, postcode W11 1 Tango Juliet. Erm, best 

access is Bomore Road, over. " 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02658). 

02:13:26 At this time BA Team 19, Firefighter Desforges and Firefighter Mitchell whilst climbing the stairs 

go under air as the conditions have deteriorated. Firefighter Desforges states they are at the fifth 

floor (Source, BA Data: GTIRT17-02820 and MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT17-02932). 

02:13:26 BA Team 19, Firefighter Desforges and Firefighter Mitchell both attempt to send a radio message 

to the bridgehead to advise the ECO that they would not be able to reach the 21st floor or above 

but due to the radio being busy they could not get through. BA Team 19 state they decide to 

carry on up as far as they could, on the air they had, to save lives and get any casualties (Source, 

MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT17-02932 and GTIRT18-00652). 
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02: 13:30"' BA Tea m 19, Firefighter Desforges and Firefighter Mitche/1, are both carrying a length of fire hose 

and are looking to plug it in to a DRM outlet but realise other firefighters have already plugged 

fire hose into the outlets. They decide to leave the fire hose around the fifth floor (Source, MPS 

Witness Statement: CTIRT17-02932). 

02:13:31 Alpha 213, Paddington's TL, stops reversing (Source, Camera 2, CCTV). 

02:13:32 Firefighter Herrera, Firefighter Orchard and Firefighter Bloxham enter the building via the main 

entrance (Source, Camera 4, CCTV). 

02:13:35 BA Team 26, Firefighter Juggins and CM McAionen enter the building via the main entrance. 

Prior to entering, they are given a brief which is very basic, it includes details of where the lobby 

is and what is happening. After the briefing Firefighter Juggins states that the crew were told that 

six firefighters are required as three crews of two. Firefighter Juggins teams up with CM 

McAionen (BA Team 26) Firefighter Herrera and Firefighter Orchard (BA Team 25) Firefighter 

Bloxham and CM Evans (BA Team 24). Firefighter Juggins and CM McAionen are carrying an 

enforcer, TIC and a length of hose. On entering the lobby CM McAionen states that he sees WM 

Williams writing FSG calls on a wall. CM McAionen states that WM Sadler takes over organising 

the FSG calls outside and relaying that information to WM Williams and then to a WM on the 

mezzanine (believed to be WM Paul Watson) who is briefing the crews before sending them to 

the ECP (Source, MPS Witness Statement GTIRT18-01417, GTIRT18-1010 and Camera 4, 

CCTV). 

02:13:40 CRO Fox takes a call at Brigade Control from a male caller who reports that Grenfell Tower is on 

fire and says he can see residents in flats moving around slowly as if they don't know what is 

going on. CRO Fox assures him that the Brigade is there and dealing with the incident. 

Incident Number 76163 Call Duration one minute five seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio 

file and Transcript GTIRT17-00603). 

02:13:44 BA Team 14, CM Eden and Firefighter Welch, are on the 201
h floor. They have completed 

connecting the fire hose to the DRM outlet and have charged the fire hose. CM Eden then takes 

a gauge check (120 bar) on his BA set. BA Team 14 then knock on the doors of flats 171,172 and 

173 but get no answer (Source, BA Data: GTIRT17-02820 and MPS Witness Statement: 

GTIRT18-00309 and GTIRT18-00099). 

02:13:45 Alpha 401, Hendon's PL, send a radio message to Brigade Control confirming they have received 

the address to Grenfell Tower and are proceeding 

"Alpha 401 that's all received, Crenfe/1 Tower, over. " 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02659). 
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02:13:46 CRO Gotts takes a call from a female caller reporting a fire at Grenfell Tower. The caller asks how 

many fire engines are there because she does not think there are enough and CRO Gotts tells her 

there are 40. 

Incident Number 76160 Call Duration 29 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and 

Transcript: GTI RT17 -00600). 

02:13:46"' At around this time BA Team 12, Firefighter Lawson and Firefighter Foster return to flat 152 and 

knock on the door. They speak to the woman and three children again believed to be through the 

door. They explain more firefighters are on their way and they should stay where they are and 

not to worry Rabia Yahya from flat 152 states that she doesn't see any other firefighters after the 

initial visit of BA Team 12. She also states she doesn't see any firefighters until she leaves the 

building (Source, MPS Witness Statement: CTIRT18-00068 and BSR Witness Statement: 

IWS00000498). 

02:14:10 GM Cook from ORT enters the building via the main entrance (Source, Camera 4, CCTV). 

02:14:12 SOM Smith calls in response to a paging notification and says she is "around the corner" (Source, 

NICE, Admin Phone Line Audio file: GTIRT18-00895). 

02:14:13 BA Team 10, Firefighter Murphy and Firefighter Cornelius, are in the stairwell descending to the 

bridgehead, Firefighter Cornelius' LPWA actuates, indicating he has 84 bar left and he should 

already be back at the bridgehead if complying with Brigade policy (Source, BA Data: GTIRT17-

02820). 

02:14:14 Hotel 351, Tooting's PL, send a radio message to Brigade Control, requesting the address for the 

40 pump fire 

"Hotel351, erm, incident has come through on our pager but not on the MOT. Erm, and we've 

been put status 2. Have you got the full address? Over." 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02660). 

02:14:14 CU1, Edmonton's CU, books Status 2, mobile to incident. CU1 is riding with two WMs, WM 

Mark Dean and WM John Stewart (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791 ). 

02:14:25 CRO Gotts at Brigade Control takes a call from a female caller who says there is a fire near Latimer 

Road station. CRO Gotts asks if it is Grenfell Tower and the caller confirms that is the one. She says 

"there are people right on the top floor waving lights" and CRO Gotts explains that the Brigade is 

aware and they are dealing with it. 

Incident Number 76162, Call Duration 25 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and 

Transcript: GTI RT17 -00602). 
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02:14:25 Brigade Control send a radio message to Hotel 351, Tooting's PL, and confirm the address of 

Grenfell Tower 

"Yeah it's, err, Crenfe/1 Tower, 40 pump fire. Stand by. Charlie Uniform 8 go ahead, reply. " 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02661 ). 

02:14:32 CU8 send assistance message to the Radio Operator at Brigade Control. 

"Charlie Uniform 8 from 0-A-C O'Loughlin make CUs 6 tactical mode Oscar, Charlie Uniform 

8 over". 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02662). 

02:14:33 CU4, Lewisham's CU book Status 2, mobile to incident. CU4 is riding with two WMs, WM David 

Carroll and WM Christian Hall (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791). 

02:14:40 The Radio Operator at Brigade Control acknowledges receipt. 

02:15"' 

02:15 

02:15 

"Charlie Uniform 8, err, make CU6 received" 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02663). 

SOM Smith arrives at Brigade Control in Stratford (Source, MPS Witness Statement: CTIRT17-

01956). 

BA Team 10, Firefighter Murphy and Firefighter Cornelius, are around the eighth floor stairwell 

returning to the bridgehead, they meet firefighters assisting two residents down the stairs. The 

residents appear to have BA on. Firefighter Cornelius assists one of the firefighters and carries the 

resident down the stairs and out of the building. The resident in BA now known to be Sharon Laci 

(Source, MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-01416 and GTIRT18-00064). 

BA Team 16, Firefighter Roots and Firefighter Johnson, are on the 19th floor. The firefighters 

enter the lobby and attempt to locate flat 161. Whilst in the lobby they hear banging coming 

from a flat. They locate a flat which Firefighter Johnson puts his face up against the door and 

identifies it as flat 165. He speaks to the resident through the letterbox. The resident informs him 

there is one male, one female and a dog in the flat (this is now known to be Mr and Mrs Burton). 

Firefighter Johnson tells the male to put wet towels over their heads, get ready and that they will 

come back for them (Source, MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-01842 and GTIRT18-00935 and 

BSR Witness Statement: IWS00000064). 

02:15:07 CRO Gotts at Brigade Control takes a call from a male caller who begins by apologising for calling 

again but reports being very scared and states that they are on the 1 ih floor. He explains that when 

they open the front door there is a lot of smoke and CRO Gotts says that she is unable to advise but 

if the caller thinks its safe to try and leave then that is their choice, however, normally the Brigade 
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would suggest blocking up anywhere that smoke can get in. CRO Gotts reassures the caller that 

the Brigade is there and will come and find them. The caller states that they can't breathe so CRO 

Gotts asks if there is a window in the flat that might provide some fresh air. The caller states that 

there are fire balls falling past the window and that there are three people in the flat. CRO Gotts 

suggests they try to block it up a bit more or go to the window to get some fresh air if they are 

unable to get out. CRO Gotts then confirms that the crews are aware that they are on the 1 ih 

floor. 

Incident Number 76167 Call Duration three minute 39 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 

Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-00609). 

02:15:08 CU8send assistance message to the Radio Operator at Brigade Control. 

"Charlie Uniform 8 from DAC O'Loughlin. Make FRUs 10. RVP is CU at Bramley Road. Enter 

via Holland Park Avenue. Charlie Uniform 8 over". 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02664). 

02:15:08 Firefighter Mills and Firefighter Campbellleave the building through the main entrance (Source, 

Camera 2, CCTV). 

02:15:08 On leaving the building Firefighter Mills states he notices what looks like a makeshift rope ladder 

made of sheets tied together coming out of a window. He shines his torch up to the eighth to 1 01
h 

floors. Firefighter Mills informs a WM who tells Firefighter Mills that he will deal with it. (This is 

now believed to be Oluwaseun Talabai from Flat 113, 141
h floor) (Source, MPS Witness 

Statement: GTIRT18-00402 and BSR Witness Statement: IWS00000523). 

02:15:33 The Radio Operator at Brigade Control requests repeat of message. 

"Can you just repeat all that message? Over". 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02665). 

02:15:42 BA Team 7- Firefighter Bettinson returned to the bridgehead and closed down his BA set. 

(Source GTIRT17-01627) 

02:15:48 BA Team Nine, Firefighter Merrion and Firefighter H Sanders, return to the bridgehead and close 

down their BA sets. According to Firefighter Merrion the bridgehead has now moved but he is 

unsure to which floor. (Further investigation indicates that around this time the bridgehead is 

moved to the third floor) (Source, BA Data: GTIRT17-02820 and MPS Witness Statement: 

GTI RT18-00651 ). 

02:15:49 CU8 repeat message to the Radio Operator at Brigade Control. 
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02:16"' 

"Charlie Uniform 8 from station as you were 0-A-C O'Loughlin make FRUs 10 entering via 

Holland Park Avenue. Tactical Mode Oscar. Charlie Uniform 8. Over". 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT18-02666). 

AC Roe rings AC Mills. AC Roe confirms AC Mills is aware of the major incident and 40 pump 

make up. AC Mills tells AC Roe that he will represent the LFB at the MPS Special Operations 

Room (SOR sometimes referred to as CT) when it gets set up. AC Roe confirms that BCC is being 

set up at Stratford and AC Daly is coming in to support the Commissioner's Croup (Source, MPS 

Witness Statement: CTIRT17-01254 and Mobile Phone Call Log CTIRT18-01250). 

02:16:03 BA Team 14, CM Eden and Firefighter Welch, meet BA Team 15, Firefighter Fernandes and 

FirefighterWilliams, on the 20th floor. BA Team 15 tell BA Team 14 that they have casualties in flat 

175, 20th floor. (CM Eden states he is unsure of the exact flat number). CM Eden performs a 

gauge check at this time (101 bar) (Source, BA Data: GTIRT17-02820 and MPS Witness 

Statement: GTIRT18-00099, GTIRT18-00309 and GTIRT18-00041). 

02:16:06 The Radio Operator at Brigade Control repeats message received from CU8. 

"Uh, Charlie Uniform 8, make FRUs 10, RVP I have Bramley Road enter via Holland Park 

Avenue. lsthatall correct? Over". 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02667). 

02:16:14 CRO Fox at Brigade Control takes a call from a female caller who says that she can see people 

leaning out of windows and flashing their phones from the top floor. The caller says they are on 

the left side of the building as you look from the front. CRO Fox confirms that the Brigade is 

aware, asks the caller to hold on and she is heard passing on the information in the Brigade Control 

Room and confirms to the caller that this has been passed via radio. The caller goes on to explain 

that she can also see other people waving their phone lights in a flat on the top floor at the front of 

the buildingaswell. 

Incident Number 76165 Call Duration two minutes six seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio 

file and Transcript GTIRT17-00607). 

02:16:15 CU8 acknowledges receipt of message sent by the Radio Operator at Brigade Control at 

02:16:06. 

"Charlie Uniform 8, answer, yes. Over" 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02668). 

02:16:23 The PDA is mobilised as per the Make CUs Six and FRUs Six: Alpha 236, Euston's FRU; Hotel 

276, Battersea's FRU; Golf 306, Wembley's FRU; Alpha 306, Islington's FRU; CU5 from 

Woodside and CU3 from Barking (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791 ). 
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Pre-determined Attendance for 'Make Operational Response to the incident 

Fire Rescue Units Six' and 'Make 

Command Units Six' 

• 6x FRUs • Alpha 216, Paddington's FRU 

• 6xCUs • Golf 346, Chelsea's FRU 

• Alpha 236, Euston's FRU 

• Hotel 276, Battersea's FRU 

• Golf 306, Wembley's FRU 

• Alpha 306, Islington's FRU 

• CU8, Fulham 

• CU7, Wembley 

• CU2, Islington 

• CU1, Edmonton 

• CU4, Lewisham 

• CU3, Barking 

• CUS, Woodside 

02:16:28 WM Williams is in the main lobby and starts his FSG role, he starts to intercept FSG information 

and begins to write it on the wall (Source, Camera 4, CCTV). 

02:16:33 Oscar 207, the Salvation Army refreshment vehicle books Status 2, mobile to incident (Source, 

'Vision': GTIRT17-02791 ). 

02:16:39 BA Team 21, Firefighter Hill and Firefighter Malik, report to ECO, start breathing under air and 

remove their tallies. They are briefed by WM De Silvo and are ordered to go to flat 95, 12th floor 

(FSCs for flat 95 are received at 01:26.58 and again at 01:38:37). Their brief is to carry out search 

and rescue on that floor. Firefighter Hill asks for fire hose and a branch but is told to go up stairs, 

search and rescue, look for people and bring them down and get them out. Firefighter Hill states 

he presumes it is a FSC but states he is not briefed on who or how many, just flat 95, 12th floor 

(Source, BA Data, Camera 2, CCTV). 

02:16:39"' Firefighter Hills states, the first to the third floor are all look the same, it is clean air, but with 

whispy smoke, at the fourth floor the smoke quickly goes from whispy to fairly thick white smoke. 

BA team 21 get to the fourth or fifth floor and it is a little smoke logged. The higher up the team 

go it is smoke logged. The smoke is thicker on the sixth floor, they reach about the eighth or ninth 

floor and the smoke is getting dark, there are Firefighters coming down with casualties. The team 

get to the 11th floor and still couldn't find anyone but could still hear Firefighters on floors above. 
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it is hot at this time with thick black smoke. They get to the 12th floor, and open the stairwell 

door to the floor and there is thick black smoke at this point, but it is not as hot as the previous 

floor. (Source, MPS Witness Statement: CTIRT18-00426). 

02:16:46 Firefighter Nuttall and Firefighter Yam in from Hotel 27, Battersea enter the building via the main 

entrance (Source, Camera 4, CCTV). 

02:16:54 Firefighter M Smith and Firefighter Whitley from Hotel 27, Battersea enter the building via the 

main entrance (Source, Camera 4, CCTV). 

02:16:58 CU8send message to the Radio Operator at Brigade Control. 

02:17"' 

02:17"' 

"Charlie Uniform 8 request attendance ofdangerousstructuresengineer, Gas and Electricity 

Board and the Local Authority Liaison Officer. Charlie UniformS over". 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02669). 

At around this time BA Team 15, Firefighter Fernandes and Firefighter Williams, are on the 20th 

floor. They report zero visibility as they search for flat 175. Firefighter Fernandes believes he has 

located flat 175 in the North West corner. Firefighter Fernandes states he shouts through a letter 

box and knocks on the door but gets no response. Both firefighters realise they are at the wrong 

flat. They finally identify flat 175. Firefighter Williams shouts through the letterbox and the door is 

opened by a male. Firefighter Williams enters the flat and is met by an adult male, an adult female 

and two female children, the adult female is screaming "my baby my baby". Firefighter Williams 

states he is unsure if the women is referencing the young females or an actual baby Firefighter 

Williams asks the female if she has a baby or if she is calling her two daughters her babies. He 

states he could not see a sign of a baby in the flat. Visibility in the flat starts to worsen and he tells 

the family to get something to cover their mouths. Firefighter Welch from BA Team 14 states he 

goes with BA Team 15 while CM Eden remains in the stairwell. Firefighter Williams carries one of 

the daughters (now believed to be -out of the flat telling the others to follow him, 

he gets to the stairwell door where he says Firefighter Fernandes is waiting. They start to make 

their way down the stairs and Firefighter Fernandes states he can still hear a female screaming 

"my baby my baby" (Source, BA Data: CTIRT17-02820, Contemporaneous Notes: CTIRT17-

00063, CTIRT17-00060 and CTIRT17-00058 and MPS Witness Statement: CTIRT18-01105, 

CTIRT18-00309 and CTIRT18-00041). 

BA Team 14, CM Eden and Firefighter Welch, are on the 20th floor and trying to assist BA Team 

15, Firefighter Williams and Firefighter Fernandes. CM Eden states that he is standing in the 

stairwell and opens the door into the 20th floor lobby He is expecting it to be clearer in the lobby 

than it is in the stairwell, but it is not. CM Eden states "it was horrendous - full of smoke and it felt 

warm, hotter than on the way up". CM Eden quickly closes the door to prevent more smoke 

entering the stairwell. He isn't sure how long he stands at the door for but then hears someone 
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shout "casualty". Firefighter Welch appears and says that there is a family of five and that they are 

going to try and bring them out. CM Eden tells Firefighter Welch that he is ready but they need to 

go soon because their air is running out. CM Eden is unclear if Firefighter Welch goes back to the 

flat or if he stands near to him. At this point according to Firefighter Welch he returns to flat 175 

but as he gets six foot past the lobby door a casualty is either handed to him or the casualty self

evacuates into the lobby. CM Eden states he then hears a male's voice say, "Help us, you've got to 

help us, we've got to get out". CM Eden holds onto him and asks him some questions as to where 

he has come from and how many of them there are. The male (believed to be Omar Belkadi) 

responds by saying that it is him, his wife and kids, two kids and a baby. The male says that it is 

horrible and that he can not breathe. CM Eden tells him not to panic and asks him if he has 

something around his head. The male responds saying that he has as he has been told to do so by 

the person on the phone. CM Eden and Firefighter Welch both state they then hear a females 

voice shout, "My baby, don't forget my baby". Firefighter Welch and CM Eden are together and 

CM Eden asks where the other casualties are. Firefighter Welch states that Firefighter Fernandes 

has them (Source, MPS Witness Statement: CTIRT18-00309 and CTIRT18-00099). 

02:17:00 GM Cook (ORT) talks to WM Williams in the main lobby. WM Williams is recording FSG 

information on the lobby wall (Source, Camera 4, CCTV). 

02:17:00" Firefighter Malik states he couldn't see any fire inside the tower, however the higher he goes up 

the smokier it gets. Firefighter Malik can see the numbering on the walls, by the time he gets to 

what he believes is the 10th floor, he is not positive if it is the ninth, 10th or even 11th floor. it is 

so smoky that have he had to wipe the front of his visor to see as the smoke is obscuring his vision 

through it. As BA team 21 go up it gets hotter and hotter from the fire, by the time they get to the 

10th floor firefighter Malik states he can not see more than a foot in front of him. (Source, MPS 

Witness Statement: CTIRT18-00070). 

02:17:11 CRO Howson takes a call at Brigade Control from Kent FRS who explain that they have an 

abandoned call, via BT, for London. He explains that he has tried to call the caller back but the 

phone keeps cutting off. The Kent CRO passes the mobile number to CRO Howson who says she 

will try and call back. 

Incident Number 143552 Call Duration 47 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and 

Transcript: GTI RT17 -01737). 

02:17:12 BA Team 22, CM Batcheldor and Firefighter N Saunders, are at the bridgehead on the third floor 

receive their briefing from the ECO. They are told to go to flat 74, 101
h floor for a FSG (residents 

now known to be Lina Hamide and Meron Woldeselassie-Araya). The first FSG to Flat 74 is 

received at Brigade Control at 02:00:11. This message is relayed to CU8 at 02:05:00. BA Team 22 
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start breathing under air and ascend the stairs. CM Batcheldor states the stairs area is a mess with 

equipment and discarded clothing. Previous crews have marked the floor numbers on the walls 

with chinagraph pencils (Source, BA Data: GTIRT17-02820, MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT17-

011 03 and GTI RT18-00071). 

02:17:12"' CM Batcheldor states, from the fourth floor upwards it is smoky. The stairway is a complete mess, 

it is littered with pieces of equipment which firefighters have abandoned in order to help get 

people out of the building There is a lot of discarded clothing He expects this clothing is used by 

people to wrap around their faces in order to protect themselves from the smoke. BA team 21 

finally reach the 10th floor and CM Batcheldor and Firefighter Saunders are the only people 

there, the lobby door is closed and they open the lobby door to assess the conditions. As they 

cracked it open they were met with a rush of thick black acrid smoke. (Source, MPS Witness 

Statement: CTI RT17 -01103 ). 

02:17:20 The Radio Operator at Brigade Control acknowledges receipt of message sent by CU8 at 

02:16:58. 

"Charlie Uniform 8 all received". 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02670). 

02:17:24 NWFC receive another 999 call in relation to Grenfell Tower. A CRO takes the call. The call is 

from a male outside Grenfell Tower. The caller is the brother of Zainab Deen, (now known to be 

Francis Deen). Zainab Deen is from flat 115, 141
h floor. 

Incident Number 76654, Call Duration two minutes, five seconds (Source, 999 Audio file and 

Transcript GTIRT17-01831) 

02:17:35"' Firefighter Saunders states, it is very difficult going up because of the condition sin the stairwells. 

The stairwell is not wide enough, and it was a struggle to walk pass people. The visibility is clear 

on the lower floors but when getting nearer to the eighth floor, visibility is poor at this stage due 

to smoke logging - the smoke is thick. There is a constant stream of causalities descending the 

stairwell which is congested with a lot of people. Firefighter Saunders get to the 10th floor, and 

opens the door that leads into the 10th floor, a thick big black smoke comes out, and the smoke 

is from the floor to the ceiling lit was very difficult to see anything because it was total darkness. 

it became apparent that every floor above 10th floor was smoky. (Source, MPS Witness 

Statement: CTIRT18-00071). 

02:17:38 Hotel 276, Battersea's FRU, books Status 2, mobile to incident. Hotel 276 is riding with five 

firefighters: CM Aldo Diana, CM Jamie Mayne, Firefighter Robert Chart, Firefighter Marcus 

Lundquist and Firefighter Dean Nelson (Source, GTIRT17-02567 and 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791). 
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02:17:44 Alpha 402, Hendon's P, book Status 3 in attendance. This is the 2ih fire engine in attendance 

(Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791). 

02:17:45"' CM Batterbee enters the building via the main entrance (Source, Camera 4, CCTV). 

02:17:46 BA Team 7 - Firefighter Wolfenden returned to the bridgehead and closed down his BA set. 

(Source GTIRT17-01627) 

02:17:49 Brigade Control send Hotel 351, Tooting's PL, a radio message calling them up 

"Hotel351 from M2FN. Over. " 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02671 ). 

02:17:50"' GM Cook (ORT) leaves the building via the main entrance (Source, Camera 4, CCTV). 

02:17:54 Hotel 351, Tooting's PL, respond to Brigade Control's radio message 

"Go ahead. Over. " 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02672). 

02:17:57 Brigade Control confirm with Hotel 351, Tooting's PL, that they have received the new RVP 

"Yeah, did you hear the RVP was Bramley Road, uh, enter via Holland Park Road. Over." 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02673). 

02:17:57 BA Team 7- CM Gallaghar returned to the bridgehead and closed down his BA set'. (Source 

GTIRT17-01627) 

02:18"' 

02:18"' 

BA Team 19, Firefighter Desforges and Firefighter Mitchell are in the stairwell. Firefighter 

Desforges believes he is between the 10th and 14h floors and Firefighter Mitchell believes he 

could be on the 13th or 14h floor. Firefighter Desforges decide to have a look into one of the floor 

lobbies. Firefighter Desforges feels the door from the stairs to the lobby and describes it as red 

hot. Firefighter Desforges opens the door and hot black smoke pours out, it is so hot that it starts 

to melt his helmet (Source, MPS Witness Statement: CTIRT17-02932 and CTIRT18-00652). 

BA team 20, Firefighter Wright, Firefighter Alassad and Firefighter Bell, are ascending the stairs 

towards the 23
'd floor. At around the 1ih floor Firefighter Alassad and Firefighter Wright state 

they notice a rise in temperature and conditions worsen. Firefighter Bell is at the rear of the team 

and overhears a BA Team below shout 'door procedure'. The conditions worsen as the 

temperature is increasing. Firefighter Wright and Firefighter Alassad decide to retreat down the 

stairs to a lower floor due to the conditions. At around this time they encounter a firefighter on 

the 101hfloor (Source, MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-02054 and GTIRT18-00042). 
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02:18"' BA Team 16, Firefighter Roots and Firefighter Johnson, are on the 191
h floor. They locate flat 161 

and force the door with an Enforcer which they state takes multiple attempts. Once inside they 

search the flat using a TIC. The flat is on fire but not fully alight. They do not have any water but 

continue to search the flat however no one is located. (lt is now known that the occupants of flat 

161 on the night were Deborah Lamprell and Gary Maunders. Miss Lamprell was found deceased 

in flat 201 and Mr Maunders was found deceased in flat 203, both on the 23'd floor) (Source, 

MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-01842 and GTIRT18-00935, and DVI Presentation: GTIRT18-

01470). 

02:18:01 Alpha 306, Islington's FRU, books Status 2, mobile to incident. Alpha 306 is riding with four 

firefighters: CM Melchizedek Anderson, Firefighter Dean Abbess, Firefighter Paul Howard and 

Firefighter Parvinder Singh (Source, ORF Register: GTIRT17-02567 and 'Vision': GTIRT17-

02791 ). 

02:18:02 BA Team 13, CM Wigley, Firefighter Roberts, Firefighter Gillam, Firefighter Gonzalez and 

Firefighter Harris, are descending the stairs at this time with a casualty (believed to be Fadumo 

Ahmed). The BA Data indicates all five BA wearers are at their highest breathing rate indicating 

they are working extremely hard (Source, BA Data: GTIRT17-02820 and MPS Witness 

Statement: GTIRT18-00069 and GTIRT18-00414). 

02:18:03 Hotel351, Tooting's PL, confirm they have received the new RVP 

"Hote/351 received. Over" 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02674). 

02:18:06 CRO Howson at Brigade Control takes a call from a female caller on the 22ndfloor in flat 192. The 

caller first speaks to the Brigade at 01:34:50 (GTIRT17-00513). She says there are five of them, 

two adults and three children and reports that there is a fire in the kitchen. CRO Howson states 

that if they need to move to get away from the fire then they should and the caller asks if CRO 

Howson has the landline numberforflat 191 to which she replies that she does not. She tells the 

caller they need to make their way to somewhere safe ifthe fire is in the flat and then goes on to say 

they should make their way to the stairwell or somewhere where the smoke is less heavy. She 

says they should cover themselves with towels and move to a safe place but tells them to keep the 

mobile phone with them and asks if they would like her to stay on the phone. The caller becomes 

difficult to hear but banging and screaming are audible and CRO Howson repeatedly asks if they 

have left the flat and if the caller has all of the children with her. She tries to get the answer 

several times and the caller confirms that she is still in the flat. The caller asks when is the Brigade 

coming and CRO Howson explains that the crews are making their way up to them. CRO Howson 

ends the call because she says she needs to take other calls. The caller says okay. 
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Incident Number 76176 Call Duration six minutes 39 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio 

file and Transcript GTIRT17-00618). 

02:18:07 Golf 306, Wembley's FRU, books Status 2, mobile to incident. Golf 306 is riding with four 

firefighters: CM Paul Charity, Firefighter Paul Harris, Firefighter Nicky Sanders and Firefighter 

Leslie Tucker (Source, ORF Register: GTIRT17-02567 and 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791 ). 

02:18:11 Hotel 242, Brixton's P, send Brigade Control a radio message confirming they are Status 2 on 

radio channel 4 (Radio channel 4 is the radio channel that is used for incidents on the North side 

of the river Thames. Channel 2 is for the South side of London). 

"Hotel242 now Status 2 on this channel. Over." 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and TranscriptGTIRT17-02675 ). 

02:18:19 BA Team 10, Firefighter Murphy and Firefighter Cornelius, are descending the stairs. Firefighter 

Murphy's LPWA actuates at this point, indicating he has 84 bar left and he should already be back 

at the bridgehead if complying with Brigade policy (Source, BA Data: GTIRT17-02820). 

02:18:20 Echo 351, Old Kent Road's PL send Brigade Control a radio message confirming they are Status 2 

on radio channel 4 

"FN, Echo 351 now Status 2 on this channel. Over" 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and TranscriptGTIRT17-02676). 

02:18:32"' CM Stern carries •••• (flat 65, 91
h floor) down the stairs into the main lobby and out of the 

building via the main entrance (Source, Cameras 2 and 4, CCTV). 

02:18:32 Brigade Control send Alpha 281, Dowgate's PL, a radio message to go ahead with their message, 

but get no response. This is because Alpha 281 have pressed the number seven on their MDT 

which requests that Brigade Control contact them via the main scheme radio 

"Alpha 281 go ahead. Over." 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and TranscriptGTIRT17-02677). 

02:18:39 Brigade Control send Alpha 281 a second radio message, but still get no response 

"Alpha 281 from M2FN, go ahead. Over." 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02678). 

02:18:47 CRO Fox at Brigade Control takes a call from Kent FRS who asks for the reference number of the 

incident. CRO Fox also asks if they have any further details of callers and reminds the Kent CRO 

that if they take any calls then they should take flat and floor numbers and pass to London so that the 

information can be passed onto the Command Unit. 
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Incident Number 76168 Call Duration 52 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and 

Transcript GTIRT17-00610 and GTIRT17-01534 ). 

02:18:47 Brigade Control send Echo 341, Dockhead's PL, a radio message, but get no response. This is 

because Echo 341 have pressed the number seven on their MDT which requests that Brigade 

Control contact them via the main scheme radio 

"Echo 341, go ahead. Over." 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript:GTIRT17-02679). 

02:18:54 Brigade Control send Echo 341, Dockhead's PL, a second radio message, but get no response 

"Echo 341 from M2FN, go ahead. Over." 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02680). 

02:18:55 CRO Adams at Brigade Control takes a call from Essex FRS who pass the details of a caller in flat 

82 on the 11th floor and that her name is Natasha Elcock. This call information is originally taken 

by Essex FRS at 02:13:12 (GTIRT17-00598). CRO Adams asks if there is just one adult but the 

Essex CRO is unsure. CRO Adams then asks about conditions like smoke in her flat and the Essex 

CRO says that the caller seems okay. The Essex CRO then reports a further call from the 22nd floor 

but does not have the flat number. The caller has reported that it has started to get smoky. The 

Essex CRO then states that they are telling people to stay put and checks that this is correct which 

CRO Adamsconfirms. 

02:19 

Incident Number 76170, Call Duration one minute 16 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio 

file and Transcript:GTIRT17-00612). 

BA Team 19, Firefighter Desforges and Firefighter Mitchell are in a lobby (between 10th and 14th 

floor) and they have no firefighting media. Firefighter Mitchell holds the door open and 

Firefighter Desforges crawls into the lift lobby on his stomach. Firefighter Desforges starts to feel 

around the lobby floor and finds a cat and hands it to Firefighter Mitchell. He then hands it to 

another BA Team (now known to be BA Team 20, Firefighter Bell) (Source, MPS Witness 

Statement: GTIRT17-02932, GTIRT18-00652, and GTIRT18-02061). 

02:19:00 BA Team 14, CM Eden and Firefighter Welch, start to descend from the 20th floor. CM Eden's 

LPWA actuates indicating he has 84 bar left and he should already be back at the bridgehead if 

complying with Brigade policy (Source, BA Data: GTIRT17-02820 and MPS Witness Statement: 

GTIRT18-00309 and GTIRT18-00099). 

02:19:04 Brigade Control send Echo 341, Dockhead's PL a third radio message 

"Echo 341, go ahead. Over." 
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(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript:GTIRT17-02681 ). 

02:19:08 Echo 341 ,Dockhead's PL send Brigade Control a radio message confirming they are Status 2 on 

radio channel 4 

"Echo 341, switching to channel4. Over" 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript:GTIRT17-02682). 

02:19:19 Brigade Control send Hotel241, Brixton's PL a radio message 

"Hotel241 go ahead. Over" 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript:GTIRT17-02683). 

02:19:22 Hotel241 send Brigade Control a radio message confirming they are Status 2 on Channel4 

"FN from Hotel241, Hotel241 now Status 2 on this channel." 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript:GTIRT17-02684). 

02:19:27 Brigade Control send Alpha 381, Mill Hill's PL a radio message 

"Received. Alpha 381 go ahead. Over." 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript:GTIRT17-02685). 

02:19:36 Brigade Control correct this message and confirm it is Alpha 281, Dowgate's PL they are trying to 

send the radio message to 

"As you were, Alpha 281 from M2FN, go ahead, over." 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript:GTIRT17-02686). 

02:19:37 Sharon Laci (flat 65, 91
h floor)wearing a BA set is escorted down the stairs by a firefighter, as 

shown in the image below. A large quantity of debris is falling outside the East elevation (Source, 

Camera 2, CCTV). 
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Camera 2 02:19:37 

02:19:39 Alpha 281, send a radio message to Brigade Control confirming if they need to be Status 6 

(available for incidents, returning to base station) or are they required to attend the 40 pump fire 

at Grenfell Tower 

"FN from Alpha 281, Alpha 281 was mobilised to smoke issuing from scene of 40 pump fire. Is 

now Status 6. Do you wish to attach us? Over." 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript:GTIRT17-02687). 

02:19:40 At around this time it is believed that BA Team 18, CM Yeoman, Firefighter Nelson, Firefighter 

Stavely and Firefighter J Saunders make the decision to withdraw from the ninth floor and return 

to bridgehead, this is due to the extreme heat (Source, MPS Witness Statement: GTI RT18-02356 

and GTIRT17-02924). 

02:19:41 A large piece of burning debris lands outside the East elevation exit door, as shown in the image 

below. The TL has been withdrawn from its original position because of the increase in falling 

debris and its headlights are still visible to the right of the flames (Source, Camera 2, CCTV). 
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Camera 2 ... Adjusted Time Approx 02:19:41:625 

02:19:44 Sharon Laci (flat 65, 9th floor) wearing BA is escorted into the main lobby by a firefighter (Source, 

Camera 4, CCTV). 

02:19:48 Golf 302, Wembley's P, books Status 2, mobile to incident. Golf 302 is riding with four 

firefighters: CM Jason Hunter, Firefighter Lawrence Pitt, Firefighter Colin Dowdall and Firefighter 

Mark Beer (Source, ORF Register: GTIRT17-02567). 

02:19:52 Sharon Laci (flat 65, 9th floor) wearing a BA set is stood in the main lobby with a firefighter and 

WM Williams places his fire helmet (white helmet) on her head to protect her from falling debris. 

She then leaves with a firefighter, as shown in the image below (Source, Camera 4, CCTV). 

Camera 4 02:19:52 
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02:19:54 BA Team 10, Firefighter Cornelius and Firefighter Murphy, return to the bridgehead and ECO 

and retrieve their tallies and close down their BA sets (Source, BA Data: GTIRT17-02820). 

02:20* 

02:20"' 

02:20"' 

02:20"' 

Firefighter Desforges from BA Team 19 then attempts to search the lift lobby whilst on his 

stomach. He proceeds to the left hand side and locates a casualty. He states that he could not tell 

if the unconscious casualty was male or female due to the smoke. He drags the casualty to the 

doorway where Firefighter Mitchell is located and Firefighter Desforges states that it is a male 

casualty. Firefighter Mitchell states the casualty is female (Source, BA Data: GTIRT17-02820 and 

MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT17-02932 and GTIRT18-00652). 

Firefighter Bell, BA Team 20, puts the cat he is handed down in the stairwell and hears a shout of 

"Casualty" (indicating a firefighter, now known to be Firefighter Desforges, BA Team 19 has 

located a casualty). Firefighter Bell then crawls into the lift lobby to assist. He simultaneously tries 

to radio the ECO from his BARIE radio (Source, MPS Witness Statement: CTIRT18-02061). 

BA Team 16, Firefighter Roots and Firefighter Johnson, leave their breaking in gear in the lift 

lobby and return to flat 165, 191
h floor having been to flat 161. They enter the flat. They assist a 

male and a women out of the flat. lt is unclear in which order the male and female come out of the 

flat. On exiting the flat the female stumbles immediately and Firefighter Johnson helps her up. 

Firefighter Roots is with the male and is behind Firefighter Johnson who is leading them to the 

stairwell. He finds the exit door on the left and proceeds into the stairwell where the smoke is 

black and thick (Source, MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-01842, GTIRT18-00935, BSR Witness 

Statement: IWS00000064). 

BA Team 17, Firefighter Cook and Firefighter Flanagan, believe they are still on the 201
h floor. 

They make the decision to go to the floor below and reassure residents that the fire brigade were 

dealing with the fire and that they should stay in their flats (Source, MPS Witness Statement: 

CTIRT17-01958). 

02:20:02"' CM Batterbee exits the building via the main entrance. lt is believed he is going to the CU with 

and forfurther FSG information (Source, Camera 4, CCTV). 

02:20:03"' SM Cook enters the building via the main entrance (Source, Camera 4, CCTV). 

02:20:08 CRO Gotts at Brigade Control takes a call from a female caller who reports that she can see a whole 

block on fire but the caller doesn't know the address or the name of the tower. CRO Gotts 

suggests Grenfell Tower and asks if it is near Latimer Road station. The caller thinks that is the one 

and CRO Gotts confirmsthatthe Brigade is in attendance. 

Incident Number 76171, Call Duration one minute 23 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio 

file and Transcript: GTIRT17-00613). 
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02:20:09 Alpha 236, Euston's FRU, books Status 2, mobile to incident. Alpha 236 is riding with four 

firefighters: CM Charlie Rawlings, Firefighter Andrew Brooks, Firefighter John Joseph and 

Firefighter James Morcos (Source, ORF Register: GTIRT17-02567 and 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791 ). 

02:20:09 CRO Fox at Brigade Control takes a call from a female caller reporting a fire near Latimer Road 

station. CRO Fox tries to confirm that this is Grenfell Tower and reassures her that the Brigade is 

there. 

Incident Number 76169, Call Duration 34 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and 

Transcript: GTI RT17 -00611). 

02:20:22 Golf 382, Heston's P send a radio message to Brigade Control 

"FN Golf 382 can you confirm if we have been booked on to the 40 pump fire. Uh, we are unable 

to book Status 25 at Chiswick Golf 382. Over. " 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript:GTIRT17-02688). 

02:20:34 CU3, Barking's CU, books Status 2, mobile to incident. CU3 is riding with two WMs, WM Dean 

Dillard and WM Gary Johnston (Source, ORF Register: GTIRT17-02567 and 'Vision': GTIRT17-

02791 ). 

02:20:42 BA Team 23, Firefighter O'Donoghue and Firefighter Daoud, report to the bridgehead. They 

02:21"' 

02:21"' 

start breathing under air and remove their tallies. They are briefed by WM Watson to proceed to 

flat 95, 1 ih floor for a FSG (The occupants are now known to be Ray Smith, Christina Smith and 

two children). The first FSG call from flat 95 was received at 01 :26:58 and passed to G271, 

North Kensington's PL, at 01:40:50. At 01:43:13 CU8 asked to receive FSG info for G271, 

North Kensington's PL, (Source, MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-00046 and GTIRT18-00393). 

BA Team 14, CM Eden and Firefighter Welch, are making their way down the stairs with a 

casualty The casualty is making gurgling noises and becomes unconscious. The casualty falls 

onto CM Eden causing him to also fall over. CM Eden gets up and helps Firefighter Welch carry 

the casualty (Source, MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-00099). 

BA Team 16, Firefighter Roots and Firefighter Johnson, are making slow progress down the stairs. 

They reach the first half landing and Firefighter Johnson is getting no response from the female 

and she falls over several times. Firefighter Roots is still behind Firefighter Johnson with the male. 

They get down one more floor and the lady's arm becomes stuck in the stair rails. At this point 

Firefighter Johnson pulls her arm free and then has to turn around and lead the female to bring 

her down (Source, MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-00935 and GTIRT18-01842, BSR Witness 

Statement: IWS00000064). 
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02:21"' 

02:21"' 

At around this time BA Team 15, Firefighter Fernandes and Firefighter Williams, are descending 

the stairs. They believe they are at the ninth or 10th floor. Firefighter Williams hands the child to 

Firefighter Fernandes. They recall bumping into another BA Team who are struggling with an 

unconscious adult casualty. They continue to carry the child out (Source, MPS Witness 

Statement: GTI RT18-00041 and GTI RT18-011 05). 

Firefighter Bell and Firefighter Wright from BA Team 20 are carrying an adult male down the 

stairs. Firefighter Bell states, "our casualty was unconscious. He was a black male, and he had a 

Chinese symbol tattoo on his chest, small, couple of inches, that I noticed as his t-shirt kept riding 

up. In the end we just took it off. I don't recall any other descriptive details of the male" (Source, 

MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-02061and GTIRT18-00042). 

02:21 :00"' CM Batterbee enters the building via the main entrance and hands WM Williams sheets of paper. 

The pieces of paper appear to be the F6178 which is the Control Information Form carried on all 

fire engines (Source, Camera 4, CCTV). 

02:21 :00 Alpha 401, Hendon's PL, books Status 3 in attendance. This is the 28th fire engine in attendance 

(Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791). 

02:21:00 Foxtrot 241, Shoreditch's PL, book Status 3 1n attendance. This is the 29th fire engme 1n 

attendance (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791). 

02:21 :00* At around this time BA Team 23, Firefighter Daoud and Firefighter O'Donoghue, are ascending 

the stairs. They state the stairs are busy with firefighters and people coming out. Firefighter 

Daoud states he sees some children wearing firefighters BA masks (Source, BA Data: GTIRT17-

02820, MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-00393, GTIRT18-00046). 

02:21:03 Brigade Control send Golf 382, Heston's P, confirmation that they are to attend the 40 pump fire. 

"Yeah, Golf 382 you are attached to the 40 pump fire. Um, proceed to Crenfe/1 Tower. Over." 

(Source, Radio Message and Transcript GTIRT17-02689). 

02:21:03 PDA mobilised as per request for make FRUs 10: Golf 386, Heston's FRU; Foxtrot 266, Millwall's 

FRU; Hotel 346, Wimbledon's FRU and Echo 216, Lewisham's FRU (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-

02791 ). 

Attendance for 'Make Fire Rescue Operational Response to the incident 

Units Ten. 

• 10xFRUs • Alpha 216, Paddington's FRU 

• Golf 346, Chelsea's FRU 
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• Alpha 236, Euston's FRU 

• Hotel 276, Battersea's FRU 

• Golf 306, Wembley's FRU 

• Alpha 306, Islington's FRU 

• Golf 386, Heston's FRU 

• Foxtrot 266, Millwall's FRU 

• Hotel346, Wimbledon's FRU 

• Echo 216, Lewisham's FRU 

02:21:04 CRO Fox takes a call from a male caller who states that he is still on the 21 51 floor of Grenfell 

Tower in flat 183. lt is believed that this call is linked to 01:38:38. The caller states that they 

cannot get out and explains that there is him, his wife, three children and his neighbour in the flat. 

The caller states that his wife is seven months pregnant. CRO Fox explains that they are passing 

information to CUs so that they can come and get them and asks if the caller has put towels down to 

stop the smoke coming in. The caller confirms he has done. 

Incident Number 76172 Call Duration one minute 28 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio 

file and Transcript GTIRT17-00614). 

02:21 :12 Golf 382, Heston's P, acknowledges receipt. 

"FN Golf 382, all that received, now Status 6, Golf 382. Over". 

((Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02690) 

02:21 :20 Brigade Control send informative message to Golf 382, Heston's P. 

"That's Status 2 do you mean to the 40 pump fire? Over". 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02691) 

02:21:22 CRO Adams takes a call at Brigade Control from the LAS Control Room stating that they have had 

a call from someone inside the building. The flat number is given as flat 102 and it is on the 23'd 

floor. The Ambulance CRO says the message from the residents is that they are still alive but the 

caller is very distressed and angry. The Ambulance CRO goes on to state that they have had 

reports of people jumping out of windows. The Ambulance CRO then passes on a query from St 

Marys Hospital who are enquiringaboutthefire at "Grenfell Park". 

Incident Number 76173 Call Duration one minute 39 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio 

file and Transcript GTIRT17-00615). 
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02:21 :26 Golf 382, Heston's P, books Status 2, mobile to incident. Golf 382 is riding with four firefighters: 

CM Paul Marks, Firefighter Steven Duncan, Firefighter Russell Hall and Firefighter Daniel 

Knapman (Source, ORF Register: GTIRT17-02567 and 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791). 

02:21:32 CRO Gotts takes a call from a female caller who reports being stuck on the 23'd floor in flat 203 

and reports that the flat next door is now on fire. CRO Gotts asks if the caller can get out of the 

flat and reiterates the need to block the doors and stay away from the side of the flat that is on 

fire. The caller states that the Brigade need to get them out now and CRO Gotts explains that the 

Brigade are on the lower floors on their way up. The caller asks why isn't there a helicopter to get 

them out and CRO Gotts explains that there is a helicopter but just so that the Brigade can see it 

from the air. CRO Gotts summarises the call by repeating the address as 22nd floor, flat 192. 

Incident Number 143546 Call Duration three minutes 19 secs (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio 

file and Transcript GTIRT17-01731). 

02:21:38"' CM Batterbee exits the main lobby into the stair lobby and ascends the stairwell (Source, 

Cameras 4 and 2, CCTV). 

02:21:43* Firefighter Bettinson descends the stairwell into the stair lobby and exits into the main lobby 

(Source, Camera 2, CCTV). 

02:21 :47* CM Gallagher descends the stairwell into the stair lobby and exits into the main lobby (Source, 

Camera 2, CCTV). 

02:21:50 Brigade Control send Alpha 281, Dowgate's PL a radio message. 

"Yeah, Alpha 281, we're showing you as Status 6, um, just, sort of. go home for the minute, um, 

and/'//, uh, we're so busy. The officers of the watch are so busy tied up, we're taking lots of fire 

survival calls. o you're not attached at the moment, but I will tell him you're available. Over". 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02693). 

02:21 :59"' CM Stern enters the building via the main entrance (Source, Camera 4, CCTV). 

02:22"' Rebin Sabir is rescued from flat 23, fifth floor via a 135 ladder from the South elevation (Source, 

Contemporaneous Notes: GTIRT18-00043, GTIRT17-00050). 

02:22:05 CM Tillotson comes down the stairs wearing a BA set and carrying one BA set. The set he is 

wearing has the facemask removed and the set he is carrying has a facemask attached, and exits 

into the main lobby (Source, Camera 2, CCTV). 

02:22:09* BA Team 13, CM Wigley, Firefighter Roberts, Firefighter Gillam, Firefighter Gonzalez and 

Firefighter Harris, carry a casualty down the stairs, swapping positions as they descend. The 

casualties condition deteriorates and the BA Team attempt to give the casualty air from their BA 

facemasks. This is based on BA Data which shows that at this time the team have their highest 
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breathing rates (Source, BA Data: GTIRT17-02820, MPS Witness Statements: GTIRT17-02820, 

GTIRT18-00069, GTIRT18-01067, GTIRT18-01835). 

02:22:10 Alpha 281, Dowgate's PL confirm receipt of the last radio message. 

"M2FN from Alpha 281, all received, over". 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02694). 

02:22:16"' BA Team 21, Firefighter Malik and Firefighter Hill, believe they reach the eighth or ninth floor, 

they make contact with another BA Team withdrawing with a casualty shouting for help. 

Firefighter Hill tells Firefighter Malik that he wants to carry on with their brief but Firefighter Malik 

states he wants to help the other BA Team with their casualty. Firefighter Malik decides to help 

with the casualty and Firefighter Hill states he continues to the 1 ih floor with a view of meeting 

BA Team 22, CM Batcheldor and Firefighter N Saunders to make up a BA Team of three (Source, 

MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-00070, GTIRT18-00426). 

02:22:17 Hotel 345, Wimbledon's ALP, books Status 2, mobile to the incident. Hotel 345 is riding with two 

firefighters, CM Grant Evans and Firefighter Paul Medina (Source, 'Vision':GTIRT17-02791 and 

ORF Register: GTIRT17-02567). 

02:22:17 Oscar Foxtrot 59, SM Andrew Williams books Status 2. Mobile to Brigade Control. 

(Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791). 

02:22:25"' Fadumo Ahmed (flat 164, 191
h floor) is brought onto the mezzanine floor by a GM and laid on the 

ground. Several firefighters and a WM perform CPR (Source, Camera 1, Boxing Club, CCTV). 

02:22:28 Oscar Kilo 15, WM Reed and WM Girling, book Status 3, in attendance. This is the second FlU in 

attendance at Grenfell Tower. 

"M2FN from Oscar Kilo 15 now Status 3, over". 

(Source, 'Vision':GTIRT17-02791, Radio Message and Transcript, GTIRT17-02695 ). 

02:22:38"' CM Stern exits the building via the main entrance (Source, Camera 4, CCTV). 

02:22:39"' At around this time BA Team 12, Firefighter Lawson and Firefighter Foster are descending to the 

bridgehead. They believe they are between the fourth or fifth floor, they hear children screaming 

from above them. They stop, turn around and start to climb to reach where the screaming is 

coming from. By the time they reach the sixth or seventh floors the screaming stops and they 

start to descend to the bridgehead again (Source, MPS Witness Statement: GTI RT18-00927, 

GTIRT18-00068). 

02:22:50 CUS, Woodside's CU, books Status 2, mobile to incident. CUS is riding with two WMs, WM 

Russell Lewry and WM Mark Templeman (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791). 
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02:22:54 CU7 send informative message to the Radio Operator at Brigade Control. 

"FN from Charlie Uniform 7, uh, can you run all FSG through scar ... , uh, through us now 

please, Charlie Uniform 7". 

The Radio Operator at Brigade Control acknowledges receipt of message: 

"Charlie Uniform 7, all received" 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02696). 

02:22:58 Echo 216, Lewisham's FRU, books Status 2, mobile to incident. Echo 216 is riding with four 

firefighters: CM lan Barritt, Firefighter David De Costa, Firefighter Robbie Gentry and Firefighter 

Donovan Reid (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791). 

02:23"' 

02:23"' 

BA T earn 17, Firefighter Cook and Firefighter Flanagan are descending the stairs, they state they 

reach the 1 ih or 16th floor and enter the lobby. There is no smoke visible in the lobby. Firefighter 

Cook and Firefighter Flanagan then knock on some flat doors. Only one was answered (in a 

statement they claim it was flat 113 or 133) they described the occupants as a black male, two 

-women one wearing a fuchsia dressing gown, the other female being described as having a 

large build, two children asleep on the bed and two young Middle Eastern men. BA Team 17 

decide it would be better for the residents to stay in their flat due to the conditions in the 

stairwell. Firefighter Flanagan gives them advice on how to stay safe, he tells them to put towels 

around the door frames, and to hang something from the window so their flat could be seen from 

the outside" (Source, MPS Witness Statements CTIRT17-01958 and BSR Witness Statement 

IWS00000523). 

Rationale as to why it is believed this is flat 113, 14th floor. CCTV shows Rosemary Oyewole and 

Keziah Talabi leave the building at 02:46:39. Rosemary Oyewole is wearing a fuchsia coloured 
dressing gown. She is the registered resident of flat 113, 14th floor. lt is also known that the 

persons that Firefighter Cook and Firefighter Flanagan describe are in flat 113, the only person 

they do not mention is Denis Murphy. 

Firefighter Hill from BA Team 21 goes up to the 10th floor to meet up with BA Team 22, he was 

assisting them to get water to work and trying to find hose. Firefighter Hill stayed on the floor 

below and BA Team 22 went up. Firefighter Hill found a charged branch inside a doorway and he 

shouted to see if another crew was using it but couldn't hear anything, but did hear a beeping 

sound, he realised that this was a smoke alarm, he tugged the hose but it wasn't giving way. 

Firefighter Hill came back out. Firefighter Hill had lost contact with BA T earn 22 he could hear 

voices above so went up to the next floor but they were not there, he did hear a female 

Firefighters voice on the floor above, he continued up but no one was there (Source, MPS 

Witness Statement: CTIRT18-00426). 
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02:23"' 

02:23"' 

BA Team 14, CM Eden and Firefighter Welch, are descending the stairs carrying the casualty. 

Firefighter Welch believes they are still around the 191
h floor when he falls down a few steps. He 

gets back up and continues to carry the casualty. Shortly after this at 02:23:02 Firefighter 

Welch's LPWA actuates indicating he has 84 bar left and he should already be back at the 

bridgehead, if complying with Brigade policy. CM Eden states that at this point he takes a gauge 

check to see how much air they have left he notes that he has 50 bar (02:23"') and Firefighter 

Welch has 70 bar (02:23"'). Both firefighters have a quick conversation and although they are 

both low on air they agree to continue with trying to get the casualty out (Source, BA Data: 

GTI RT17 -02820, MPS Witness Statement: GTI RT18-00099, GTI RT18-00309). 

At around this time Firefighter Foster believes she is on the fifth floor and notices other 

Firefighters passing down a female casualty Firefighter Foster describes her as wearing a burka 

and her face was covered by a cloth (Source, BA Data: CTIRT17-02820, MPS Witness Statement, 

CTIRT18-00927). 

02:23:00 SM Oliff at Brigade Control, makes a call to CU8 that lasts for two minutes, and 40 seconds. 

There is no record available of the contents of the conversation (Source, Mobile Phone Call Log: 

GTIRT18-03467). 

02:23:00"' SM Myatt enters the building via the main entrance (Source, Camera 4, CCTV). 

02:23:12 BA Team 13, CM Wigley, Firefighter Roberts, Firefighter Gillam, Firefighter Gonzalez and 

Firefighter Harris, return to Bridgehead and close down their BA sets (Source, BA Data: GTIRT17-

02820 and Camera 2, CCTV). 

02:23:14"' WM Dowden runs through the main lobby and exits through the main door (Source, Camera 4, 

CCTV). 

02:23:22 Brigade Control receive another 999 call in relation to Grenfell Tower. CRO Gotts takes the call. 

The caller is from the LAS, informing the LFB that they declared this as a significant incident. 

Incident Number 76175 Call Duration 25 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and 

Transcript: GTI RT17 -01750). 

The term 'Significant Incident' is used within the LAS and is not used by the LFB or MPS. LAS 

define a 'significant incident' as any incident which from initial intelligence will require an 

attendance of a number of resources along with a management presence or will require a 

specialist or dedicated response (Source, LAS Deputy Director of Operations: GTIRT18-

03474). 
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02:23:30 CRO Adams at Brigade Control takes this call which is from the MPS Control Room passing a 

CAD message that is from a caller on the 23rdfloor. The caller says that there are persons trapped on 

the 23'd floor. The MPS do not have a flat number as the caller cuts off before they can get any 

more information. 

Incident Number 76174 Call Duration 42 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and 

Transcript GTIRT17-00616). 

02:23:37 Foxtrot 266, Bethnal Green's FRU, books Status 2, mobile to incident. Foxtrot 266 is riding with 

four firefighters: CM Sean Murphy, Firefighter Craig Edwards, Firefighter lan Moore, and 

Firefighter Anthony Welden (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791 ). 

02:23:43 Alpha 301, Islington's PL, requests information from Brigade Control. 

"FN, Alpha 301 we are now Status 6 around the corner from the 40 pump fire, do you require us 

to attend or do you require us to return to the station? Over". 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02697). 

02:23:51 WM Dowden runs into the building followed by CM Stern. WM Dowden heads towards the 

stairs (Source, Camera 4, CCTV). 

02:23:54 Foxtrot 87, GM Mark Hazelton the Duty National Inter-Agency Liaison Officer (NILO) is paged to 

inform him of the incident at Grenfell Tower (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791 ). 

02:24"' 

02:24"' 

02:24"' 

Firefighter Desforges, from BA Team 19, crawls back into the lobby and discovers another 

casualty on the left hand side. He drags the casualty to the stairwell and leaves the casualty with 

Firefighter Mitchell and Firefighter Alassad. Firefighter Desforges enters the lobby for the third 

time and attempts to search the left hand side, he is concerned that there might be children in 

there. He returns to the stairwell and speaks to Firefighter Mitchell. Firefighter Mitchell decides to 

make a quick search on the right hand side as he has some air left. Firefighter Mitchell returns to 

the stairwell with no additional casualties. The three of them start to carry the casualty down the 

stairs (Source, MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT17-02932, GTIRT18-00652). 

BA Team 22, CM Batcheldor and Firefighter N Saunders, are ascending the stairs. Firefighter N 

Saunders states he was informed that the bridgehead would be moved, he believes it was to the 

ground floor (it is now known that at this time the bridgehead had actually been moved up to the 

third floor) (Source, BA Data: CTIRT17-02820, MPS Witness Statement: CTIRT18-00071). 

BA Team 15, Firefighter Fernandes and FirefighterWilliams, are descending the stairs. Firefighter 

Williams passes the child he is carrying (now known to be to Firefighter 

Fernandes (possibly on floor nine or 1 0). However it is believed that the firefighter was actually 

Firefighter J Saunders from BA Team 18. Due to the congestion on the stairs, Firefighter Williams 
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02:24"' 

02:24"' 

takes the girl back from the firefighter. As they continue to descend the light starts to improve 

and Firefighter Williams can see the girl is bubbling at the mouth, unconscious and non 

responsive. Firefighter J Saunders states he is carrying the casualty with another firefighter. 

When they get to the bridgehead they hand the child to WM Ashe who removes her from the 

building (Source, BA Data: GITRT17-02820, MPS Witness Statement: GTI RT18-011 05, GTI RT18-

00041, GTIRT18-00071 ). 

BA Team 16, Firefighter Roots and Firefighter Johnson, reach what they believe is the half landing 

on the 181
h or 1 ih floor and find what they believe is another casualty. Firefighter Johnson tells 

Firefighter Roots to continue down past him with the male and women while he feels for the 

other casualty. Firefighter Roots believes that the casualty is actually the female they are bringing 

down who has fallen past Firefighter Johnson. Firefighter Roots makes his way past Firefighter 

Johnson and continues down. Firefighter Roots has the male by the shoulders and is guiding him 

down. Firefighter Johnson picks up the casualty (which is the female from flat 165) and starts to 

carry her down the stairs backwards. Firefighter Johnson has now lost contact with Firefighter 

Roots (Source, MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-01842, GTIRT18-00935 and BSR Witness 

Statement: IWS00000064). 

BA Team 13, CM Wigley, Firefighter Harris, Firefighter Gillam, Firefighter Gonzalez and 

Firefighter Roberts, arrive at the mezzanine level bridgehead carrying a casualty (believed to be 

Fadumo Ahmed), they lay her down and commence CPR. BA Team 13 use their BA face masks 

on the casualties face to give her some air and they continue with CPR. A short while later the 

casualty starts to breathe again (Source, BA Data: GTIRT17-02820 and MPS Witness Statements: 

GTIRT18-01067, GTIRT17-02917, GTIRT18-00069, GTIRT18-01835, GTIRT18-00414). 

02:24:01 Brigade Control send an informative radio message to Alpha 301. 

"FN, Alpha 301 all received, many thanks, Alpha 301, over". 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02699). 

02:24:01 The LPWA on Firefighter Wrights BA set starts to actuate (BA Team 20) indicating that Firefighter 

Wright has 84 bar left and should be back at the bridgehead by this time if complying with 

Brigade policy (Source, BA Data: GTIRT17-02820). 

02:24:04 CBA group are paged, this is the CBRN Tactical Advisors group (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-

02791 ). 

02:24:07 Golf 302, Wembley's P books Status 3, in attendance. This is the 30th fire engine in attendance 

(Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791). 

02:24:08 The call between Brigade Control and Jessica Urbana Ramirez ends after 55 mins (Source, 999 

Audio File and Transcript GTIRT17-00570). 
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02:24:09 Alpha 301, Islington's PL, confirm receipt of the radio message from Brigade Control to return to 

Islington Fire Station. 

"FN, Alpha 301 all received, many thanks, Alpha 301, over" 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02699). 

02:24:18 Golf 381, Heston's PL, book Status 3, in attendance. This is the 31st fire engine in attendance 

(Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791). 

02:24:19 CRO Fox takes a call at Brigade Control from a female who reports a fire in Grenfell Tower and 

states that she is on the 1 ih floor in flat 94. CRO Fox asks how many people there are and the 

caller confirms that there are two adults and pleads for someone to come and save them. CRO Fox 

gives guidance on how to stop the smoke coming in the flat. She tells the caller to put towels at the 

bottom of the door. CRO Fox confirms that she will pass the caller's information over to the CU. 

Incident Number 76178 Call Duration one minute six seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio 

file and Transcript GTIRT17-00620). 

02:24:24 BA Team 24, Firefighter Evans and Firefighter Bloxham, report to the mezzanine level. Firefighter 

Evans states that before they leave the mezzanine they are shown a drawing on the wall of the 

layout of the floors. They are then told to go to the bridgehead on the second floor. They are 

briefed by a WM to proceed to flat 75 for a FSG. They are then told to wait while the bridgehead 

is moved up to the third floor. Once this is done BA Team 24 are re-tasked and told to go to flat 

205, 23'd floor to multiple people. Firefighter Evans repeats the brief back to the ECO and then 

informs Firefighter Bloxham. They then both start breathing under air and remove their BA tallies 

(Source, BA Data: GTIRT17-02820, MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-01038, GTIRT18-00926). 

lt is now known that Flat 205 belonged to the Neda family. The first FSG from this flat was 

received at 01:38:16, it was then relayed to CU8 at 01:40:50 stating there were seven 

individuals in flat 205, 23'd floor, some of whom had moved up from the 22nd floor because their 

kitchen was alight. lt is believed that Mariem Elgwahry and Eslah Elgwahry were the two 

referred to in the call as they were from flat 196, 22nd floor. They were also found deceased in 

flat 205, 23'd floor. A further call was received from flat 205 at 01:54:23 and 02:25:38 during 

which the LFB CRO tells the caller to get out. The caller states "they cant get out as the corridor 

is too black". 

02:24:25 CRO Adams takes a call from a caller who is shouting that he is jumping out the window and that 

he is very frightened. The caller is shouting and pleading for someone to do something. He says 
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he is in flat 194 and that he has been waiting in his flat for 45 minutes. The caller first spoke to the 

Brigade at 01:50:03 (GTIRT17-00562). CRO Adams asks him to repeat the flat number but the 

line drops out. A smoke alarm is audible in the background. 

Incident Number 76177, Call Duration 42 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and 

Transcript GTIRT17-00619). 

02:24:31 The Radio Operator at Brigade Control sends a message to CU7. 

Priority, Priority, Charlie Uniform 7 from M2FN, over". 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02700). 

Time of Flat Floor Number of people Remarks 

call Number number confirmed by 

caller 

02:02:47 82 11 Two adults, one This was passed to CU8 at 02:09:25 

child 

02:03:47 192 22 Passed to CU8 at 02:09:25 

02:05:25 203 23 Five adults, two 

children 

02:08:48 175 20 Two adults, two 

children and one 

baby 

02:10:31 192 22 Two adults, three 

children 

02:10:33 133 16 Two adults named Call taken by NWFC 

as Sener and Hanife 

02:13:03 165 19 Two adults and one Caller gives his name as Nick 

dog Burton. 

02:13:12 82 11 Caller gives her name as Natasha 

El cock. 

02:15:07 12 Three people 

02:17:24 115 14 Caller is from outside the tower and 

the is brother of the resident. He 

says his sister and her son are 
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trapped. 

02:18:06 192 22 Two adults, three 

children 

02:18:55 82 11 One Adult Name given to Essex Fire and 

Rescue Service as Natasha Elcock. 

02:21:04 183 21 Three adults, three Neighbour is in the flat. 

children. One adult 

is pregnant 

02:21:32 *192 22 *The caller gave theirflat number as 

203 on the 23'd floor. However 

when the CRO summarised the call 

and says she would pass on the 

details she says 192 on the 22 floor. 

02:24:19 94 12 Two Adults 

02:24:25 194 

02:24:39 Golf 386, Heston's FRU books Status 2, mobile to incident. Golf 386 is riding with five firefighters: 

02:24: 

CM Paul Gray, Firefighter Gary Hiscock, Firefighter Benjamin Holehouse, Firefighter Alan Hudson 

and Firefighter Daniel Pegram (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791). 

The Radio Operator at Brigade Control sends informative message to CU 

"Charlie Uniform 7. Flat 183 on the 21st floor. Three adults, one pregnant lady and three 

children are still trapped insidetheirflat. Over". 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02701 ). 

Flat Floor Number of people Remarks 

Number number 

183 21 Three adults, one pregnant Trapped in theirflat. 

female and three children. 
(Call received at 02:21 :04) 

02:25:00 Milad Kareem is rescued via a 13.5 metre ladder from flat 23, fifth floor (Source, Mr Kareem's 

own mobile phone). 
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02:25:00 CU7 request confirmation from the Radio Operator at Brigade Control. 

" ... three. And the floor please" 

02:25* 

02:25* 

02:25* 

02:25* 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02705). 

BA Team 24, Firefighter Bloxham and Firefighter Evans, are ascending the stairs. Firefighter Evans 

states "the stairwell was mayhem, so congested and so small". Firefighter Bloxham states their 

ascent is delayed by a couple of minutes due to other firefighters waiting to go ahead and others 

evacuating casualties. Firefighter Bloxham says at about the sixth floor visibility was down to zero 

and Firefighter Evans loses radio communications (Source, MPS Witness Statements of 

Firefighter Bloxham and Firefighter Evans: CTIRT18-01038, CTIRT18-00926). 

BA Team 18, CM Yeoman, Firefighter Nelson, Firefighter Stavely and Firefighter J Saunders, are 

descending the stairs to the bridgehead. Whilst doing this Firefighter Nelson and CM Yeoman 

see BA Team 17, Firefighter Cook and Firefighter Flanagan, exiting down the stairs. CM Yeoman 

notices a BA Team carrying an unconscious female and male and assists this crew. When they 

reach the bridgehead they hand the casualties over to another team of firefighters (Source, MPS 

Witness Statement: GTIRT18-02356, GTIRT17-02924). 

BA Team 26, Firefighter Juggins and CM McAionen. On ascending the stairs from the mezzanine 

to the bridgehead CM McAionen states "there is a constant stream of casualties and firefighters 

coming out" . CM McAionen can see firefighters giving CPR to a female (believed to be Fadumo 

Ahmed). Firefighter Juggins states that they are told to wait in a single line on the staircase to 

allow casualties out. They believe they stay on the stairwell for five to ten minutes (Source, 

Camera 1, Boxing Club, CCTV, MPS Witness Statement: CTIRT18-01417). 

BA Team 23, Firefighter Daoud and Firefighter O'Donoghue, believe they are at the fourth or fifth 

floor when four firefighters come through the smoke carrying a male, one firefighter on each 

limb. They describe the male a wearing a short sleeved shirt and trousers and was in his 50s or 

60s (believed to be Mohamednue Tuccu). The conditions on the stairs are reported as very dark 

and hot (Source, MPS Witness Statement: CTIRT18-00046). 

02:25:01 BA Team 12, Firefighter Lawson and Firefighter Foster, are descending the stairs approaching 

what they believe is the seventh, sixth or fifth floor. Firefighter Lawson's LPWA actuates, telling 

him he has 84 bar left and he should already be back at the bridgehead if complying with Brigade 

policy. (BA Data GTIRT17-02820). 

02:25:03 Hotel 352, Tooting's P, books Status 3, in attendance. This is the 32nd fire engine in attendance 

(Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791). 

02:25:03 The Radio Operator at Brigade Control providesfurtherinformationto CU7 
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"21st, that's two-one. Over". 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02706) 

02:25:08 CRO Russell at Brigade Control takes a call from a male caller reporting a fire and stating that there 

is someone stuck on the top floor. CRO Russell confirms that the caller is referring to Grenfell 

Tower. The caller says there is someoneflashingtheirlight on the top floor and that they are so close 

to the fire that they are going to die. CRO Russell says the Brigade is aware and have lots of 

people trapped all over the building. 

Incident Number 76180 Call Duration one minute 16 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio 

file and Transcript GTIRT17-00622). 

02:25:09 CU7 request further information from the message sent by the Radio Operator at Brigade Control 

at 02:25:03. 

"Confirm the persons again please, Over". 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02707). 

02:25:12 The Radio Operator at Brigade Control repeats message. 

"lt's Flat 183. One hundred and eighty-three, 21st floor. Three adults, one pregnant lady 

and three children. Over". 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02708). 

02:25:30* BA Team 22, CM Batcheldor and Firefighter N Saunders reach the 1 01
h floor and make entry from 

the stairwell into the lobby, they have to crawl in due to the extreme temperature. Both team 

members are shouting "can anyone hear us". CM Batcheldor has seen a diagram of the floor 

layout at the bridgehead so states he knows they had to go diagonally from the lobby door. Once 

in the lobby they shut the door behind them, they are unable to find the DRM outlet and can't 

see anything. Firefighter N Saunders calls out to establish if anyone is there. There is no response 

so they return to the lobby door and then go in the opposite direction. On both occasions CM 

Batcheldor states that they didn't get further than 15 foot before Firefighter N Saunders said he 

was burning. Due to the heat BA Team 22 return to the stairwell and close the lobby door. CM 

Batcheldor radios the ECO to explain that they can't reach Flat 74, 101
h floor as they require 

water. CM Batcheldor states he doesn't hear back from the ECO (Source, BA Data: GTI RT17-

02820 and MPS Witness Statement:, GTIRT17-01103, GTIRT18-00071). 

02:25:37* Firefighter D Murphy, exits the stair lobby into the main lobby wearing his SDBA set. He stops 

and talks to WM Williams and then exits the building via the main entrance (Source, Cameras 2 

and 4, CCTV). 
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02:25:38 CRO Howson at Brigade Control takes a call from a BT Operator at Portadown who explains that 

she has a female caller on the line who has told the BT Operator that they are on the 23 rd floor in 

flat 205, they cannot get out and they are running out of oxygen. CRO Howson speaks to the 

caller who confirms that the flat is black and that they are cornered by the kitchen. CRO Howson 

asks how many people there are and the caller confirms there are seven adults. At 02:27:48 the 

caller shouts that there is fire in the flat and reports it is in the bedroom. CRO Howson tells them to 

shut the bedroom door and tries to explain about blocking up doors. The caller then explains that 

they have tried to get out before and the corridor is full of smoke and CRO Howson responds by 

telling them that they need to decide but if the fire is in the flat then they need to get out. At 

02:30:05 the caller says she needs to go. The line goes quiet, CRO Howson tries to raise the 

caller but the phone is silent. At 02:30:28 the BT Operator comes on the line which indicates the 

line has gonedead. 

Incident Number 143553 Call Duration four minutes 54 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 

Audio file and Transcript GTI RT17-01738). 

02:25:43 CRO Gotts at Brigade Control takes a call from a male caller who gives an address of Grenfell 

Tower, Latimer Road. The caller reports that there is a fire and CRO Gotts asks if the caller is 

inside or outside of the building. The caller responds that they are outside and suggests that 

some helicopters are needed. CRO Gotts tells him that the Brigade is there dealing with the 

incident. 

Incident Number 76179, Call Duration 33 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and 

Transcript: GTI RT17 -00621). 

02:25:49 Hotel 346, Wimbledon's FRU, books Status 2, mobile to incident. Hotel 346 is riding with five 

firefighters: CM Adam Clarke, Firefighter David Friend, Firefighter Matthew Harold, Firefighter 

Richard Peacock and Firefighter Lewis Rice (Source, 'Vision': GTI RT17-02791 ). 

02:26"' 

02:26"' 

BA Team 14, CM Eden and Firefighter Welch, are descending the stairwell with the casualty. CM 

Eden states that around the 16th or 15th floor he takes another gauge check to see how much air 

he has. He has 23 bar (02:26) and Firefighter Welch has 50 bar (02:25:50). At this time they 

have a quick conversation. CM Eden says they have to leave and Firefighter Welch tells CM Eden 

to go and he will continue to bring the casualty down. CM Eden tries to persuade Firefighter 

Welch to leave but Firefighter Welch tells him that he has enough air to continue. CM Eden is 

about to run out of air and makes the decision to leave. He tells Firefighter Welch that he will get 

another BA crew to assist him with the casualty (Source, BA Data: GTIRT17-02820 and MPS 

Witness Statements:, GTIRT18-00099, GTIRT18-00309). 

BA Team 17, Firefighter Cook and Firefighter Flanagan, are descending the stairs from the 141
h 

floor to the bridgehead. They encounter four firefighters carrying an unconscious female 
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02:26"' 

(believed to be Khadija Khalloufi, flat 143, 1 ih floor). Firefighter Cook assists them and helps get 

the casualty to the bridgehead (Source, MPS Witness Statement: CTIRT18-01829). 

BA Team 22, CM Chris Batcheldor and Firefighter N Saunders, are ascending the stairs to the 11th 

floor. They meet Firefighter Hill who is on his own and joins them to make a crew of three. 

Firefighter N Saunders rolls out a length of 45 mm fire hose in an attempt to get water to the 10th 

floor. CM Batcheldor hears another Firefighter screaming for help, he recognised him as coming 

from Soho (believed to be Firefighter Adam Johnson from BA Team 16). The firefighter has a 

female who is unconscious with him (known to be Mrs Burton from flat 165) (Source, MPS 

Witness Statements: GTIRT17-01103, GTIRT18-00071. GTIRT18-00935). 

02:26:01 The Radio Operator at Brigade Control sends a message to CU7. 

"Charlie Uniform 7, Charlie Uniform 7 from M2FN. Over". 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02709). 

02:26:12* Firefighter Badillo, Firefighter Yamin, Firefighter Roberts and Firefighter Ngo carry a female 

(believed to be Fadumo Ahmed) down the stairs into the main lobby (Source, Cameras 2 and 4, 

CCTV). 

02:26:13 The Radio Operator at Brigade Control sends amessageto CU again. 

"Priority, priority. Charlie Uniform 7, Charlie Uniform 7 from M2FN. Over". 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript: GTI RT17-0271 0). 

02:26:13 RVP updated on 'Vision' to Bramley Road enter via Holland Park Avenue (Source, 'Vision': 

GTIRT17-02791). 

02:26:14"' (flat 175, 20th floor) is carried down the stairs into the main foyer by Firefighter M 

Smith (Source, Cameras 2 and 4, CCTV, MPS Witness Statement GTIRT18-02869). 

02:26:19 BA Team 11, Firefighter Campbell and Firefighter Mills, go back to their fire engine Alpha 212, 

Paddington's P, and get a full BA cylinder. They carry out a fire ground 'A' test ensuring that their 

BA sets work properly and can be worn again when required (Source, BA Data: GTIRT17-02820, 

MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-00967, GTIRT18-00402). 

02:26:22 The Radio Operator at Brigade Control sends an informative message to CU 7. 

"We have persons trapped in Flat 192 on the 22nd floor. They saythatthe fire is in the flat next 

doortothem. Over". 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02711 ). 

Flat Number Floor number Number of people Remarks 
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02:26:23"' 

192 22 Caller says the fire is in the flat 
next door to them 

is carried out of the building via the main entrance by Firefighter M Smith 

(Source, Camera 4, CCTV) 

02:26:27* CM Wigley comes down the stairs and exits into the main lobby (Source, Camera 2, CCTV). 

02:26:31"' Fadumo Ahmed from flat 164, 19th floor is carried out of the building by firefighters (Source, 

Camera 4, CCTV). 

02:26:37"' BA Team 16, Firefighter Johnson and Firefighter Roots, have split up. Firefighter Johnson is 

carrying the female down the stairs and gets to the 11th or 1oth floor when the door between the 

lobby and the stairwell bursts open with two firefighters with LPWA sounding. The firefighters 

are BA Team 22, CM Batcheldor and Firefighter N Saunders, and he asks them to help him with 

the casualty, which they do. BA Team 22's LPWAs are actuating which means they have less than 

84 bar and should already be back at the bridgehead if complying with Brigade policy. Firefighter 

Hill is with them but continues up the building on his own (Source, BA Data: GTIRT17-02820, 

MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT17-02820, GTIRT17-0110, GTIRT18-0093, GTIRT18-00071). 

02:26:44 BA Team 25, Firefighter Orchard and Firefighter Herrera, report to the bridgehead. Firefighter 

Orchard states they are briefed to go to flat 113, 14h floor, where six people are believed to be. 

WM De Silvo states "They were alright, but they're not alright now we need to get them out". 

Firefighter Herrera states the same address but remembers them being told it was to rescue an 

adult male, female and child (now believed to be Rosemary Olewule, her husband and child). 

They report to the ECO, start breathing under air and remove their BA tallies. (Source, BA Data: 

GTIRT17-02820 and MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-00647, GTIRT18-01020). 

02:26:48 Hotel241, Brixton's PL, book status 3, in attendance at Grenfell Tower. This is the 33'd fire engine 

in attendance (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791 ). 

02:26:48 CRO Russell at Brigade Control takes a call from a female caller reporting that she is inside 

Grenfell Tower in flat 173 on the 20th floor in her living room with her mum. CRO Russell checks if 

there is smoke in the flat and the caller says there is some smoke. CRO Russell advises they have 

two choices, if it is safe to do so they can leave but if not they should stay and the caller responds 

to say that she is too high to leave. The caller explains that she has opened the front door and it is 

very smoky outside. CRO Russell provides FSG including blocking the smoke and keeping away 

from the doors, shutting any windows that are letting in smoke and advises moving to other 

rooms as required, keeping low and covering their faces. CRO Russell confirms the floor number 

and explains that the Brigade is in attendance and she will pass the information onto the crews. 

She ends the call by saying if anything changes they should call back. 
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Incident Number 76183 Call Duration two minutes 51 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio 

file and Transcript GTIRT17-00624). 

02:26:51 The Radio Operator at Brigade Control asks CU7 ifthey received radio message sent at 02:26:22. 

"Charlie Uniform 7, did you receive that? Over". 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02712). 

02:26:55 CU7 acknowledges receipt. 

"FN from Charlie Uniform 7, received. Do we know how many people in the flat? Over". 

The Radio Operator at Brigade Control responds 

"Answer no, over" 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02713). 

02:26:59* CM Eden, BA Team 14, is descending the stairs and it is believed he is around the 151h or 14h 

floors when he meets another BA Team and explains to them about Firefighter Welch and tells 

them to go and help him. CM Eden then shouts up to Firefighter Welch to let him know help was 

on the way. CM Eden then continues down the stairs due to the lack of air in his BA set (Source, 

MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-00309). 

02:27* GM Cook (ORT) enters the building via the main entrance (Source, Camera 4, CCTV). 

02:27:05 Hotel 351, Tooting's PL, books Status 3, in attendance at Grenfell Tower. This is the 341
h fire 

engine in attendance (Source, 'Vision': GTI RT17-02791: GTIRT17-02791 ) .. 

02:27:10 BA Team 15, Firefighter Fernandes and FirefighterWilliams, return to the ECO at the bridgehead. 

They relay all the information about the rescue and where they have been. They then close down 

their BA sets (Source, BA Data: GTIRT17-02820, MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-01105, 

GTIRT18-00041). 

02:27:12 CRO Fox at Brigade Control takes a call from a female caller in flat 142 on the 1 ih floor who states 

that no one has come to help them and she thinks they are going to die. The caller states that the 

fire is right next to the window and confirms that there are five adults, including two elderly 

people. She asks for help and says they have been waiting over an hour. CRO Fox confirms that 

she is going to pass the information to the CU on scene. 

Incident Number 76182 Call Duration one minute (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and 

Transcript: GTI RT17 -00623). 

02:27:21 The Radio Operator at Brigade Control sends message to CU7. 

"Charlie Uniform 7 from M2FN. Over". 
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(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript: GTI RT17 -02714). 

02:27:22* Firefighter Nutall exits the stairs carrying a second BA set and enters the main lobby (Camera 2, 

CCTV). 

02:27:29 The Radio Operator at Brigade Control sends informative message to CU7. 

"Charlie Uniform 7, we've got two adults trapped inside Flat 94, 9-4 on the 12th- 1-2, 12th 

floor. Over". 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript: GTI RT17 -02715). 

Flat Number Floor number Number of people Remarks 

94 12 Two adults 

02:27:36 BA Team 12, Firefighter Lawson and Firefighter Foster, report back to the bridgehead, retrieve 

their tallies and close down their BA sets (Source, BA Data: GTIRT17-02820, MPS Witness 

Statement: GTIRT18-00068, GTIRT18-00927). 

02:27:44 CU7 acknowledges receipt. 

"Received" 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02716). 

02:27:54 Firefighter Malik from BA Team 21 reports to the bridgehead with the casualty he has helped 

carry down and hands them over to firefighters carrying out casualty handling. Firefighter Malik 

informs the ECO about him splitting from his BA partner Firefighter Hill. He collects his tally and 

closes down his BA set (Source, BA Data: CTIRT17-02820, MPS Witness Statement: CTIRT18-

00070). 

02:28"' 

02:28"' 

Firefighter Bell and Firefighter Wright, BA Team 20, bring their casualty down and go past the 

bridgehead onto the mezzanine floor. Once there they hand the casualty over to a SM. Whilst 

ascending back to the bridgehead BA Team 20 are in the stairwell and they meet a white male 

approximately 60 years old. He has a wet towel over his head and states that his wife is still in 

their flat and suffers with dementia. They then return to the bridgehead and close down their BA 

sets (Source, BA Data: GTIRT17-02820 and MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-02061, GTIRT18-

00042). 

BA Team 25, Firefighter Orchard and Firefighter Herrera, proceed up the stairwell. Firefighter 

Herrera is leading and they both describe the conditions as being completely smoke logged with 

thick black smoke. Firefighter Herrera states it was "pitch black" the stairwell was narrow and 
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between the wall and the handrail Firefighter Herrera could stretch out his arms and touch both 

sides (Source, BA Data: GTIRT17-02820 and MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-00647, 

GTIRT18-01020). 

02:28:00"' GM O'Neill enters the building via the main entrance and walks towards the stairs, He is wearing 

the 'Senior Safety Officer' surcoat (Source, Camera 4, CCTV). 

02:28:08 At this time Firefighter Desforges', BA Team 19, LPWA actuates, indicating he has 84 bar left and 

should have already returned to the bridgehead if complying with Brigade policy (Source, BA 

Data: GTI RT17 -02820). 

02:28:09 CRO Gotts at Brigade Control takes a call from a caller inside Grenfell Tower on the 101
h floor in 

flat 73. The caller asks for information and explains that when she last called (01 :41:21 

GTIRT17-00535) she is told to stay put. CRO Gotts states that if the caller feels that they can leave 

then that is their choice but if not then they should block up the doors. The caller explains that 

they have blocked the doors but that it is getting very hot. CRO Gotts asks if there is a window 

they can open without letting in more smoke to help it cool down and the caller says that there 

may be. The caller then asks if they should wait for someone to come and get them and CRO 

Gotts explains that the Brigade is currentlyfightingthefire. 

Incident Number 76184 Call Duration one minute 36 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio 

file and Transcript GTIRT17-00625). 

02:28:09"' CM Stern enters the building and heads towards the stairs (Source, Camera 4, CCTV) 

02:28:23 Hotel 242, Brixton's P books Status 3 in attendance. This is the 35th fire engine in attendance 

(Source, 'Vision': GTI RT17 -02791 ). 

02:28:26"' WM Watson and WM Williams are talking in the main lobby. lt is believed from their statements 

and their roles they are discussing FSGs (Source, Camera 4, CCTV and MPS Witness Statement: 

GTIRT18-00073, GTIRT18-00047). 

02:28:27 A213, Paddington's TL, is seen reversing out from the East elevation and parks under the covered 

walkway (Source, Camera 2, CCTV). 

02:28:27 CRO Adams rings CU8 and passes the information in the table below. At 02:22:54 CU7 advises 

the Brigade Control Room to pass all FSG information to them. CRO Adams is at a call taker's 

position and dials direct to CU8. She passes on the following; 

Flat Floor number Number of people Remarks 
Number 

205 23 Seven adults Fire is in the living room of their flat. 
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During the conversation CRO Adams tells the CU that the caller is being told to leave and the CU 

Operator repeats this back by way of confirmation. In the background a male voice can be heard 

asking "who by". CRO Adams confirms that Brigade Control are trying to persuade them to leave 

(Source, NICE, Admin Phone Line Audio file: GTIRT18-00512). 

02:28:30"' GM O'Neill enters the stair lobby (Source, Camera 2, CCTV). 

02:28:32* Firefighter Dorgu exits the stair lobby in to the main lobby (Source, Camera 2, CCTV). 

02:28:34 BA Team 18, CM Yeoman, Firefighter Nelson, Firefighter Stavely and Firefighter J Saunders, 

return to the bridgehead, report to the ECO, collect their tallies and close down their BA sets 

(Source, BA Data: GTIRT17-02820). 

02:28:35 BA Team 12, Firefighter Lawson and Firefighter Foster, return to the bridgehead, report to the 

ECO and collect their tallies and close down their BA sets. Firefighter Lawson remains at the 

bridgehead and draws a plan of the 181
h floor, detailing the flats where they have searched and 

where the remaining people were (Source, BA Data: GTIRT17-02820, MPS Witness Statement: 

GTIRT18-00927, GTIRT18-00068). 

02:28:45 Foxtrot 87, GM Mark Hazelton, who is the Duty NILO confirms he will monitor the incident 

remotely (Source, 'Vision': GTI RT17-02791 ). 

02:28:48"' GM Goulbourne enters the building through the main entrance (Source, Camera 4, CCTV). 

02:28:51"' GM O'Neill exits the building via the main entrance (Source, Camera 4, CCTV). 

02:28:51 Firefighter Welch, BA Team 14, whilst descending the stairs dragging a casualty is joined by two 

firefighters in BA (currently not identified). He tells them he has run out of air and has to leave. 

He removes his helmet, fire hood and BA facemask. (These are later discovered on the 10th to 

12th floors). He then begins to run down the stairs to find his way out (Source, BA Data: CTIRT17-

02820 and MPS Witness Statement: CTIRT18-00099). 

02:28:53 Surrey FRS take a call from a female caller reporting that her father-in-law is trapped on the 22nd 

floor of Grenfell Tower. She explains that says he is 70 years old and gives the full address as Flat 

194 Grenfell Towers, W111TQ. The caller explains that it is Grenfell Tower and that it is on the 

BBC news. The Surrey CRO says she will contact London but they are not aware of the incident in 

Surrey because it is not on their ground. The Surrey CRO states that she will pass on the 

information to London. 

02:29"' 

Incident Number 22853 Call Duration two minutes 16 seconds (Source, FRS Incident Log and 

Audiofile: GTIRT17-01610). 

BA Team 23, Firefighter Daoud and Firefighter O'Donoghue continue to ascend anotherflight of 

stairs and believe they are between the fifth and sixth floors, two firefighters come past them with 
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a female who is unconscious being dragged. Firefighter Daoud and Firefighter O'Donoghue both 

state that a firefighter then comes past them with no helmet or BA facemask on and asks for 

directions to the bridgehead (believed to be Firefighter Welch) (Source, MPS Witness 

Statements: GTI RT18-00393, GTI RT18-00046). 

02:29:00 BA Team 24, Firefighter Bloxham and Firefighter Evans are climbing the stairs and state that 

visibility on the stairs had worsened as they ascended and at the 1oth floor visibility is zero. Whilst 

at the 10th floor BA Team 24 decide to leave the Enforcer and fire hose behind as they are using a 

lot of air, they then continue up the stairs (Source, BA Data, MPS Witness Statements: GTIRT17-

02820, GTIRT18-01038, GTIRT18-00926). 

02:29:00* BA Team 27, Firefighter Dwyer and Firefighter Perez enter the building, wearing BA sets and 

carrying an axe and a TIC (Source, Camera 4, CCTV). 

02:29:00* GM Goulbourne enters the stair lobby and goes upstairs (Source, Camera 2, CCTV). 

02:29:08* Mohamednue Tuccu (flat 166) is carried by four firefighters, believed to be WM Dowden, SM 

Walton, GM Cook (ORT) and another firefighter (currently unidentified) down the stairs and they 

then proceed into the main lobby (Source, Camera 2, CCTV and Resident Exit Times GTIRT18-

02515). 

02:29:15* Khadija Khalloufi (flat 143, 1 ih floor) is carried down the stairs by two firefighters, believed to be 

CM Stern and SM Myatt, and then proceed into the main lobby (Source, Camera 2, CCTV and 

Resident Exit Times GTIRT18-02515). 

02:29:15* Mohamednue Tuccu (flat 166, 19th floor) (bare chested wearing black bottoms) is then carried by 

four firefighters believed to be WM Dowden, SM Walton, GM Cook (ORT) and an unidentified 

firefighter from the building through the main entrance (Source, Camera 4, CCTV and Resident 

Exit Times GTIRT18-02515). 

02:29:19* An unidentified firefighter comes down the stairs into the stair lobby with a FIB board and 

proceeds into the main lobby then out of the building via the main entrance. lt is believed to 

either relay the information to the FSG point by the paladins (large bins) or back to CU7. The 

picture below is the exhibit from WM Sadler as to where the paladins and CU7 were located. 

(Source, Cameras 2 and 4, CCTV, MPS Witness Statement, Exhibits: PAS/02: GTIRT18-03702). 
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02:29:23* Firefighter M Smith enters the bottom of the stairs (Source, Camera 2, CCTV). 

02:29:29* Khadija Khalloufi (flat 143, 1 ih floor) carried from the building by two firefighters via the main 

entrance (Source, Camera4, CCTV and Resident Exit Times: GTIRT18-02515). 

02:29:34 CRO Fox from Brigade Control takes a call passed by a BT Operator in Nottingham who reports 

that they took a call from a man with a baby who is asking for the fire service. There is a smoke 

alarm audible in the background but the line drops out. CRO Fox asks for more information 

including flat number and the BT Operator offers to play back the call. The call is heard and it is a 

man who says what is thought to be, he is on the 14th floor and he has a baby. He then says fire, 

fire and the call ends. 

The BT Operator believes it was the 13th however CRO Fox believes he says the 14th CRO Fox 

says she will call him back. 

Incident Number 76187 Call Duration one minute 30 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio 

file and Transcript GTIRT17-00627). 

02:29:50 Alpha 236, Euston's FRU, books Status 3 in attendance. This is the third FRU in attendance 

(Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791). 
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02:30"' 

02:30"' 

02:30"' 

Between 02:00 and 02:30 in the table below the following residents have either been rescued, 

assisted out or self-evacuated from Grenfell Tower (Source, Residents List by Floor and Flat 

Number, Resident Exit Times: GTIRT18-01141 and GTIRT18-01051 ). 

(Flat 9,third floor) 

(Flat 9, third floor) 

(Flat 9, third floor) 

David Lewis (Flat 9, third floor) 

Mariko Toyoshima-Lewis (Flat 9, third floor) 

-(Flat 65, ninth floor) 

Sharon Laci (Flat 65, ninth floor) 

Milad Kareem (Flat 23, fifth floor via 1351adder) 

Re bin Sabir (Flat 23, fifth floor via 1351adder) 

(Believed to be) Fadumo Ahmed (Flat 164, 19th floor) 

(Flat 175, 20th floor) 

FF Okoh whilst walking back from retrieving equipment was approached by a black male who 

was concerned about his family on the 14th f/oor.FF Okoh states "I gave some advice as before, 

informing the male to phone 999 and that we will do the best we can" (not corroborated)(Source 

,MPS Witness Statement ,CTIRT18-00053) 

SOM Smith states in her MPS witness statement that around this time "the decision was made to 

change the 'stay put' guidance and that decision was mine". Her rationale was the duration of the 

calls, the contents of the calls and the resources available. She also states that the information 

coming back from her staff and the conditions the residents were in, meant they had no way of 

waiting to be rescued. She then says that this information was passed to the incident ground by 

Brigade Control Room staff (Source, MPS Witness Statement, CTIRT17-01956). 
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02:30"' 

02:30"' 

DAC Fenton, is working at Brigade Control in charge of the Brigade Coordination Centre (BCC). 

He explains that he discusses with SOM Smith "/ have seen the pictures on the television and it 

shows the tower fully engulfed in fire". The television referred to in DAC Fenton's statement is 

the one located in the BCC. He also has the information that the crews are unable to go above the 

15th floor. At that time there has not been an 'informative' message from the incident ground 

since 01:14:21. He states he discusses with SOM Smith about changing the FSC guidance from 

'stay put' to 'leave'. He asks her advice and views. Following a discussion around what he had 

seen on the BCC television, the information about the crews being unable to get above the 15th 

floor and the large number of FSC calls being taken by Brigade Control, they both agree that the 

guidance needs to be changed. In DAC Fenton's statement he states "it was at that point the 

advice changed". He goes on to say that on making the decision SOM Smith went around 

Brigade Control and told all the CROs of the change in guidance instructing the CROs to inform 

people to get out of the tower. At the same time, DAC Fenton asks a CRO to speak to the 

incident ground via the main scheme radio channel to inform them that the advice from Brigade 

Control and the Duty DAC is that Brigade Control has changed the stay put guidance. 

WM Meyrick who was Team Leader on CUB, states in his MPS witness statement that he was 

asked by SM 0/iff to confirm with AC Roe that Brigade Control could change their advice to 

callers. He states that he did that and relayed back to SM 0/iff that the advice had been changed. 

He states he cannot recall what time that was (Source, MPS Witness Statement of WM Meyrick 

and DACAdrian Fenton: CTIRT17-0194B, CTIRT1B-00396). 

DAC O'Loughlin states in his MPS witness statement he is informed that the 'stay put' advice had 

been changed by DAC Fenton at Brigade Control. He states he believes it has been in place for 

20- 25 minutes at this point. He also states that he asks for a message to be sent to all sectors 

informing them of the change in advice. When AC Roe meets DAC O'Loughlin on CUB, AC Roe 

says they need to change 'stay put' advice and DAC O'Loughlin says this has already been done 

(Source, MPS Witness Statement: CTIRT1B-01266). 

02:30:12"' GM O'Neill enters the building via the main entrance and talks to WM Williams (Source, Camera 

4, CCTV). 

02:30:15 Echo 351. Old Kent Road's PL, books Status 3 in attendance. This is the 361
h fire engine in 

attendance (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791). 

02:30:22"' Members of BA Team 18, CM Yeoman, Firefighter Cook and Firefighter J Saunders, come down 

the stairs into the ground floor and enter the main lobby (Source, Camera 2, CCTV). 

02:30:23 WM Dowden enters the building via the main entrance (Source, Camera 4, CCTV). 

02:30:25"' BA Team 29, Firefighter Nuttall and Firefighter Whitley enter the stair lobby and go up the stairs 

to the mezzanine floor, wearing BA sets (Source, Camera 2, CCTV). 
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02:30:31 The Radio Operator at Brigade Control sends message to CU7. 

"Priority Charlie Uniform 7 from M2FN. Over". 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02978) 

02:30:38 CU7 respond to the Radio Operator at Brigade Control. 

"FN from Charlie Uniform 7, go ahead. Over". 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript: GTIRT17-02979). 

02:30:40* Firefighter Stavely exits the staircase into the main lobby (Source, Camera 2, CCTV) . 

02:30:41 Firefighter Desforges and Firefighter Mitchell from BA Team 19 and Firefighter Alassad from BA 

Team 20 return to the bridgehead, which is currently on the third floor. They hand a casualty 

(believed to be Khadija Khalloufi) over to firefighters carrying out casualty handling and report to 

the ECO. They report their actions and explain why they hadn't done this earlier due to radio 

communication issues. They then close down their BA Sets (Source, BA Data: GTIRT17-02820 

and MPS Witness Statements: GTIRT17-02932, GTIRT18-00652 ). 

02:30:42 The Radio Operator at Brigade Control sends informative message to CU7. 

"Charlie Uniform 7, erm, Flat 142, 142 on the 1lh -1-7, 1lh floor level. Five adults including 

two elderly persons are trapped inside. Over". 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02980). 

Flat Floor Number of people Remarks 
Number number 

142 17 Five adults including two Trapped inside flat 
elderly persons 

02:30:43"' In the main lobby Firefighter Flanagan from BA Team 17 is talking to WM Dowden and appears 

to be very animated. He also talks to several otherfirefighters (Source, Camera 4, CCTV). 

02:30:45 CRO Russell at Brigade Control takes a call from Surrey FRS who report taking a call from a 

woman whose grandfather is in flat 194 on the 22nd floor of Grenfell Tower. CRO Russell says she 

will pass it on to crews and provides the incident reference. This call relates to that taken by 

Surrey FRS at 02:28:53 (GTI RT17-0161 0) above. CRO Russell asks if it is just one person 

trapped and the Surrey CRO states that it is believed to be. Surrey confirm their call reference as 

12115. 

Incident Number 76186 Call Duration one minute six seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio 

file and TranscriptGTIRT17-00626). 
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02:30:51 CRO Howson at Brigade Control takes a call from the MPS who are calling to pass some 

information. The MPS CRO states that they have had a call from a lady who is ringing to report 

that her friend, her friend's husband and three children are stuck in flat 192 on the 22nd floor 

(MPS CAD 796). CRO Howson confirms that she thinks London have spoken to them but will 

pass the info to the crews. The MPS CRO then explains that on the 29th floor (although he 

doesn't think the building is that high) there is someone waving blankets or sheets out of the 

window and then passes brief information about persons waving on 1 ih and 141
h floors. 

Incident Number 143554 Call Duration one minute 43 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio 

file and Transcript GTIRT17-01739). 

02:30:51"' CM Batterbee comes down the stairs and proceeds into the main lobby (Source, Camera 2, 

CCTV). 

02:31 :00 CU7 acknowledges receipt of message sent by the Radio Operator at Brigade Control at 

02:30:42. 

"FN from Charlie Uniform 7 received". 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02981 ). 

02:31:00 BA Team 26, Firefighter Juggins and CM McAionen, report to the bridgehead and receive their 

briefing. They are briefed to go to flat 111, 14th floor to a female and a child. (Source, BA Data 

Set, MPS Witness Statements: GTIRT17-02820, GTIRT18-01417, GTIRT18-01010). 

02:31 :05* A CM enters the stair lobby and climbs the stairs to the mezzanine carrying an IEC pack (Source, 

Camera 2, CCTV). 

02:31:06 Firefighter Bell and Firefighter Wright from BA Team 20 report to the ECO at the bridgehead. 

They collect their tallies and close down their BA Sets. Firefighter Wright tells the ECO "As we 

were making our way to the ECO I met a male coming down the stairs. He was on his own, I 

assisted him down the remaining steps. The male was white, approximately 60 years old. He had 

a wet towel over his head. He spoke in an Eastern European accent. The male told me his wife 

was still in their flat, she suffers from Alzheimers or dementia. He told me his wife would not 

leave with him and asked me to go to his flat and rescue her. The male told me his flat number, I 

cannot remember it now, but once we had reached the safety of the Mezzanine floor, I left him as 

he said he was ok to walk and I returned to the ECO. I told the ECO the flat number and ensured 

he was aware that the male's wife was still in there. I collected my tally and made my way back 

down the stairs" (Source, BA Data and MPS Witness StatementGTIRT17-02820, GTIRT18-

00042, GTIRT18-02061). 

02:31 :17* WM Dowden enters the stair lobby and runs up the stairs to the mezzanine level (Source, 

Camera 2, CCTV). 
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02:31:18 Brigade Manager 8, AC Andy Roe books Status 3 in attendance. He is the first AC in attendance 

(Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791). 

02:31:19"' WM Moore enters the building carrying several A4 size pieces of paper believed to be Control 

Information Forms (Source, Camera 4, CCTV). 

02:31 :19 The Radio Operator at Brigade Control sends a message to Command Unit. 

"Charlie Uniform 8, go ahead. Over". 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02982) 

02:31 :22 CU8 send assistance message to the Radio Operator at Brigade Control. 

"Charlie Uniform 8. Can we confirm that aerials have been made 4 forth is incident? Charlie 

Uniform 8, over". 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02984). 

02:31:28* CM Eden from BA Team 14 comes down the stairs wearing his BA Set having completed his BA 

wear and enters the main lobby (Source, Camera 2, CCTV). 

02:31:29"' Firefighter Fosterfrom BA Team 12 comes down the stairs wearing her BA Set having completed 

he BA wear and enters the main lobby (Source, Camera 2, CCTV). 

02:31:35 CRO Fox at Brigade Control tries to call back the number passed by the BT Operator during the 

call at 02:29:34. CRO Fox rings the number and it goes to an 02 messaging service. No message 

is left (Source, NICE, Admin Phone Line Audio file: GTIRT18-02370). 

02:31:35 Foxtrot 331, Whitechapel's PL books Status 3 in attendance. This is the 37th fire engine in 

attendance (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791). 

02:31 :40"' CM Eden from BA Team 14 leaves the building via the main lobby followed by Firefighter Foster 

(Source, Camera 4 CCTV). 

02:31 :49 CRO Gotts at Brigade Control takes a call from a female who says she is on the 14th floor and that 

there is now a fire on the top. CRO Gotts tries to confirm if she means the fire is at the top of the 

building or the top of her flat and the caller states it is at the top of my flat. There is a loud scream 

then a man moans then another scream. The caller then shouts look at the fire and CRO Gotts 

tries to confirm if the fire is in the callers flat. The caller explains that they can't go out because 

they were told to stay inside but she goes on to explain but that the fire will come in to the flat. 

CRO Gotts advises that if they can get out then they should, if not to block up the exits and move 

away from where the smoke is. The line clears without any further response from the caller. 

Incident Number 76190, Call Duration one minute 56 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio 

file and Transcript GTIRT17-00628). 
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02:31 :49"' Firefighter Welch from BA Team 14 comes down the stairs wearing his BA Set but his facemask 

and helmet are missing. He has just run out of air in the main stairwell. He proceeds to the main 

lobby (Source, Camera 2, CCTV). 

02:32:00"' BA Team 23, Firefighter Daoud and Firefighter O'Donoghue are still climbing the stairs to the 121
h 

floor. Firefighter O'Donoghue states "the conditions are very hot and getting hotter as we 

ascended". On every floor they open the door into the lobby area to see if there are any 

casualties, the lobbies are hotter than the stairs, some of the doors are open because of discarded 

equipment (believed to be LFB equipment left in situ) which is letting smoke into the stairwell. 

Firefighter O'Donoghue estimates the temperature is around 200 degrees Fahrenheit (Source, 

MPS Witness Statement: CTIRT18-00046). 

02:32:12* WM Moore, Firefighter Flanagan and Firefighter Dorgu are having a discussion in the stair lobby. 

WM Moore is stood on the stairs and has a handful of Control Information Forms in his hand. 

Once the conversation finishes WM Moore goes up stairs onto the mezzanine level. (Firefighter 

Dorgu states in his SA/ statement that he is a FSC runner during this period. He says he is running 

between the paladin bins outside and the FSC CU (CU7), he doesn't state he is running 

specifically into the tower with FSC information but does say he was running everywhere). 

(Source, Camera 2, CCTV and SA/ statement: CTIRT18-00570). 

02:32:22"' Firefighter Power and Firefighter Barker enter the building carrying a FIB each. WM Moore enters 

the building carrying Control Information Forms (Source, Camera 4, CCTV). 

02:32:30 CRO Adams at Brigade Control takes a call from a male caller shouting for help. He explains that 

he is inside Grenfell Tower on the 18th floor in flat 153. CRO Adams tries to establish what is 

happening but the caller is speaking erratically and it is difficult to hear. The caller explains that 

the fire was in flat 154 and it is now in theirflat. CRO Adams asks how many people there are and 

the caller explains that his neighbour is with him as well and that there are four adults. CRO 

Adams asks if he can get out and the caller states that they cannot so CRO Adams advises that 

they should get to the safest room and asks where they are. The caller states that they are in the 

living room and CRO Adams advises she will inform crews and that the caller should ring back if it 

gets worse. 

Incident Number 76193, Call Duration three minutes 51 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 

Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-00630). 

02:32:41 CRO Russell at Brigade Control takes a call from a female caller in flat 82 on the 11 1
h floor who 

asks if someone is coming for them. CRO Russell advises her that the fire is bad but that there are 

lots of firefighters present and making their way through the building. CRO Russell asks about the 

conditions and the caller advises that they are okay for the moment but that it seems to be getting 

worse. CRO Russell then asks the caller if it is safer to for her to stay or to make her own way out and 
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the caller confirms she cannot leave. CRO Russell advises her to keep away from windows and 

doors and explains that if smoke starts to comes in then the caller should move to a different room 

and block that up too. The caller states that there is no smoke yet and they have already put 

towels down but that it is spreading quickly and that she thinks the fire is in the flat next door. 

CRO Russell confirms that she will pass the message to crews. 

Incident Number 76191, Call Duration two minutes 30 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 

Audio file and Transcript GTI RT17-00629). 

02:32:43"' BA Team 29, Firefighter Whitley and Firefighter Nuttall, enter the stair lobby and are making their 

way to the bridgehead. Firefighter Nuttall states he sees a small naked female being carried out 

by firefighters. He also witnesses a couple of children believed to be female about eight or nine 

years old in pyjamas being brought out by firefighters. A number of firefighters drop their BA sets 

and help pass the casualties along a human chain. Firefighter Nuttall states he believes he sees 

Firefighter Yamin performing CPR on one of the casualties on the mezzanine floor (Firefighter 

Yam in states he performs "assisted breathing" on a casualty). (Source, Camera 1, Boxing Club, 

CCTV, MPS Witness Statement: GTI RT18-01296). 

02:32:47"' Firefighter Power, Firefighter Moore and Firefighter Barker all exit the building via the main 

entrance. Firefighter Power and Firefighter Barker take their FIBs with them (Source, Camera 4, 

CCTV). 

02:33:00"' CM Batcheldor, Firefighter N Saunders from BA Team 22 and Firefighter Johnson from BA Team 

16 carry Mrs Burton (Flat 165) down the stairs and take her into the main lobby (Source, Camera 

2, CCTV). 

02:33:00 SM Oliff at Brigade Control makes a telephone call to CU8 on his Brigade issue mobile phone. 

There is no record available of the contents of the call. In his MPS witness statement he describes 

that he was instructed by DAC Fenton to take responsibility for passing the FSG calls. He states 

he was specifically tasked to relay the information coming into Brigade Control to CU7 at the 

incident. He also describes how he used white boards in Brigade Control to write down the 

details of the calls that were coming from the 999 calls being received. He explains that normally 

a specific template called a Control Information Form would be completed by the CROs but on 

this occasion because of the speed and frequency of information, he was being handed slips of 

paper with information written on them. He states he was speaking to CU7 but he actually dials 

the number allocated to the mobile phone number of the Team Leader on CU8. WM Meyrick 

was the Team Leader on CU8. In his MPS witness statement WM Meyrick describes how he was 

on CU8 and taking details of FSG calls and then he moved to CU7 to continue his role on the 

dedicated FSG CU (CU8) call duration eight minutes, 44 seconds (Source, MPS Witness 

Statement: GTIRT17-01948, GTIRT18- 01532). 
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02:33:06"' Mr Burton (flat 165, 19th floor) walks down the stairs and through into the main lobby following 

his wife Mrs Burton who is being carried out by firefighters (Source, Camera 2, CCTV). 

02:33:09 Alpha 311, Holloway's PL books Status 3 in attendance. This is the 38th fire engine in attendance 

(Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791). 

02:33:11" Mrs Burton (flat 165, 19th floor) is carried out of building via the main entrance by firefighters 

(Source, Camera 4, CCTV). 

02:33:16 Hotel 345, Wimbledon's ALP books Status 2 mobile to incident. Hotel 345 is riding with two 

firefighters. CM Grant Evans and Firefighter Paul Medina (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791 ). 

02:33:23"' BA Team 17, Firefighter Cook and Firefighter Flanagan exit the building via the main entrance 

(Source, Camera 4, CCTV). 

02:33:23"' Mr Burton (flat 165, 19th floor) exits the building unaided via the main entrance (Source, Camera 

4, CCTV). 

02:33:31"' Debris is continually falling from the building outside the ground floor stair lobby on the East 

elevation. The side exit is compromised and cannot be used (Source, Camera 2, CCTV). 

02:33:32 Hotel 276, Battersea's FRU books Status 3 in attendance. This is the fourth FRU in attendance 

(Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791). 

02:32:32"' WM Dowden enters the building via the main entrance and goes into the stair lobby (Source, 

Camera 4, CCTV). 

02:33:36 CRO Duddy at Brigade Control is in the middle of a call that started 1:51:14. The male caller is 

from Flat 95, 1 ih floor. The caller informs CRO Duddy that there is smoke everywhere. CRO 

Duddy says to the caller "right we are going to tell you to leave but you need to stay on the 

phone". At 02:34:32 a knocking can be heard then the caller is heard saying they are here and a 

voice saying "hello fire brigade". He then says "save us". Someone else is heard saying "hello 

mate get out". 

Incident Number 76135, Call Duration 40 minutes (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and 

Transcript GTIRT17-00569). 

02:33:50 BA Team 22, CM Batcheldor and Firefighter N Saunders return to the bridgehead. They report to 

the ECO, collect their tallies and close down their BA sets. They explain to the ECO they were 

unable to gain entry to the 1oth floor and carry out their brief. Whilst stood there a firefighter 

carrying a young girl falls on top of them. CM Batcheldor picks the girl up and proceeds to take 

her out of the building (Source, BA Data, MPS Witness Statements: GTIRT17-02820, GTIRT17-

01103, GTIRT18-00071). 
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02:33:58 Echo 341, Dockhead's PL books Status 3 in attendance. This is the 39th fire engine in attendance 

(Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791). 

02:34"' Firefighter Wright, Firefighter Bell and Firefighter Alassad exit the building via the main entrance 

(Source, Cameras 2 and 4, CCTV, MPS Witness Statement: GTI RT18-02061 ). 

02:34"' Firefighter Hill from BA Team 21 reaches the 121
h floor and enters the lobby, he is looking for flat 

95. He carries out a right hand search and finds a door which won't open, he thinks it is an 

electricity cupboard. He then feels the wall around to the left and discovers what he believes is a 

red door. Firefighter Hill knocks on the door but gets no answer so knocks again and the door is 

answered by a male who is on the phone to Brigade Control. The male puts the phone down on 

seeing Firefighter Hill. Firefighter Hill goes into the flat and explains that he is going to get them 

out, but explains that it is very dark and heavily smoke logged. He tells the family to get some 

wet towels and put them over their mouths as it will be hard to breath. He then lines them up and 

tells them to hold onto each other and follow him (Source, FSC call log, BA Data and MPS 

Witness Statement: CTIRT17-00569, CTIRT17-02820, CTIRT18-00426). 

02:34:00 BA Team 16, Firefighter Roots and Firefighter Johnson having completed their rescues return to 

the bridgehead. They retrieve their BA tallies and close down their BA sets. They speak to WM 

O'Keeffe and the FSG co-ordinator who writes the information on the wall (Source, BA Data, 

MPS Witness Statements: GTIRT17-02820, GTIRT18-01842, GTIRT18-00935). 

02:34:00 BA Team 24, Firefighter Bloxham and Firefighter Evans reach what they believe is the 201
h floor. 

Firefighter Bloxham is grabbed by a male and a female trying to exit the building down the stairs. 

They are described by Firefighter Bloxham as elderly, although Firefighter Evans states the female 

is in her forties with long curly dark hair and is of small, thin build, with a younger looking male. 

BA Team 24 take the casualties back into the lift lobby where the air quality is slightly better and 

speak to them. The only information they get from the male and female is that there are an 

unspecified number of people on one of the floors above. The elderly female is begging the 

firefighters to rescue her family. She is on her mobile phone to the rest of the family on the 23rd 

floor. On hearing this Firefighter Bloxham states she is going to go and rescue them. Firefighter 

Evans calls Firefighter Bloxham back and tries to radio through to the ECO. He states he sends 

their BA call sign and also tells the ECO of the need to send a crew to Flat 205, 23 rd floor. 

Firefighter Evans cannot confirm if the ECO receives the message or whether he gets a response 

(Source, BA Data, MPS Witness Statements, BSR Witness Statement: GTIRT17-02820, GTIRT18-

01038, GTIRT18-00926, IWS00000704). 

02:34:00* BA Team 26, Firefighter Juggins and CM McAionen are ascending the stairs in the stairwell. 

Firefighter Juggins states "floors three to six are relatively smoke free. The seventh floor however 

has zero visibility". However CM McAionen states "that visibility is poor from the fourth floor" 
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(Source, BA Data, MPS Witness Statements: GTIRT17-01629, GTIRT18-01417, GTIRT18-

01010). 

02:34:03 Echo 371, Peckham's PL books Status 3 in attendance. This is the 40th fire engine in attendance 

(Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791 ). 

02:34:16 CRO Howson at Brigade Control takes a call from a caller in flat 192 on the 22nd floor who 

reports that there is a fire in their flat. CRO Howson asks who is in the flat and the caller states 

that there are two adults and three kids. CRO Howson then asks the caller to hold the line and in 

the background a female in the Brigade Control Room is heard to state that if they are affected by 

fire and flames and smoke then they have got to get out. CRO Howson comes back to the caller 

and asks very specifically is there is fire in the flat and the caller responds that there is. CRO 

Howson gives explicit instructions that the caller needs to get out. She advises them to stay 

together and hold hands, advising them to keep their mouths covered with wet towels. CRO 

Howson then states that she will tell crews so they can come and meet them. 

Incident Number 76195, Call Duration two minutes 19 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 

Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-00632). 

At this point Brigade Control have received additional calls to the following flats; 

Time of Flat Floor Number of people Remarks 
call Number number confirmed by caller 

02:25:38 205 23 7 adults Told to leave by Brigade Control 
Operator 

02:26:48 173 20 Two The caller explains that she has 
opened the front door and it is very 
smoky outside 

02:27:12 142 17 Five Adults including The caller states that the fire is right 
two elderly people next to the window 

02:28:09 73 10 The caller explains that they have 
blocked the doors but that it is 
getting very hot 

02:28:53 194 22 One elderly male Call is from daughter in law. Call is 
taken by Surrey Fire and Rescue 
Service. Resident is trapped. 

02:29:34 14 One adult and one There is some confusion between 
baby the BT operator and the Brigade 

Control which floor he was on. 

02:30:45 194 22 Daughter in Law reports Father in 
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Law is trapped 

02:30:51 192 22 This is a call from the MPS to the 
LFB to pass on information. 

The MPS CRO states that a lady 
rang to report that herfriend, her 
friends husband and three children 
were trapped. 

Caller is friend from outside the 
tower and says three adults and 
three children are trapped. 

02:31:49 14 

02:32:30 153 18 4 adult 

02:32:41 82 11 

02:34:16 192 22 Told to leave by Brigade Control 
Operator 

02:34:35* Firefighter Desforges from BA Team 19 comes down the stairs and proceeds into the main lobby 

(Source, Camera 2, CCTV), 

02:34:37* Firefighter Mitchell from BA Team 19 follows his BA partner down the stairs into the main lobby 

(Source, Camera 2, CCTV), 

02:34:42 CRO Fox takes a call from a female caller on the 18th floor in flat 153 reporting that her flat is on 

fire and that she has come in to her neighbours. CRO Fox pauses and in the background, a female 

voice is heard to say 'Get Out'. CRO Fox tells the caller to cover themselves with towels, cover 

their mouth and nose and that they need to get out. CRO Fox then asks how many people there 

are and the caller replies that there are four adults and five children. The caller explains that there is a 

fire in flat 152 and that she can't get out because there is thick black smoke outside the flat and 

that "the fire brigade said he was going to come back for us and he hasn't". CRO Fox asks the age 

range of the children and the caller explains that they are between three and 11 years old and that 

she is pregnant. CRO Fox says she will contact the CU and get them to send someone up to them 

and asks the callerto call back if the situation gets worse. 

Incident Number 76198, Call Duration three minutes 13 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 

Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-00635). 

02:34:52 The Radio Operator at Brigade Control sends message to CU7. 

"Charlie Uniform 7, priority, priority. Over" 
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(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02990). 

02:34:54"' SM Myatt enters the building via the main entrance. He then goes back outside through the main 

entrance (Source, Camera 4, CCTV) 

02:34:58 CU7 respond to the Radio Operator at Brigade Control. 

02:35"' 

02:35* 

"FN from Charlie Uniform 7, go ahead. Over". 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02991 ). 

At around this time BA Team 15, Firefighter Fernandes and Firefighter Williams go to the BA 

staging area on the grass immediately outside the leisure centre and rehydrate and cool down 

(Source, MPS Witness Statements: GTI RT18-00041, GTI RT18-011 05). 

BA Team 19, Firefighter Desforges and Firefighter Mitchell return to their fire engme and 

rehydrate, cool down and get some replacement BA cylinders (Source, MPS Witness Statements: 

GTIRT17-02932, GTIRT18-00652). 

02:35:00"' SM Walton enters the building via the main entrance and stands by the front door (From SM 

Walton MPS Witness Statement it would appear that due to the amount of debris and smoke 

coming in through the front door he felt this needed managing) (Source, Camera 4, CCTV, MPS 

Witness Statement: GTIRT18-01000). 

02:35:00 BA Team 24, Firefighter Bloxham, Firefighter Evans who are on the 201
h floor begin to descend 

the stairs with the male and the female that have been self-presented to them. The male is 

holding onto Firefighter Evans and the female is with Firefighter Bloxham. Both firefighters 

comment on how thick the smoke is in the stairwell. The female is struggling to breathe and then 

collapses falling onto Firefighter Bloxham (Source, BA Data, MPS Witness Statements: GTIRT17-

02820, GTIRT18-01038, GTIRT18-00926). 

02:35:00 BA Team 29, Firefighter Whitley and Firefighter Nutta/1. Firefighter Nutta/1 states he sees CM 

Coulbourne and CM Welch organising the firefighters, telling them their briefings and what 

equipment they need to take with them (Source, MPS Witness Statement: CTIRT18-01296). 

02:35:03 The Radio Operator at Brigade Control provides informationtoCU7. 

"Charlie Uniform 7, erm, we've been informed that there is a rope ladder on the southern 

aspectofthe building and it's very close to falling debris. Over". 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02992). 

02:35:24 CU7 request repeat of message. 

"FN from Charlie Uniform 7. Can you repeat message? Over". 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02993). 
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02:35:27 The Radio Operator at Brigade Control repeats message. 

"We've been informed there is a rope ladder on the southern aspect very close to falling 

debris. There's people on it. Over". 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02994). 

02:35:31 CRO Duddy at Brigade Control takes a call from a caller shouting "firefighters please help us". He 

keeps shouting 152, 18th floor, followed by "hello" repeatedly. CRO Duddy tries to talk to the 

caller but is not able to get a response. The BT Operator then comes back on the line to advise 

that the line has dropped out and that they tried to get a number but the caller is just screaming. 

CRO Duddy responds by saying that at least they have a location for the caller. 

Incident Number 76194, Call Duration one minute one second (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio 

file and Transcript GTIRT17-00631). 

02:35:31"' SM Myatt enters the building via the main entrance and walks to the stair lobby (Source, 

Camera 4, CCTV) 

02:35:42 CU7 acknowledges receipt of message sent by the Radio Operator at Brigade Control at 

02:35:27. 

"FN from Charlie Uniform 7, received". 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02995). 

02:35:45 The Radio Operator at Brigade Control sends further message to CU7. 

"Erm, further traffic". 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02996). 

02:35:58 CU7 acknowledge receipt. 

02:36"' 

"FN from Charlie Uniform 7. Go ahead with further traffic". 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02997). 

Firefighter Hill from BA T earn 21 states as soon as a male, female and two children leave flat 95 

the children are screaming that they can't breath. They get to the stairwell and the male is 

shouting at Firefighter Hill that his children can't breath. Firefighter Hill removes his fire helmet 

and BA facemask and tries to give the four people some air from his BA set (The BA Data shows 

that this happens three times between 02:34* and 02:36*). Firefighter Hill thinks he is going to 

pass out because he is breathing in the smoke. He puts his BA facemask back on and they then 

start to descend the stairs. Firefighter Hill believes he is around the ninth or eighth floor and 

decides to pick up one of the daughters and run with her down the stairs to clean air, where he 
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hands her to another firefighter (Source, BA Data and MPS Witness Statement: CTIRT17-02820, 

CTIRT18-00426). 

02:36:00 BA Team 25, Firefighter Orchard and Firefighter Herrera are climbing the stairs and trying to find 

flat 113, 141
h floor. They reach what they believe is the right floor and start to search it. Firefighter 

Orchard states she identifies flat 94 (now known to be the 1 ih floor). Firefighter Herrera states 

they knock on all the doors on this floor but there is no answer. Firefighter Herrera states he 

realises that they are not at the flat that they were briefed to go to so decides they need to go up 

and locate the flat they are looking for (Source, BA Data, MPS Witness Statements: GTIRT17-

02820, GTIRT18-01020, GTIRT18-00647). 

02:36:01 BA Team 17, Firefighter Cook and Firefighter Flanagan close down their BA sets (Source, BA 

Data, this data is an approximation as there is limited data on the system for BA Team 17 due to 

the non removal of the BA Tallies: CTIRT17-02820). 

02:36:02 The Radio Operator at Brigade Control sends informative message to CU7. 

"Erm, caller is saying that there's fire coming through to their flat from the 15th floor down to the 

14th floor. I don't have a flat number but it's coming through the 15th down to the 14th. Over". 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02998). 

02:36:07 CRO Russell takes a call from a caller in flat 204 on the 23rd floor of Grenfell Tower who reports 

that smoke is coming in and that it is very difficult to breathe. CRO Russell asks if the caller thinks 

it would be better to cover themselves and leave the building but he explains that he has a 

disability and needs help to get to the stairs. CRO Russell advises the caller to block the doors and 

shut the windows and the caller confirms that he has but smoke is still coming in. The caller says 

he is in the sitting room and CRO Russell undertakes to pass on the location of the caller to crews 

and tell them he needs help to leave. She advises that that he should stay as low to the ground as 

possible and cover his nose and mouth. 

Incident Number 76202, Call Duration three minutes 59 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 

Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-00639). 

02:36:12 CRO Gotts at Brigade Control takes a call from a female caller who is outside the Tower. The 

caller reports a fire in a building near Bramley Road and CRO Gotts asks if it is a very large fire in 

Grenfell Tower and the caller confirms that it is. The caller then states that her dad is in flat 204 on 

the top floor and that she has spoken to him and there is a lot of smoke in the flat. CRO Gotts 

explains that the Brigade is aware and will be making their way up the building. The caller asks 

how the fire will be put out and if they are going to use a helicopter. CRO Gotts says that the 

experts are there and trying to work out the best way of dealing with it. 
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Incident Number 76196, Call Duration one minute nine seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 

Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-00633). 

02:36:16 CU7 acknowledge receipt of message sent by the Radio Operator at Brigade Control at 

02:36:02. 

"FN from Charlie Uniform 7, received". 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-02999). 

02:36:46 The Radio Operator at Brigade Control sends message to CU7. 

"Priority, priority Charlie Uniform 7" 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-03000). 

02:36:47 CRO Duddy at Brigade Control takes a call from a female caller who reports that she thinks that 

the fire is going up beyond the fourth floor. The caller is in flat 73 on the 10th floor and states that 

there is smoke coming in to her flat. CRO Duddy asks how many people are there and the caller 

states that there are four of them. CRO Duddy asks if the doors are blocked and explains that the 

caller needs to make their way to a room furthest from the smoke. He advises wet towels to keep 

them cool. The caller asks if they should stay put and CRO Duddy says the Brigade is clearing the 

building as they go but asks the caller if they can see a way out and the caller says that it is pitch 

black outside her front door. CRO Duddy states that he will pass on the information to crews who 

will come and get them. 

Incident Number 143562, Call Duration two minutes 59 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 

Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-01747). 

02:37:00 CRO Adams at Brigade Control takes a call from a female caller in flat 193 on the 22nd floor who 

is reporting that a lot of smoke is coming into the flat and that she has blocked up the door. The 

caller states that there are six adults and two children and CRO Adams tries to confirm that it is 

just smoke at the moment. CRO Adams advises the caller to keep safe, go to a room that has the 

least smoke and to ring back if the fire comes into theirflat. CRO Adams explains that she needs 

to go as there is a high volume of calls and states that she will let the crews know where they are. 

The caller starts to get agitated and says the smoke is in this room and CRO Adams advises them 

to shut the windows. The caller appears to drop the call. 

Incident Number 76199, Call Duration three minutes eight seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 

Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-00636). 

02:37:02 The Radio Operator at Brigade Control sends message to CU7. "Priority, priority, Charlie Uniform 

7, Charlie Uniform 7 from M2FN over" 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-03001). 
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02:37:14 The Radio Operator at Brigade Control sends message to CU7 again. 

"Priority, priority, Charlie Uniform 7, Charlie Uniform 7 from M2FN over" 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-03002). 

02:37:21 CU7 respond to the Radio Operator at Brigade Control. 

"FN from CU7, go ahead, over". 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-03003). 

02:37:23 Golf 305, Wembley's ALP books Status 2, mobile to incident. Golf 305 is riding with two 

firefighters: CM Darren Bennett and Firefighter John Reynolds (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-

02791 ). 

02:37:23* SM Cook enters the building via the main entrance (Source, Camera 4, CCTV) 

02:37:25 CU7 request repeat of message. 

"FN from Charlie Uniform, err, can you repeat last part of message over". 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-03005). 

02:37:25 The Radio Operator at Brigade Control sends informative message to CU7. 

"We've had a report that the south-east corner of the building is completely alight, and the 

Western aspect is completely smoke-logged over". 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-03004). 

02:37:26 AOM Real at Brigade Control makes a call to the LAS Control Room to inform them that a Major 

Incident has been declared by the London Fire Brigade (Source, NICE, Admin Phone Line Audio 

file: GTIRT18-00903). 

02:37:30 BA Team 25, Firefighter Orchard and Firefighter Herrera and BA Team 26, Firefighter Juggins and 

CM McAionen are both on the 141
h floor. BA Team 25 are looking for Flat 113 and BA Team 26 

locate Flat 111. BAT eam 26 enter Flat 111 as the front door is wide open and undertake a search 

of the flat and find it empty. BA Team 25 find Flat 113 and knock on the door. The people inside 

refuse to open the door. Firefighter Herrera tells them they have to come with them, but the 

voice from the other side of the door says "no" (Source, BA Data, MPS Witness Statements: 

GTI RT18-00647, GTI RT18-01 020, GTI RT18-01 010, GTI RT18-01417). 

02:37:32 CRO Gotts at Brigade Control takes a call from a female caller who reports being able to see 

someone at the top of the tower in Latimer Road flashing a light on what appears to be a phone. 

CRO Gotts acknowledges that the Brigade is aware of people at the top of the tower. 
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Incident Number 76197, Call Duration 33 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and 

Transcript GTI RT17 -00634). 

02:37:45 The Radio Operator at Brigade Control repeats information requested in message sent by CU7 at 

02:37:25. 

"Yeah, the Western aspect is, err, filling up with smoke- or filled up with smoke, over". 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and TranscriptGTIRT17-03006). 

02:37:45 CU7 acknowledges receipt. 

"FN from Charlie Uniform 7 received". 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-03007). 

02:37:45* Large pieces of burning debris are falling around the main entrance (Source, Camera 4, CCTV) 

02:37:56 CRO Howson at Brigade Control takes a call from flat 82 on the 11th floor stating that the fire is on 

the landing outside although she has not exited her flat so is not completely sure. CRO Howson 

asks if there is fire in the flat and the caller confirms that there is not. CRO Howson states that if the 

flat is not on fire then the caller should stay there and try and keep the smoke out and that she will 

pass the information onto the crews. CRO Howson then asks how many people there are and the 

caller confirms that there are three people in the flat; herself, her husband and her six year old 

daughter. 

02:38* 

Incident Number 76200, Call Duration one minute 41 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio 

file and Transcript GTIRT17-00637). 

Firefighter Hill having given one of the children to a firefighter around the bridgehead area makes 

his way back up the stairs to try and locate the rest of the family. As Firefighter Hill is climbing the 

stairs he locates the male from flat 95 who is running down the stairs. Firefighter Hill then 

continues climbing the stairs and locates a casualty. He is unsure who they are but thinks it maybe 

the youngest child from flat 95. He picks up the casualty and starts to help her down the stairs. 

Whilst descending the stairs Firefighter Hill believes the casualty is very heavy and can't work out 

why. Firefighter Hill states "he is flustered, exhausted and struggling to breathe at this point". 

Firefighter Hil/'s LPWA actuates at this time as he only has 84 bar left in his BA cylinder and 

should already be back at the bridgehead if complying with Brigade policy. Firefighter Hill whilst 

carrying the casualty down realises that he is rescuing the mother not the daughter. Firefighter 

Hill gets her to clean air and then tries to go back and find the other girl from Flat 95. Firefighter 

Hill states that he speaks with another BA Team (now known to be BA Team 24, Firefighter 

Bloxham and Firefighter Evans) (Source, BA Data, MPS Witness Statement: CTIRT18-00426). 
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02:38"' BA Team 24, Firefighter Bloxham and Firefighter Evans are descending the stairs, with the male 

and female they found at around the 20th floor. Firefighter Evans leads the male down the stairs 

followed by Firefighter Bloxham who is assisting the female. The conditions become worse and 

the female is struggling to breath and then collapses pulling Firefighter Bloxham down with her, 

who twists her ankle. Firefighter Evans picks up the female and carries her over his shoulder and 

continues down the stairs. Firefighter Bloxham believes at around the 10th floor she is handed a 

firefighters helmet by another firefighter. Firefighter Bloxham shouts to Firefighter Evans to try 

and use his BARIE radio to contact the ECO that they may have an injured firefighter nearby. 

Once out of the smoke, a firefighter (now known to be Firefighter Hill) appears with no fire 

helmet on and tries to help Firefighter Bloxham and Firefighter Evans with their female casualty. 

Firefighter Bloxham states that the firefighter appears confused and unable to speak coherently. 

Firefighter Evans who now has the fire helmet hands it back to the firefighter (Firefighter Hill) 

who is still trying to help them with their casualty. Firefighter Bloxham decides to treat Firefighter 

Hill as a casualty and grabs him in a partial headlock to get him under control and helps him down 

the stairs) (Source, BA Data, MPS Witness Statements: CTIRT18-01038, CTIRT18-00926 

,CTIRT18-00426 ). 

02:38:06 AOM Real at Brigade Control makes a call to the MPS Control Room and inform them that a Major 

Incident has been declared by the Brigade (Source, NICE, Admin Phone Line Audio file: GTIRT18-

00904). 

02:38:54 CRO Jones at Brigade Control takes a call from flat 92 although it is very difficult to hear the caller. 

02:39"' 

CRO Jones establishes that they can't get out and advises the caller to shut the window to stop 

smoke getting in. The caller explains that there is a bit of smoke and there are "fire balls" at the 

window and CRO Jones tries to establish where these are coming from. The caller advises that these 

are falling from above. CRO Jones states that if the caller cannot get out then they should stay 

there and keep safe. CRO Jones states that the caller should call back if the smoke starts affecting 

them or if they get scared. 

Incident Number 76208, Call Duration three minutes 43 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 

Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-00645). 

BA Team 23, Firefighter Daoud and Firefighter O'Donoghue believe they are on the ninth floor 

they take a gauge check to see how much air they have. Firefighter O'Donoghue has 90 bar and 

Firefighter Daoud has almost 120 bar. They continue to climb up the stairs, Firefighter 

O'Donoghue believes they are now at the 11 1
h floor when he sees Firefighter Daoud bump into a 

male and a women. Both firefighters put their equipment down for other firefighters to use and 

Firefighter Daoud states that around this time he hands his TIC to another crew ascending the 

stairs. Firefighter Daoud then states that he holds the male by the arm and leads him out and 
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02:39* 

02:39* 

Firefighter O'Donoghue picks up a girl and carries her down (Source, BA Data, MPS Witness 

Statements: GTIRT18-00393, GTIRT18-00046). 

BA Team 22, CM Batcheldor and Firefighter N Saunders are located at the bridgehead. A 

firefighter appears from the stairwell with a young girl and falls on top of BA Team 22. CM 

Batcheldor leads the girl downstairs (Source, MPS Witness Statement: CTIRT17-01103 ). 

BA Team 26, Firefighter Juggins and CM McAionen move onto Flat 112 and force entry into the 

flat. On entry they find the lights are on and there is no smoke. They undertake a search of the 

flat, finding it empty, and once completed go back into the lobby. On returning to the lobby BA 

Team 26 meet BA Team 25, Firefighter Orchard and Firefighter Herrera. CM McAionen 

recognises Firefighter Herrera's voice, but they cannot see each other. Firefighter Herrera 

explains to CM McAionen that the occupants will not leave Flat 113. They both go to the door of 

Flat 113 and knock and kick the door and tell the occupants that they are there to take them out 

(Source, MPS Witness Statements: GTIRT18-00647, GTIRT18-01020, GTIRT18-01010, 

GTIRT18-01417). 

02:39:17 CU8send informative message to the Radio Operator at Brigade Control. 

"Charlie Uniform 8, informative message from 0-A-C O'Loughlin. 

Fire on all floors, from 2nd to 27th floor. Large number of persons involved. FSC Calls being dealt 

with. Major incident declared. High-rise procedure implemented. TL, ALP, EDBA, 

Main control. F-S-C, ground monitor, five jets, safety cordon in place. Tactical mode Oscar, 

Charlie Uniform 8, over". 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-03012, GTIRT17-03013, 

GTIRT17-03014, GTIRT17-03015, GTIRT17-03016, GTIRT17-03017, GTIRT17-03018, GTIRT17-

03019). 

02:39:34 BA Team 23, Firefighter O'Donoghue and Firefighter Daoud, reach the bridgehead with their 

casualties and hand them over to firefighters undertaking casualty handling. They report to the 

ECO and inform them that they did not make it to flat 95, 1 ih floor. Whilst at the bridgehead 

Firefighter O'Donoghue's LPWA actuates (Source, BA Data and MPS Witness Statements: 

GTIRT17-02820, GTIRT18-00393, GTIRT18-00046). 

02:39:43 BA Team 27, Firefighter Dwyer and Firefighter Perez report to the bridgehead on the third floor. 

They are briefed to proceed to flat 74, 10th floor for a FSG call. They are carrying a length of 45 

mm fire hose, TIC, enforcer and a branch (Source, BA Data and MPS Witness Statements: 

GTIRT17-01629, GTIRT18-01548, GTIRT18-03108). 

02:39:45* SM Walton enters the building via the main entrance (Source, Camera 4, CCTV). 
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02:39:47"' 95, 1 ih floor) carrying a pink towel is escorted from the stairs at ground floor 

level into the main lobby by CM Batcheldor (Source, Camera 2, CCTV). 

02:39:48 CRO Gotts at Brigade Control takes a call from a caller reporting a whole building on fire near 

Silchester Road and confirms with the caller that this is Grenfell Tower. CRO Gotts confirms the 

Brigade is in attendance with 40 fire engines and the caller asks if there are any more that could 

come. The caller asks if they can hurry up. 

Incident Number 76201, Call Duration 47 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and 

Transcript: GTI RT17 -00638). 

02:39:49"' Firefighter N Saunders comes down the stairs without a fire helmet into the stair lobby and 

proceeds into the main lobby (Source, Camera 2, CCTV) 

02:39:54"' (flat 95, 1 ih floor) is escorted out of the building via the main entrance by CM 

Batcheldor (Source, Camera 4, CCTV) 

02:40* BA Team 25, Firefighter Orchard and Firefighter Herrera and BA Team 26, Firefighter Juggins and 

CM McAionen are all now outside Flat 113. Firefighter Herrera is still knocking on the door and 

the other three firefighters are behind him. One of the occupants answers the door and 

Firefighter Herrera believes it is a male, but Firefighter Orchard believes it is a female. Firefighter 

Herrera enters the flat and the first person he sees is a female. He grabs hold of her and pushes 

her out of the flat and hands her to CM McAionen. Behind the female is a mixed race male 

carrying a female child. The male who is carrying the child runs out of the flat following the 

female. Firefighter Herrera is still standing by the front door when he notices a silhouette of a 

male in the flat and walks towards the person. As he gets closer to the silhouette Firefighter 

Herrera realises that this is an adult male and calls out "fire brigade lets go". Firefighter Herrera 

asks the male if there is anyone else in the flat to which the male replies "no I'm the last one". 

Firefighter Herrera makes the conscious decision not to search the rest of the flat as the male was 

clear there was no one else in the premises. Firefighter Herrera then leads the male out of the flat 

and shuts the door to the flat behind him (Source, BA Data, MPS Witness Statements, BSR 

Witness Statements: GTI RT17-02820, GTI RT18-01 020, GTI RT18-01417, GTI RT18-01 010, 

IWS00000523, IWS00000852). 

02:40"' BA Team 31, CM Hoare and Firefighter Tanner are in the stairwell leading to the bridgehead 

between the mezzanine and third floor. CM Hoare can hear the noise of panic from members of 

public that are being escorted down the stairs by firefighters. The casualties appear to be 

suffering from smoke inhalation. CM Hoare remarks on how the stairs above the mezzanine 

become more enclosed than the first set of stairs. CM Hoare states that the visibility is good and 

there is no smoke. He can also see personal belongings including purses and items of clothing in 
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02:40"' 

02:40"' 

02:40"' 

the stairwell. He states there are no fire hose on the stairs between the mezzamne and 

bridgehead (Source, MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT17-01959). 

BA Team 31, CM Hoare and Firefighter Tanner both see who they believe is Firefighter Hill. 

Firefighter Tanner states "Then a fireman came in in a right state his name was Hills or Mills, I 

don't know where he was based. He was proper exhausted, just all floppy, eyes rolling, people 

were helping him, trying to take his set off." CM Hoare from BA Team 31 is waiting for their brief 

and also states he sees a female firefighter (known to be Firefighter Bloxham, BA Team 24) 

assisting Firefighter Hill (Source, MPS Witness Statements: GTIRT17-01959, GTIRT18-00998). 

BA Team 24, Firefighter Bloxham and Firefighter Richard Evans are in the stairwell and believe 

they are around the sixth floor when Firefighter Bloxham meets a Senior Officer. The Senior 

Officer instructs Firefighter Bloxham to take Firefighter Hill (described as delirious) to the 

bridgehead as there is oxygen available there. The Senior Officer then assists Firefighter Evans 

with the casualty down to the main lobby. Firefighter Evans, whilst in the lobby, hears someone 

shout "she is from Flat 205" (Source, MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-01038). 

At about this time, WM Aston-O'Donovan walks towards Grenfell Tower with Firefighter Green 

and they are held under the covered section under Grenfell Walk outside the South elevation of 

Grenfell Tower. WM Aston-O'Donovan and Firefighter Green are taken to the bridgehead on the 

third floor, at about this time WM Aston-O'Donovan was with WM Cardy. WM Aston

O'Donovan states "Senior Officer Richard Welch was in charge, but he didn't give us the 

briefing, this was done by another officer". WM Aston-O'Donovan further states that "There 

were a lot of crews gathered on this floor and you were held here in the que until you were given 

an initial briefing from a diagram that was sketched (china graphed) on the wall" (Source, MPS 

Witness Statement: GTIRT18-00045). 

02:40:08 Golf 386, Heston's FRU books Status 3 in attendance. This is the fifth FRU in attendance (Source, 

'Vision': GTIRT17-02791) 

02:40:18 At this time a loud bang is heard in the playground area outside the West elevation. Mr 

Mohammed Neda (flat 205, 23'd floor) is found on the ground and is apparently dead (Source, 

MPS BWV PC Martin Hart). 

02:40:30 CRO Duddy at Brigade Control takes a call from a BT Operator in Glasgow who passes the mobile 

number of a caller who requested the Brigade but the line dropped out. CRO Duddy says he will 

call back. 

Incident Number 76203A, Call Duration 18 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and 

Transcript: GTI RT18-01599). 
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02:40:39 CRO Gotts at Brigade Control takes a call from a member of the public who can see a whole 

building on fire but they do not know the location. CRO Gotts asks if there is a lot of fire coming 

from it and whether it is Grenfell Tower, near White City and the caller states that he thinks that is 

correct. CRO Gotts advises that Brigade is dealing with the incident. 

Incident Number 76205, Call Duration one minute 22 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio 

file and Transcript GTIRT17-00642). 

02:40:40 CRO Howson at Brigade Control takes a call from a female caller who can see a whole building on 

fire and hear people screaming for help. CRO Howson states that the Brigade is there and dealing 

with the incident. 

Incident Number 76204, Call Duration 55 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and 

Transcript GTI RT17 -00641). 

02:40:47 NWFC take a call from a BT Operator in Portadown who is passing details of a critical caller who is 

trapped in the fire. The BT Operator states that the caller is in flat 194 and cannot breathe. The 

NWFC Operator states that he will pass the information on. 

Incident Number 76656, Call Duration 49 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and 

Transcript GTIRT17-01832). 

02:40:48 CRO Duddy at Brigade Control calls back the number given to him by the BT Operator at 

02:40:30 and the caller states that he wants to report a fire in Grenfell Road. CRO Duddy 

confirms the Brigade is in attendance. 

02:41"' 

Incident Number 76203B, Call Duration 31 seconds (Source, NICE, Admin Phone Line Audio file: 

GTI RT18-01598). 

SM Loft is under the covered walkway outside the South elevation. Whilst there he takes two 

below photos of the BA Teams waiting to be committed into Grenfell Tower.(Source, SM Loft 

Images, Ref972382) 
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02:41"' BA Team 26, Firefighter Juggins and CM McAionen are with BA Team 25, Firefighter Orchard 

and Firefighter Herrera are descending the stairs. They reach the bridgehead with the four 

people from flat 113, 141
h floor and hand them over to other firefighters (Source, MPS Witness 

Statements: GTIRT18-01417 ,GTIRT18-01010, GTIRT18-01020). 

02:41:03 Brigade Control repeat back the 'informative' radio message sent to them by CU8 at 02:39:17 

(Source, GTIRT17- 03020) 

02:41 :08"' Katarzyna Dabrowska (flat 95, 1 ih floor) with a pink towel, is being escorted by SM Mulholland 

from the stairs into the main lobby (Source, Camera 2, CCTV). 

02:41:09"' GM Cook (ORT) enters the building via the main entrance and stops and talks to SM Mulholland 

(ORT) (Source, Camera 4, CCTV). 

02:41:24 * Katarzyna Dabrowska (flat 95) is escorted out of building via the main entrance by a Firefighter 

through the main door. (Source, Camera 4, CCTV). 
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02:41:31"' (flat 95, 1 ih floor) is carried by GM Goulbourne from stairs to the main lobby 

(Source, Camera 2, CCTV). 

02:41 :31 CRO Fox takes a call from a male caller who reports he is in Grenfell Tower in flat 133 on the 161h 

floor. CRO Fox asks how many people are there and the caller states that there are two adults in 

the flat. The caller states that they have already attempted to leave the flat but had to turn back. 

CRO Fox advised the caller to put wet towels around themselves and the doors if it is definitely 

not safe to get out and states that she will pass on the callers location details to the command unit. She 

confirms that the crews are getting to people as quickly as they can. 

Incident Number 76210, Call Duration one minute 54 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio 

file and Transcript GTIRT17-00647). 

02:41 :42 CU8 respond to the Radio Operator at Brigade Control. 

"Charlie Uniform 8, all correct, stand by for further traffic, over". 

(Source, Radio Message and Transcript, GTIRT17-03021 ). 

02:41:44"' Mr Ray Smith from flat 95, 1ih floor is escorted down the stairs into the main lobby by a 

Firefighter O'Hanlon (Source, Camera 2, CCTV). 

02:41 :45"' GM O'Neill enters the building via the main entrance and proceeds to the stair lobby (Source, 

Camera 4, CCTV). 

02:41 :46 CRO Russell takes a call from an MPS CRO who gives details of a call they have taken from Flat 

192 in Grenfell Tower where there are two adults and three children. The MPS CRO states that 

they are in the bedroom and the fire is in the living room. CRO Russell confirms this information 

and asks if the MPS CRO knows the floor number which he does not. CRO Russell states that she 

will pass it on to the crews. 

Incident Number 76212, Call Duration 51 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and 

Transcript: GTI RT17 -00649). 

02:41:48 BA Team 23, Firefighter O'Donoghue and Firefighter Daoud are at the bridgehead where they 

collect their BA tallies and close down their BA sets (Source, BA Data: GTIRT17-02820). 

02:41 :52* GM O'Neill enters the stair lobby and goes up the stairs to the mezzanine floor (Source, Camera 

2, CCTV). 

02:41:53" (flat 95, 1ih floor) is carried out of building via the main entrance by GM 

Goulbourne who places his fire helmet on her to protect her from falling debris (Source, Camera 

4, CCTV) 

02:41 :58* GM Cook (ORT) leaves the building via the main entrance (Source, Camera 4, CCTV) 
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02:42"' 

02:42"' 

BA Team 27, Firefighter Perez and Firefighter Dwyer are in the stairwell and reach what they 

believe is the fifth floor where they state "the smoke is thick". Firefighter Dwyer he notices "There 

were many objects, a lot of stuff on the stairwell" (Source, MPS Witness Statements: GTIRT18-

03108, GTIRT18-01548). 

SM Loft is standing outside the south elevation takes the below photo of the south east corner 

showing the south and east elevations .. Debris is falling from the building and the flames are 

wrapping around from the East elevation to the South elevation. A jet of water can be seen in the 

bottom left hand corner and it is believed that this is coming from a monitor on Grenfell Walk 

above (Source, SM Loft images, LFB Ref972384) 

02:42:03 Golf 382, Heston's P books Status 3 in attendance. This is the 41 51 fire engine in attendance 

(Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791). 

02:42:06 The Radio Operator at Brigade Control request further information from CU8. 

"Go ahead with further traffic". 

(Source, Radio Message, GTIRT17-03022). 
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02:42:06 CRO Howson at Brigade Control takes a call from a female caller in flat 203 on the 23rd floor. The 

caller explains that there is no fire in the flat yet but that the flat next door is on fire and the smoke 

is getting quite strong. CRO Howson asks if the caller has taken action to stop the smoke coming in 

and the caller confirms that they have put blankets by the front doors and have closed the 

windows. CRO Howson suggests that they could block around the windows and states that they 

should keep low. The caller explains that there are five adults and two children under five. CRO 

Howson explains she will pass the information onto crews and tells the caller to ring back if things 

get worse. The caller asks what she should call back on and states that the next call might not be 

possible. CRO Howson explains that the safest place for the caller at the moment is in the flat as 

long as there aren't any flames. She also suggests dampening tea towels and putting them over 

theirmouthsto help them stop inhalingsmoke. 

Incident Number 76214, Call Duration two minutes 23 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 

Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-00651 ). 

02:42:07 H346 FRU Books status 3 in Dulford road This is the 61
h FRU in attendance (Source , Vision) 

02:42:08 CRO Duddy at Brigade Control takes a call from a female caller. A smoke alarm can be heard in 

the background. The caller is in flat 94 on the 12th floor. The caller confirms there is smoke 

coming in the flat. There are two people, the caller is with her sister. She says the whole flat is full 

of smoke. A conversation can be heard between CRO Duddy and a female. The female says to 

CRO Duddy "get out 7". CRO Duddy then embarks on advising the caller that they have to leave 

the building. The caller starts crying and saying there is to much smoke. CRO Duddy tells them to 

go out the front door. The caller says that they can't leave because they can't see anything. The 

caller asks how can they see where they are going. The caller says she has opened the door and 

there is a lot smoke. The caller insists they can't go out. She says she opened the door and smoke 

smothered her. CRO Duddy says feel along the walls. CRO Duddy is really insistent on trying to 

get them out. He repeats that they need to get to the stairs. At approximately 02:50 CRO Duddy 

says "if you don't do what I tell you, you are going to die in that flat". The caller says she will try. 

No more is heard from the caller and the BT Operator comes on the line and confirms the caller 

has cleared the line. 

Incident number 76206, Call Duration ten minutes 49 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio 

file and Transcript GTIRT17-01751 ). This is the call time but has been referenced using the BOSS 

Created time. Therefore the Transcript time is not identical to the BOSS call time. 

02:42:08 CU8send additional informative message to the Radio Operator at Brigade Control. 

"Go head with further traffic." 

"Charlie Uniform B. 58Adults-5-8adultsand 16-1-6children believe involved. Tactical 

mode Oscar, Charlie Uniform8over". 
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(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-03023). 

02:42:14 CRO Gotts at Brigade Control takes a call from a male caller who asks for a helicopter to rescue 

them as they are going to die. He states that there are nine people in flat 153 on the 18th floor 

and that 152 is alight. CRO Gotts asks if the caller can move away from the side of the flat next to 

152 and suggests that the caller blocks up where the smoke is coming in. The caller states that 

they are trying but that no one is helping them and that they need to be evacuated. The caller 

says that smoke is coming into the flat and CRO Gotts states that if they cannot leave then they 

need to block up where the smoke is coming in from. CRO Gotts explains that she will pass the 

information to the crews. The caller says thank you and goes off the line. 

Incident Number 76209, Call Duration three minutes 38 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 

Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-00646). 

02:42:16"' Farhad Neda (flat 205, 23'd floor) comes down the stairs into the stair lobby and proceeds into the 

main lobby (Source, Camera 2, CCTV). 

02:42:17 Mr Ray Smith (flat 95, 1 ih floor) is escorted out of the main entrance by a Firefighter O'Hanlon, 

Mr Smith is wearing a probationers fire helmet, indicated by diamonds on the fire helmet (Source, 

Camera 4, CCTV). 

02:42:21 The Radio Operator at Brigade Control acknowledges receipt of message sent by CU8 at 

02:42:08. 

"Charlie Uniform 8. 58 adults and 16- 1-6 children believed involved, received. Err tactical 

mode Oscar, received. " 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-03024). 

02:42:31 CU8 request repeats message. 

"Charlie Uniform 8, that's 58- 5-8 adults. Charlie Uniform 8 over" 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-03025). 

02:42:32 Whilst being assisted out, Firefighter Hill believes he is trying to find the bridgehead but thinks it 

may have moved. He believes he goes to try and find the bridgehead but is finding it difficult to 

breath. His ADSU then actuates, another firefighter nearby who is wearing a BA set and waiting 

to be committed up the tower removes their BA Tally and puts it into Firefighters Hill ADSU 

resetting it and stopping the alarm. A WM who can see that Firefighter Hill is struggling tells him 

to take off his BA set and fire tunic (Source, BA Data, MPS Witness Statement: CTIRT17-02820, 

CTIRT18-00426). 
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02:42:36 The Radio Operator at Brigade Control acknowledges receipt. 

"All received" 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-03026). 

02:42:38 AOM Real at Brigade Control makes a call to the Royal Borough of Kensington and Chelsea 

(LBKC) to report the Major Incident declaration. The RBKC Operator says that they are aware 

and asks if the Brigade need anything from them. AOM Real explains that she is required to 

inform the Borough Duty Officer. The RBKC Operator gives the reference as T1585687 (Source, 

NICE, Admin Phone Line Audio file: GTIRT18-00905). 

02:42:46"' Farhad Neda (flat 205, 23'd floor) is escorted out of building via the main entrance by firefighters 

(Source, Camera 4, CCTV) 

02:42:46"' SM Walton is positioned at the front door watching for falling debris to ensure firefighters and 

residents don't get hit by debris when they exit (Source, Camera 4, CCTV) 

02:42:57 Alpha 306. Islington's FRU books Status 3 in attendance. This is the seventh FRU in attendance 

(Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791) 

02:43"' BA Team 17, Firefighter Cook and Firefighter Flanagan are at theirfire engine and complete their 

'A' Test and return to Grenfell Tower for redeployment. Both Firefighter Cook and Firefighter 

Flanagan are refused entry by the WMs in charge of BA deployment as they could see they 

had already worn BA (Source, BA Data, MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT17-02820, GTIRT17-

01958, GTIRT18-01829). 

02:43:08 CRO Jones at Brigade Control takes a call from a caller in flat 73 on the 10th Floor who reports 

that they think the fire is coming up to their floor. The caller confirms there are four of them in the 

flat. CRO Jones asks if the caller can get out of the flat and they reply that they do not think they 

can as the fire is below them. CRO Jones then asks if there is smoke and the caller confirms there 

is a lot and the front door is hot. CRO Jones suggests that the caller go into a room where it is safe 

and there is a window to get fresh air. CRO Jones then asks if they can try to get out of the flat 

and the caller asks if it is the best thing to do. CRO Jones states that current advice is that they 

should get out. She suggests wetting towels and putting them over their bodies and then trying 

to get out. The original caller says to CRO Jones that she thinks the fire department are on the 

phone and there is a brief three way conversation following which the caller states that they must 

leave now and the line goes silent. 

Incident Number 76211, Call Duration four minutes 26 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 

Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-00648). 
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02:43:21"' Firefighter Broderick and Firefighter Cornelius enter the building via the main entrance carrying 

an axe and a sledgehammer (Source, Camera 4, CCTV). 

02:43:22"' GM Goulbourne enters the main lobby via the main entrance (Source, Camera 4, CCTV) 

02:43:24 Alpha Tango One are paged. They are the Rapid Response Team (RRT) based at Lambeth. They 

are a team ofWMs that carry a small amount of EDBA on their vehicle (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-

02791 ). 

02:43:26"' Flora Neda (flat 205, 23'd floor) is carried down the stairs by Firefighter Evans still in his BA set and 

under air with GM O'Neill. They are followed by SM Cook and all proceed into the main lobby 

(Source, Camera 2, CCTV) 

02:43:51 CU8send informative message to the Radio Operator at Brigade Control. 

"Charlie Uniform 8, for your information AC Andy Roe is now incident commander of this 

incident. Tactical Mode Oscar. Charlie UniformS over". 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-03029). 

02:43:53"' There are 16 firefighters in the main lobby and all enter the stair lobby and go up the stairs. (it is 

believed they are going to report to the bridgehead for deployment into the building). They are 

led by SM Cook (Source, Camera 2, CCTV). 

02:43:54 CRO Fox at Brigade Control takes a call from a female reporting that she is stuck in her house in 

flat 182 on the 21st floor opposite the front door. The caller confirms that there are two adults 

and three children. There is a lot of shouting in the background and a man can be heard shouting 

"we are dying". CRO Fox asks if the caller is able to get out and they say no so she starts to 

provide FSG advice but the line goes dead. 

Incident Number 76213, Call Duration 54 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and 

Transcript: GTI RT17 -00650). 

02:43:55 CRO Adams at Brigade Control takes a call from a male caller in flat 193 on the 22nd floor. She 

asks if the fire is in the caller's flat and the caller explains that the fire is next door and that there 

are eight people present. CRO Adams asks if they can get out and the caller responds to say they 

cannot but asks if the Brigade can send a helicopter and CRO Adams explains that the Brigade do 

not have helicopters. CRO Adams asks again if they can get out and the caller explains that they 

cannot because there is so much smoke in the corridors. CRO Adams states again that if the 

conditions get very bad they should get themselves out of the flat, covering themselves with wet 

towels. At the end of the call, CRO Adams states to the caller that he should make the decision 

whether to leave or not. 
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Incident Number 76215, Call Duration two minutes 23 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 

Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-00652). 

02:44:00 SM Oliff who is at Brigade Control phones CU7 who are dealing with the FSG coordination at the 

scene. He contacts CU7 using his Brigade mobile and spends the next hour and 35 minutes 

passing FSG call information to CU7. This call was not recorded (Source, SM Oliff Phone Call 

Logs: GTIRT18-03467). 

02:44:01 The Radio Operator at Brigade Control confirms receipt of message sent by CU8 at 02:43:51. 

"Erm, AC Roe now incident commander received" 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-03030). 

At this stage Brigade Control have received multiple calls from several flats throughout Grenfell 

Tower. These are listed below. These calls are in addition to the previous tables earlier in this 

report. 

Time of Flat Floor number Number of Remarks 
call Number people 

02:34:42 153 18 

02:35:31 152 18 Caller Shouts for help and gives 
flat number. Not totally 
clear if they are in the 
tower. 

02:36:07 204 23 One adult Male is disabled and has 
difficulty moving on his 
own 

02:36:12 204 "Top" 

02:36:47 73 10 

02:37:00 193 22 Six adults and two 
children 

02:37:56 82 11 Two adults one Caller says they are 
child spraying her windows 

02:38:54 92 

02:40:30 94 12 One adult who is 
the caller 

02:40:47 194 This call was taken by 
British T elecom and 
passed to the NWFC 
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02:41:31 133 16 Two adults Tried to leave but had to 
turn back because of the 
smoke 

02:41:46 192 Two adults and 
three children 

02:42:06 133 16 Two adults 

02:42:06 203 23 Five adults two 
children 

02:42:14 153 18 

02:43:08 73 10 

02:43:54 182 21 

02:43:55 193 22 

02:44:07 BA Team 28, Firefighter Reddington and Firefighter Upton report to the bridgehead on the third 

floor. They report to the ECO, start breathing under air and remove their BA tallies. They are 

briefed to go to the 21st floor and take with them an enforcer and write the details of their brief on 

the item of equipment (In her witness statement Firefighter Upton says they are tasked with going 

to Flats 183 and 184 but in her contemporaneous note she states flats 182 and 183). BA Team 28 

are leaving the bridgehead when they hear firefighters shouting that a firefighter (Firefighter Hill) 

is missing (Source, BA Data, MPS Witness Statement and Contemporaneous Notes: GTIRT17-

01629, GTIRT17-01715, GTIRT17-00158) 

02:44:08"' Flora Neda from Flat 205, 23'd floor carried out of the building by a group of firefighter via the 

main entrance (Source, Camera 4, CCTV). 

02:44:09"' SM Mulholland (ORT) enters the building via the main entrance (Source, Camera 4, CCTV). 

02:44:20"' Firefighter Pole, Firefighter Cheesman, Firefighter Mitchell and Firefighter Bate (BA Team 30), are 

on the mezzanine floor waiting to be committed. Firefighter Bate states "we were told to stop 

letting crews go past us into the stairwell, firefighters were ignoring us and making their way up 

into the stairwell". Firefighter Bate further states "on the mezzanine level there were people 

shouting and screaming. There were so many residents trying to get out of the building, which 

was being made harder due to the amount of firefighters. One female was stumbling and 

screaming". Firefighter Bate asks the female what floor are you from? Firefighter Bate believes the 

female says she's from flat 113, 14h floor. Firefighter Bate also states "the children being carried 

out are coughing and are clearly affected by smoke" (Source, Camera 1, Boxing Club, CCTV, BA 

Data and MPS Witness Statement: GTI RT17-01629, GTI RT18-02865). 
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02:44:32 BA Team 29, Firefighter Whitley and Firefighter Nuttall are tasked to go to flat 122, 15th floor for 

a FSC rescue. They are told to take a branch and wait five minutes to get one. BA Team 29 have a 

TIC, an enforcer and a length of 45 mm fire hose. BA Team 29, have already started up their BA 

sets and are under air. Firefighter Nuttall states that he is under air for a while, waiting for the 

branch. He is aware that he may not have enough air to complete the task he had been allocated 

to do and was annoyed about this (Source, BA Data, MPS Witness Statements of Firefighter 

Nuttall: GTIRT17-01629, GTIRT18-01296). 

02:44:39"' Firefighter Upton states, BA team 28 climbed the first set of stairs which is already filled with 

smoke. Even the Bridgehead is not completely clear at this point, by the fourth floor they can not 

see anything Firefighter Upton believes there is emergency lighting and the BA team also have 

their torches on, but the density of the smoke is causing visibility loss, they can not see a thing 

The smoke is lighter on the third floor and gets denser and darker as they go up. it is coming from 

everywhere , there is not a single corner that is clear and there is no obvious source, such as an 

open doorway There is debris all over the stairs which they can not just walk past in case it is a 

person. The BA team take their time to make sure they do not miss anyone. Firefighter Upton is 

feeling her way with her feet and hands. When reaching a pile Firefighter Upton gets down on 

her hands and knees to check it. They can not see anything so they are doing everything blind. it 

is really hard work. The BA team go back to the stairwell and carry on climbing up the tower. 

Firefighter Upton believes Firefighter Reddington is leading the way They rest a couple of times 

as the conditions are so hot and difficult. (Source, MPS Witness Statement: CTIRT17-01715). 

02:44:41 CRO Russell at Brigade Control takes a call from a female caller in flat 82 on the 11th floor 

reporting that the front door is hot and making popping noises. CRO Russell explains that this 

may mean there is a fire the other side and takes time to give clear instructions on what to do to 

keep safe. She tells the caller to move to another room where there is less smoke and that when 

they get to the room they need to close the door and block the gaps around the doors and 

windows. CRO Russell tells the caller to keep low to the ground and cover their mouths and 

noses with some material. The caller keeps pleading with CRO Russell. They move to the back 

bedroom next to the front door and CRO Russell continues to reassure the caller and provide 

support and guidance. The caller then states that it is coming in through the kitchen window and 

CRO Russell tells the caller to stay where they are and keep themselves safe. CRO Russell says 

she needs to leave the caller explaining that she wants to contact the crews at the scene to let 

them know where they are and that the caller should call back if it gets worse. 

Incident Number 76216, Call Duration five minutes 23 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 

Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-00653). 
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02:44:41 Kent FRS take a call from a BT Operator in Nottingham connecting a call that cannot be put 

through to London because all the lines are busy. The caller is reporting a fire at Grenfell Tower 

that he is watching live on "Periscope". 

Incident Number 1276, Call Duration one minute 11 seconds (Source, FRS Incident Log, Audio 

file and Transcript GTIRT17-01618). 

02:44:44"' Omar Alhaj-Aii (flat 112, 14th floor) comes down the stairs and proceeds into the main lobby 

holding a towel around his face (Source, Camera 2, CCTV) 

02:44:47"' Omar Alhaj-Aii (flat 112, 14th floor) runs out of main lobby and exits building via main entrance. 

02:45"' 

As he leaves he is stopped by WM Williams and WM Moore before he leaves and they are seen 

to talk for a short while (Source, Camera 4, CCTV). 

BA Team 24, Firefighter Bloxham and Firefighter Evans collect their BA tallies from the ECO and 

close down their BA sets. Firefighter Evans sits down and tells a group of firefighters and an 

Officer at the ECP that his crew had rescued two people but need someone to go back to flat 205. 

Firefighter Evans further states "we did not make it to floor 23" (Source, BA Data and MPS 

Witness Statements: GTI RT17-01629, GTI RT18-01 038, GTI RT18-00926). 

02:45:00 Believed to be about this time BA Team 36 enter Grenfell tower and walked up the stairs to the 

mezzanine level. FF Wharnsby states he changed his radio channel to 6. FF Wharnsby states he 

noticed drawings on the wall "the drawings were made using chalk and contained a plan of the 

genera/layout of the floors" FF Lowe, on reaching the bridgehead states "it was very busy,lots of 

writing on the walls with notes scribbled down" (Source, MPS Witness statements,GTIRT18-

00433, GTIRT17-02939) 

02:45:01 The Protective Equipment Group (PEG) acknowledge their pager message by calling into Brigade 

Control. They are informed of the incident (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791) 

02:45:06" SM Mulholland enters the stair lobby and goes up the stairs to the mezzanine floor (Source, 

Camera 2, CCTV) 

02:45:22 CRO Fox at Brigade Control takes a call from a female caller in flat 192 on the 22nd floor who 

shouts that they are dying. The caller says there are five people, and then it is unclear how the 

caller describes the break down of this number. lt sounds like she says there are three children 

and four adults. CRO Fox asks if they are able to get out and the caller says that they cannot get 

out, that they have opened the door and almost died. CRO Fox tells them they need to get out of 

the flat, covering their bodies with towels. A male caller then comes on the phone. He says that 

the corridor is full of smoke. CRO Fox insists that they need to get out of the flat and the caller 

says okay. 
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02:45:23 

Incident Number 76220, Call Duration two minutes 55 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 

Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-00656) . 

••••• (flat 113, 14th floor) is carried down the stairs into the main lobby by SM Cook. 

Rosemary Oyewole also from Flat 113 is with them (Source, Camera 2, CCTV). 

02:45:32 Oluwaseun Talabai (flat 113, 14th floor) is escorted down the stairs into the main lobby by WM 

Dowden (Source, Camera 2, CCTV). 

02:45:34 BA Team 26, CM McAionen and Firefighter Juggins report to the ECO at the bridgehead, collect 

their BA tallies and close down their BA sets. They brief the ECO and explain that flats 111 and 

112 are empty and they have brought three residents down from flat 113 (Source, BA Data, MPS 

Witness Statements: GTIRT17-01629, GTIRT18-01417, GTIRT18-01010). 

02:45:35 CRO Howson at Brigade Control takes a call from the MPS who pass on information about a call 

they have taken from flat 152 on the 18th floor. The caller states that there are four persons, three 

children and a pregnant lady. 

Incident Number 76218. Call Duration 38 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and 

Transcript GTI RT17 -00654). 

02:45:45 Surrey FRS take a call via a BT Operator from the daughter-in-law of a resident on the 22nd floor. 

This caller has spoken to Surrey FRS at 02:28:53. The Surrey CRO takes a mobile phone number 

of the resident and says she will pass it to London and ask them to call him. 

Incident Number 024545, Call Duration one minute 28 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 

Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-01611). 

02:45:51 (flat 113, 14th floor) is carried out of building by SM Cook via main entrance 

(Source, Camera 4, CCTV) 

02:46"' BA Team 28, Firefighter Reddington and Firefighter Upton are in the stairwell making their way 

up the stairs where they meet another BA Team who are coming down the stairs to exit. 

Firefighter Upton states there is a brief conversation and the BA Team exiting ask BA Team 28 if 

they have a TIC Firefighter Upton says "no" and the other BA Team tell them to take theirs or 

they won't be able to see anything due to the conditions above the fourth floor (Source, MPS 

Witness Statements: GTIRT17-01715). 

02:46:04 CU4, Lewisham's CU books Status 3 in attendance. This is the fourth CU in attendance (Source, 

'Vision': GTIRT17-02791) 

02:46:26 Golf 306, Wembley's FRU books Status 3 in attendance. This is the eighth FRU in attendance 

(Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791) 
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02:46:39"' Rosemary Oyewole and Oluwaseun Talabai (flat 113, 141
h floor) are escorted out of the building 

by WM Dowden via the main entrance (Source, Camera 4, CCTV) 

02:46:42 CRO Adams at Brigade Control takes a call from a female caller who shouts that she is stuck in flat 

182 on the 21st floor and that there are five of them in the flat. The caller is coughing and 

struggling to make herself heard but explains that they can't leave because it is too smoky and 

she cannot breathe. CRO Adams repeatedly tells them they must leave the building. Coughing 

and choking sounds are audible and CRO Adams explains that they need to make their way out 

along the corridor, covering themselves with wet towels and sheets as the Brigade are not going 

to get to them. She waits for a response but she doesn't get any. There is more coughing and 

choking heard. CRO Adams states that she has to leave the call because there are so many calls 

commg In. 

Incident Number 76221, Call Duration two minutes 38 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 

Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-00657). 

02:46:42 Merseyside FRS takes a call via a BT Operator in Nottingham who states that they are passing the 

call because all the lines are busy in London. The caller says he is calling regarding the fire in 

Grenfell Tower and that the Brigade are present and have told him to call 999 and report that 

there is someone that needs to be evacuated. He explains that his grandfather is stuck in the 

toilet in flat 81 on the 11th or 14th floor. The Merseyside CRO takes the details. 

Merseyside Incident number 009192, Call Duration two minutes 42 seconds, (Source, FRS 

Incident Log and Audio file: GTIRT18-02885). 

02:46:43 Bravo Charlie 01, the Principal Operations Manager (POM) Scott Hayward books Status 3 in 

attendance at Brigade Control (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791) 

02:46:43 Bravo Charlie 04, SOM Adam Crinion books Status 3 in attendance at Brigade Control. He is the 

second SOM in attendance at Brigade Control (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791 ). 

02:46:48* WM Dowden re-enters the building and heads to the stair lobby and proceeds up to the 

mezzanine floor (Source, Cameras 4 and 2, CCTV). 

02:46:58 CRO Howson takes a call from flat 183 and the caller says they are still waiting but the fire has 

already reached them. CRO Howson asks if the fire is in his flat. He says no but it is next door. 

CRO Howson says that if he feels it is unsafe then he should leave the building. She tells him to 

cover his face and wrap towels around himself and his family and leave the building. 

Incident Number 143555, Call Duration one minute 15 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 

Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-01740). 
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02:47"' 

02:47"' 

Firefighter Daoud and Firefighter O'Donoghue are unable to leave via the main entrance due to 

the amount of falling debris. In the main lobby they are talking to firefighters who are waiting to 

be committed. They enter through the door leading to the community room. They assist 

Firefighters Broderick and Firefighter Cornelius to break through a window, side door and some 

shutters using a sledgehammer to create a new entrance and exit point. (This becomes the only 

access in and out of the building from around 02:55) (Source, MPS Witness Statement of 

Firefighter: GTIRT18-00393, GTIRT18-00046 ). 

The change in the 'stay put' advice was logged on CU8 at 02:47 hours (Source, AC Roe Decision 

Log). 

02:47:00* SM Cook comes down the stairs and proceeds into the mam lobby where he meets GM 

Goulbourne who hands him three firefighting branches. SM Cook then proceeds back up the 

stairs to the mezzanine floor (Source, Cameras 2 and 4, CCTV). 

02:47:07 CRO Gotts at Brigade Control takes a call from a female caller who says her niece and sister-in

law are stuck in Grenfell Tower. The caller says they are on the 18th floor. CRO Gotts says she 

has just spoken to someone on the 18th floor and she is going to pass the information to crews. 

The caller asks what they should tell them. CRO Gotts tells the caller that if she speaks to the 

family again they should cover themselves with wet towels and try and get out if they can. 

Incident Number 76219, Call Duration one minute 16 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio 

file and Transcript GTIRT17-00655). 

02:47:13"' BA Team 27, Firefighter Dwyer and Firefighter Perez are climbing the stairs and are at what they 

believe is the 10th floor level. Firefighter Perez states "I could hear crying, it was faint and I did not 

know where it was coming from. As I got to the tenth floor, I heard spluttering and crying". The 

smoke is thick. So he starts to use the TIC and sees a female coming towards them. They grab 

hold of the female and try to assist her down the stairs but before they can move her down she 

tells them that her dad is in flat 122, 15th floor. Firefighter Perez and Firefighter Dwyer then 

attempt to send a message to the ECO and tells them about finding the women and the male in 

Flat 122, 15th floor. They then run down the stairs with the female holding an arm each. The TIC 

footage shows BA Team 27 meeting Miss Ross and also shows the amount of hose on the 

stairwell (Source, TIC footage CV035802, MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-01548, GTIRT18-

03108, GTIRT18-00641). 
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0 1:51:58 GMT+ 55:18 ... Adjusted Time 02:47:16 

02:47:23 BA Team 25, Firefighter Orchard and Firefighter Herrera return to the bridgehead and close 

down their BA sets (Source, BA Data: GTIRT17-02820). 

02:47:37 CRO Jones at Brigade Control takes a call from Merseyside FRS who report that they have had a 

call put through to them by the BT Operator. The Merseyside CRO explains that they have had a 

call from a man who says his grandfather is stuck in the toilet in one of the flats. The Merseyside 

CRO then says that it is flat 81 on the 11th or 14th floor and CRO Jones states that they are not 

going to get to people and are telling people to leave. The mobile number for the caller is then 

passed to CRO Jones. CRO Jones says she will call him back. 

Incident Number 76222, Call Duration one minute 39 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio 

file and Transcript GTIRT17-00660). 

02:47:47* WM Dowden comes down the stairs into the stair lobby and proceeds into the main lobby 

(Source, Camera 2, CCTV). 

02:47:56 The Radio Operator at Brigade Control sends message to CU7. 

02:48"' 

02:48"' 

"Charlie Uniform 7, priority, over". 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-03031 ). 

BA Team 29, Firefighter Whitley and Firefighter Nutta/1 are at the bridgehead and waiting for a 

firefighting branch. They are shown a drawing on the wall of the lobby, which details the layout 

of the flats in relation to the stairs, the lifts, the bin chute and the DRM outlet (Source, BA Data, 

MPS Witness Statement GTI RT17 -01629, GTI RT18-01296). 

Firefighter Dwyer relays the information to an officer about Miss Ross's father still being in flat 

122, 151
h floor. He states that he also explains "that BA Team 27 has not completed their brief and 
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02:48:03 

another BA Team will need to go up" (Source, MPS Witness Statements: GTIRT18-01548, 

GTIRT18-03108 ). 

CU7 respond to the Radio Operator at Brigade Control. 

"FN from Charlie Uniform 7 go ahead, over". 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-03032). 

02:48:07 The Radio Operator at Brigade Control provides information to CU7. 

"Charlie Uniform 7, err, we'vegota callerwho'strapped in their flat, erm, on- flat 153, on the 

18th floor, over". 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-03033). 

02:48:20 CU7 request further information from the Radio Operator at Brigade Control. 

"FN from Charlie Uniform 7, how many persons are there". 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-03034). 

02:48:22 Alpha Tango 1, confirms they are monitoring the incident over the radio (Source, 'Vision': 

GTIRT17-02791 ). 

02:48:22 CRO Howson at Brigade Control takes a call from a child resident in flat 153 on the 18th floor who 

explains that the fire is in the flat next door. CRO Howson asks to speak to an adult and the child 

passes the phone to her Mum. The female caller explains that she has called before and been told 

someone would be sent up and CRO Howson responds by telling them if the fire is in the flat next 

door that they need to leave as the Brigade will not be able to get up to them. She gives 

instructions to cover their mouths with wet towels and make their way down. CRO Howson asks 

the caller if they understand but the line cuts off. 

Incident Number 76228, Call Duration two minutes 11 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 

Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-00666). 

02:48:32"' WM Williams enters the stair lobby and proceeds up the stairs to the mezzanine floor (Source, 

Camera 2, CCTV). 

02:48:35 The Radio Operator at Brigade Control respond to message sent by Command Unit 7 at 

02:48:20. 

"Err, we don't know how many but about four, approximately. Over". 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-03035). 

02:48:41 CU7 acknowledges receipt. 
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"FN from Charlie Uniform 7, received". 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-03036). 

02:48:42"' WM Dowden enters the stair lobby and proceeds up the stairs to the mezzanine floor (Source, 

Camera 2, CCTV). 

02:48:48"' Firefighter Singh enters the main lobby via the community room door carrying a clear plastic bag 

with what appears to be a bag of the yellow rescue sheets, which he has been given by the LAS. 

He has a brief conversation with SM Walton and then proceeds into the stair lobby, up the stairs 

to the mezzanine level (Source, Camera 4, CCTV). 

02:48:49 CRO Gotts takes a call from Surrey FRS who have had another call from the daughter-in-law of a 

resident who is trapped on the 22nd floor. The Surrey CRO passes the mobile phone number of 

the resident and asks if CRO Gotts could give him a ring. CRO Gotts confirms that we have just 

been told to tell people to put wet cloths over their mouths and try to get out and the Surrey CRO 

responds by explaining that the resident is 70 years old. 

02:49"' 

02:49"' 

02:49"' 

02:49"' 

Incident Number 76226, Call Duration one minute 43 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio 

file and Transcript GTIRT17-00664). 

BA Team 23, Firefighter Daoud and Firefighter O'Donoghue leave the building via the community 

room (Source, Camera4, CCTV). 

Firefighter Bloxham administers oxygen to Firefighter Hill on the way down the stairs to the 

mezzanine. Firefighter Evans meets them both on the mezzanine level (Source, MPS Witness 

Statements: GTI RT18-01 038, GTI RT18-00926). 

BA Team 29, Firefighter Whitley and Firefighter Nutta/1 ascend the stairs. The stairs up to the fifth 

floor are congested with firefighters and the stairs are blocked by fire hose (Source, BA Data, 

MPS Witness Statement: GTI RT17 -01629, GTI RT18-01296). 

BA Team 27, Firefighter Dwyer and Firefighter Perez proceed past the bridgehead to try and 

complete their brief of getting to flat 74, 101
h floor. They are in the stairwell climbing the stairs not 

far up as the smoke is not thick, when they meet a family consisting of a female, a male and a child 

being carried by the male. The male appears to have secured the child to him by tying a jumper 

around the child (Source, BA Data, MPS Witness Statements: GTIRT17-01629, GTIRT18-01548, 

GTIRT18-03108). 

02:49:05 CRO Fox at Brigade Control takes a call from a male caller who explains that he is in flat 133 on 

the 16th floor and still waiting with his wife. CRO Fox gives instructions that they need to get 

safely out of the flat by wrapping sheets and towels around their body and a damp towel around 
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their face. The caller asks if there is smoke on the stairs and CRO Fox says she doesn't know but 

that they still need to try and get outside. The caller says they will try and CRO Fox ends the call. 

Incident Number 76225, Call Duration one minute 31 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio 

file and Transcript GTIRT17-00663). 

02:49:10 BA Team 19, Firefighter Desforges and Firefighter Mitchell are at theirfire engines Alpha 241 and 

Alpha 242 and carry out a fireground 'A' Test giving them a replacement BA cylinder to allow 

them to re-commit into the building (Source, BA Data and MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT17-

02820, GTIRT17-02932, GTIRT18-00652). 

02:49:14* WM Williams comes down the stairs into the stair lobby and proceeds into the main lobby. He is 

carrying sheets of white A4 paper believed to be the Control Information Forms (Source, Camera 

2, CCTV). 

02:49:20 CRO Adams at Brigade Control takes a call from a male caller that shouts that he can see the 

flames coming out of the top of the building and down to his flat and that he has been waiting an 

hour. CRO Adams asks if he can get out the building but the caller says that he cannot as it is too 

dark and there's too much smoke. The caller explains that he is 67 years of age and cannot go 

running down the stairs. He is on his own on the 22nd floor and screams for the Brigade to come 

and get him. CRO Adams says that he needs to leave the building and starts to give advice about 

wrapping sheets around him but the line clears. 

Incident Number 76223, Call Duration one minute nine seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 

Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-00661). 

02:49:20"' BA Team 26, Firefighter Juggins and CM McAionen come down the stairs into the stair lobby and 

proceed into the main lobby (Source, Camera 2, CCTV) 

02:49:37 NWFC take a call via a BT Operator explaining that the call is originally for London but the lines 

are busy. Once the caller is passed, they report a fire close to Latimer Road and the CRO asks if it 

is a high rise building of flats. The caller explains that she does not live there but cannot bear 

seeing people dying like this. 

Incident Number 143566, Call Duration one minute 31 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 

Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-01608). 

02:49:50 Foxtrot 266, Bethnal Green's FRU books Status 3 1n attendance. This is the ninth FRU 1n 

attendance (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791). 

02:50"' Firefighter Hill is being administered oxygen and is assisted down the stairs, but he does not 

collect his BA tally from the ECO. Firefighter Hill states "Then I thought if the dad didn't have the 

youngest girl then she's still in there". On realising he hasn't told the ECO he radios through to 
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02:50* 

the bridgehead and informs them he has been to flat 95, 12th floor and the flat is clear but there 

might be a girl on the 6th or ih floor (Source, BA Data and MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT17-

02820, GTIRT18-00426). 

BA Team 27, Firefighter Dwyer and Firefighter Perez escort a family down to the bridgehead 

where they untie the child (who is secured to the male by a jumper) and take them down to the 

mezzanine floor. All three are described as being of black heritage and the child is approx. 6-7 

years old (Source, MPS Witness Statement of Firefighter Perez and Firefighter Dwyer: GTIRT18-

01548, GTIRT18-03108). 

02:50:01 CRO Jones at Brigade Control makes a call back to the mobile passed by Merseyside FRS at 

02:47:37. The call rings for 18 seconds and CRO Jones ends the call (Source, NICE, Admin Phone 

Line Audio file: GTIRT18-02577). 

02:50:04* SM Mulholland comes down the stairs, enters the stair lobby and then proceeds into the main 

lobby (Source, Camera 2, CCTV). 

02:50:07* WM Dowden comes down the stairs, enters the stair lobby and proceeds into the main lobby 

(Source, Camera 2, CCTV). 

02:50:17* A large amount of debris is falling from the building outside the East elevation (Source, Camera 2, 

CCTV). 

02:50:19 CRO Jones at Brigade Control takes a call from a member of public who is reporting that his friend 

is stuck in flat 173 on the 20th floor. CRO Jones says the advice that Brigade Control are currently 

giving is that they need to try and get out of the building. The caller says he will tell his friend 

now. 

Incident Number 76224, Call Duration 39 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and 

Transcript GTIRT17-00662 and GTIRT17-01533). 

02:50:21 * SM Egan is in the main lobby and is taking pictures (on his mobile phone) of the wall where the 

FSG call information is being recorded byWM Williams (Source, Camera 4, CCTV) 

02:50:32 BA Team 28, Firefighter Reddington and Firefighter Upton are climbing up the stairwell and have 

to take several 20 second breaks due to the extreme heat and conditions. (The BA Data supports 

this as it can be seen that periodically BA Team 28 breathing rates slow and the pre-alarm on 

Firefighter Reddington's BA set actuates). Firefighter Upton states that as they climb the stairs 

they come across piles of discarded clothing, which slow them down as they get on their hands 

and knees to ensure they were not stepping over any casualties. The visibility in the stairwell is 

zero (Source, BA Data, MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT17-01629, GTIRT17-01715). 
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02:50:33* SM Cook escorts Firefighter Hill down the stairs into the stair lobby. SM Cook is carrying an 

oxygen cylinder and Firefighter Hill is wearing the oxygen mask. They proceed into the main 

lobby (Source, Camera 2, CCTV). 

02:50:35* Firefighter Bloxham comes down the stairs into the stair lobby carrying Firefighter Hill's BA set 

(Source, Camera 2, CCTV). 

02:57:39 CRO Howson takes a call from a member of the public outside the Tower who says that there are 

people shouting from the building. CRO Howson confirms that the caller is not in the building 

and reassures her that the Brigade is there but needs to end the call because Brigade Control are 

trying to help people inside the building. 

Incident Number 143558, Call Duration 30 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and 

Transcript GTIRT17-01743). 

02:50:48 CRO Howson at Brigade Control takes a call from a caller on the 12th floor. The caller says that 

the fire is coming into the flat by the window and that they are going to die. The caller states that 

he has a brother and a mum with him. CRO Howson explains that if the fire is in the flat they need 

to leave the flat and tells him to cover their mouths with wet towels and get out. The caller asks if 

they should use the lift and CRO Howson tells them not to use the lift. 

Incident Number 143556,Call Duration one minute 46 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio 

file and Transcript GTIRT17-01741). 

02:50:48 The Brigade Commissioner Dany Cotton contacts the Radio Operator at Brigade Control and 

books in attendance at the incident. 

"Bravo Mike One now Status 3. Over". 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-03038). 

At this time Brigade Control have received a further 13 FSG calls since 02:44. These are shown in 

the table below. 

Time of Flat Floor Number of people 
Remarks 

call Number number confirmed by caller 

02:44:41 82 11 Two adults and one child 

02:45:22 192 22 
Two adults and three Caller told to leave the 

children building 

One pregnant adult and 
This is a call from the MPS 

02:45:35 152 18 to the Brigade to pass on 
three children 

information 
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Surrey FRS receive a call 
from the daughter in law of 

02:45:45 22 
Anthony Disson. CRO says 
she will pass mobile number 
to London and also will ask 

them to ring resident 

02:46:42 182 21 Five people 
Caller told to leave the 

building 

02:46:58 183 
Caller told to leave the 

building 

Merseyside Control call 

02:47:37 81 11 or 14 
about a father stuck in the 
flat. They say 11th or 14th 

floor. 

Caller is a child who passes 
phone to their mum during 

02:48:22 153 18 
the call. 

Caller told to leave the 
building 

Information about a 70 year 

02:48:49 22 
old male passed by Surrey 
fire and rescue service to 

London 

Caller says he is with his 
02:49:05 133 16 Two adults wife. Caller told to leave the 

building. 

02:49:20 22 One adult 
Caller told to leave the 

building 

One adult and Caller says he has a brother 
02:50:48 12 and mum with him. He is 

two children told to leave the building 

02:50:51 Brigade Control send the Commissioner a radio message confirming she is Status 3, in attendance 

02:51"' 

Status 3 received. 

(Source, Radio Traffic Audio File: GTIRT17-03039). 

Firefighter Nutta/1 from BA Tea m 29 notices that the floor numbers by the lifts don't appear to be 

correct he believes they aren't the right number for the floor he is on. Firefighter Nutta/1 states 
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02:51"' 

"from the fifth floor upwards there was dense smoke and we couldn't see much" (Source, BA 

Data, MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT17-01629, GTIRT18-01296). 

BA Team 18, CM Yeoman and Firefighter Nelson return to theirfire engine Alpha 411 and carry 

out a fireground 'A' test on their BA sets (Source, BA Data: GTIRT17-02820). 

02:51 :00"' A large amount of smoke is entering the building through the front door and firefighters are being 

directed to exit via the community room (Source, Camera 4, CCTV). 

02:51:00"' BA Team 26, Firefighter Juggins and CM McAionen have been waiting at the main entrance for 

nearly two minutes. They are waiting to exit the building but because of the amount of debris 

falling they have been unable to. WM Watson instructs them to leave via the community room 

(Source, Camera 4, CCTV). 

02:51 :00 The Essex CRO calls back the resident in flat 153 on the 18th floor and tells the caller that he has 

spoken to the Brigade who confirmed that they are in attendance. The Essex CRO states that the 

Brigade have told him that current advice is that they should cover themselves in wet bed sheets 

and make their way to the nearest fire exit. The caller says there is no fire exit and suggests that 

maybe they could jump onto some sort of sponge but the Essex CRO states that they do not have 

them. The Essex CRO asks how many people there are and the caller says that there are about 

four adults and five children. The Essex CRO states that he understands that it will be hard for 

them to get out. The caller explains that the fire is closer now and that his neighbour is with them 

and the Essex CRO advises that they should try and get out if they can. The caller states that the 

front door is full of smoke and the Essex CRO advises the caller to block the smoke if there is no 

way out. The caller then suggests again that they could jump and the Essex CRO is very clear that 

the caller must not jump from the 18th floor. He tells them to get together in the same room and 

he will try and get the London crews to them. 

Incident Number 73310, Call Duration two minutes 13 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 

Audio file and Transcript:GTIRT17-00658). Please note: the transcript time for this call is incorrect 

and contains a typing error. 

02:51:06 CRO Adams at Brigade Control takes a call from a caller on the 21st floor who says they are 

dying. CRO Adams explains that the Brigade is advising people to leave the building and explains 

that they should cover themselves with wet towels and run. Several voices and coughing can be 

heard. She goes on to explain that they should open the door carefully and make a run for it. The 

caller confirms they are going to try and a different voice to the callers is heard in the background 

saying that it is too smoky. The caller is not engaging in the conversation, CRO Adams tries to get 

some acknowledgment that they have understood her but the line goes dead. 

Incident Number 76227, Call Duration one minute 43 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio 

file and Transcript GTIRT17-00665). 
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02:51:09 CRO Russell at Brigade Control speaks to a female caller in flat 193 on the 22nd floor who is 

asking for advice. The caller asks if they should stay where they are or run downstairs. CRO 

Russell asks the caller to explain what the conditions are and the caller says it is very smoky 

outside the flat. CRO Russell explains that there are two options and proceeds to state that they 

can either move to a room that is less smoky and close the door and block the smoke, or try to 

leave the building but that the caller will have to decide which is safer. There is a lot of shouting in 

the background and the caller asks CRO Russell what they should do. CRO Russell asks how 

many people there are and the caller states that there are 10 of them and that they are in the 

living room. The line goes quiet for a period oftime and when CRO Russell returns, she explains 

to the caller to get wet towels and blankets and cover themselves and get out. She says that there 

are lot of people in the building and the firefighters are struggling to get to everyone. The BT 

Operator comes on the line which indicates that the line has been dropped. 

Incident Number 76237, Call Duration five minutes 32 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 

Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-00675). 

02:51:22 AOM Real at Brigade Control makes a call to the Health and Safety Executive to report the Major 

Incident at Grenfell Tower and the current advice of telling residents to get out of the building. 

She tells them that it is a 40 pump fire. The name of the Health and Safety Executive is given as 

Paul Monaghan (Source, NICE, Admin Phone Line Audio file: GTIRT18-00910). 

02:51:25* WM Dowden and SM Mulholland enter the stair lobby, go up the stairs to the mezzanine level 

(Source, Camera 2, CCTV). 

02:51 :28"' BA Team 30, Firefighter Bate, Firefighter Pole, Firefighter Mitchell and Firefighter Cheesman are 

at the bridgehead and receive their briefing from WM De Silvo who briefs the crew to go to the 

23'd floor. The crew are told to take fire hose, branches, a TIC and breaking in gear. WM De Silvo 

also tells BA Team 30 to stop and look on the fourth floor to familiarise themselves with the layout 

of the floor. Firefighter Mitchell states he is briefed "to go to the 23'd floor and search two flats", 

Firefighter Pole states they were detailed to make their way to the 23'd floor for search and 

rescue, Firefighter Cheesman states "we are briefed as a crew of four to take two lengths of hose, 

a branch, TIC and breaking in gear to the 23'd floor". BA Team 30 then start breathing under air 

and remove their BA tallies. (Source, BA Data, MPS Witness Statement, Contemporaneous: 

GTIRT17-01629, GTIRT18-02865, GTIRT17-00076, GTIRT17-00077). 

02:51 :35 CU8 request to send a radio message to Brigade Control. Brigade Control ask CU8 to send their 

radio message 

Charlie Uniform 8 from M2FN, go ahead. Over. 

(Source, GTIRT17-03040) 
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02:51 :38 CU8 send a radio message to Brigade Control requesting the attendance of two BA Support Units 

and they are to go straight to the leisure centre 

FN Charlie Uniform 8. Can you make BA Support Unit 2 and to send them directly to the leisure 

centre. Charlie Uniform 8 over. 

(Source, GTIRT17-03041) 

02:51 :38 CRO Gotts makes a call to the mobile number given to her by Surrey FRS at 02:48:49. A male 

answers the phone and is very distressed and shouts that the flames are coming from next door. 

CRO Gotts tells him to cover himself with wet towels and get out. He asks if she is serious and 

states that he is 67 years of age. CRO Gotts asks if a neighbour can help him but the caller says 

there is no one up there and the call cuts off (Source, NICE, Admin Phone Line Audio file: 

GTIRT18-02374). 

02:51 :54 Brigade Control send a message to CU8 confirm that the two BA support Units are to go to the 

leisure centre 

Was that BA Support Unit 2 to send to a leisure centre? Over. 

(Source, Radio Message and GTIRT17-03042) 

02:51 :55"' Firefighter Herrera comes down the stairs and enters the stair lobby and proceeds into the main 

lobby (Source, Camera 2, CCTV). 

02:51 :59 CU8 send a radio message to Brigade Control confirming the last radio message is correct 

FN Charlie Uniform 8. All correct. Over. 

(Source, GTIRT17-03043) 

02:52:01"' Firefighter Orchard comes down the stairs, enters the stair lobby and then proceeds into the main 

lobby (Source, Camera 2, CCTV) 

02:52:20 CRO Fox takes a call at Brigade Control from a female reporting that her friend is stuck in her flat, 

cannot get out and that the fire is outside the front door. They are in flat 73 but the caller does not 

know what floor. CRO Fox explains that the advice is to wrap themselves in wet towels and try 

and get out. She explains that crews are on lots of floors and they can assist them down. CRO Fox 

asks the caller to get her friend to ring 999 and they can advise her how best to get out. 

Incident Number 76231, Call Duration one minute 17 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio 

file and Transcript GTIRT17-00669). 

02:52:35* Firefighter Okoh comes down the stairs into the stair lobby and removes his EDBA set (Source, 

Camera 2, CCTV). 
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02:52:40* SM Mulholland comes down the stairs into the stair lobby and proceeds to the main lobby 

(Source, Camera 2, CCTV). 

02:52:41"' BA Team 25, Firefighter Herrera and Firefighter Orchard exit the main lobby into the community 

room and exit the building (Source, Camera 4, CCTV). 

02:52:51 CRO Adams at Brigade Control takes a call from Essex FRS who have had a call from a resident in 

flat 153 on 18th floor. This relates to the call at 02:51:00 above. CRO Adams tells the Essex CRO 

that the advice they are giving to everyone is to leave the building. The Essex CRO says he has 

told the caller that but they are saying it is not safe to do so because the fire is in the flat next door 

and the smoke is coming through the windows. CRO Adams reiterates the current advice and 

that the fire has spread throughout the building. CRO Adams also tells the Essex CRO that if 

Essex FRS receive any more calls from Grenfell Tower they should tell them to leave the building. 

Incident Number 76230, Call Duration one minute six seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio 

file and Transcript GTIRT17-00668). 

02:52:57* GM Goulbourne and SM Cook enter the stair lobby and go up the stairs to the mezzanine level 

and believed onto the bridgehead (Source, Camera 2, CCTV). 

02:53"' BA Team 29, Firefighter Whitley and Firefighter Nuttall believe they reach the seventh or eighth 

floor. They go into the lobby area to try to find any door numbers which will help them identify 

the flats position, the lobby layout and see how far they have left to go to reach the 151
h floor. BA 

Team 29 get lost in the lobby and are feeling their way around for the floor number or flat 

numbers. Firefighter Whitley finds the doorway and the BA team make their way back onto the 

stairwell. Firefighter Nuttall decides to take a gauge check because he thinks they are going to 

run out of air. BA Team 29 then decide to run up the stairs to whichever floor they can reach and 

then come off into a lobby and see where they are. Firefighter Nutall states "I think it was still 

around the seventh floor that I stood on what I thought was a hose but in fact it was a body " 

(Source, BA Data, MPS Witness Statement and Contemporaneous Notes: GTIRT17-01629, 

GTIRT18-01296, GTIRT17-00120). 

02:53:14 CRO Duddy takes a call at Brigade Control from a female member of the public who says she is 

watching a massive block of flats on fire. CRO Duddy confirms the Brigade is in attendance. 

Incident Number 76229, Call Duration 21 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and 

Transcript: GTI RT17 -00667). 

02:53:17 CRO Jones at Brigade Control takes a call from a caller in flat 192 who states that they cannot 

leave. CRO Jones asks if there is smoke coming into the flat and the caller says yes. CRO Jones 

says that they need to try and get out and explains that they need to get wet towels The caller 

states that they have no water because they are in the bedroom and CRO Jones again states that 
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they have to try and get out. CRO Jones keeps trying to raise the attention of the caller who can 

be heard talking in the background but the line cuts off. 

Incident Number 76232, Call Duration two minutes 32 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 

Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-00670). 

02:53:17* WM Dowden comes down the stairs into the stair lobby and proceeds to the mam lobby 

(Source, Camera 2, CCTV) 

02:53:40"' Firefighter Okoh goes back up the stairs towards the bridgehead (Source, Camera 2, CCTV). 

02:53:57 CRO Howson takes a call at Brigade Control from flat 182 on the 21st floor. The caller says the 

fire is in the flat and CRO Howson states that they must leave. The caller says they tried to leave 

before and CRO Howson explains that they need cover themselves with wet towels and get out. 

She explains that if the fire is in the flat the crews will not be able to get to them. There are 

conversations going on in the background and a voice is heard to say that they are trying to leave. 

02:54"' 

Incident Number 76238, Call Duration three minutes three seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 

Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-00676). 

CM McAionen from BA Team 26 and Firefighter Herrera from BA Team 25 exit the building via 

the entrance in the community room. On exiting the tower both firefighters see the male they 

brought down from Flat 113 (Omar Alhaj-Aii) in the play area to the West of the tower. The male 

looks at the firefighters and says to Firefighter Herrera "my brother is still in there, I'm on the 

phone to him, he is on his knees praying". He also says "I was mistaken" (Source, MPS Witness 

Statements: GTI RT18-01 020, GTI RT18-01417). 

02:54:21 CRO Fox takes a call at Brigade Control from a member of the public who is reporting a friend 

who is stuck in flat 194 on the 22nd floor. She says she can see him at the window and that the 

fire is all around him. CRO Fox explains they are telling people to leave and that the resident 

should call 999 but the caller explains that her battery has died and she can't ring him back. CRO 

Fox says she will contact crews at the scene and let them know. 

Incident Number 76234, Call Duration one minute four seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 

Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-00672). 

02:54:26 Rebecca Ross is escorted by a firefighter from the stairs into the stair lobby and then she 

proceeds into the main lobby, the firefighter goes back up to the mezzanine floor as Firefighter 

O'Hanlon who is in the main lobby has indicated to him that he will take her out. (See picture 

below) (Source, Camera 2, CCTV). 
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Camera 2 ... Adjusted Time Approx 02:54:26 

02:54:31 CRO Duddy at Brigade Control takes a call from a resident of Flat 153 on the 18th Floor who is 

outside of the building as he was not in when the fire started. The caller explains that his wife and 

three children are trapped and the fire is burning his children. CRO Duddy says that they need to 

get out of the flat but the caller explains that they can't get out because it is too smoky, they can't 

see where they are going and that one of his children has lost consciousness. CRO Duddy says 

he will get someone to them and asks if the caller has a phone numberfor them, the caller says he 

has a number. CRO Duddy tells the caller they should ring in to the Brigade or he should tell 

them to get out, using wet towels to cover themselves as it is their only option. The caller says he 

will try and call them and the line goes dead. 

Incident Number 76233, Call Duration one minute 17 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio 

file and Transcript GTIRT17-00671). 

02:54:33 Rebecca Ross is escorted out of the main lobby into the community room by Firefighter O'Hanlon 

(Source, Camera 4, CCTV). 

02:54:48* GM Goulbourne comes down the stairs into the stair lobby and then proceeds into the main lobby 

(Source, Camera 2, CCTV). 

02:54:51* Firefighter Okoh comes down the stairs into the stair lobby and proceeds into the main lobby 

(Source, Camera 2, CCTV). 

02:54:51 CRO Adams at Brigade Control takes a call from a female caller that just repeats "Latimer Road 

station". The caller states that the fire brigade are not doing enough. CRO Adams assures her 

they are doing everything that they can. 
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02:55* 

Incident Number 143564, Call Duration 46 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and 

Transcript: GTI RT17 -017 49). 

The picture below is of the view into the community room which is now where all entries and 

exits are being made due to the debris outside the East and South elevation doors. This picture 

was taken on a residents phone as they were escorted out. 

BA Team 23, Firefighter Daoud and Firefighter O'Donoghue return their BA sets to their fire 

engine. Whilst doing this they notice that first aid is required by members of the public so they 

take two IEC packs to the first aid handling area by the playground (West elevation) (Source, 

MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-00393, GTIRT18-00046). 

02:55:05 BA Team 31, CM Hoare and Firefighter Tanner report to the bridgehead and are initially briefed 

by WM De Silvo to go to flat 74, 101h floor to assist a diabetic male. CM Hoare's BA tally is 

entered into the ECB and almost immediately WM De Silvo re-tasks them to go to the 1 ih floor 

for a declared 'firefighter emergency' (believed to be Firefighter Hill of BA Team 21). CM Hoare 

states that they make up a BA Team of four with BA Team 32, WM Aston-O'Donovan and 

Firefighter Green who are also briefed to go to the 1ih floor (Source, BA Data, MPS Witness 

Statement: GTIRT17-01629, GTIRT17-01959, GTIRT18-00998 ). 
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02:55:05* CM Hoare states, BA team 31 are climbing the stairs and as they do so CM Hoare notices 

more personal possessions on the staircases. The conditions from the third to the fourth 

and fifth stairwell being the same as the team encounter on the lower floors, very little or 

no smoke. As the BA team approach the sixth floor the smoke is now obvious and 

reducing their visibility. CM Hoare states he can see his hands if he pulls them towards 

his face, make out the railings, and see maybe three steps ahead, but the general visibility 

is now impeded with the smoke albeit not thick smoke, the higher they go the visibility 

deteriorates and by the seventh floor the conditions change dramatically. lt is thick heavy 

smoke, the smoke is increasing in heat and density. By the ninth floor CM Hoare has to 

wipe soot off of the walls to see what number of floor they are on, the conditions on the 

ninth, 10th and 11th floors are the same, no visibility, increased heat, thick smoke, if the 

lights are on or off it did not make any difference. (Source, MPS Witness Statement: 

GTIRT17-01959). 

02:55:08 CM Rawlings enters the main lobby via the community room. (Source, CCTV: Camera 4). 

02:55:08 BA Team 27, Firefighter Dwyer and Firefighter Perez report to bridgehead, collect their BA tallies 

and close down their BA sets. Once this is done they inform the ECO that they did not reach flat 

74, 10th floor as briefed. They inform the ECO that the female they rescued, her father is still in 

flat 122, 15th floor (Source, BA Data, MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT17-01629, GTIRT18-01548, 

GTIRT18-03108). 

02:55:19 Firefighter Morcos enters the main lobby via the community room .. (Source, CCTV: Camera 4). 

02:55:38 CRO Gotts takes a call from a male caller in flat 183 on the 21st floor who states that they cannot 

get out because it is too smoky. CRO Gotts says they need to put wet towels over themselves and 

leave the flat but the caller explains that they cannot. CRO Gotts then asks if they can block up 

where the smoke is coming in or get to a window that can provide fresh air and the caller states 

that is what they are doing but there are three kids, three adults and one heavily pregnant wife. 

CRO Gotts confirms and states that she will let the crews know. 

Incident Number 76248, Call Duration one minute 17 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio 

file and Transcript GTIRT17-00686). 

02:55:44 CRO Adams takes a call from a caller says she can see people on one of the top floors that are 

flashing lights. She tries to describe the side of the building they are on and states that these 

people will die. CRO Adams states that the Brigade is aware and are trying to get to them as soon 

as possible. 
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Incident Number 76236,Call Duration one minute eight seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 

Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-00674). 

02:55:47 CRO Jones takes a call from a caller who explains that Latimer Road is getting worse. She explains 

that there is a family with three children on the 18th floor who cannot get out. The caller asks if 

there is a helicopter available and CRO Jones explains that the Brigade is doing all they can and 

passes the advice to cover themselves in wet towels and try to get out. 

Incident Number 76235, Call Duration one minute 30 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio 

file and Transcript GTIRT17-00673). 

02:55:59 CRO Duddy at Brigade Control answers a call to a woman screaming from the 22nd floor. 

02:56* 

Another female says that the fire is everywhere and they cannot see each other and asks for a 

helicopter. CRO Duddy tries to tell them to cover themselves in wet towels and get to the 

stairwell but is constantly interrupted and there is a lot of screaming and shouting. CRO Duddy 

keeps repeating that they need to get out and he explains that their only chance of survival is to 

get to the stairwell. The caller says okay and ends the call. 

Incident Number 76242, Call Duration two minutes 38 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 

Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-00680). 

BA Team 29, Firefighter Whitley and Firefighter Nutta/1 believe they reach the 11th or 12th floor. 

Firefighter Nutta/1 and Firefighter Whitley have a discussion as the fire hose Firefighter Nuta/1 has 

brought with him doesn't have a carrying handle and has now become tangled in the balustrade. 

BA Team 29 carry on to what they believe is the 151
h floor (Source, BA Data, MPS Witness 

Statement: CTI RT17 -01629, CTI RT18-01296). 

02:56:04 CRO Fox at Brigade Control takes a call from a caller in flat 73 on the 10th floor who explains 

there are four adults still inside. CRO Fox states that the caller should try and get out safely by 

covering their mouths with wet towels. The caller asks if they should go up and CRO Fox states 

that they should not go up and explains that there are multiple fires on multiple floors. She tells 

them to cover themselves with wet towels and get out of the building. The caller confirms that 

they have to go and then he ends the call. 

Incident Number 76241, Call Duration one minute 47 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio 

file and Transcript GTIRT17-00679). 

02:56:08 Firefighter Brooks enters the main lobby via the community room. (Source, CCTV: Camera 4). 

02:56:39* WM Coltress enters the stair lobby with two firefighting branches and goes up the stairs to the 

mezzanine level (Source, Camera 2, CCTV) 
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02:56:50 Firefighter Green states that he removed his Lung Demand Valve (LDV) just after leaving 

bridgehead and replaces it again on the sixth floor as conditions worsen (Source, MPS Witness 

Statement: CTIRT18-00306). 

02:56:50 BA Team 32, WM Aston-O'Donovan and Firefighter Green report to the bridgehead and meet 

the ECO, WM De Silvo. They are tasked to go to the 1 ih floor in response to a 'firefighter 

emergency' (known to be Firefighter Hill BA Team 21 ). Firefighter Green states that "another 

crew were tasked to do the same task". WM Aston-O'Donovan states that the brief is very clear 

"we know where the stairwell and the doors are so we make our way to up the stairs to the 1ih 

floor". Firefighter Green states "You are going to the 12th Floor. There is a Fire Fighter 

Emergency going on. Someone was unaccounted for". BA Team 32 then start breathing under air 

and remove their BA tallies. (Source, BA Data, MPS Witness Statements: GTI RT17-01629, 

GTIRT18-00045, GTIRT18-00306). 

02:56:51 CRO Adams takes a call at Brigade Control from a caller stating that his friend is stuck on 20th 

floor of Grenfell Tower. CRO Adams tells the caller to ring her back and tell her to leave. She 

goes on to say that the caller should advise her that she needs to cover herself with wet towels 

and leave. The caller says he will call her back. 

02:57* 

Incident Number 76240, Call Duration 34 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and 

Transcript: GTI RT17 -00678). 

AC Roe requests, via the Duty DAC, the attendance of Positive Pressure Ventilation (PPV) I 

Specialist Entry Recovery Team (SERT). This request is made via a mobile phone call to Brigade 

Control (Source, AC Roe decision log: CTIRT17-02438). 

02:57:10"' Firefighter Herrera goes back into the tower and tells WM Williams about the people in Flat 113. 

WM Williams tasks Firefighter Herrera to go and get BA sets and go back to the flat 113. 

Firefighter Herrera says he can't because he is exhausted. Firefighter Herrera then states "We are 

now at the Bridgehead and I de briefed WM De Silvo ,with our actions concerning Flat 113 and 

the residents that we had brought down." Firefighter Herrera states that "WM De Silvo noted the 

information and said I will send someone straight away." On reviewing Camera 4, CCTV 

Firefighter Herrera can be seen talking to WM Watson and can be seen clearly saying 113. WM 

Watson tells Firefighter Herrera to speak to WM Williams. WM Williams can be seen pointing at 

the wall and speaking on his radio. WM Stevens and Firefighter O'Hanlon are also there. At one 

point they all turn and speak to someone on the mezzanine floor. Once this discussion is finished 

Firefighter Herrera then leaves through the community room door and he doesn't appear to go to 

the bridgehead) (Source, Camera 4, CCTV. MPS Witness Statement: GTI RT18-01 020). 

02:57:18 CRO Jones at Brigade Control takes a call from a female caller who says she is calling on behalf of 

her friend who cannot get through on 999. Her friend is stuck in flat 73 on 10th floor and there 
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are four people in the flat. CRO Jones tells the caller that people are going to have to try and get 

out, using wet blankets to cover themselves. CRO Jones tells the caller to ask her friend to ring 

999, but that the advice is to try and get out. The caller confirms the advice. 

Incident Number 76239, Call Duration two minutes (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and 

Transcript: GTI RT17 -00677). 

02:57:32 Kent FRS take this call from the BT Operator in Nottingham because the lines are all busy in the 

London Brigade Control. The caller is in flat 73 on 10th floor and there are four people in the 

property. The Kent CRO confirms with the BT operator flat 73 and incorrectly the fourth floor, 

then begins talking with a female caller who confirms flat 73 on the 10th floor. The caller says the 

fire is getting worse and they cannot open the door and asks if someone can come to get them. 

The CRO gives advice to stay low and block the smoke using wet towels on their faces and to 

move to another room. The caller states they have done that and asks if they can use the stairs. 

The CRO states he is Kent FRS and he will pass the caller's number to London and they can call 

her back. The CRO is heard passing information to a colleague who is on the line to London 

Brigade Control. The CRO comes back on the line to the caller and confirms details of their 

location have been passed to London crews and firefighters will be on their way to them. The 

caller says that she is confused because Kent FRS is telling them to stay and on the other I ine they 

are being told to evacuate. The CRO says that if it safe to evacuate then they should but the caller 

says it isn't safe. The CRO summarises that if there is flame in the corridor then it will not be safe 

to go outside. The caller says there is flame outside their front door. The caller explains that her 

brother is on the phone to "another emergency service" who is telling them to get out and the 

CRO is telling them to stay put. The CRO tries to explain that he agrees that they should get out if 

it safe to do so and explains that he is trying to keep them safe. The CRO asks the caller to find 

out who the other residents are talking to. There is a discussion in the flat and the caller says they 

are going to try and get out. A smoke alarm sounds and the caller says it is "too hot, we can't get 

out". There are long periods of silence during the call. The caller says they now cannot close the 

front door and does not know why the door will not close. The CRO continues to give FSG advice 

and the caller reports on the conditions within the flat and also reports seeing firefighters spraying 

water at the Tower and seeing debris falling. 

The caller asks the CRO to hold on and she speaks with someone else on another phone, when 

she returns she says that they have been told by the Brigade to leave the premises, they have no 

choice but to leave. The caller says they are going to try and leave. The operator says he will stay 

on the line while they try and get out. A smoke alarm is heard and the caller comes back on the 

line and says they cannot get out. There is a lot of coughing and choking in the background and 

the smoke alarm continues to sound. The operator coaches the caller through staying safe again 

and the occupiers stay in the flat. At 04:15:52 the caller says to the control operator "I think 
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someone's coming to help". There is a lot of noise in the background and the call continues with 

the operator waiting for a response. At 04:30:01 the caller tells the control operator that they are 

outside and all of them are safe. 

Incident Number 149817, Call Duration ninety six minutes 41 seconds (Source, FRS Incident Log, 

Audio File and Transcript GTIRT17-01838, GTIRT17-01839). 

02:57:34 CRO Russell at Brigade Control take a call via a BT Operator in Dundee who tries to connect a call 

with a caller who is saying they are stuck. There is no response to CRO Russell when she tries to 

raise the caller. The line is closed by the BT Operator in consultation with CRO Russell. 

Incident Number 76243, Call Duration 52 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and 

Transcript GTI RT17 -00681). 

02:57:37* A WM from a CU enters the stair lobby with paperwork in his hands and goes up to the 

mezzanine level (Source, Camera 2, CCTV). 

02:57:45 BA Team 37, CM Rawlings.Firefighter Brooks and Firefighter Morcos leave the main lobby and 

make their way to the bridgehead wich is located on the on the mezzanine floor level. (Source, 

Camera 4, CCTV). 

02:57:53 The Radio Operator at Brigade Control sends message to CU7. 

"Charlie Uniform 7 from M2FN, over". 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-03045). 

02:57:56 Echo 216, Lewisham's FRU books Status 3 in attendance. This is the 1 01
h FRU in 

attendance (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791). 

02:57:57 CU7 respond to the Radio Operator at Brigade Control. 

"FN from Charlie Uniform 7. Go ahead. Over". 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-03046). 

02:57:59 CRO Adams takes a call at Brigade Control from a caller in flat 92 on the 12th floor who states 

that they cannot get out. CRO Fox asks why they cannot leave and the caller confirms that the 

corridor is full of smoke. CRO Fox explains that the caller needs to try and get out of the building 

by covering themselves in wet towels and running through the smoke to the staircase. The caller 

asks what if they cannot get out and CRO Adams says the caller will have to decide what is safest 

but that she cannot guarantee that the Brigade will get to them as there are so many people 

trapped in the building. The caller confirms that they have heard this and says goodbye, CRO 

Fox tells them to run. 
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02:58* 

Incident Number 76247, Call Duration two minutes 35 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 

Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-00685). 

Around this time BA Team 28 Firefighter Reddington and Firefighter Upton are climbing the 

stairwell trying to reach the 23rd floor and have to stop and take a short break due to the 

challenging conditions (Source, BA Data, MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT17-01629, GTIRT17-

01715). 

02:58:01 The Radio Operator at Brigade Control responds to message received CU7 at 02:57:57. 

"Charlie Uniform 7, we just had another call from persons trapped in Flat, er m, Flat 183 on the 

21st floor. lt's six persons with one, one of them's pregnant. Over". 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-03047). 

Flat Number Floor number Number of people Remarks 

183 21 
six persons, one female IS 

Trapped inside flat 
pregnant 

02:58:16 CU7repeatof message from Radio Operator at Brigade Control: 

"FN from Charlie Uniform 7. Err, six persons, one pregnant, is that correct? Over". 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-03048). 

02:58:17* BA Team 32, WM Aston-O'Donovan and Firefighter Green are climbing the stairs in the stairwell 

making their way to the 12th floor to respond to a 'firefighter emergency'. Firefighter Green states 

that there are two firefighters ahead of them (believed to be BA Team 31, CM Hoare and 

Firefighter Tanner). He thinks they have the same brief as them. Firefighter Green believes he is 

on the fourth floor and removes his LDV from his BA facemask to save air. He then puts it back in 

on what he believes is the sixth floor as he states "it was that smoky I couldn't breathe "(BA data 

for BA set 585 does not support this action). WM Aston-O'Donovan states that visibility and air 

quality in the stairwell is OK until they reach the fifth floor where it becomes heavily smoked 

logged. WM Aston-O'Donovan further states that "In the briefing we were told that certain 

equipment was in certain areas and it became apparent that wasn't the case". WM Aston

O'Donovan notices that not every floor has a number on it. Firefighter Green states "that on the 

way up there is hose everywhere, there were crews everywhere and you pulling people out. 

Obviously you give priority to those people coming out. it was a battle to get to the 12th floor". 

Firefighter Green believes that around the ninth floor he can see firefighters with someone on the 

floor, which makes it difficult to go up the stairs (Source, BA Data, MPS Witness Statement: 

GTIRT17-01629, GTIRT18-00045, GTIRT18-00306). 
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02:58:22 Control confirm information message from CU7. 

"Answeryes. Over". 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-03049). 

02:58:42 CRO Howson takes a call at Brigade Control from a caller who is outside the building reporting 

that members of his family are in flat 203 on the 23rd floor. He states that the MPS will not let him 

into the building and that he was told to call 999 to tell the Brigade that his sister, two children 

and neighbour are in the flat. CRO Howson tells the caller if he gets a phone call from his sister 

then he should tell them to leave the building and asks if the caller has spoken to her recently. 

The caller says that he spoke to her one minute prior to this call and CRO Howson asks what the 

conditions are like in the flat. The caller states that there is smoke from the windows and CRO 

Howson says she will pass on the details to the crews. 

Incident Number 76250, Call Duration one minute 56 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio 

file and Transcript GTIRT17-00688). 

02:58:44 CRO Duddy at Brigade Control takes a call from a caller in flat 94 where there is a smoke alarm 

audible in the background. The caller states that it is very smoky and that they cannot see and 

CRO Duddy explains that the only chance of surviving is to cover themselves with wet towels and 

get out of the building. The caller thanks CRO Duddy and finishes the call. 

Incident Number 143563, Call Duration one minute 22 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 

Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-01748). 

02:58:52 CRO Russell at Brigade Control takes a call from a female caller whose father-in-law is trapped in 

flat 83 on the 11th floor. He is blind, disabled and his hearing is not very good and he has told the 

caller that it is smoky in his flat. The caller explains that he will not be able to get out and that he is 

frantic. CRO Russell says she will pass the information to crews. The daughter explains that the 

smoke alarm is sounding in the background. CRO Russell advises that he should try and leave if 

he can but if not he should shut the windows, cover his face with wet towels, stay low and close 

the windows. 

Incident Number 76252, Call Duration three minutes 29 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 

Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-00690). 

02:58:56 CRO Adams at Brigade Control takes a call from a member of the public who is reporting a block 

of flats on fire that they can see across on the Westway. CRO Adams confirms the Brigade is in 

attendance. 

Incident Number 76245, Call Duration 42 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and 

Transcript GTI RT17 -00683). 
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02:59* BA Team 31 ,CM Hoare and Firefighter Tanner believe they have reached the 1ih floor. They 

describe the conditions on the way up the stairs as deteriorating beyond the seventh floor where 

conditions changed dramatically . CM Hoare states that "it is thick, heavy smoke and I can't see 

much at all" . CM Hoare believes that between the third and 1 ih floors he sees approximately 15 

to 20 casualties pass him coming down the stairs. All of these casualties were walking or being 

assisted by firefighters and no one appeared to be slumped or unconscious (Source, BA Data, 

MPS Witness Statements: GTIRT17-01629, GTIRT17-01959, GTIRT18-00998). 

02:59:04 CRO Gotts at Brigade Control takes a call from Kent FRS who is reporting that they have a caller 

on the line in flat 73 on the fourth floor with four persons trapped. CRO Gotts says the current 

advice to pass to them is to cover themselves with wet towels and leave the building. This call is 

linked to the call at 02:57:32 that Kent FRS are dealing with. 

Incident Number 143547, Call Duration one minute (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and 

Transcript GTI RT17 -01732). 

02:59:10 CRO Jones at Brigade Control takes a call from a male caller stating that his dad is trapped in flat 

72 on the 10th floor. The caller is outside the building. CRO Jones provides advice that he needs 

to try and get out and explains that if people are affected by smoke or fire then they should cover 

themselves with towels and try and get out. The caller says his dad is not affected at the moment. 

CRO Jones confirms that crews are in attendance but that the advice is for people to try and get 

out. 

Incident Number 76244. Call Duration one minute 37 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio 

file and Transcript GTIRT17-00682). 

02:59:26 CU1, Edmonton's CU books Status 3 in attendance. This is the fifth CU in attendance (Source, 

'Vision': GTIRT17-02791). 

02:59:46 Brigade Control send a 'priority' radio message to CU8. 

"Charlie Uniform 8 from M2FN. Over". 

(Source, Radio Message and Transcript GTIRT17-03052) .. 

02:59:51 Golf 305, Wembley's ALP books Status 3 in attendance. This is the third aerial in attendance 

(Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791). 

02:59:53* WM Coltress comes down the stairs into the stair lobby and proceeds into the main lobby 

(Source, Camera 2, CCTV). 

02:59:59* WM Dowden enters the stair lobby and goes up stairs to the mezzanine floor (Source, Camera 2, 

CCTV). 
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03:00 

03:00 

03:00* 

03:00 

Between 02:30 and 03:00 the following residents were either rescued, assisted out or self

evacuated from Grenfell Tower (Source, GTIRT18-01141 and GTI RT18-01 051 ). 

Maria Del Pilar Burton (Flat 165, 19th floor) 

Nick Burton (Flat 165, 19th floor) 

Katarzyna Dabrowska (Flat 95, 1 ih floor) 

Youssef Khalloud (Flat 85, 11th floor) 

Ray Smith (Flat 95, 1 ih floor) 

-(Fiat95, 1ihfloor) 

Farhad Neda (Flat 205, 23'd floor) 

Flora Neda (Flat 205, 23'd floor) 

Omar Alhaj-Aii (Flat 112, 14th floor) 

(Flat 113, 14th floor) 

Rosemary Oyewole (Flat 113, 14th floor) 

Oluwaseun Talabi (Flat 113, 14th floor) 

Rebecca Ross (Believed to reside at Flat 122, 15th floor, but this is not confirmed). 

BA Team 33, WM Clark, Firefighter Beltrami and WM Cardy, reach the bridgehead and meet 

WM O'Keeffe who briefs them to go to the ninth floor to undertake search and rescue (Source, 

MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-00918, GTIRT18-00308, GTIRT18-03104). 

CM Eden and Firefighter Welch assist in supplying water to aerial appliance Alpha 245, Soho's 

ALP, spraying water onto the East elevation of the tower. CM Eden states there is a man in his flat 

around the 111
h floor level and the water is being used to protect his flat (Source, MPS Witness 

Statement: CTIRT18-00099, CTIRT18-00309). 

BA Team 24, Firefighter Evans and Firefighter Bloxham are outside the building where they meet 

WM Christmas who tells them to take their BA sets off and not go back in. At around this time 

Firefighter Evans and Firefighter Bloxham both notice an aerial spraying water on the East 
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03:00"' 

03:00"' 

03:00 

elevation of the building and a person in a flat. The water appears to be preventing the spread of 

the fire to the window where a person can be seen (Source, MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-

01038, GTIRT18-00926). 

BA Team 29, Firefighter Whitley and Firefighter Nuttall, believe they have reached the 151
h floor. 

There is zero visibility and everything has to be done by touch and feel. Firefighter Nuttalllooks 

through the TIC and sees smoke and flames flickering down the corridor, the TIC temperature 

reads 550 to 555 degrees centigrade. Firefighter Whitley connects the fire hose to the DRM 

outlet after smashing the glass door with the enforcer (Source, BA Data: GTIRT17-02820, MPS 

Witness Statement: GTIRT17-01629, Contemporaneous Notes: GTIRT17-00120). 

BA Team 31, CM Hoare, Firefighter Tanner and BA Team 32, WM Aston-O'Donovan and 

Firefighter Green enter the lobby on the 12th floor. CM Hoare states the self-closing door is shut 

and, although he is wearing gloves when touching the handle, it doesn't feel too hot. Before they 

go into the lobby WM Aston-O'Donovan finds a fire helmet on the stairs and believes it belongs 

to the missing firefighter. As the most senior firefighter there WM Aston-O'Donovan briefs both 

crews and tells CM Hoare and Firefighter Tanner to go along the left hand wall as soon as they 

enter the lobby and that he will go along the right hand wall with Firefighter Green. As CM Hoare 

opens the door, the heat hits him and there is zero visibility so they all get down on their hands 

and knees. BA team 31 search the lobby to the left hand side for the missing firefighter whilst BA 

Team 32 search to the right hand side. Both CM Hoare and WM Aston-O'Donovan intercept a 

radio message from the BAECO stating that the missing firefighter has been located. On hearing 

this, CM Hoare makes the decision to go back to his original task to which is to search flat 74, 10th 

floor. BA Team 32, WM Aston-O'Donovan and Firefighter Green decide to stay on the 12th floor 

to search the flats (Source, BA Data: GTIRT17-02820, MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT17-01629, 

GTIRT17-01959, GTIRT18-00998, GTIRT18-00045, GTIRT18-00306). 

WM Dowden ascends the stairs from the stair lobby (Source, CCTV: Camera 2). 

The table below is a summary of the calls that have been received by the control room between 

02:50 and 03:00. 

Time of Flat Floor Number of people Remarks 
call Number number confirmed by caller 

02:51:00 153 18 Four adults five children Told to leave the building. 

02:51:06 21 Told to leave the building. 

02:51:09 193 22 10 people Told to leave the building. 

02:52:20 73 Told to leave the building. 
Caller is friend outside. The 
caller is also told that they 
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should tell theirfriend to dial 
999 if they want more advice. 

02:52:51 153 18 Told to leave the building. The 
call was taken by Essex County 
FRS. 

02:53:17 192 Told to leave building. 

02:53:57 182 21 Told to leave the building. 

02:54:21 194 22 This is a friend of a resident 
calling from outside the 
building. She says she can see 
him at the window. 

02:54:31 153 18 One adult and three This call is from a male outside 
children the premises. 

02:55:38 183 21 Three adults including one Told to leave building. Caller 
pregnant wife and three said they cannot. Told to get 
children fresh airfrom a window. 

02:55:59 22 Fire is in the flat. Told to leave 
building. 

02:56:04 73 10 Four adults Told to leave building. 

02:56:51 20 Caller is from outside the Tower 
and is calling about her friend 
who is stuck. 

02:57:18 73 10 This is a call from a friend 
outside the building and caller 
says four people in the flat. The 
CRO tells the caller to pass on 
advice to get out. 

02:57:32 73 10 This is an FSG where Kent FRS 
are on-call until 04:30. 

02:57:59 92 12 Told to get out and that it 
cannot be guaranteed that the 
fire service will get to you. 

02:58:42 203 Brother calling from outside the 
building and he says his sister, 
two children and neighbour are 
in the flat. Told to pass on 
advice to leave the building. 

02:58:44 94 Told to leave the building. 

02:58:52 83 This is a call from the daughter 
of the resident. She says he is 
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blind and disabled. 

02:59:04 73 4* Four people This call was taken by Kent FRS. 
They speak to a resident from 
flat 73. *The Kent Radio 
Operator says the fourth floor 
but flat 73 is on the 1oth floor. 

02:59:10 72 10 Caller is son, says the resident is 
not affected by the fire or 
smoke yet. Told that he needs 
to try and get out. 

03:00:10 153 18 Four adults and five This is a call taken by Essex 
children County FRS. The caller is 

adamant that he cannot leave 
because it is too smoky. 

03:00:50 82 11 Told to leave the building and 
make a run for it. 

03:00:01 The Radio Operator at Brigade Control sends a message to CU8. 

"FN Charlie Uniform 8. Go ahead. Over." 

"Yeah. Charlie Uniform 8, regarding-" 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-03053). 

03:00:05 The Radio Operator at Brigade Control sends a message to CU8. 

"Yeah, Charlie Uniform 8, regarding the BA Support Units you've requested, can you confirm is it 

EDBA or S -" 

"Standard Duration" 

"Or Standard Duration BA? Over." 

"They require-" 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-03054). 

03:00:10 CRO Duddy takes a call from Essex County FRS who state that having seen the fire on the news 

and understand that the fire has spread through the whole building, CRO Duddy states that he 

has not seen it. The Essex County FRS Radio Operator explains that they have taken another call 

from an individual trapped in flat 153 on the 181h floor where there are four adults and five 

children. The CRO states that the caller cannot escape to an exit at all and is consideringjumping. 

The Essex County FRS Radio Operator states that they have given safety advice about blocking 

the smoke and waiting for the Brigade. CRO Duddy explains that they are aware of this flat but 

informs the Essex County FRS Radio Operator that the current advice is to get out. He takes the 
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mobile number for the caller and says he will give them a call. Incident Number 76249, Call 

Duration two minutes 27 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and Transcript 

GTIRT17-00687). 

03:00:18 CU8 send a radio message to the Radio Operator at Brigade Control. 

"FN Charlie Uniform 8. it's both. it's SDBA and EDBA, both. And, er, cleaning materials. Charlie 

Uniform 8 over." 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-03055). 

03:00:23 Firefighter O'Hanlon ascends the stairs from the stair lobby (Source, CCTV: Camera 2). 

03:00:32 WM Williams is in the main lobby and is speaking to SM Walton and WM Watson (Source, 

CCTV: Camera 4). 

03:00:33 The Radio Operator at Brigade Control confirms information message from CU8. 

"All received. " 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-03056). 

03:00:49 WM Watson enters the stair lobby from the main lobby (Source, CCTV: Camera 2). 

03:00:50 CRO Adams takes a call from flat 82 on the 11 1
h floor who states that the fire is by her front door. 

The caller says the door is popping, it is very hot and there is smoke everywhere. CRO Adams 

tells her that they need to leave the building and make a run for it, covering themselves with wet 

sheets. The caller says okay and can be heard preparing to move. CRO Adams explains that they 

should open the door slowly and if it is just some smoke they should make a run for it. The caller 

says thank you and goodbye. Incident Number 76251, Call Duration one minute 27 seconds 

(Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and Transcript GTI RT17 -00689). 

03:00:55 SM Walton is speaking to several firefighters in the main lobby (Source, CCTV: Camera 4). 

03:01 BA Team 32, WM Aston-O'Donovan and Firefighter Green are searching the 1 ih floor. BA Team 

32 open the door of a flat, believed to be flat 96, whilst on a right hand wall search, but it is 100% 

alight and compromises visibility in the lobby so they close the door immediately. They move on 

to the next flat on the 1 ih floor, believed to be flat 95, and attempt to kick the locked door open. 

At the same time, two women from flat 94 (believed to be Alemishet Demissie and Ethiopia 

Assefa), shout for help. WM Aston-O'Donovan and Firefighter Green enter flat 94 and speak to 

the two women whilst they stand in their bathroom. The women confirm there are no other 

people in flat 94. The fire is now spreading inside the flat. WM Aston-O'Donovan explains that it 

will take approximately 90 seconds for the women to leave their flat on the 1 ih floor and reach an 

area where they will be able to breathe, he explains the route they are going to take to the 

stairwell, confirms this with Firefighter Green and confirms the women's understanding of what is 
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going to happen (Source, MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-00045, GTIRT18-00306 and BA 

Data: GTI RT17 -02820). 

The images below are of BA team 32 above at 03:01 and show the conditions of flat 96 with the 

first image showing the door number and the second image showing the conditions within the 

flat. The times shown are incorrect and can not be confirmed as the TIC could not be calibrated to 

show Greenwich Mean Time (GMT). 

03:12:21 GMT ... Camera Time. 

03:12:20 GMT ... Camera Time. 
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03:01"' BA Team 28, Firefighter Upton and Firefighter Reddington continue to ascend the stairs. They are 

unsure of their location and so they enter a lobby to look at flat numbers to provide a point of 

reference. Firefighter Upton sees flat 164 and realises she has some way to go to the 21st floor. 

They continue to climb the stairs and find an unconscious adult female casualty (believed to be 

Farah Hamdan from flat 175, 20th floor) in the stairwell between the 19th and 20th floor with her 

leg trapped between the hand rail and the floor. Firefighter Reddington believes the female 

casualty is on the 18th floor. Both firefighters attempt to release the casualty but they cannot free 

her trapped leg. Firefighter Upton continues to the next landing to see if they can free the 

casualties foot from above and she finds an unconscious female child on the landing (believed to 

be Malik Belkadi from flat 175, 20th floor). Firefighter Upton and Firefighter Reddington decide to 

evacuate the unconscious female child casualty as they believe spending more time trying to free 

the adult female casualty with her foot trapped would jeopardise the chance of the child's 

survival. They pick up the unconscious female child and begin to make their way down the stairs 

(Source, Witness Statement: CTIRT17-01715, Contemporaneous Notes: CTIRT17-00159, BA 

Data: GTI RT17 -02820). 

03:01 :02"' BA Team 27, Firefighter Perez and Firefighter Dwyer descend the stairs and proceed to the stair 

lobby (Source, CCTV: Camera 2). 

03:01:09 GM Goulbourne enters the main lobby via the community room and proceeds towards the stair 

lobby (Source, CCTV: Camera 4). 

03:01 :12"' BA team 27, Firefighter Perez and Firefighter Dwyer leave the building via the community room 

(Source, CCTV: Camera 4, MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-01548, GTIRT18-031 08). 

03:01 :13 BA Team 33, WM Clark, Firefighter Beltrami and WM Cardy go under air (Source, BA Data: 

GTIRT17-02820, MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-00918, GTIRT18-00308, and GTIRT18-

03104). 

03:01:14 GM Goulbourne ascends the stairs from the stair lobby (Source, CCTV: Camera 2). 

03:01:20 CRO Fox takes a call from flat 194 on the 22nd floor who is pleading to be rescued. The caller 

shouts that the fire is in the next door flat and CRO Fox says he needs to wrap himself in wet 

towels and get out. The caller pleads for someone to come up and get him, explaining that he 

cannot get out because it's too dark and too hot. The line cuts out in mid -call. Incident Number 

76255, Call Duration one minute 19 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and 

Transcript: GTI RT17 -00693). 

03:01:23 WM Delaney enters the main lobby via the community room (Source, CCTV: Camera 4). 

03:01 :27 CRO Jones takes a call from the daughter of residents in Grenfell Tower. The caller explains that 

her parents are inside and there are a lot of people on the 161
h floor. CRO Jones explains that they 
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are telling people to get out, covering themselves in wet towels. The caller asks if the Brigade 

cannot get up there with oxygen masks and starts to cry on the phone. CRO Jones reiterates that 

they need to try and get down the building. The caller asks for a message to be passed to crews 

to tell them to take oxygen masks and CRO Jones confirms the current advice, stating that crews 

are aware that there are people in the building. Incident Number 76253, Call Duration two 

minutes, 44 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-00691 ). 

03:01:35 Firefighter Hill ascends the stairs from the stair lobby (Source, CCTV: Camera 2). 

03:01:42 Firefighter O'Hanlon descends the stairs to the stair lobby and proceeds into the main lobby 

(Source, CCTV: Camera 2). 

03:01:46 WM Delaney descends the stairs to the stair lobby and proceeds into the main lobby, wearing a 

CU staff tabard (Source, CCTV: Camera 2). 

03:02:06 CRO Howson takes a call from flat 193 on the 22nd floor in which the caller keeps shouting about 

sending up a helicopter as he cannot leave. He says there are 20 people in the flat and CRO 

Howson explains that the Brigade cannot rescue them with a helicopter and that they need to 

leave the building. She reassures the caller that there is only smoke in the stairwell, not fire. CRO 

Howson then explains about covering themselves with wet towels and blankets and leaving the 

building. The caller does not respond and the line drops out. Incident Number 76256, Call 

Duration one minute 52 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-

00694). 

03:02:06 Kent FRS take a call from a BT Operator passing a call because the lines are all busy in London. 

The BT Operator explains that she can hear coughing and groaning. The Kent Radio Operator 

can hear a smoke alarm sounding in the background and keeps trying to raise the caller but no 

one comes on the line. Incident Number 1278, Call Duration one minute 42 seconds (Source, FRS 

Incident Log, Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-01619). 

03:02:27 CRO Adams takes a call from a caller in flat 133 on the 161
h floor where there are two people. The 

caller is very difficult to hear so CRO Adams explains that the advice is to leave the building. The 

caller explains that they tried to leave the flat but it was too smoky and they had to turn back. 

CRO Adams asks if they can cover themselves in wet towelling but the caller advises that they 

cannot get out. CRO Adams says that if they cannot get out then they should try and block the 

smoke from coming in and that she will pass a message to the crews. CRO Adams asks if they are 

sure that they cannot leave and the caller says they cannot. CRO Adams explains that if the fire 

starts coming into the flat the they will need to make an attempt to leave the premises. Incident 

Number 76259, Call Duration one minute 53 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and 

Transcript GTI RT17 -00697). 

03:02:35 CRO Duddy makes a call back to the mobile number given to him by Essex County FRS at 
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03:00:10. The resident confirms that he is in flat 153 and CRO Duddy tells them to cover their 

faces with wet towels and get out of the building. The resident says okay and ends the call 

(Source, NICE, Admin Phone Line Audio file: GTIRT18-01597). 

03:02:35 SM Mulholland enters the main lobby via the community room followed by Commissioner 

Cotton, AC Roe and GM Cook (Camera, CCTV: Camera 4). 

03:02:40" Commissioner Cotton enters the main lobby with AC Roe and speaks to the ORT Officers, GM 

Cook and SM Mulholland, whilst AC Roe addresses the assembled firefighters (Source, CCTV: 

03:03"' 

03:03"' 

Camera 4). 

BA Team 32, WM Aston-O'Donovan and Firefighter Green are on the 121
h floor about to leave flat 

94 with the two women (believed to be Alemishet Demissie and Ethiopia Assefa). WM Aston

O'Donovan takes one of the women (believed to be Miss Assefa/), and leaves the flat. When they 

reach the door of the stairwell WM Aston-O'Donovan turns around but cannot see Firefighter 

Green. WM Aston-O'Donovan makes the decision to continue down the stairs with Ethiopia 

Assefa (Source, MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-00045, GTIRT18-00306 and BA Data: 

GTIRT17-02820). 

BA Team 33, WM Clark, Firefighter Beltrami and WM Cardy ascend the staircase carrying two 

lengths of fire hose, a TIC, a Halligan bar and an enforcer. WM Cardy notices that firefighters 

have written floor numbers on the wall with chinagraph pencils (Source, MPS Witness Statement: 

GTIRT18-00918, GTIRT18-03104, GTIRT18-00308, CCTV: Camera2). 

03:03:02 GM O'Neill enters the main lobby via the community room (Source, CCTV: Camera 4). 

03:03:05 CRO Gotts takes a call from a female who states that it is not possible to go out there as it is too hot. 

She cries briefly and CRO Gotts advises that current advice is that they need to leave the flat. The 

caller tells her she is in flat 82 on the 11th floor and CRO Gotts confirms she will make crews 

aware. The caller agrees to try and leave the flat. Incident Number 76254, Call Duration 40 seconds 

(Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and Transcript: GTI RT17 -00692). 

03:03:24 BA Team 34, CM Codd and Firefighter Joseph are briefed at the Bridgehead by WM De Silvo to 

go to the 22nd floor for search and rescue following receipt of a FSG call on that floor (Source, 

MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-12299, Contemporaneous Notes: GTIRT17-02598, BA Data: 

GTIRT17-02820). 

03:03:43 Oscar Foxtrot 72, SM Nicholas Harding books Status 2, mobile to incident (Source, 'Vision': 

GTIRT17-02791 ). 

03:03:45 CRO Duddy takes a call from a male who says he has been trying to call about his family stuck on 

the 151h floor. The caller states that he has children and a wife. CRO Duddy tells him that he has 

to leave the building and emphasizes that it is their only option, he then tries to confirm that the 
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caller is doing this, but the line drops out Incident Number 76258, Call Duration 50 seconds 

(Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-00696). 

03:03:47 WM Dowden descends the stairs to the stair lobby and is talking on his handheld radio. He then 

proceeds into the main lobby (Source, CCTV: Camera 2). 

03:03:48 NWFC take a call via a BT Operator at Portadown who had a caller on the line but could not get 

through to the London Control Room. The BT Operator did get the address of the caller as flat 

123 on the 15th floor. The NWFC Operator asks if the caller says if they were still in the tower and 

the BT Operator replies that they are and that they cannot breathe but then the line drops out. 

Incident Number 143567, Call Duration 38 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and 

Transcript: GTI RT17 -01609). 

03:03:56 CRO Russell takes a call from Kent FRS reporting a caller in flat 73 on the 1 01
h floor. The Kent FRS 

Radio Operator explains that they originally passed this to the London Fire Brigade control as the 

fourth floor (02:59:04). The Kent FRS Radio Operator explains that the caller has been advised 

to leave the building but has told them that the door handle is too hot to open and there are flames 

directly outside the flat. CRO Russell asks how many people there are and the Kent FRS Radio 

Operator confirms that there are four adults. CRO Russell states that she will pass it to the crews. 

This call is linked to the call at 02:57:32 being handled by Kent FRS. Incident Number 76260, Call 

Duration one minute 25 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-

00698). 

03:04"' 

03:04"' 

BA Team 30, Firefighter Bate, Firefighter Pole, Firefighter N Mitchell and Firefighter Cheesman 

reach the 1 ih floor where they meet another BA team who are descending the stairs (believed to 

be BA Team 28, Firefighter Upton and Firefighter Reddington). Firefighter Upton tells BA Team 

30 about the unconscious female casualty, (believed to be Farah Hamdan flat 175, 20th floor), that 

they had to leave behind further up the stairs as her leg was trapped. BA Team 30 leave 

Firefighter Upton and Firefighter Reddington and ascend the stairs (Source, CTIR18-02865, 

CTIRT17-01715, BA Data: CTIRT17-02820). 

Firefighter Bate states that one of the BA teams, believed to be BA Team 28, passes the 

unconscious child (believed to be Malak Belkadi from flat 175, 20th floor), to her and she makes 

the decision to leave BA Team 30, Firefighter Pole, Firefighter N Mitchell and Firefighter 

Cheesman and assists BA Team 28 Firefighter Upton and Firefighter Reddington with taking the 

unconscious child down the stairs. At this time, Firefighter Bate struggles to pass the other BA 

crew due to the width of the stairwell. She begins to descend the stairs with BA Team 28, 

Firefighter Upton and Firefighter Reddington and the unconscious female child (Source, MPS 

Witness Statement: GTIRT18-02865, GTIRT17-02096, GTIRT17-02108 and GTIRT17-02107, BA 

Data: GTI RT17 -02820). 
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03:04:00 NWFC make a call back to the number given to them by a BT Operator at Portadown in a call at 

03:03:48 (GTIRT17-01609). The NWFC Operator introduces herself and asks if the male on the 

line is in flat 123 on the 15th floor. He states that he is on the 16th floor, and then says "They are 

here". The NWFC Operator explains that the London Fire Brigade advice is to get wet towels, 

cover themselves, and get out any way possible. She says explicitly that the person needs to get 

out, He replies "okay". She asks how many people are there. He just says "cool" and the call cuts off. 

Incident Number 1706004407, Call Duration 41 seconds (Source, FRS Incident Log and Audio 

file: GTIRT18-02464). 

03:04:03 BA Team 35, Firefighter Wharnsby and Firefighter Lowe report to the BAECO on the third floor 

and are briefed to go to flat 113 on the 14th floor. Both firefighters start breathing under air and 

remove their BA tallies (Source, MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-00433J. GTIRT17-02939, BA 

Data: GTI RT17 -02820). 

03:04:03 WM Delaney ascends the stairs from the stair lobby wearing a CU staff tabard (Source, CCTV: 

Camera 2). 

03:04:03 Commissioner Cotton speaks to Firefighter Grant in the main lobby (Source, CCTV: Camera 4). 

03:04:07 Commissioner Cotton speaks to WM Dowden in the main lobby (Source, CCTV: Camera 4). 

03:04:15 CRO Gotts takes a call from a member of the public who has seen reports that no one is in the 

tower but she can see people at the top of the building. CRO Gotts reassured the caller that the 

Brigade is in attendance and dealing with the incident. Incident Number 76257, Call Duration 27 

seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-00695). 

03:04:20 WM Dowden exits the main lobby via the community room (Source, CCTV: Camera 4). 

03:04:25 CRO Howson takes a call from a member of the public who is communicating with his best friend 

on Facebook and that she is stuck on the 20th floor. CRO Howson asks the caller to ask the 

resident what is going on in her flat and while waiting for the answer CRO Howson asks the caller to 

pass on the advice to leave the flat, she explains that they need to cover themselves with wet 

towels and leave. She also explains that it will be smoky in the stairwell but on fire. The caller 

confirms he has passed on the information. There is no confirmation of which flat the resident is in. 

Incident Number 143559, Call Duration two minutes, 31 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 

Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-01744). 

03:04:38 Commissioner Cotton leaves the building via the community room (Source, CCTV: Camera 4). 

03:04:52 CRO Gotts takes a call from flat 82 on the 11th Floor. The caller says they cannot get out because it 

is too hot. CRO Gotts recognizes the caller, having given advice to get out previously. The caller 

says they cannot get out because it is too hot and asks if the Brigade can send the cherry picker 

up. CRO Gotts confirms attendance of aerial ladders. CRO Gotts confirms that there are three 
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03:05* 

people and reiterates that she willletthe crews know that they cannot get out. 

Detective Superintendent (DSI) Paul Warnett, from the MPS, is outside the leisure centre facing 

the East elevation of the building. He discusses the use of riot shields to assist the LFB gaining 

access due to falling debris to Grenfell Tower and a PC states that he has some on his vehicle and 

he will go and get them (Source, MPS BWV, MPS Witness Statement: MET000080605). 

03:05:00 BA Team 31, CM Hoare and Firefighter Tanner reach the 10th floor and open the lobby doorfrom 

the stairwell. When the door opens, the incredible heat from the lobby forces both CM Hoare 

and Firefighter Tanner to dive onto the ground where they notice the smoke level is only one foot 

from floor level (Source, MPS Witness Statement, GTIRT17-01959, GTIRT18-0099, BA Data: 

GTIRT17-02820). 

03:05:05 WM Dowden enters the main lobby via the community room and proceeds towards the stair 

lobby (Source, CCTV: Camera 4). 

03:05:09 CRO Duddy takes a call from a BT Operator who has a caller on the line in flat 193 on the 22nd 

floor. A male caller then comes on the line and CRO Duddy passes the advice that they must 

cover themselves with wet towels or cloths and get to the stairwell. The caller says they cannot 

get there because they cannot see and it is full of smoke. CRO Duddy explains that it is the only 

option and they should feel their way along the corridor. The caller states that the stairs are full of 

smoke and CRO Duddy repeats that it is their only option and they must get to the staircase. Incident 

Number 76261, Call Duration two minutes, 14 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and 

Transcript: GTI RT17- 00699). 

03:05:12 WM Ashe enters the main lobby via the community room (Source, CCTV: Camera 4). 

03:05:19 WM Dowden and WM Ashe meet in the stair lobby and talk briefly (Source, CCTV: Camera 2). 

03:05:27 BA Team 29, Firefighter Whitley and Firefighter Nuttall are on the 15th floor, charging a hose 

outside flat 122, when Firefighter Whitley's LPWA actuates and they decide to withdraw. They 

make sure the hose is straight and the equipment is safe to leave near the landing and begin to 

descend the stairs (Source, MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-01296, Contemporaneous Notes: 

GTIRT17-00120and BA Data: GTIRT17-02820). 

03:05:33 WM Dowden and WM Ashe ascend the stairs to the mezzanine floor level (Source, CCTV: 

Camera 2). 

03:05:38 Surrey FRS take a call from the daughter-in-law of the resident of flat 194 on the 22nd floor. She 

reports that the fire is in his flat and he is screaming that he is dying down the phone at her. The 

Surrey FRS Radio Operator states that the information has been passed and her colleague is on the 

phone to the London Fire Brigade at the moment passing this update about her father-in-law. The 

caller explains that her father-in-law cannot breathe and the Surrey FRS Radio Operator tells the 
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03:06"' 

caller to pass on the guidance to move to a room furthest away from the fire as well as keeping low 

and trying to block doors from smoke. Incident Number 030538, Call Duration one minute 25 

seconds (Source, FRS Incident Log and Audio file: GTIRT17-01612). 

BA Team 28, Firefighter Upton and Firefighter Reddington arrive at the third floor with Firefighter 

Bate and an unconscious female child (known to be Malak Belkadi from flat 175, 201
h floor). WM 

Ashe takes the unconscious female child from them, WM Ashe administers a few rescue breathes 

to Malak Belkadi and carries her out of Crenfe/1 Tower. WM Ashe hands Malak Belkadi over to 

CM Johnson (Source, MPS Witness Statement: CTIRT18-02865, CTIRT17-01715 and BA Data: 

GTIRT17-02820). 

03:06:00 SOM Smith takes a call from Surrey FRS who are passing on details of a call that they received at 

03:05:38 from flat 194 on the 22nd floor. The Surrey FRS Radio Operator tells SOM Smith that 

the fire is now in the flat. SOM Smith explains that the advice to all callers has changed and is now 

that they need to leave the building, covering themselves with wet clothes or towels. SOM Smith 

asks the Surrey FRS Radio Operator to pass this guidance to Essex County FRS and Kent FRS 

control rooms, who confirms that they will do this. Call Duration one minute 31 seconds (Source, 

FRS Incident Log and Audio file: GTIRT17-01770). 

03:06:05 The Radio Operator at Brigade Control sends CU7 a 'priority' radio message. 

"Priority, priority Charlie Uniform 7 from M2FN. Over." 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-03057). 

03:06:06 CRO Russell takes a call from a resident in flat 113 on the 141
h floor but it takes some time to 

ascertain the flat number. The female caller shouts that someone is unconscious and CRO Russell 

asks where she is in the flat but the caller's response is not clear. CRO Russell asks if there are 

flames in the flat and the caller says yes. CRO Russell tells the caller to try and get away from the 

flames and asks if they are able to leave. The caller says they cannot leave and then the line cuts 

off. Incident Number 76266, Call Duration two minutes, 51 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 

Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-00704). 

03:06:14 CU7 send a radio message to the Radio Operator at Brigade Control. 

"FN from Charlie Uniform 7. Go ahead. Over." 

"Charlie Uniform 7-" 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-03058). 

03:06:18 The Radio Operator at Brigade Control send a radio message to CU7. 
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"Charlie Uniform 7, er, the police helicopter has informed us they've got a thermal image camera 

on the south west corner. There's a heat Source, of people on the 17th floor and second from the 

top floor, er, also people on the 21st balcony". 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-03059). 

03:06:35 CRO Adams takes a call from an individual outside of the tower, reporting that their dad is on the 

top floor in flat 204. The caller says there is smoke coming in from the corridor and that their dad is 

locked in the living room. CRO Adams provides guidance that he needs to leave the building, 

covering himself in wet towels, being careful to open the flat door cautiously, but he needs to 

leave. CRO Adams asks if he is able bodied, the caller confirms that he is. CRO Adams asks the 

caller to pass this advice on totheirdad and the caller agrees. Incident Number 76264, Call Duration 

one minute 6 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-00702). 

03:06:42 Firefighter Bate arrives at the bridgehead on the third floor, without the remainder of BA team 

because she is assisting BA Team 28, but is unable to close down her BA set as the bridgehead is 

beginning to move location to the ground floor main lobby (Source, MPS Witness Statement: 

GTIRT18-02865, BA Data: GTIRT17-02820). 

03:06:57 CRO Fox takes a call from a male caller in flat 73 on the 101
h floor who she recognises and 

reiterates her previous guidance about getting out of the building. The caller challenges this 

because he is concerned that there might be fires on floors between the 1 01
h and the ground and 

CRO Fox explains that she doesn't know if that is the case. The caller says as soon as they open 

the door there is lots of smoke and asks if the best option is to go downstairs. The caller explains 

that there are two parents in the flat that are arguing with him and do not want to go outside and 

he then puts a female caller on the phone who explains that there is too much smoke outside in 

broken English. CRO Fox breaks off and comes back having spoken to her supervisor and 

communicates that they need to get out. CRO Fox asks to speak to the "son" again. Anotherfemale 

caller then comes on the phone and insists that they are not going to try and get out as there is 

fire outside and CRO Fox states that there is no one coming to get them so they need to get out. 

CRO Fox then asks to speak to the man again and repeats that there is no one coming for them 

which takes the male caller by surprise. CRO Fox explains to the caller that someone will try but that 

they need to persuade the female in the flat to get out and that the male caller needs to lead the 

way. During this call CRO Fox is not aware that another female resident is on the phone to Kent 

FRS (referenced at 02:57:32).The Kent FRS Radio Operator is advising that they stay put if they 

cannot leave the flat because of the smoke outside the flat. Incident Number 76278, Call Duration 

eight minutes, 41 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-

00716). 
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03:07* 

03:07* 

WM Aston-0 'Donovan from BA Tea m 32 reaches the fifth floor with a female (believed to be Ms 

Assefal from flat 94, 121
h floor) and hands her to colleagues before he returns to look for his BA 

partner, Firefighter Green (Source, MPS Witness Statement: CTIRT18-00045). 

BA Team 35, Firefighter Wharnsby and Firefighter Lowe ascend the stairs. They describe the 

conditions on the lower floors as being ok but the smoke gets thicker as they get higher. Their 

pace is slow as they want to preserve air supplies as they ascend. Firefighter Wharnsby tries to 

write the floor numbers on the wall with chalk as he ascends (Source, MPS Witness Statement: 

GTIRT18-00433, GTIRT17-02939, BA Data: GTIRT17-02820). 

03:07:05 The Radio Operator at Brigade Control sends CU7 a radio message. 

"Is that correct? Over. " 

"Answer yes. Over. " 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-03061 ). 

03:07:13 CRO Howson takes a call from a person on the 22nd floor stating that there are 12 people in the flat 

and that the smoke is really bad now. CRO Howson tells them that they need to leave the 

building, cover themselves with wet towels and put sheets over their mouth and nose. The caller 

asks if the stairs are safe from fire and CRO Howson explains that it is smoke on the stairs and not 

fire. The caller acknowledges that they need to go and says okay and says bye. Incident Number 

76265, Call Duration one minute 33 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and 

Transcript: GTI RT17 -00703). 

03:07:43 Firefighter O'Hanlon ascends the stairs from the stair lobby to the mezzanine floor level (Source, 

CCTV: Camera 2). 

03:07:49 Firefighter O'Hanlon descends the stairs to the stair lobby (Source, CCTV: Camera 2). 

03:07:50* WM Ashe carrying an unconscious female child, (now known to be Malak Belkadi, from flat 175, 

201
h floor) exits the building via the community room (Source, CCTV: Camera 4). 

03:07:52* BA Team 28, Firefighter Reddington and Firefighter Upton close down their BA sets and brief CM 

Morrison on their actions at the third floor bridgehead (Source, CCTV: Camera 4, MPS Witness 

Statement: GTIRT177-01715, BA Data: 17-01629). 

03:07:53 An unidentified firefighter exits the stair lobby into the main lobby (Source, CCTV: Camera 2). 

03:07:59 Firefighter W Boulton and a female casualty (known to be Ethiopia Assefa from flat 94, 12th floor) 

descend the stairs to the stair lobby where Firefighter W Boulton assists her into the main lobby 

(Source, CCTV: Camera 2). 
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03:08 

03:08"' 

The image below shows the fire spread at Grenfell Tower. The picture shows the North elevation 

completely alight with multiple internal fires, wrapping around the West elevation (Source, 

M ET000085885). 

BA Team 37, CM Rawlings, Firefighter Brooks and Firefighter Morcos are waiting on the 

mezzanine floor level and note that the bridgehead is moved from the third floor to the ground 

floor main lobby (Source, Contemporaneous Notes: CTIRT17-02595, CTIRT17-00231, CTIRT17-

02594, CTIRT17-00228, CTIRT17-02596, CTIRT17-00230). 

03:08:01 CRO Duddy takes a call from a caller who states "fire, fire" whilst coughing. The caller states that 

they are in flat 92 on the 1 ih floor and CRO Duddy advises the caller to get to the staircase as it is 

their only chance. There is one adult and two children. Shouting can be heard in the background 

and the caller tries to calm others, telling them not to panic. The caller explains that she has asthma 

and a heart problem and thinks that she is going to collapse but continues to reassure the 

children, telling them that they all have to go. The caller explains that she is trying to leave the flat 

but that she cannot do it and throughout the call, the caller sounds like she is trying to make 

attempts to get to the stairs. The caller states that the flat is full of smoke, she cannot leave the 
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kids and she cannot get to the stairs. CRO Duddy repeats that this is the only option and they need 

to stay as low as they can and keep themselves covered with the wet towels. The caller is struggling 

to breathe and is panting heavily. The caller keeps encouraging others to get out. The caller then 

shouts out for her son, asking where he is. There is a lot of shouting in a language that does not 

seem to be English and it is unclear what is happening. The caller keeps repeating the phrase "my 

kids, my kids" and is making her way down the staircase. At 03:20 a male voice can be heard 

saying "come on, we are taking you out". The caller comes on the phone saying they are with the 

police and the Brigade. Incident Number 76263, Call Duration twelve minutes, 52 seconds 

(Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-00701). 

03:08:01 An unidentified firefighter ascends the stairs from the stair lobby to the mezzanine floor level 

(Source, CCTV: Camera 2). 

03:08:05 Ethiopia Assefa from flat 94, 12th floor is escorted through the main lobby by Firefighter W 

Boulton and exits the building via the community room (Source, Camera 4, CCTV). 

03:08:13 Surrey FRS Control make a call to a person believed to be the resident of flat 194, 22nd floor. The 

call goes to voicemail after ringing for approximately 45 seconds (Source, FRS Incident Log, Audio 

File and Transcript GTIRT17-01613). 

03:08:16 WM Watson descends the stairs to the stair lobby and proceeds into the main lobby (Source, 

CCTV: Camera 2). 

03:08:22 WM Dowden exits the main lobby via the community room (Source, CCTV: Camera 4). 

03:08:27 CU8 send the Radio Operator at Brigade Control a 'priority' radio message. 

"Charlie Uniform 8, go ahead with priority" 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-03062). 

03:08:30 CU8 send an assistance message to the Radio Operator at Brigade Control. 

"FN Charlie Uniform 8. Make, er, make DAC additional one, require additional one DAC 

from this incident. Erm, further traffic, over". 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-03063). 

03:08:30 The Radio Operator at Brigade Control respondstothemessage. 

"Make additional DAC, one additional DAC. Received. Stand by". 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-03064). 

03:08:46 SM Myatt descends the stairs to the stair lobby whilst holding a fireground held radio (Source, 

CCTV: Camera 2). 
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03:08:53 Firefighter Morcos descends the stairs to the stair lobby wearing an EDBA set, not under air and 

has not been committed due to the bridgehead being moved to the ground floor(Source, CCTV: 

Camera 2). 

03:08:54 CM Rawlings descends the stairs to the stair lobby wearing an EDBA set, not under air and has 

not been committed due to the bridgehead being moved to the ground floor (Source, CCTV: 

Camera 2). 

03:08:56 CRO Gotts takes a call from a caller in flat 193 on the 22nd floor reporting that they are burning. 

The caller asks if they can escape through a big window on a helicopter and CRO Gotts explains 

the Brigade is sending big ladders. The caller says they can get out if CRO Gotts sends a 

helicopter or the 20 people will die and CRO Gotts tells the caller that she will let the crews know. 

The caller keeps screaming and shouting. CRO Gotts repeatedly tries to get the caller to leave the 

building, covering themselves with wet towels. Incident Number 76267, Call Duration three 

minutes, 15 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17- 00705). 

03:08:57 CU8sendsafurtherradio message to the Radio Operator at Brigade Control "FN Charlie 

Uniform 8. Er, request additional, er, support unit with drinking water. Charlie Uniform 

8, over". (Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript: GTI RT17 -03065). 

03:08:58 Firefighter Brooks descends the stairs to the stair lobby wearing an EDBA set, not under air and 

has not been committed due to the bridgehead being moved to the ground floor (Source, 

Contemporaneous Notes: GTIRT17-00228, CCTV: Camera 2). 

03:09* BA Team 31, CM Hoare and Firefighter Tanner are in the stairwell at the lobby entrance on the 

1oth floor. They open the door and Firefighter Tanner crawls into the lobby and sees a casualty by 

the lifts. He goes back into the stairwell to inform CM Hoare who agrees they should try and 

reach the casualty. Firefighter Tanner crawls back into the lobby, and reaches the casualty, 

(believed to be Ali-Yawar Jafari from flat 86, 11th floor) and manages to bring them back into the 

stairwell. Firefighter Tanner notes that every time he tries to get up into a kneeling position in the 

10th floor lobby he can feel an intense increase in heat through his helmet (Source, MPS Witness 

Statement: GTIRT18-00998, GTIRT17-01959, BA Data: GTIRT17-02820). 

03:09* Firefighter Dwyer and Firefighter Perez are outside Grenfell Tower. They are about to complete 

their 'A' Test and then return to the building for redeployment when they are handed an 

unresponsive female child (believed to be Malak Belkadi from flat 175, 20th floor). They begin to 

administer first aid when CM Johnson tells them to take the child to a triage area that is set up 100 

to 200 metres away. All three personnel run the child to the triage area where waiting paramedics 

confirm that she is in cardiac arrest and place her straight into an ambulance. CM Johnson then 

accompanies the child to hospital in the ambulance with the paramedics. CM Johnson continues 

to apply chest compressions to the child casualty throughout the journey to the hospital (Source, 
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03:09* 

03:09* 

MPS Witness statement: GTI RT18-01548, GTI RT18-031 08, GTI RT18-01 071, Contemporaneous 

Notes: GTIRT17-00142, GTIRT17-00140, GTIRT17-00197 and CCTV: Camera 4). 

WM Aston-O'Donovan from BA Team 32 is ascending the stairs searching for his BA partner, 

Firefighter Green. He reaches the ninth or 10th floor and locates Firefighter Green with a female 

casualty (believed to be Alemishet Demissie from flat 94, 12th floor) (Source, MPS Witness 

Statement: GTIRT18-00045, Contemporaneous Notes: GTIRT17-00122, BA Data: GTIRT17-

02820). 

BA Team 34, CM Codd and Firefighter Joseph are between the sixth and ninth floor when CM 

Codd realises that they have accidentally split up (Source, MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-

01299, BA Data: GTIRT17-02820). 

03:09:03 A large piece of burning debris falls from the East elevation and lands outside the ground floor 

stair lobby (Source, CCTV: Camera 2). 

03:09:03 Surrey FRS make a call to Kent FRS to pass on the information about the change in guidance that 

London has passed to them. The Surrey FRS Radio Operator explains that the advice is to try and 

leave the building and that people need to cover themselves with wet clothes or towels and make 

their way out of the building. Incident Number 030903, Call Duration 59 seconds (Source, FRS 

Incident Log and Audio file: GTIRT17-01614). 

03:09:07 The Radio Operator at Brigade Control sends a radio message to CU8. 

"Additional support unit with drinking water. Received." 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-03066). 
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03:09:17 OM Norman at Brigade Control takes a call from NWFC. They are passing on information about a 

caller in flat 123 on the 151
h floor. The caller has told the NWFC Radio Operator that they cannot 

breathe and then the line "went dead" on the BT Operator. OM Norman passes on the current 

advice that is being given to callers. She states the fire is out of control and callers should cover 

themselves with wet towels and try and get out. Call duration 54 seconds (Source, Audio File and 

Transcript: GTI RT17 -01775). 

03:09:17 Surrey FRS make a call to a member of the public who has previously contacted them at 

02:28:53 (GTIRT17-01714). The Surrey FRS Radio Operator explains that they have spoken to 

London and they pass the information about the change of advice to the caller. The caller is the 

son of the resident on the 22nd floor and he says that his father is stuck and the fire is burning 

through his floor. He explains that there is thick black smoke in the flat and he is 70 years old. The 

Surrey FRS Radio Operator states that she will call the Brigade back and let them know he is stuck 

and should be a priority. Call Duration one minute 30 seconds (Source, Audio file: GTIRT17-

01615). 

03:09:18 CRO Adams takes a call from a resident in flat 143 on the 1 ih floor who state that their flat is on 

fire. The caller confirms that there are five of them and CRO Adams says they must leave the 

building by the stairs. The caller says that they cannot see anything because the smoke is too 

thick. The caller states that the fire is in the kitchen and hallway and CRO Adams repeats her 

advice that the caller must leave the building. Incident Number 76269, Call Duration two minutes, 

25 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and Transcript: GTI RT17 -00707). 

03:09:46 Firefighter Reddington descends the stairs to the stair lobby wearing an EDBA set, not under air, 

following a BA wear with his torch on (Source, CCTV: Camera 2). 

03:09:49 Firefighter Bate descends the stairs to the stair lobby wearing a SDBA set, not under air, following 

a BA wear and remains in the stair lobby. She is holding two fire helmets and has her facemask off 

its retaining stud (Source, CCTV: Camera 2). 

03:09:51 An unidentified firefighter descends the stairs to the stair lobby wearing a SDBA set, not under air 

(Source, CCTV: Camera 2). 

03:09:52 CRO Howson takes a call from a male in flat 183 on the 21st floor. The caller says there is now 

smoke inside and that they cannot get out. CRO Howson asks if there is fire in the flat and the 

caller explains that there is not but there is a fire next door. She tells the caller that the advice 

being given is to leave the building and the caller says they cannot get out because there is too 

much smoke. CRO Howson tries to provide options including covering themselves with wet 

towels but the caller is insistent that they cannot get out. CRO Howson says she will pass on their 

location to crews but she repeats that the advice is to try and leave as it may be sometime before 

any one reaches them. The caller states that there are three children, three adults and a heavily 
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pregnant wife. Incident Number 76276, Call Duration four minutes, 58 seconds (Source, BOSS 

Viewer, 999 Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-00714). 

03:09:53 An unidentified firefighter descends the stairs to the stair lobby wearing a SDBA set, not under 

air, whilst carrying a sledge hammer (Source, CCTV: Camera 2). 

03:09:54 Firefighter Errington descends the stairs to the stair lobby whilst holding a TIC wearing a SDBA 

set, not under air and has not been committed due to the bridgehead being moved to the ground 

floor (Source, CCTV: Camera 2). 

03:10 

03:10"' 

03:10"' 

03:10"' 

BA Team 20, Firefighter Alassad, Firefighter Bell and Firefighter Wright collect some fresh BA 

cylinders from an OSU and take these to the BA holding area to carry out a fire ground 'A' Test to 

return to Grenfell Tower for redeployment (Source, BA Data: GTIRT17-02820, MPS Witness 

Statement: GTI RT18-00404, GTI RT18-02054, GTI RT18-02061 ). 

BA Team 29, Firefighter Whitley and Firefighter Nuttall are descending to the bridgehead and 

note visibility remains poor in the stairwell. They encounter other crews with casualties but 

cannot assist them as they have hardly any air left. They reach the third floor and realise the 

bridgehead has moved further down the Tower (Source, MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-

01296, Contemporaneous Notes: GTIRT17-00120). 

BA Team 31, CM Hoare and Firefighter Tanner are in the stairwell on the 1oth floor with a casualty 

(believed to be Ali-Yawar Jafari from flat 86, 11th floor). CM Hoare sends a radio message to the 

BAECO to inform them they have not been able to reach flat 74 as they have found an 

unresponsive casualty before reaching their objective. CM Hoare does not confirm if the BAECO 

responds to his radio message (Source, MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-00998, GTIRT17-

01959, BA Data: GTIRT17-02820). 

BA Team 30, Firefighter Pole, Firefighter Mitchell and Firefighter Cheesman (originally a crew of 

four but Firefighter Bate has left them to assist with a rescue) are between the 15th to 18th floor. 

Firefighter Mitchell states that as air is running low they make the decision to search the floor they 

are on where they find a family of seven, conscious casualties (believed to be -

- Rabia Yahya, Tekle Paulos, ••••• 

Genet Shawo) (Source, Contemporaneous Notes, GTIRT17-00074, GTIRT17-00076BA, 

GTIRT17-00077, BA Data: GTIRT17-02820, CCTV: Camera 2). 

03:10:00 AC Roe at CU8 confirms we have a potential firefighter emergency for Firefighter Hill who is 

currently unaccounted for. At the same time WM De Silvo has already tasked BA Team 31, CM 

Hoare, Firefighter Tanner and BA Team 32, WM Aston-O'Donovan, Firefighter Green to go to 

the 1 ih floor to find Firefighter Hill (Firefighter Hill's brief was to go to flat 95, 1 ih floor) (Source, 

MPS Witness Statement, GTIRT18-03107, GTIRT18-00944, GTIRT17-00866, GTIRT18-03265, 

AC Roe's Decision Log: GTIRT18-03265). 
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03:10:04 WM Dowden ascends the stairs from the stair lobby but is called back down to talk to crews by a 

unidentified Firefighter (Source, CCTV: Camera 2). 

03:10:11 Firefighter Upton descends the stairs to the stair lobby wearing an EDBA set, not under air, 

following a BA wear with her torch on (Source, CCTV: Camera 2). 

03:10:14 Firefighter Upton leaves the stair lobby and proceeds into the mam lobby (Source, CCTV: 

Camera 2). 

03:10:17 An unidentified firefighter descends the stairs to the stair lobby wearing a SDBA set, under air, 

whilst holding a length of 70mm hose. They place the equipment at the base of the stairs (Source, 

CCTV: Camera 2). 

03:10:19 WM Dowden leaves the stair lobby and proceeds into the main lobby (Source, CCTV: Camera 2). 

03:10:20 SM Myatt and WM Williams are in the main lobby, WM Williams can be seen shouting up 

information to the mezzanine floor level (Source, CCTV: Camera 4). 

03:10:23 An unidentified CM descends the stairs to the stair lobby and proceeds into the main lobby, 

whilst carrying an IEC bag (Source, CCTV: Camera 2). 

03:10:25 Firefighter De St Aubin descends the stairs to the stair lobby and proceeds into the main lobby 

wearing the BAECO tabard and carrying an ECB (Source, CCTV: Camera 2). 

03:10:26 WM Watson descends the stairs to the stair lobby whilst carrying a sledge hammer. He places the 

sledge hammer at the bottom of the stairs (Source, CCTV: Camera 2). 

03:10:26 CRO Jones takes a call from Surrey FRS reporting that they have taken another call from the son 

of a resident in the Tower. lt is believed that the resident is in flat 194 on the 22nd floor based on 

previous calls at 02:28:53 and 03:05:38. The Surrey FRS Radio Operator explains that they 

have passed on the advice to the resident via his son but he is saying his father cannot get out as 

there is so much smoke and flames. CRO Jones takes the mobile number for the resident and 

states that she will call him. Incident Number 76268, Call Duration two minutes, 14 seconds 

(Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and Transcript: GTI RT17 -00706). 

03:10:28 Firefighter O'Beirne descends the stairs to the stair lobby and proceeds into the main lobby area 

whilst carrying an ECB (Source, CCTV: Camera 2). 

03:10:29 WM Watson leaves the stair lobby and proceeds into the main lobby (Source, CCTV: Camera 2). 

03:10:30 The BAECP is moved from the stair lobby into the main lobby. Firefighter De St Aubin places the 

BAECB by the wall next to the community room door (Source, CCTV: Camera 4). 
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03:10:31 The ground floor lobby fills with firefighters and officers as the Bridgehead is moved down from 

the third floor to the ground floor (Source, CCTV: CCTV: Camera 2: Camera 4, MPS Witness 

Statement: GTIRT17-011 08). 

03:10:31 WM O'Keeffe descends the stairs to the stair lobby whilst carrying an ECB and a FIB (Source, 

CCTV: Camera 2). 

03:10:33 Firefighter Reddington leaves the stair lobby and proceeds into the main lobby (Source, CCTV: 

Camera 2). 

03:10:34 CRO Russell takes a call from a male in flat 204 on the 23'd floor who states that he cannot see 

because there is too much smoke in the flat. CRO Russell explains that the firefighters are having 

trouble getting to everyone in the building and the best advice is to leave the building. The caller 

says that he cannot walk properly, that he is disabled and needs help to walk and get out. CRO 

Russell provides FSG advice including blocking doors and covering his mouth and nose with a 

cloth, stay close to the floor. She says she will pass on the information to the crews at the scene. 

Incident Number 76272, Call Duration two minutes, 28 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 

Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-00710). 

03:10:34 An unidentified firefighter descends the stairs to the stair lobby and proceeds to the main lobby 

whilst wearing a SDBA set, not under air, and carrying a Halligan bar (Source, CCTV: Camera 2). 

03:10:35 WM O'Keeffe leaves the stair lobby and proceeds into the main lobby (Source, CCTV: Camera 

2). 

03:10:35 CM Batcheldor descends the stairs to the stair lobby and proceeds into the main lobby whilst 

carrying an IEC bag (Source, CCTV: Camera 2). 

03:10:38 Firefighter Benaicha descends the stairs to the stair lobby wearing a SDBA set, not under air, and 

proceeds into the main lobby whilst carrying a clear bag with plastic LAS stretchers and breaking 

in equipment (Source, CCTV: Camera 2). 

03:10:39 Firefighter Bate leaves the stair lobby and proceeds into the main lobby (Source, CCTV: Camera 

2). 

03:10:44 An unidentified firefighter descends the stairs to the stair lobby wearing a SDBA set, not under 

air, and proceeds into the main lobby whilst carrying an ECB (Source, CCTV: Camera 2). 

03:10:44 Firefighter Errington leaves the stair lobby and proceeds into the main lobby (Source, CCTV: 

Camera 2). 

03:10:45 CM Yeoman descends the stairs to the stair lobby wearing a SDBA set, not under air (Source, 

CCTV: Camera 2). 
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03:10:45 An unidentified firefighter descends the stairs to the stair lobby wearing a SDBA set, not under 

air, whilst carrying a long line in a line bag (Source, CCTV: Camera 2). 

03:10:46 Firefighters assembled in the stair lobby are moved into the community room (Source, CCTV: 

Camera 2). 

03:10:59"' Firefighter Joseph from BA Team 34 reaches the 12th floor he is not with his BA partner CM Codd 

(Source, BA Data: CTIRT17-02820). 

03:11"' BA Team 32, WM Aston-O'Donovan and Firefighter Green arrive at the fifth floor and hand the 

casualty (believed to be Alemishet Demissie from flat 94, 12th floor), over to colleagues (Source, 

MPS Witness Statement: CTIRT18-00045, CTIRT18-00306 and BA Data: CTIRT17-02820) 

03:11:03 Firefighter Bate exits the building, via the community room under the cover of an MPS riot shield. 

Firefighter Bate was unable to collect her SDBA tally from the BAECO as the bridgehead was in 

the process of being moved from the stairwell lobby to the main lobby (Source, MPS Witness 

Statement: GTIRT18-02865, CCTV: Camera 4). 

03:11:03 CM Yeoman leaves the stair lobby and proceeds into the main lobby (Source, CCTV: Camera 2). 

03:11:06 BA Team 30, Firefighter Pole, Firefighter N Mitche/1 and Firefighter Cheesman believe they are 

between the 15th and 18th floor when Firefighter N Mitche/1 receives an evacuation notification on 

his BA set (Source, Contemporaneous Notes CTIRT17-00076, CTIRT17-00077, CTIRT17-00074, 

BA Data: CTIRT17-02820). 

03:11:09 Firefighter Green assists a casualty (know known to be Alemishet Demissie from flat 94, 1 ih 

floor) down the stairs to the stair lobby. He is wearing a SDBA set, under air, and is holding a TIC 

(Source, CCTV: Camera 2). 

03:11:11 WM Aston-Donovan descends the stairs to the stair lobby and proceeds into the main lobby 

whilst wearing a SDBA set, under air (Source, CCTV: Camera 2). 

03:11:12 Alemishet Demissie from flat 94, 1ih floor is escorted from the stair lobby to the main lobby by 

unidentified firefighters and SM Cook (Source, CCTV: Camera 4). 

03:11:14 Hotel 33 Alpha, Wandsworth's OSU, is mobilised (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791 ). 

03:11:21 WM Dowden enters the stair lobby holding a notepad and a water bottle (Source, CCTV: Camera 

2). 

03:11:22 Alemishet Demissie from flat 94, 1 ih floor exits the building via the community room. She talks to 

Firefighter O'Hanlon, Firefighter Broderick and SM Cook before exiting the building (Source, 

CCTV: Camera 4). 
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03:11:25 An unidentified firefighter with a FRU sticker on their fire helmet descends the stairs to the stair 

lobby and proceeds to the main lobby whilst wearing a SDBA set, under air, with their torch on 

(Source, CCTV: Camera 2). 

03:11 :26 The Radio Operator at Brigade Control sends a radio message to CU8. 

"Charlie Uniform 8, Charlie Uniform 8, from M2FN. Over." 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-03067). 

03:11:28 WM Dowden ascends the stairs from the stair lobby (Source, CCTV: Camera 2). 

03:11:31 BA Team 29, Firefighter Whitley and Firefighter Nuttall report to the BAECO on the ground floor 

and close down their BA sets (Source, BA Data: GTIRT17-02820, CCTV: Camera 4). 

03:11:32 The MPS are now in attendance with more riot shields, they hand them to firefighters under 

Grenfell Walk (Source, CCTV: Camera 31 ). 

03:11:38 BA Team 37, CM Rawlings, Firefighter Brooks and Firefighter Morcos leave the stair lobby and 

proceed into the main lobby (Source, CCTV: Camera 2). 

03:11 :39 The Radio Operator at Brigade Control sends a radio message to CU8. 

"Charlie Uniform 8, Charlie Uniform 8, from M2FN. Over." 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-03068). 

03:11:40 An unidentified firefighter leaves the stair lobby and proceeds into the main lobby (Source, 

CCTV: Camera 2). 

03:11 :42 CRO Fox takes a call from a male who is outside the building reporting that there are people stuck 

on the top floor. CRO Fox assures the caller that the Brigade is doing as much as they can and 

that they are aware of the people at the top of the building. She explains that current advice is 

that they should leave. Incident Number 76271, Call Duration 39 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 

999 Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-00709). 

03:11 :47 CU8 respond to the Radio Operator at Brigade Control. 

"FN, Charlie Uniform 8. Go ahead. Over." 

"Charlie Uniform 8-" 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-03069). 

03:11:47 A large piece of flaming debris is seen hitting the floor outside the ground floor window (Source, 

CCTV: Camera 2). 
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03:11:56 WM De Silvo descends the stairs to the ground floor whilst carrying two firefighter helmets, she 

places them down by the wall and then goes back up the stairs (Source, CCTV: Camera 2). 

03:11 :50 The Radio Operator at Brigade Control sends an 'informative' radio message to CU8. 

"Charlie Uniform 8. RPE Unit with SDBA, Estimated Time of Arrival (ETA) is 30 minutes. An RPE 

Unit with EDBA approximately one hour. These are being ordered as the BA Support Units. 

That's the SDBA 30 minutes, and the EDBA approximately one hour. Over." 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-03070). 

03:11 :54 BA Team 32, WM Aston-O'Donovan and Firefighter Green arrive at the bridgehead, close down 

their BA sets and brief GM Welch (Source, MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-00045, GTIRT18-

00306 and BA Data: GTI RT17 -02820). 

03:12"' The majority of firefighters in SDBA leave the main lobby and proceed into the community room 

(Source, CCTV: Camera 3). 

03:12:10 SM Cook ascends the stairs from the stair lobby carrying an enforcer (Source, CCTV: Camera 2). 

03:12:16 CU8 send a radio message to the Radio Operator at Brigade Control confirming receipt of the 

radio message about the BA support units. 

"Correct FN Charlie Uniform 8. All received." 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript). 

03:12:27 CM Codd is around the 12th floor when he encounters three unidentified children and starts to 

bring the children down the stairs (Source, MPS Witness Statement: CTIRT18-01299, BA Data: 

CTIRT17-02820). 

03:12:40 BA Team 29, Firefighter Whitley and Firefighter Nutta/1 are at the bridgehead, having previously 

closed down their BA sets. Firefighter Nutta/1 provides information about the 15th floor conditions 

to WM Williams (Source, MPS Witness Statement:CTIRT18-01296, BA Data: CTIRT17-02820, 

CCTV: Camera 4). 

03:12:48 CU8 send a 'priority' radio message to the Radio Operator at Brigade Control. 

"Charlie uniform eight. Go ahead with priority" 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-03073) 

03:12:52 CU8 send the following radio message to the Radio Operator at Brigade Control. 

"Can we request as a matter of priority a Dangerous Structural Engineer (DSE) if it's not already 

been ordered for this incident? Over." 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-03074). 
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03:12:56 CRO Gotts takes a call from a male in flat 133 on the 16th floor. There is a smoke alarm audible in 

the background. CRO Gotts asks if he has tried to get out, the caller says he is nearly fainting. 

CRO Gotts repeats the advice to cover themselves with wet towels and get out. CRO Gotts keeps 

trying to encourage him to leave and asks who he is with. The caller replies that he is in the flat 

with his wife. The caller is struggling to breathe and says they have tried to leave twice and CRO 

Gotts asks if he has blocked everything up. CRO Gotts says she will tell the crews but repeats the 

advice to leave. Incident Number 76283, Call Duration three minutes, 8 seconds (Source, BOSS 

Viewer, 999 Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-00721 ). 

03:13:00 Four ECBs are brought down the stairs into the stair lobby and the bridgehead re-locates to the 

main lobby (Source, CCTV: Camera 2). 

03:13:00 Firefighter O'Hanlon returns to the building and enters via the community room and remains in 

the main lobby with Firefighter Archer and Firefighter Broderick (Source, CCTV: Camera 4). 

03:13"' BA Team 32, WM Aston-O'Donovan and Firefighter Green are outside the Tower and are 

approached by individuals with questions about their relatives in the Tower. WM Aston

O'Donovan guides them in the direction of the MPS and CU (Source, MPS Witness Statement: 

03:13"' 

GTIRT18-00045, GTIRT18-00306). 

Firefighter Bate is outside Crenfell Tower, she removes her BA set and informs a Fire Officer that 

she left her tally at the BAECP. At the same time, WM De Silvo calls Firefighter Bate over the 

radio from the bridgehead, Firefighter Bate explains that she has removed a casualty from the 

building and was unable to collect her tally (Source, MPS Witness Statement: CTIRT18-02685). 

03:13:05 The Radio Operator at Brigade Control sends a radio message to CU8 confirming they are 

attempting to get a DSE. 

"Yeah. We are, erm, in the process of trying to get hold of one for you. Over." 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-03075). 

03:13:06 CRO Jones takes a call from a female in flat 82 on the 11th floor and advises them that they need 

to get out. The caller says she can't get out of the flat because there is fire outside the front door 

and the caller gets hysterical and says that she should have been told earlier to leave. The caller 

pleads with CRO Jones to get someone to come and get them and CRO Jones tells her that she 

will pass on the callers location to the crews. The caller states that it is in her house now and CRO 

Jones tells her she needs to leave if the fire is in her house. The caller quickly says okay and says 

she will try and leave and she will call CRO Jones back. Incident Number 76274, Call Duration 

two minutes, 34 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-00712). 

03:13:10 WM Furnell descends the stairs to the stair lobby and proceeds into the main lobby (Source, 

CCTV: Camera 4). 
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03:13:11 CU8 send a radio message to the Radio Operator at Brigade Control confirming they have 

requested a DSE and CU8 asks if they can stress this is a matter of urgency, a priority. 

"Charlie Uniform 8. Received. Erm, if you do manage to get hold of someone can you please 

stress it is a matter of real urgency, it's a priority Over." 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-03076). 

03:13:12 Firefighter De St Aubin and CM Sephton both continue as BAECO (Source, CCTV: Camera 2 and 

CCTV: Camera 4). 

03:13:23 BA Team 30, Firefighter Pole, Firefighter N Mitchell and Firefighter Cheesman are believed to be 

between the 15th and 18th floor when Firefighter Pole receives an evacuation notification on his 

BA set (Source, BA Data: GTI RT17-02820). 

03:13:26 Two casualties (now known to be Paulos Tekle from flat 202, 23'd floor and Genet Shawo from 

flat 153, 18th floor) are escorted from the stair lobby into the main lobby by an unidentified 

firefighter (Source, CCTV: Camera 2). 

03:13:28 A child (now known to be from flat 153, 18th floor) is carried from the stair lobby into 

the main lobby by GM Goulbourne (Source, CCTV: Camera 2). 

03:13:31 Paulos Tekle, and Genet Shawo from flat 153, 18th floor, are escorted to the 

community room by GM Goulbourne who is carrying- (Source, CCTV: Camera 4). 

03:13:31 CM Sephton descends the stairs to the stair lobby and proceeds into the main lobby (Source, 

CCTV: Camera 2). 

03:13:45 CRO Russell takes a call from a BT Operator trying to put a call through. The BT Operator says he 

can't get a response and CRO Russell tries to raise the caller but all that can be heard is voices in 

the background. lt sounds like a phone line has been left open. A smoke alarm is audible in the 

background. Incident Number 76275. Call Duration one minute 23 seconds (Source, BOSS 

Viewer, 999 Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-00713). 

03:13:48 CRO Fox takes a call from a male who resides in the block of flats opposite and reports that he can 

see people trapped and urges the Brigade to get a crane from a construction site to reach them. 

CRO Gotts thanks him for his concern. Incident Number 76273, Call Duration 43 seconds 

(Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-00711). 

03:13:53 The Radio Operator at Brigade Control sends a 'Priority' radio message to CU7. 

"Charlie Uniform 7, priority Over. Priority, priority, Charlie Uniform 7". 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-03078). 
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03:13.55 BA Team 33, WM Clark, Firefighter Beltrami and WM Cardy reach the ninth floor stairwell by the 

lobby, WM Cl ark enters the lobby, locates a 45mm fire hose and untangles this in order for the 

team to all enter the lobby on their knees. The BA team crawl into the ninth floor lobby and 

Firefighter Beltrami tries to enter the first flat on the left hand side of the lobby using the enforcer. 

The team are struck by the intense heat in the lobby and at one point their TIC registers 1,080 

degrees centigrade. They are unable to open the door so the whole of BA Team 33 shout at the 

door in the hope of alerting any individuals that may be inside the flat but no one responds. WM 

Cardy goes back into the stairwell to see if he can locate the Halligan bar and finds two male 

children (believed to be from flat 92, 1 ih floor) and two adult females, 

(believed to be Karen Aboud from flat 92, 1 ih floor and Chia-Yuan Li from flat 195, 22nd floor). At 

the same time WM Clark receives an evacuation message on his handheld radio so he and 

Firefighter Beltrami join WM Cardy in the stairwell. WM Cardy hands Firefighter Beltrami one of 

the adult females and WM Cl ark one of the male children. The team then descend the stairs with 

all four casualties (Source, MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-00308, GTIRT18-03104, GTIRT18-

00918, BA Data: GTIRT17-02820). 

03:14:00 BA Team 35, Firefighter Wharnsby and Firefighter Lowe are ascending the stairs trying to reach 

flat 113, 14th floor and believe they are between the eighth and the 1oth floors and can see other 

firefighters and casualties descending the stairs. BA Team 35 then discover an adult and a child 

casualty, (believed to be Rabia Yahya and both from flat 152, 18th floor) and 

begin to lead them both down the stairs. Firefighter Lowe notices that the smoke is getting 

thicker and people are struggling to breathe (Source, MPS Witness Statement: GTI RT18-00433, 

GTIRT17-02939, BA Data: GTIRT17-02820). 

03:14"' Firefighter Joseph from BA Team 34 is on the 121
h floor and meets another unidentified firefighter 

who requests assistance with a casualty (Source, Contemporaneous Notes: GTIRT17-00229, BA 

Data: GTI RT17 -02820). 

03:14:09 The Radio Operator at Brigade Control sends a 'Priority' radio message to CU7. 

"Priority, priority, Charlie Uniform 7 from M2FN. Over". 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-03079). 

03:14:14 CU5, Woodside's CU, book Status 3 and are now in attendance, this is the sixth CU in attendance 

at the incident (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791 ). 

03:14:18 WM Dowden and a casualty (now known to be Yehualashet Enyew from flat 155, 18th floor) 

descend the stairs to the stair lobby and proceed into the main lobby (Source, CCTV: Camera 2). 

03:14:18 CU7 acknowledge receipt of the 'Priority' radio message from the Radio Operator at Brigade 

Control. 
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"FN from Charlie Uniform 7. Go ahead. Over". 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-03080). 

03:14:20 Firefighter Wharnsby reaches the mezzanine floor level with a female child casualty, (now known 

to be from flat 152, 18th floor). He reports that she collapsed somewhere 

between the sixth and fourth floor and he carries her to the mezzanine floor level. He shouts for 

assistance and an unidentified firefighter takes the child from him (Source, MPS Witness 

Statement: CTIRT18-00433, BA Data: CTIRT17-02820). 

03:14:22 The Radio Operator at Brigade Control sends a radio message to CU7. 

"Charlie Uniform 7. Erm, further information from the police helicopter, on the West aspect of the 

building, multiple occupants are three floors from the top. Over". 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-03081 ). 

03:14:23 Surrey FRS make a call to Essex County FRS passing on the latest information regarding the 

change in advice for callers in Grenfell Tower. The advice shared is to wrap something wet 

around themselves and leave as quickly as they can. There is some discussion regarding calls that 

each service have taken and the Surrey FRS Radio Operator then asks which services are close to 

Essex County and the Essex County FRS Radio Operator confirms that Hertfordshire Fire and 

Rescue Service (Hertfordshire FRS) are their neighbouring Control Room. Incident Number 

031423, Call Duration two minutes, 3 seconds (Source, FRS Incident Log and Audio file: 

GTI RT17 -01616). 

03:14:26 WM Dowden and Yehualashet Enyew exit the building via the community room (Source, CCTV: 

Camera 4). 

03:14:35 Firefighter Wharnsby from BA Team 35 is at the mezzanine floor level when his BA partner 

Firefighter Lowe appears with a female casualty (now known to be Yahya from flat 152, 18th 

floor). Firefighter Lowe hands the female casualty over to an unidentified firefighter (Source, MPS 

Witness Statement: CTIRT18-00433, CTIRT17-02939, BA Data: CTIRT17-02820). 

03:14:39 CU7 request the last radio message is repeated by the Radio Operator at Brigade Control 

03:14:22. 

"FN from Charlie Uniform 7. Can you repeat location again. Over". 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-03082). 

03:14:44 The Radio Operator at Brigade Control repeats the radio message to CU7 

"it's the West aspect, three floors from the top. Over". 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-03083). 
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03:14:47 WM O'Keeffe talks to BA Team 37, CM Rawlings, Firefighter Brooks and Firefighter Morcos in 

the main lobby (Source, CCTV: Camera 4). 

03:14:52 CU7 acknowledge receipt of the radio message. 

"Charlie Uniform 7. Received". 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-03084). 

03:14:57 Echo eight, DAC Lee Drawbridge books Status 2, mobile to incident (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-

02791 ). 

03:15:00 BA Team 31, CM Hoare and Firefighter Tanner are on the seventh floor when their LPWA actuate 

on both sets. They are carrying a casualty, (believed to be Ali-Yawar Jafari from flat 86, 11th floor) 

down the stairs whilst also giving way to other crews coming down with other casualties. The 

conditions in the stairwell are hot and the casualty is getting tangled in the railings as his leg kept 

falling beneath the bottom of the banister. CM Hoare is at the front walking backwards holding 

the casualty under the arms when Firefighter Tanner hears a message saying the Bridgehead has 

moved to the ground floor. CM Hoare is running out of air so they make a decision to leave the 

casualty on the stairs, by the hand rail on his left side, with his head facing down. CM Hoare 

states "they were both pretty sure their casualty was dead, we knew life was extinct when we 

moved him into the lobby but we are not qualified to declare that". Another crew comes past with 

approximately four casualties and BA Team 31 assist them with two girls by telling them to hold 

onto their shoulders as they lead them down to the fourth floor, but they run off by themselves 

(believed to be and from flat 152, 18th floor) (Source, BA 

Data: CTIRT17-02820, MPS Witness Statement: CTIRT17-01629, CTIRT17-01959, CTIRT18-

00998). 

03:15"' 

03:15"' 

Firefighter Nuttall notices an unidentified male having an animated conversation with LFB staff. he 

takes him to one side and the man explains he is on the phone to his sister-in-law who is still on 

the 131h or 14h floor of the Tower. Firefighter Nuttall states: "I calmed him down and told him to 

stay on the phone and he moved away with the knowledge of telling a Firefighter outside the 

cordon if circumstances changed" (Source, MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-01296). 

Firefighter Si me is outside the East elevation of the building and helps Soho's ALP Alpha 245 set 

in to a hydrant, with CM Frost. Firefighter Sime states, I drop my BA set and go to help instead of 

sitting there waiting I help them with the general set up by rolling out and snaking hose, located 

hydrants and connected them up. Whilst observing the building he notices that it is on fire from 

the fourth floor upwards and he checks to see if anyone is at the windows but cannot see anyone, 

there are calls for EDBA wearers so I explained to the HP crew I had to go. FF Okoh was waiting 
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on the grass in sector one while I was on the HP (Source, MPS Witness Statement: CTIRT18-

01044, CTIRT18-00424). 

03:15:07 GM Goulbourne talks to BA Team 37, CM Rawlings, Firefighter Brooks and Firefighter Morcos in 

the main lobby (Source, CCTV: Camera 4). 

03:15:15 CRO Adams takes a call from a BT Operator in Nottingham trying to connect a call from a male 

caller but the line clears after three and a half minutes. The BT Operator says that the caller is 

reporting a block of flats on fire and the BT Operator tells the caller that it has been reported. 

Incident Number 76277, Call Duration 30 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and 

Transcript GTIRT17-00715). 

03:15:20 CRO Russell takes a call and a very quiet male voice can be heard saying that the whole building 

is burning down and that he thinks he is going to die. CRO Russell confirms the caller is on the 

151
h floor in flat 124. The caller states that he cannot breathe and that he is by himself. CRO 

Russell asks if it is fire or just smoke in the flat and the caller explains that it is just smoke but that 

he has tried to leave and he couldn't see anything. CRO Russell explains that his safest option is 

to leave and the caller states that he is going to die and CRO Russell says he is not. She goes on to 

explain about getting wet towels and how to get out but the caller is heard shouting for help and 

then says he has to leave and the call ends. Incident Number 76282, Call Duration one minute 48 

seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-00720). 

03:15:32 Firefighter Wharnsby receives an evacuation notice on his BA set (Source, MPS Witness 

Statement: GTIRT18-00433, GTIRT17-02939, BA Data: GTIRT17-02820). 

03:15:41 Alpha Tango 3, Lambeth's RRT, book Status 2, mobile to incident. Alpha Tango three is riding 

with WM Vanstone, WM Parkin, WM Niblett and WM Morrison (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-

02791 ). 

03:15:50 GM Welch and a female casualty (now known to be ••••• from flat 152,181
h floor) 

descend the stairs to the stair lobby. He hands her to Firefighter Broderick and they proceed into 

the main lobby (Source, CCTV: Camera 2). 

03:15:51 CRO Howson takes a call which starts with someone shouting instructions about covering up and 

preparing to leave the building, stating that they need to go on the staircase. The individual then 

shouts to get peoples' attention and repeats the instructions. CRO Howson says "Fire Brigade" 

but gets no response and after a short time the BT Operator from Portadown comes on the phone 

indicating that the line has dropped out. Incident Number 76280, Call Duration 29 seconds 

(Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-00718). 

03:15:52 BA Team 36, Firefighter Worley, Firefighter Grant, Firefighter W Boulton and Firefighter Devani 

report to the BAECO and go under air. They are initially briefed to go to flat 153 on the 181
h floor 
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for an FSC to search for a family of four (Source, MPS Witness Statement: CTIRT17-02938, 

CTIRT17- 02927, BA Data: CTIRT170-02820,CCTV: Camera 4). 

03:15:55 Firefighter Broderick and ••••• from flat 152, 181h floor exit the building via the 

community room (Source, CCTV: Camera 4). 

03:15:58 CRO Jones makes a call to the mobile number given to her by Surrey FRS at 03:10:26. The 

phone rings but goes to voice mail and CRO Jones leaves a message saying to call 999 if they 

need more help (Source, NICE, Admin Phone Line Audio file: GTIRT18-02336). 

03:15:58 GM Welch and GM Goulbourne, speaking in the stair lobby, are joined by WM Delaney from 

CU2 (Source, CCTV: Camera 2). 

03:16"' BA Team 33, WM Clark, Firefighter Beltrami and WM Cardy continue to descend the stairs from 

the ninth floor with two male children (believed to be from flat 92, 1ih 

floor) and two adult females (believed to be Karen Aboud from flat 92, 1 ih floor and Chia-Yuan Li 

from flat 195, 22nd floor) (Source, MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-00308, GTIRT18-03104, 

GTIRT18-00918, BA Data: GTIRT17-02820). 

03:16:09 Firefighter Wharnsby acknowledges the evacuation message on his BA set he received at 

03:15:32 (Source, MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-00433, GTIRT17-02939, BA Data: 

GTIRT17-02820). 

03:16:12 CRO Adams takes a call from a female reporting that her dad is in Grenfell Tower in flat 204 on 

the top floor and there is fire on his floor. CRO Adams advises the caller to ring him back, and tell 

him to wrap himself in wet towels and leave. The caller explains that he cannot move, can hardly 

walk and is vulnerable. CRO Adams says she will pass the message on to crews but asks the caller 

to call her dad back and tell him to wrap himself in towels and try and get out if at all possible. 

Incident Number 76286, Call Duration one minute 58 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio 

file and Transcript GTIRT17-00724). 

03:16:16 Firefighter Lowe receives an evacuation notice on his BA set (Source, MPS Witness Statement: 

GTIRT18-00433, GTIRT17-02939, BA Data: GTIRT17-02820). 

03:16:19 CRO Fox takes a call from a caller reporting a fire in a tall building tower opposite Westfield 

Shopping Centre, postcode W11. CRO Fox tells the caller that it has already been reported and 

the Brigade is in attendance. Incident Number 76281, Call Duration 47 seconds (Source, BOSS 

Viewer, 999 Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-00719). 

03:16:27 CRO Jones takes a call from the MPS reporting that the occupants of flat 171 are safe. The MPS 

caller confirms that the occupant, his daughter and partner are safe and have left the building. 

Incident Number 76279, Call Duration 44 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and 

Transcript: GTI RT17 -00717). 
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03:16:39 GM Goulbourne exits the stair lobby and proceeds into the main lobby (Source, CCTV: Camera 

2). 

03:16:44 BA Team 37, CM Rawlings, Firefighter Brooks and Firefighter Morcos are in the main lobby and 

are briefed by GM Goulbourne to go to the fourth floor and protect the exit (Source, 

Contemporaneous Notes: GTI RT17-00228, GTI RT17 -00230, GTI RT17-00231, BA Data, 

GTIRT17-02820and CCTV: Camera4). 

03:16:55 GM Welch and WM Delaney ascend the stairs from the stair lobby (Source, CCTV: Camera 2). 

03:17 BA Team 35, Firefighter Wharnsby and Firefighter Lowe have resumed carrying out their original 

brief to go to flat 113 on the 14th floor. Both firefighters notice the conditions are significantly 

worse since their last climb and as they reach the eighth floor they meet three individuals, 

(believed to be and Rabia Yahya from Flat 152, 

18th floor). Firefighter Wharnsby picks up the smallest child and begins to carry her down the 

stairs whilst Firefighter Lowe leads the two other individuals down behind him (Source, MPS 

Witness Statement: GTIRT18-00433, GTIRT17-02939, BA Data: GTIRT17-02820). 

03:17:05 CRO Howson takes a call from a caller shouting 113 and reporting that the fire is in the flat. (We 

believe this to be Zainab Deen flat 115,14th floor) CRO Howson advises her to leave with wet 

towels over her face and use the stairwell which is full of smoke. The caller says she is with her 

baby and CRO Howson tells her to cover the baby with a wet towel. The caller appears to be 

talking to another person passing on the advice. The caller then says okay and CRO Howson ends 

the call. Incident Number 76290, Call Duration one minute 57 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 

999 Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-00728). 

03:17:10 Firefighter Lowe acknowledges the evacuation message on his BA set that he received at 

03:16:16 (Source, MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT17-02939, BA Data: GTIRT17-02820). 

03:17:13 CRO Jones takes a call from a caller outside the building on the Latimer Road side reporting that 

they can see people at the window of a flat which is the second floor from the top. CRO Jones 

reassures her that the Brigade is there and are trying to reach people. Incident Number 76284, 

Call Duration 48 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-00722). 

03:17:18 GM Goulbourne picks up an ECB from the main lobby and moves to the base of the stairs in the 

stair lobby as the main lobby is becoming smoke logged. He is followed by three BAECOs, CM 

Sephton, Firefighter O'Beirne and Firefighter De St Aubin (Source, CCTV: Camera 2, Camera 4). 

03:17:18 CRO Fox takes a call from a BT Operator in Portadown who tries to connect her to a male caller 

but the line drops out. The BT Operator explains that the caller is outside the building and a 

resident in flat 173 on the 20th floor has been texting the caller and saying she can't get out. CRO 

Fox states that she will pass the information to the CU on scene and that she will ring the caller 
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back. Incident Number 76285, Call Duration one minute, seven seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 

999 Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-00723). 

03:17:21 CRO Gotts makes a call to RBKC to request a DSE and a LALO. The RBKC Operator says that a 

LALO has already been requested and she will process the request for the DSE. CRO Gotts 

explains that the whole block looks like it's alight and the RBKC Operator says she will pass to an 

officer although their name is inaudible. She gives a reference as T15469 (Source, NICE, Admin 

Phone Line Audio file: GTIRT18-01166). 

03:17:28 CM Sephton and Firefighter O'Beirne enter the stair lobby each carrying an ECB and place them 

on the floor (Source, CCTV: Camera 2). 

03:17:29 Firefighter De St Aubin enters the stair lobby wearing an BAECO tabard and continues his role as 

BAECO (Source, CCTV: Camera 2). 

03:17:30 BA Team 37, CM Rawlings, Firefighter Brooks and Firefighter Marcos are in the main lobby and 

go under air.(Source, CCTV: Camera 4, BA Data: GTIRT17-02820). 

03:17:50 CM Batterbee descends the stairs to the stair lobby and proceeds into the main lobby whilst 

holding white papers (Source, CCTV: Camera 2). 

03:17:50 WM De Silvo and WM O'Keeffe enter the stair lobby (Source, CCTV: Camera 2). 

03:17:56 GM Welch and a male casualty (now known to be •••••••• lfrom flat 152, 181
h 

03:18"' 

03:18 

03:18"' 

floor) descend the stairs to the stair lobby. GM Welch hands him over to Firefighter Broderick 

and they proceed into the main lobby (Source, CCTV: Camera 2). 

Firefighter Bate is outside the building and notices that the bridgehead is now fully relocated to 

the stair lobby. She sees firefighters bringing casualties out of the building and one group of 

firefighters calls for help with an unidentified male casualty. Firefighter Bate helps four 

unidentified firefighters carry the male casualty to the triage area on the West side of the building 

(Source, MPS Witness Statement: CTIRT18-02865). 

BA Team 35, Firefighter Wharnsby and FF Lowe reach the third floor and hand over their 

casualties (believed to be and Rabia Yahya 

from flat 152, 181
h floor) to CM Welch , Firefighter Wharnsby informs the BAECO that they are 

unable to complete their FSG to flat 113 , he also states that he passes this information on to as 

many people possible .(Source, MPS Witness Statement: CTIRT18-00433, CTIRT17-02939, BA 

Data: CTIRT17-02820). 

CM Codd from BA Team 34 arrives at the fourth floor with three unidentified children, he realises 

the bridgehead has moved and he continues to the second floor where he states: "I can't 
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remember who, or if anyone took the kids. That was the last time I saw them" (Source, MPS 

Witness Statement: CTIRT18-01299). 

03:18:00 Firefighter Broderick and a male casualty (now known to be ••••••••• from flat 

152, 18th floor exit the building via the community room (Source, CCTV: Camera 4). 

03:18:01 GM Welch exits the stair lobby into the main lobby (Source, CCTV: Camera 2). 

03:18:03 SM Cook descends the stairs to the stair lobby and proceeds into the main lobby (Source, CCTV: 

Camera 2). 

03:18:12 Firefighter Pole descends the stairs to the stair lobby, he throws his fire helmet on the floor and 

then collapses. WM O'Keeffe and otherfirefighters provide first aid (Source, CCTV: Camera 2). 

03:18:13 Firefighter Cheesman descends the stairs to the stair lobby (Source, CCTV: Camera 2). 

03:18:14 Firefighter Mitchell descends the stairs to the stair lobby (Source, CCTV: Camera 2). 

03:18:22 GM Welch enters the stair lobby and speaks to Firefighter O'Hanlon (Source, CCTV: Camera 2). 

03:18:31 An unidentified CM enters the stair lobby carrying an IEC bag, the oxygen from this is 

administered to Firefighter Pole (Source, CCTV: Camera 2). 

03:18:33 Hotel 345, Wimbledon's ALP, books Status 3, in attendance at Grenfell Tower. This is the fourth 

ALP in attendance (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791). 

03:18:36 A female casualty now known to be from flat 152, 18th floor is escorted down 

the stairs to the stair lobby by an unidentified firefighter who hands her to Firefighter O'Hanlon 

and they proceed into the main lobby (Source, CCTV: Camera 2). 

03:18:45 CRO Fox takes a call from a caller in flat 142 on the 1ih floor. CRO Fox tells them they need to 

leave but the caller sounds very desperate and pleads for someone to come and get them. CRO 

Fox asks how many people there are and the caller states that there are five adults and that they 

cannot get out. CRO Fox says she will pass on the information to the crews and finishes the call. 

Incident Number 76293, Call Duration one minute 21 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio 

file and Transcript GTIRT17-00731). 

03:18:47 Firefighter Jose ph from BA Team 34 descends the stairs to the stair lobby whilst wearing an EDBA 

set, not under air, he looks visibly distressed and receives oxygen from WM De Silvo (Source, 

CCTV: Camera 2). 

03:18:49 CRO Russell takes a call from a male who has been messaged by his friend who explains that she 

is trapped in flat 173 on the 20th floor. The caller says there are two of them, his friend and her 

mother (believed to be Khadija Saye and Mary Mendy). CRO Russell tells the caller that the 

Brigade know that they are there but that if she contacts him again, the caller should tell her to 
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leave. She explains that he should tell them to cover themselves with a wet towel and feel their 

way out of the building. Incident Number 76289, Call Duration one minute 32 seconds (Source, 

BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-00727). 

03:18:56 A female casualty (now known to be Rabia Yahya from flat 152, 18th floor) is escorted down the 

stairs to the stair lobby by an unidentified firefighter who hands her to Firefighter O'Hanlon 

(Source, CCTV: Camera 2). 

03:18:58 from flat 152, 18th floor and an unidentified firefighter exit the building via the 

community room (Source, CCTV: Camera 4). 

03:18:59 CRO Jones takes a call from a male who is on the West Way, driving past and is asking if the 

Brigade are aware of the big fire in West London. Caller says the whole block is on fire. Incident 

Number 76287, Call Duration 35 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and Transcript 

GTIRT17-00725). 

03:19:11 BA Team 35, Firefighter Wharnsby and Firefighter Lowe return to the bridgehead in the stair 

lobby. Firefighter Wharnsby informs the BAECO that they were unable to reach the 14th floor as 

briefed (Source, MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-00433, GTIRT17-02939, BA Data: GTIRT17-

02820). 

03:19:17 Rabia Yahya from flat 152, 18th floor is escorted by Firefighter O'Hanlon and exits the building via 

the community room (Source, CCTV: Camera 4). 

03:19:19 Firefighter Pole continues to receive oxygen therapy from WM O'Keeffe in the stair lobby 

(Source, CCTV: Camera 4). 

03:19:19 GM Welch is talking to SM Mulholland in the stair lobby (Source, CCTV: Camera 2). 

03:19:20 CM Morrison descends the stairs to the stair lobby whilst holding a TIC (Source, CCTV: Camera 

2). 

03:19:24 CRO Jones takes a call from a member of the public who is reporting a building on fire. The caller 

is very muffled but CRO Jones manages to ascertain that the caller is not in the Tower and 

confirms that the Brigade is in attendance. Incident Number 76288, Call Duration one minute 25 

seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-00726). 

03:19:26 Several unidentified firefighters are seen closing down their BA sets at the BAECP in the stair 

lobby (Source, CCTV: Camera 2). 

03:19:34 GM Goulbourne enters the stair lobby and is talking to the unidentified firefighters (Source, 

CCTV: Camera 2). 

03:19:37 CM Morrison exits the stair lobby and proceeds into the main lobby (Source, CCTV: Camera 2). 
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03:19:41 SM Mulholland enters the stair lobby holding one SDBA and one EDBA tally, he hands the tallies 

to Firefighter De St Aubin who is one of the ECO's (Source, CCTV: Camera 2). 

03:19:46 BA Team 36, Firefighter Worley, Firefighter Grant, Firefighter W Boulton and Firefighter Devani 

are in the main lobby and close down their SDBA sets as they are not committed into the Tower 

(Source, MPS Witness Statement: CTIRT17-02938, CTIRT17- 02927, BA Data: CTIRT170-

02820,CCTV: Camera 4). 

03:19:54 CM Morrison enters the stair lobby and speaks to Firefighter Pole (Source, CCTV: Camera 2). 

03:19:55 SM Mulholland exits the stair lobby and proceeds into the main lobby (Source, CCTV: Camera 

2). 

03:19:56 WM Dowden is talking to BA Team 36, Firefighter Worley, Firefighter Grant, Firefighter W 

Boulton and Firefighter Devani, they begin to close down their BA sets and remain in the main 

lobby (Source, CCTV: Camera 4). 

03:20"' 

03:20"' 

Firefighter Bloxham and Firefighter Evans are outside the building taking oxygen cylinders from a 

fire engine to the LAS. A member of the public tries to give Firefighter Evans a mobile phone to 

speak to someone inside Grenfell Tower and Firefighter Evans passes the phone to a Police 

Officer (Source, MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-01038, GTIRT18-00926). 

Firefighter Nuttall is outside the building and is assisted by a HART paramedic who fetches him a 

bucket of water to start radial cooling. WM Brown tells Firefighter Nuttall to sit and rest for 30 

minutes during which time he notices people at the windows within the Tower flashing the 

torches on their mobile phones (Source, MPS Witness Statement: GTI RT18-01296). 

03:20:00 BA Team 27, Firefighter Dwyer and Firefighter Perez are outside the building. They are assisting 

with the casualty handling of five to 10 adults who are conscious and breathing. Whilst doing this 

Firefighter Dwyer is tasked to use a coveringjet on the West side of the building. He notices large 

pieces of debris falling off the building and an unidentified officer withdraws him from the area 

due to the danger of being injured from falling debris (Source, MPS Witness Statement: 

CTIRT18-01548, CTIRT18-03108, Contemporaneous Notes: CTIRT17-00142, CTIRT17-00140). 

03:20:00 AC Roe chairs the first Tactical Coordination Meeting (TCM) (Source, MPS Witness Statement: 

GTIRT18-00944 and GTIRT17-01254, Decision Log: GTIRT17-02438). 

03:20:01 BA Team 37, CM Rawlings, Firefighter Brooks and Firefighter Morcos report to the BAECO in the 

stair lobby and start to ascend the stairs under air, carrying a TIC (Source, CCTV: Camera 2, BA 

Data: GTI RT17 -02820). 

03:20:10 GM Welch talks to SM Mulholland in the stair lobby (Source, CCTV: Camera 2). 
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03:20:27 Firefighter Pole is escorted out of the stair lobby into the main lobby by WM O'Keeffe, followed 

by Firefighter Cheesman (Source, CCTV: Camera 2). 

03:20:30 WM Cl ark and a male child casualty (now known to be ••••• from flat 92, 1 ih floor) 

descend the stairs to the stair lobby where WM Clark hands him to SM Mulholland (Source, 

CCTV: Camera 2). 

03:20:31 CRO Adams takes a call from a male in flat 204 on the 23'd floor who says there is smoke coming 

into his flat and that he cannot see anything. CRO Adams advises him to leave the building but he 

says he cannot move properly and has problems with his feet, that he is disabled. The caller then 

states that the fire is in his flat and CRO Adams confirms that the caller definitely cannot leave. 

She states that the crews will try and get to him but asks if he can hear anyone else that could 

help him. He says the flat is full of black smoke now and CRO Adams advises him to get to the 

safest place and if he hears anyone outside then ask them to help. Incident Number 76294, Call 

Duration two minute 38 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-

00732). 

03:20:33 Firefighter Pole is assisted through the main lobby by SM Cook and exits the building via the 

community room (Source, CCTV: Camera 4). 

03:20:38 SM Mulholland and from flat 92, 1ih floor exit the stair lobby into the main lobby. 

SM Mulholland hands him to Firefighter Broderick (Source, CCTV: Camera). 

03:20:41 Firefighter Broderick and •••• lfrom flat 92, 1 ih floor exit the building via the community 

room (Source, CCTV: Camera 4). 

03:20:41 Firefighter Beltrami and a female casualty (now known to be Karen Aboud from flat 92, 1 ih floor) 

descend the stairs to the stair lobby and proceed into the main lobby (Source, CCTV: Camera 2). 

03:20:42 Firefighter Joseph from BA Team 34, reports to the BAECO and closes down his BA set (Source, 

BA Data: GTIRT17-02820, Contemporaneous Notes: GTIRT17-00229). 

03:20:46 SM Mulholland enters the stair lobby and speaks to GM Welch (Source, CCTV: Camera 2). 

03:20:46 Firefighter O'Hanlon and Karen Aboud from flat 92, 1 ih floor exit the building via the community 

room (Source, CCTV: Camera 4). 

03:20:48 CRO Jones takes a call from a male who lives in Acton who says he can see a fire in a tower block 

in the Shepherds Bush area. CRO Jones explains that there is an incident in W11 and the caller 

confirms he thinks that is the one he can see. Incident Number 76291, Call Duration 37 seconds 

(Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and Transcript: GTI RT17 -00729). 

03:21:05 CM Hoare descends the stairs to the stair lobby wearing a SDBA set, not under air, and speaks to 

CM Morrison (Source, CCTV: Camera 2). 
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03:21:08 BA Team 31, CM Hoare and Firefighter Tanner are at the bridgehead in the stair lobby, they 

report to the BAECO, close down their BA sets and brief the BAECO. CM Hoare tells the BAECO 

they could not search flat 74, as briefed, due to finding a casualty in the 101h floor lobby area 

(Source, BA Data: CTIRT17-02820, MPS Witness Statement: CTIRT17-01629, CTIRT17-01959, 

CTIRT18-00998). 

03:21:09 WM Delaney descends the stairs to the stair lobby, he is wearing a CU tabard (Source, CCTV: 

Camera 2). 

03:21:12 CRO Russell takes a call from a person reporting a fire in Barringdon Walk. CRO Russell asks the 

caller if it could be Grenfell Tower and the caller says yes. CRO Russell confirms the Brigade is in 

attendance. Incident Number 76292, Call Duration 31 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio 

file and Transcript GTIRT17-00730). 

03:21:15 Firefighter Tanner descends the stairs to the stair lobby wearing a SDBA set, not under air, and 

speaks to WM O'Keeffe (Source, CCTV: Camera 2). 

03:21:45 SM Mullholland (ORT) walks through the main lobby into the community room (Source, CCTV: 

Camera 2). 

03:21:50 WM Delaney ascends the stairs from the stair lobby wearing a CU tabard (Source, CCTV: 

Camera 2). 

03:21:50 BA Team 40, Firefighter Lundquist and CM Mayne are in the main lobby and receive their brief 

from WM Watson. They are standing on one side of the lobby to allow those coming out with 

casualties to pass them quickly and they notice WM Williams is writing details of FSG calls on a 

wall in the lobby. As firefighters are carrying people out of the building, WM Williams is ticking 

off where they are being rescued from one by one. Firefighter Lundquist states: "In the time it 

took us to go in to the lobby and get our brief. .. about ten people including children were carried 

out of the tower" (Source, MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT17- 02930, GTIRT18-00098, BA Data: 

GTIRT17-02820, CCTV: Camera 4, CCTV: Camera 3 Foyer). 

03:21:55 A female casualty, Chia-Yuan Li from flat 195, 22nd floor, descends the stairs to the stair lobby and 

proceeds into the main lobby (Source, CCTV: Camera 2). 

03:21:59 A male child casualty, -from flat 92, 1ih floor descends the stairs to the stair lobby 

and proceeds into the main lobby (Source, CCTV: Camera 2). 

03:22:00 BA Team 37, CM Rawlings, Firefighter Brooks and Firefighter Morcos are ascending the stairs 

and come across a BA Team (Unknown) and a family who tell them about a relative/casualty who 

is on the seventh floor. (Firefighter Morcos recalls them saying the casualty is on the eighth floor). 

CM Rawlings radios the BAECO to inform them that they are deviating from their brief and that 
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they are making their way to the seventh floor, but they get no response from the BAECO 

(Source, Contemporaneous Notes: CTIRT17-00228, CTIRT17-00231, CTIRT17-00230). 

03:22:01 WM Cardy descends the stairs to the stair lobby and reports to BAECO (Source, MPS Witness 

Statement: GTIRT18-03104, CCTV: Camera 2). 

03:22:01 CM Clark assists a casualty though the main lobby(now known to be Chia-Yuan Li from flat 195, 

22nd floor (Source, CCTV: Camera 4) . 

03:22:04 ••••• from flat 92, 1 ih floor walks through the main lobby and talks to WM Dowden 

before exiting via the community room (Source, CCTV: camera 4). 

03:22:05 A female casualty (now known to be Chin-Hsuan Lydia Liao from flat 195, 22nd floor) descends 

the stairs to the stair lobby and proceeds into the main lobby area (Source, CCTV: Camera 2). 

03:22:14 Chia-Yuan Li from flat 195, 22nd floor walks through the main lobby and collapses, WM Dowden 

assists her out to the community room (Source, CCTV: Camera 4). 

03:22:35 CRO Russell takes a call from a male in flat 124 on the 151
h floor who states that he is stuck and 

cannot get out as he cannot make it down the stairs. The caller reports that he has nearly fainted 

and that he cannot breathe and CRO Russell tells him to get on the floor, go to another room and 

block the smoke from coming in, covering his mouth and nose with material. CRO Russell asks 

where he is and he says he is by the front door. CRO Russell advises that he should go to another 

room and provides FSG advice. She then explains that he has two options, either he can stay in 

the flat in a room away from the smoke or try and leave. CRO Russell advises that she will tell the 

crews where he is but that she cannot say how long it will take. Incident Number 76295, Call 

Duration three minutes, three seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and Transcript 

GTI RT17 -00733). 

03:22:40 SM Mulholland enters the main lobby via the community room and proceeds towards the stair 

lobby (Source, CCTV: Camera 4). 

03:22:51 Kent FRS takes a call via a BT Operator in Dundee connecting a female who explains that she is 

on holiday in Kent and her husband is trapped on the 22nd floor of Grenfell Tower. The caller 

states that he is in flat 249 and explains that the Brigade told him to stay put but he has been 

trapped for over an hour and she pleads not to let him die. The caller passes on the mobile 

number and states that his name is Tony. She reports that he cannot breathe and has blocked the 

doors and covered his mouth. The Kent FRS Radio Operator says she will give him a call and that 

she will call the female caller back. She asks what the caller's name is and she replies Cordelia. 

Cordelia says that her husband's name is Tony Disson. Incident Number 1281, Call Duration one 

minute, 57 seconds (Source, FRS Incident Log and Audio File: GTIRT17-01620). 
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03:22:59 CRO Jones takes a call from Paul Monaghan from the HSE who states that he is having difficulty 

finding an inspector and needs a contact number for the incident. CRO Jones gives the Control 

Room number and AOM Debbie Real as the contact (Source, NICE, Admin Phone Line Audio file: 

GTIRT18-01169). 

03:22:59 CM Codd from BA Team 34 returns to the ground floor bridgehead and closes down his BA set. 

CM Codd informs the ECO about three children and a deceased man he encountered on the 

stairs during his descent (Source, BA Data: GTIRT17-02820, Contemporaneous Notes: GTIRT17-

00157, CCTV: Camera 2). 

03:22:59 SM Myatt approaches BA Team 36 Firefighter Worley, Firefighter Grant, Firefighter W Boulton 

and Firefighter Devani and points them towards community room exit (Source, CCTV: Camera 

03:23 

03:23 

4). 

CM Batcheldor is outside Grenfell Tower and can see a member of the public talking on his 

mobile phone who is very animated. CM Batcheldor approaches the man and speaks to him, he 

ascertains that the man is speaking to a person trapped in Grenfell Tower on the 141
h floor 

(Source, MPS Witness Statement: GTI RT17 -01103 , BSR Witness Statement: GTI RT18-04278). 

The image below shows the fire spread at Grenfell Tower. The picture shows the North elevation 

completely alight and the fire wrapping around the West elevation (Source, MET000085887). 
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03:23:13 Hotel 33 Alpha, Wandsworth's OSU book Status 2, mobile to incident. Hotel 33 Alpha is riding 

with Firefighter Lewis and FRS B* Cox (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791 ). 

03:23:21 Firefighter Worley, Firefighter Grant and Firefighter Devani leave the mam lobby via the 

community room exit (Source, CCTV: Camera4). 

03:23:45 WM Delaney descends the stairs to the ground floor wearing a CU tabard (Source, CCTV: 

Camera 2). 

03:23:47 BA Team 41, Firefighter Peacock, Firefighter Harold, Firefighter Rice and Firefighter Lewis follow 

Firefighter Okoh and enter the main lobby where they speak to SM Wolfenden and WM Watson 

(Source, CCTV: Camera 4). 

03:24:00 BA Team 37, CM Rawlings, Firefighter Brooks and Firefighter Morcos ascend to the seventh floor 

landing, CM Rawlings locates the casualty on the landing of the stairwell on the sixth or seventh 

floor and commence the rescue of the casualty (believed to be Ali-Yawar Jafari from flat 86, 11 1
h 

floor) (Contemporaneous Notes: CTIRT17-00228, BA Data: CTIRT17-02820). 
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03:24:02 CRO Duddy takes a call from a resident in flat 193, 22nd floor who states that they have tried to 

leave but that they cannot get out. There is a lot of shouting in the background and CRO Duddy 

explains that they must try and leave as that is the only way that they are going to survive. The 

caller reports that there are seven children and 12 adults in the flat and there is a lot of coughing 

and choking sounds, with several people speaking in the background. CRO Duddy repeatedly 

tells the caller that they have to leave and gives very explicit instructions that they must get to the 

staircase. The caller replies several times to say that they cannot get out and then the caller can be 

heard having a conversation with someone, stating that they should try. The caller then states 

that they cannot see or breathe. At 03:33:35 CRO Duddy says to the caller that they will die 

unless they make their way to the staircase and the caller can be heard to ask someone in the flat 

if they should try. lt becomes difficult to hear what is being said between people in the flat. The 

caller explains that they cannot move and that they are dying. CRO Duddy checks the floor 

number and confirms that they are on the 22nd floor. The caller is heard to tell others in the flat 

that she loves them and they will die together and CRO Duddy tries to tell them to leave, 

repeating that it is their only chance. CRO Duddy explains he cannot stay on the line and that 

they must leave. He gives further advice to soak themselves with water, cover their faces with 

clothes or towels and to get to the staircase, reporting that he must clear the line. At 03:38:42 

the line drops out. Incident Number 76305, Call Duration fourteen minutes, 40 seconds (Source, 

BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-00741 ). 

03:24:10 CM Codd exits the stair lobby and proceeds towards the main lobby (Source, CCTV: Camera 4). 

03:24:13 Firefighter Tanner exits the stairs to the stair lobby (Source, CCTV: Camera 2). 

03:24:14 Firefighter Mitchell exits the stairs to the stair lobby (Source, CCTV: Camera 2). 

03:24:16 CM Hoare exits the stairs to the stair lobby (Source, CCTV: Camera 2). 

03:24:18 GM Goulbourne, WM De Silvo and WM O'Keeffe have a conversation at the bottom of the stairs 

in the stair lobby (Source, CCTV: Camera 2). 

03:24:33 BA Team 38, CM Diana and Firefighter Nelson report to the BAECO, start to breathe under air 

and remove their BA tallies (Source, MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-03728 GTIRT17-02746, 

GTIRT18-01077, BA Data: GTIRT17-02820). 

03:24:41 SM Cook speaks with GM Welch at the entrance of the stair lobby (Source, CCTV: Camera 2). 

03:24:43 Firefighter Joseph exits the stair lobby and proceeds into the main lobby (Source, CCTV: Camera 

2).03:25* CM Batcheldor is handed the phone (now known to be by Francis Dean) and talks to 

the lady on the mobile phone. He confirms that her name is Zainab Deen and she is in flat 113 on 

the 151
h floor with her son Jerimiah (Source, MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT17-01103 , BSR 

Witness Statement: GTIRT18-04278). 
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03:25* BA Team 39, Firefighter Si me and Firefighter Okoh report to the bridgehead and GM Goulbourne 

briefs them to go to flat 73 on the 10th floor in response to an FSG call. As BA Team 39 begin to 

ascend the stairs, GM Goulbourne calls them back and reassigns them to fight fire on the fifth 

floor (Source, MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-01044, GTIRT18-00053, BA Data: GTIRT17-

02820). 

03:25:07 BA Team 31, CM Hoare and Firefighter Tanner exit the building v1a the community 

room.(Source, CCTV: Camera 4). 

03:25:11 BA Team 38, CM Diana and Firefighter Nelson enter the stair lobby wearing EDBA sets, under 

air, and speak to CM Morrison who is writing on the wall with a chinagraph pencil (Source, 

CCTV: Camera 2). 

02:25:33 BA Team 41, Firefighter Harold, Firefighter Rice, Firefighter Friend and Firefighter Peacock are in 

the main lobby (Source, CCTV: Camera 4). 

03:25:37 Firefighter Devani enters the main lobby from the community room 1n SDBA and re-JOinS 

FirefighterW Boulton (Source, CCTV: Camera 4). 

03:25:45 CRO Fox takes a call from flat 183 on the 21st floor where there are three adults and three 

children aged 10, 11 and 12. One of the adults, the caller's wife, is pregnant (Believed to be the 

Games family, Helen Gebremeskel and -·The caller states that they have tried to 

get out three times and CRO Fox says she will contact the Command Unit and make them a 

priority. The caller states that the fire is in the house and CRO Fox responds that the caller must 

get out if the fire is in the house. CRO Fox says she will stay on the line and the caller can be 

heard giving instructions to the other residents. CRO Fox tells AOM Real about the call and the 

circumstances and location of the caller. The caller is heard shouting instructions to the children 

and he keeps encouraging the girls to keep going. CRO Fox is giving a running commentary to 

others in the Control Room and encourages the caller to keep going. CRO Fox says that the crews 

are on their way up to them. CRO Fox tries to find out if they are on the stairs. There are a lot of 

coughing and choking noises. At 03:33:07 the caller confirms that he is on the stairwell and 

CRO Fox asks if they are all together but the caller says no. CRO Fox asks who is missing and the 

caller states that he cannot find his wife. The caller is constantly calling to the "girls" to come 

down and follow his voice and he tells them to hold onto the hand rail, explaining that the 

conditions are better where he is. They appear not to be following him. He has a conversation 

with someone in the background but it is not known who it is. He keeps calling for the girls to 

come down. The caller keeps repeating "my wife" and it appears that he is on his own at this 

stage. At 03:39:43 the caller can be heard talking to someone and the voice sounds like it could 

be a firefighter in breathing apparatus. The caller states that his daughter is upstairs and that his 

wife is pregnant. The caller gives the location as flat 183 on the 21st floor and explains that his 
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wife is about halfway down. The caller is crying for his daughters and his wife. CRO Fox tries to 

asks some questions to work out where the caller is and what the situation is and the caller 

appears to waiting on the stairs but it is not clear where. CRO Fox asks if he has his girls yet and 

the caller becomes more and more distraught, saying that he needs to find them. At 03:48:13 

CRO Fox says to the caller that he needs to be brave and do what he thinks is best. She says that 

he needs to go back upstairs and get his girls and that he needs to go and find them as a dad. She 

tells him to take a few deep breaths and make his way slowly up the stairs. She stays on the line 

and encourages him to go up the stairs. The caller becomes very distraught and upset and keeps 

saying please, please my girls. There is some shouting in the background but it is inaudible and 

the caller talks to someone and says that his wife is up there and she is pregnant but it is not clear 

who he is talking to. There are several voices heard and the caller is talking to more people but it 

is not known who as the volume goes very low. CRO Fox does not talk for several minutes and 

when she tries to raise the caller, he does not respond. She tries for several minutes but nothing 

is heard and the call ends at 03:59:38. Incident Number 76337, Call Duration thirty three 

minutes, 53 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-00763). 

03:25:52 BA Team 41, Firefighter Peacock, Firefighter Harold, Firefighter Rice and Firefighter Lewis are in 

the main lobby putting on their BA facemasks and checking each others equipment prior to 

deploying up the stairs. Firefighter Peacock is carrying a TIC (Source, CCTV: Camera 4). 

03:26:00 BA Team 37, CM Rawlings, Firefighter Brooks and Firefighter Morcos are on the fourth floor. CM 

Rawlings states he hands a casualty over to the other two members of his crew and aims the fire 

hose into the doorway on the fourth floor as the heat coming from there increases. CM Rawlings 

then joins the other team members carrying the casualty (Source, Contemporaneous Notes: 

CTIRT17-00228, BA Data: CTIRT17-02820). 

03:26:04 CRO Jones takes a call from a male who says his wife and three daughters are stuck in flat 153 on 

the 18th floor. He states that he spoke to her three minutes before and the fire had come in to the 

flat and he wants to know if she has been evacuated but CRO Jones explains that they have no 

information about who has been rescued or who has left the building. She advises him to try and 

speak to the police at the scene. He suddenly shouts 153, 153 and says he will call back. Incident 

Number 76296, Call Duration one minute 24 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and 

Transcript GTIRT17-00734). 

03:26:13 BA Team 38, CM Diana and Firefighter Nelson ascend the stairs from the stair lobby to the 

mezzanine floor level (Source, CCTV: Camera 2). 

03:26:26 Firefighter De St Aubin, Firefighter O'Beirne, CM Morrison and CM Sephton are operating four 

ECBs at the bottom of the stairs in the stair lobby (Source, CCTV: Camera 2). 
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03:27:10 BA Team 41, Firefighter Peacock, Firefighter Harold, Firefighter Rice and Firefighter Lewis are in 

the main lobby where WM Watson hands Firefighter Friend and Firefighter Lewis a piece of 

paper presumed to be a FSG tasking (Source, CCTV: Camera 4). 

03:27:10 Firefighter Devani and Firefighter W Boulton now re-join the line of firefighters waiting to be 

deployed into Grenfell Tower (Source, CCTV: Camera 4). 

03:28:00 BA Team 40, Firefighter Lundquist and CM Mayne report to the bridgehead in EDBA on the 

ground floor stair lobby. GM Goulbourne initially briefs them to go to flat 113, 14th floor to search 

for a mother and child in response to a FSG call. Their brief then changes and they are instructed 

to go to the third and fourth floor to firefight. CM Mayne notices a message on the wall at the 

bridgehead stating SDBA teams are to work between the ground and the 10th floor and EDBA 

teams are to work above the 10th floor however he does not question their brief (Source, MPS 

Witness Statement: GTIRT17-02930, GTIRT18-00098, BA Data: GTIRT17-02820, CCTV: Camera 

2). 

03:28:02 CM Mayne, Firefighter Lundquist, Firefighter Okoh, Firefighter Sime, Firefighter Harold and 

Firefighter Peacock enter the stair lobby wearing EDBA, under air (Source, CCTV: Camera 2). 

03:28:11 CRO Adams takes a call from a male reporting a fire that he can see in the near distance from 

Acton. CRO Adams determines that it is the Grenfell fire that he can see and she reassures the 

caller that the Brigade is in attendance. Incident Number 76298, Call Duration one minute 2 

seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-00735). 

03:28:32 GM Goulbourne and WM O'Keeffe speak to the BAECOs and several firefighters wearing EDBA 

in the stair lobby (Source, CCTV: Camera 2). 

03:28:39 CRO Howson takes a call from a female who lives behind the Tower and she can see someone on 

the 16th floor at the back of the building who is shouting for help. The caller states that it is the 

16th or 1 ih floor. Incident Number 76299, Call Duration 50 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 

Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-00736). 

03:28:46 WM Williams exits the main lobby and goes into the stair lobby before returning to the main 

lobby with GM Welch. WM Williams writes on the lobby wall whilst speaking to GM Welch 

(Source, CCTV: Camera 4). 

03:29:14 CRO Jones takes a call from a male reporting that there are two people stuck in flat 74 on the 10th 

floor. lt is not clear if the caller is inside or outside of the building. CRO Jones states that they 

need to cover themselves in wet towels and get out but the caller says they can't escape because 

there is too much smoke. The caller asks if the crews are not able to get to them and CRO Jones 

explains that the Brigade is trying but that people should try to leave. The caller states that the fire 

exit is the part that is on fire and CRO Jones reiterates that people need to leave. Incident Number 
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76300, Call Duration one minute 28 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and 

Transcript GTIRT17- 00737). 

03:29:37 BA Team 41, Firefighter Peacock, Firefighter Harold, Firefighter Rice and Firefighter Lewis exit 

the main lobby into the stair lobby with another unidentified firefighter wearing EDBA. WM 

O'Keeffe briefs them all together (Source, CCTV: Camera 4). 

03:29:40 CRO Adams takes a call from Kent FRS who provide an update from the people in flat 73 on 101
h 

floor, stating that they have managed to open a window to try and make themselves known. CRO 

Adams explains that the Brigade are now telling people to leave and the Kent FRS Radio Operator 

explains that they are unable to leave because there are flames outside the flat. The Kent FRS 

Radio Operator states that the flat is facing the park and there are four adults in there and 

confirms that they have provided FSG advice. This call is linked to the call being handled by Kent 

FRS at 02:57:32. The Kent FRS Radio Operator also reports that they have taken another call 

from an individual who was on the 22nd floor who has left his flat and is last reported in the 

stairwell (03:31 :23 GTIRT17-01621 ). This call time is showing as after the time of the start of this 

call. However the call time is given by Kent FRS on the Call Incident Log 1281 GTIRT18-02691. 

They went on to say that he started in flat 249. This flat number is likely the refer to a call made to 

Kent FRS by Cordelia Disson at 03:22:51 GTIRT17-01620). Incident Number 76307, Call 

Duration one minute 50 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-

00742). 

03:29:44 CRO Howson takes a call from the wife of WM Williams, attached to Fulham Red Watch, -

try and get hold of him to let him know. CRO Howson 

confirms that he is in attendance and that she will try and get a message to him (Source, NICE, 

Admin Phone Line Audio file: GTIRT18-01172). 

The table below summarises the additional calls that were received in Brigade Control at the 

times stated. 

Time of Flat Floor Number of Remarks 
call Number number people 

03:01:20 194 22 One adult Caller trapped by smoke. Told to 

try and get out. 

03:01:27 133 16 At least two Daughter of resident says her 

people, the parents can't breath. Told to get 

caller's Mum and out and make a run for it. 

Dad 
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03:02:06 193 22 20 people Told to leave the building 

03:02:27 133 16 Two adults Told to leave the building 

03:03:05 82 11 Caller told leave the building says 

she is going to leave. 

03:03:45 15 One adult and Told to leave the building 

possible a child 

03:03:48 123 15 One adult British T elecom Operator gave 

flat detail. Caller cut off before 

the call could be put through 

03:03:56 73 10 Four adults Passed by Kent FRS. Linked to 

FSG call 02:57:32 and 03:06:57. 

03:04:25 20 Two adults Friend is communicating with 

resident via Face book. Told to tell 

her to leave the building. 

03:04:52 82 11 Two adults, one Tried to leave but too hot and 

child smoky in the corridor 

03:05:38 194 22 One adult Daughter-in-law calling Surrey 

FRS. Surrey FRS undertake to tell 

London Fire Brigade again. 

03:06:06 113 14 One caller, Told to leave the building 

possibly others 

but not clear 

03:06:35 204 One adult Daughter is caller. Told to tell her 

Dad to leave the building. 

03:06:57 73 10 Four adults (two Told to leave the building. Told to 

adult children try and get out 

with their parents) 

03:07:13 22 12 people Told to leave the building 
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03:08:01 92 12 One adult, two Caller stays on the line until they 

children exit the building at 03:20 

03:08:56 193 22 Told to try and get out. Told 

ladders are being sent. 

03:09:17 123 15 Only one caller London Fire Brigade pass to 

known North West Fire Control, advice 

to get out 

03:09:18 143 17 Five people Told that they need to get out 

03:09:52 183 21 Three adults, Told to leave the building 

three children 

(Pregnant wife) 

03:10:26 194 One adult Call from Surrey FRS, call from 

son in Surrey. Mobile of resident 

given to CRO Jones 

03:10:34 204 23 One Adult Disabled man cannot get out of 

his flat on his own 

03:12:56 133 16 Two adults Advice to get out. Told they need 

to try. 

03:13:06 82 11 Two adults, one Told to leave the building 

child 

03:15:20 124 15 One adult Told to leave 

03:16:12 204 23 One adult Disabled man cannot get out of 

his flat on his own. Call from his 

daughter. Told to pass on advice 

to get out. 

03:17:05 113 14 One adult with a Told to leave. 

baby 

03:17:18 173 20 One adult caller Information from British Telecom. 

Call back offered by London Fire 
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03:30"' 

reporting friend Brigade 

03:18:45 142 17 One adult caller Told to leave but caller says they 

cannot leave 

03:18:49 173 20 Two adults This information comes from the 

caller who is being messaged by 

friend in the tower 

03:20:31 204 Top One adult Disabled man cannot get out 

floor unaided. Told to leave the 

building 

03:22:35 124 15 One adult Told to get low. Two options 

given. Stay or get out. 

03:22:51 249* 22 One adult Caller is wife of resident. *There 

is no flat 249 in Grenfell Tower. 

Believed to be 194. 

03:24:02 193 12 adults, seven Told explicitly to get out. Told 

children that they will die if they don't get 

out. 

03:25:45 183 21 Three adults, Male caller exits with Control 

three children Room Radio Operator on phone. 

including Call ends at 03:59:38. 

pregnant woman 

03:29:14 74 10 Two people This caller is possibly outside and 

reports two people are stuck flat 

74. 

03:29:40 73 10 Four adults Call from Kent FRS. Given the 

advice to leave. Kent FRS said 

they cannot get out. 

CM Hoare is outside Crenfe/1 Tower when Commissioner Cotton speaks to those assembled 

there. CM Hoare states, She (the Commissioner) couldn't guarantee whether it was safe to go 

back in or not. She says that she is asking us to break all procedures and she is asking us to go 
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03:30"' 

03:30"' 

03:30* 

03:30"' 

03:30* 

back in and carry on with the search and rescue. She said that the building may not be safe but 

there is saveable life in there so she was asking us to go back in. I knew that if we didn't want to, 

we wouldn't have to but no one was going to refuse" (Source, MPS Witness Statement: CTIRT17-

01959). 

Firefighter Tanner is outside the building and sees an unidentified firefighter in the playground 

using a fire hose, spraying water against the West elevation of the building (Source, MPS Witness 

Statement: CTIRT18-00998). 

Firefighter Hill is a runner for FSC calls between the bridgehead and the CU. He is assisting an 

unidentified firefighter and an unidentified WM to find all the residents that are coming out of the 

building to ascertain what flat they have come from and how many people have come out of the 

flats. The WM is providing the information to him, Firefighter Hill then correlates this information 

against hundreds of call sheets and then updates the bridgehead and CU (Source, MPS Witness 

Statement:CTIRT18-00426). 

Firefighter Orchard is outside the building, dropping off her BA set, and can see a person at a 

window in Crenfell Tower. it is a silhouette, too far away to make out whether they are male or 

female and they keep coming to a window around the ninth floor, waving a piece of fabric. 

Firefighter Orchard is shouting "Stay there and someone will get you" (Source, MPS Witness 

Statement, CTIRT18-00647). 

BA Team 18, CM Yeoman and Firefighter Nelson complete their 'A' Tests and return to Grenfell 

Tower where they are directed to a different entrance to the side of the South elevation. They 

notice that debris is raining down and people are using riot shields to protect firefighters from the 

falling debris. WM Gregory directs BA Team 18 to assist Firefighter Cook and Firefighter 

Flanagan with shielding firefighters to allow them access into the building. At one point, BA Team 

18 goes outside the cordon to collect equipment and are approached by an individual who has a 

relative, inside the building, on the phone. CM Yeoman asks him where his relative is located in 

the tower. The relative provides CM Yeoman with the information and he proceeds to the BA 

staging area to inform an unidentified SM of the persons location, the SM confirms they are 

already aware of the flat (Source, MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT17-02924, GTIRT18-00409). 

Firefighter Cook and Firefighter Flanagan carry out an 'A' Test and return to Grenfell Tower for 

redeployment. Both Firefighter Cook and Firefighter Flanagan are told they will not be allowed to 

re-enter in BA as they have already worn. They both performed the roles of escorting people in 

and out of the building using police riot shields, they continue to do this task for several hours 

(Source, MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT17-01958, GTIRT18-01829). 

03:30:16 Firefighter Green is outside the building and performs an 'A' Test to enable him to go back to 

Grenfell Tower for redeployment (Source, MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-00653, BA Data: 
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GTIRT17-02820). 

03:30:40 BA Team 40, Firefighter Lundquist and CM Mayne begin to ascend the stairs from the 

bridgehead carrying a TIC (Source, MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT17-02930, GTIRT18-00098, 

BA Data: GTIRT17-02820, CCTV: Camera 2). 

03:30:44 Foxtrot 21 Alpha, Stratford's OSU is mobilised (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791). 

03:30:52 GM Welch is talking to Firefighter Devani and Firefighter W Boulton and points them towards the 

community room exit (Source, CCTV: Camera 4). 

03:31"' 

03:31"' 

BA Team 38, CM Diana and Firefighter Nelson are between the third and sixth floor and see a 

body of a male in the stairwell. CM Diana and Firefighter Nelson begin to carry the casualty down 

the stairs to the mezzanine floor level (Source, MPS Witness Statement: CTIRT18-01077, 

CTIRT18-03728, BA Data: CTIRT17-02820). 

BA Team 40, Firefighter Lundquist and CM Mayne reach the third floor and meet BA Team 38, 

CM Diana and Firefighter Nelson coming down the stairs with an unidentified, unconscious male 

casualty. Firefighter Lundquist and CM Mayne take the casualty from BA Team 38 and begin to 

descend the stairwell (Source, MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-01077, GTIRT17-03728, 

GTIRT17-02930, GTIRT18-00098, BA Data: GTIRT17-02820). 

03:31 :03 CRO Jones takes a call from a male who reports a building on fire and that he is on the A40 and 

can only see one hose. CRO Jones confirms that there are 40 fire engines in attendance. Incident 

Number 76301, Call Duration 52 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and Transcript 

GTIRT17-00738). 

03:31:07 CRO Gotts takes a call from a male reporting that there is a man shouting for help from the 10th 

floor on the North East Side of the building. CRO Gotts thanks the man for his call. Incident 

Number 76302, Call Duration 20 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and Transcript 

GTIRT17-00739). 

03:31 :23 Kent FRS make a call to a resident believed to be Anthony Disson who explains that he is on the 

stairs. The Kent FRS Radio Operator asks if he knows what floor he is on and the line drops out. 

Incident Number 1281 b, Call Duration 59 seconds (Source, FRS Incident Log, Audio File and 

Transcript: GTI RT17 -01621). 

03:31:39 WM Aston-O'Donovan is outside Grenfell Tower and performs an 'A' Test to return to Grenfell 

Towerfor redeployment (Source, MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-00045, BA Data: GTIRT17-

02820). 

03:31 :47 CRO Jones takes a call from a resident in flat 124 on the 15th floor. CRO Jones states that they 

should have been told to leave. He says he has tried but is trapped. CRO Jones guides the caller 
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through the process of covering himself and tells him to feel his way down the stairs but the caller 

says he cannot breathe when he goes outside. He asks if the building is going to come down. 

CRO Jones says she is not there and repeatedly tells him that he needs to try and get out. The 

caller appears to try and get out and then comes back, stating that it is too thick and it makes him 

feel sick. The caller states that the fire is above him and then goes back to the kitchen. CRO Jones 

then suggests that the caller tries to block the smoke from coming in but once it seems that this is 

not working, she reverts to the advice to get out. CRO Jones tells the caller to stop talking to her 

and cover his mouth and nose and save his breath, stating that she will stay on the phone. The 

caller states that he is going to try and get out but then comes back on the phone, shouting that it 

is too thick and is making him feel sick. The caller keeps asking CRO Jones if he is going to die if 

he doesn't get out. CRO Jones asks the name of the caller and he replies Christos. CRO Jones 

tries to encourage Christos to get out but after a few minutes he comes back and says he barely 

got out of the front door of the flat. CRO Jones repeats that he needs to try and get out and that 

she cannot tell him if the building is going to come down. The caller can be heard shouting for 

help but it is not clear who he is shouting at. CRO Jones implores him to try and leave. Around 

03:50, the caller appears to be trying to get down the stairs. CRO Jones keeps talking and 

encouraging him but does not get a reply. There is no response from Christos for the rest of the 

call. At 03:52 voices can be heard in the background of the call but it is not known who they are. 

At 03:53:18 the BT Operator says the line has dropped out. Incident number 76312, Call 

Duration 21 minutes 34 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-

00746). 

03:31:55 Firefighter Devani and Firefighter W Boulton exit the mam lobby via the community room 

(Source, CCTV: Camera 4). 

03:32 BA Team 39, Firefighter Sime and Firefighter Okoh reach the fifth floor, a hose is already in place 

wedging the lobby door open, they enter the lobby and carry out a right hand search with 

Firefighter Okoh leading. The first flat they reach is alight so they cannot enter however they 

begin to use the hose to spray the fire from their position in the lobby (Source, MPS Witness 

Statement: GTIRT18-01044, GTIRT18-00053, BA Data: GTIRT17-02820). 

03:32:00 BA Team 37, CM Rawlings, Firefighter Brooks and Firefighter Morcos arrive at the mezzanine 

floor level with a casualty (now known to be Ali Yawar Jafari, flat 86, 11th floor) and hand him over 

to Firefighter O'Hanlon and Firefighter Barton who bring the casualty down to the ground floor 

(Source, CCTV: Camera 5). 

03:32:03 CRO Gotts takes a call from a female who reports that there are people at the back of the building 

who are waving for help. CRO Gotts says she will let the crews know. Incident Number 76303, 

Call Duration 34 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-00740). 
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03:32:48 Firefighter Harold, Firefighter Rice, Firefighter Friend and Firefighter Peacock are in the stair 

lobby. GM Goulbourne hands Firefighter Harold a post-it note and briefs him and Firefighter 

Peacock to go to flat 203, 23'd floor in response to a FSG call. He then briefs Firefighter Rice and 

Firefighter Friend to go to the 141
h floor and rescue people by the lifts before both pairs of 

firefighters pass through the BAECP, they are provided with a new brief as a team of four, BA 

Team 41. The brief is to go to the fourth and fifth floors for search and rescue. BAT eam 41 put 

their facemasks on, start breathing from their BA sets and remove their BA tallies. They are 

carrying a sledgehammer, an enforcer, two TICs and spare batteries. Firefighter Harold states "we 

were told to stop and return to the main lobby as the fire had compromised the bridgehead which 

had moved to the ground floor, we were told to return the post it note instructing us to search flat 

203" (Source, MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-00932, GTIRT18-00942, GTIRT18-01114, 

GTIRT18-00055, BA Data: GTIRT17-02820, CCTV: Camera 2). 

03:32:57 CRO Howson takes a call from a BT Operator reporting a caller from the seventh floor trying to 

flag down the Brigade but the line has dropped out. The BT Operator asks CRO Howson if she 

wants the phone number and CRO Howson replies that she has all the details. Incident Number 

76308, Call Duration 28 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-

00743). 

03:33 

03:33* 

03:33 

BA Team 40, CM Mayne and Firefighter Lundquist reach the mezzanine floor level and hand an 

unconscious male casualty to unidentified firefighters (Source, MPS Witness Statement: 

GTIRT17-02930, GTIRT18-00098, BA Data: GTIRT17-02820). 

Firefighter Orchard is outside the building and assists with taking four casualties that are being 

evacuated from the side entrance of Crenfe/1 Tower to LAS personnel who are waiting at the 

corner of the road, believed to be Hurstway Walk. The unidentified casualties are an unconscious 

adult female, a conscious adult female with a small child, and a conscious adult male (Source, 

MPS Witness Statement: CTIRT18-00647). 

BA Team 38, CM Diana and Firefighter Nelson are in the stairwell between the sixth and eighth 

floors. They meet an adult male, (believed to be Marcio Games from flat 183, 21st floor) who asks 

them to find his wife and daughter who he has lost behind him. CM Diana tells him to make his 

way down the stairs and they will look for his wife and daughter. 

Moments later, BA Team 38 meet a child (believed to be also from flat 

183, 21st floor) and two adult females (believed to be And rei a Perestrelo from flat 183, 21st floor 

and Helen Gebremeskel from flat 186, 21st floor). Visibility is so poor that Firefighter Nelson can 

only make out silhouettes of the individuals and he notices one of the adult females is pregnant. 

CM Diana and Firefighter Nelson begin to assist the casualties down the stairs (Source, MPS 

Witness Statement: GTIRT18-01077, GTIRT17-03728, BA Data: GTIRT17-02820). 
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03:33:00 CM Rawlings, from BA Team 37, returns to the bridgehead ahead of the rest of his BA team 

(Source, CCTV: Camera 2). 

03:33:05 SM Myatt enters the main lobby via the community room and proceeds towards the stair lobby 

(Source, CCTV: Camera 4). 

03:33:41 CRO Russell takes a call from a male who explains that his friend is still stuck in flat 173 on the 20th 

floor (believed to be Khadija Saye and Mary Mendy). CRO Russell says they know about the flat 

and it is on the board and the crews are aware. CRO Russell then asks for an update from the 

caller about what is happening in the flat. The caller reports that the residents have told him on 

Facebook that the smoke is really thick and they feel like they are going to faint. CRO Russell 

explains that the caller should message them back and tell them the best advice is to leave using 

wet towels to cover themselves but that if they cannot, then they should get in a room, shut and 

block the doors, close any windows, keep low and cover their mouth and noses with a towel or 

cloth. Incident Number 76309, Call Duration one minute 20 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 

Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-00744). 

03:33:46 CRO Gotts takes a call from a caller in flat 133 on the 16th floor who cannot get out. CRO Gotts 

repeats the advice that they need to try and leave. She gives advice to use wet towels to cover 

themselves and get out and the caller explains that they have tried to leave three times and have 

had to come back to the flat. CRO Gotts says she will tell the fire crews where they are and that 

they need to try and block the smoke from coming in, telling him several more times to try and 

leave. Incident Number 76310, Call Duration three minute 4 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 

Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-00745). 

03:33:46 AOM Real takes a call from a female caller in flat 82 on the 11th floor who reports that the fire is in 

her bedroom and front room. AOM Real explains that the best advice is to leave but the caller 

states that they will not be able to do it. The caller says there are two adults and her daughter who 

is six years old. The caller says they have tried to get out but there is too much smoke and begs 

for help. AOM Real explains that she will tell crews again and if they definitely cannot get out 

then they should stay together, get on the floor and stay there for as long as possible. AOM Real 

asks the caller what her name is and she says "Natasha" and AOM Real gives her own name, she 

then asks what her daughter's name is and encourages her to stay calm for her daughter. AOM 

Real repeats the FSG advice and tells Natasha that the Brigade are trying to get to all the floors 

and she will pass on the details to the crews. Incident Number 76321, Call Duration six minutes 

24 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and Transcript GTI RT17 -007 48). 

03:34 BA Team 40, Firefighter Lundquist and Firefighter Mayne reach the third floor again with a 

branch and fire hose that is already attached to the DRM. CM Mayne leads the team on a search 

of the third floor and reports that the flats on the right hand side are alight. BA Team 40 start to 
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fight the fire in one of the flats but it has little impact and, as they are making the priority to save 

life, they decide to leave the third floor and move up the fourth floor (Source, MPS Witness 

Statement: GTIRT18-00098, GTIRT18-02930, BA Data: GTIRT17-02820). 

03:34:17 Firefighter O'Beirne, WM Dowden, WM De Silvo and an unidentified firefighter carry an 

unconscious male casualty, Jafari from flat 86, 11th floor, down the stairs to the stair lobby and 

proceed into the main lobby (Source, CCTV: Camera 2). 

03:34:23 Firefighter O'Beirne, WM Dowden, WM De Silvo and an unidentified firefighter, carrying Ali 

Yawar Jafari from flat 86, 11 1h floor, exit the building via the community room (Source, CCTV: 

Camera 4). 

03:34:24 Firefighter Brooks and Firefighter Morcos, from BA Team 37, return to the bridgehead (Source, 

CCTV: Camera 2). 

03:34:50 DAC O'Loughlin enters the building with GM Cook via the community room. DAC O'Loughlin 

informs GM Welch that AC Roe is now the Incident Commander and DAC O'Loughlin is now the 

Operations Commander. DAC O'Loughlin updates CM Welch with the number of pumps the 

Brigade has at the incident and confirms that AC Roe has ordered all of the Brigade FRU and 

EDBA resources in the LFB to ensure that BA supplies do not become an issue. DAC O'Loughlin 

states: "Richard (CM Welch) was very calm and said that although it was a challenge, he felt his 

system was working well and that they were able to prioritise flats and floors, and were sending 

crews where they were most needed. I think that they had EDBA by that point and these were 

also being sent up. I also checked with him about the change in the Stay Put Advice but it didn't 

fee/like that was going to make a huge difference to operations as people with smoke outside 

their flats couldn't leave anyway and we were continuing to prioritise those people/flats which we 

knew about" (Source, CCTV: Camera 4, MPS Witness Statement: CTIRT18-01266). 

03:35* 

03:35* 

BA Team 39, Firefighter Sime and Firefighter Okoh continue to firefight on the fifth floor. 

Firefighter Sime states "it was relentless, we couldn't knock the fire back like a normal fire even 

with excess water being used." The BA team remain lying on their stomachs, visibility is about a 

foot and they cannot see their hands, everything is dark except the glow of the fire (Source, MPS 

Witness Statement: GTIRT18-01044, GTIRT18-00053, BA Data: GTIRT17-02820). 

Firefighter Orchard is escorting people in and out of the building using an MPS riot shield for 

protection against the falling debris. On entering the building an unidentified officer asks her to 

take a hose to the seventh floor with Firefighter Roots and some unidentified firefighters (Source, 

MPS Witness Statement: CTIRT18-00647) 

03:35:32 The Radio Operator at Brigade Control sends a radio message to Alpha Tango 3. 

"Alpha Tango 3 from M2FN. Go ahead. Over." 
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(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-03088) 

03:35:37 Alpha Tango 3, send a radio message to the Radio Operator at Brigade Control. 

"M2FN from Alpha Tango 3. Now Status 3. Over." 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-03089) 

03:35:45 The Radio Operator at Brigade Control sends a radio message to Alpha Tango 3. 

03:36"' 

"Status 3. Received. " 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-03089) 

BA Team 41, Firefighter Harold, Firefighter Rice, Firefighter Friend and Firefighter Peacock are in 

the fourth floor lobby. The crew splits into two teams, they share an enforcer and break into flats 

on the fourth floor. No rescues are carried out and no casualties are found (Source, MPS Witness 

Statement: GTIRT18-00932, GTIRT18-00942, GTIRT18-01114, GTIRT18-00055, BA Data: 

GTIRT17-02820). 

03:36:17 CU8 send a 'priority' radio message to the Radio Operator at Brigade Control. 

"Charlie Uniform 8, go ahead with priority" 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-03092) 

03:36:21 CU8 send the following radio message to Brigade Control. 

"FN Charlie Uniform 8. Reference, reference the Dangerous Structural Engineer, erm, do you 

have an ET A? If we do or don't, do we have a contact number that we can liaise directly? And can 

you, erm, also find out if they need, erm, blue light assistance in getting to this incident as they 

are a priority? Over" 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-03093) 

03:36:31 Large pieces of burning debris are falling down outside the main entrance at the South elevation 

(Source, CCTV: Camera 4). 
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03:36:39 Hotel 33 Alpha, Wandsworth's OSU books Status 3, in attendance at Grenfell Tower (Source, 

'Vision': GTIRT17-02791). 

03:36:48 The Radio Operator at Brigade Control sends a radio message to CU8. 

"Uniform 8. All received." 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-03094) 

03:37:10 DAC O'Loughlin walks through the main lobby and exits via the community room (Source, CCTV: 

03:37:32 

Camera 4) 

••••••••• from flat 183, 21st floor, is escorted down the stairs to the stair lobby by 

Firefighter De St Aubin and they exit the building via the main lobby (Source, CCTV: Camera 2). 

03:37:40 Helen Gebremeskel from flat 186, 21st floor, descends the stairs behind Firefighter De St Aubin 

(Source, CCTV: Camera 2). 

03:37:40 from flat 183, 21st floor, is escorted through the mam lobby by 

Firefighter O'Hanlon and exits the building via the community room (Source, CCTV: Camera 4). 

03:37:42 And rei a Perestrelo from flat 183, 21st floor, descends the stairs to the stair lobby unaided (Source, 

CCTV: Camera 2). 

03:37:43 And rei a Perestrelo from flat 183, 21st floor and Helen Gebremeskel from flat 186, 21st floor speak 

to Firefighter De St Aubin, GM Welch and WM De Silvo in the stair lobby (Source, CCTV: 

Camera 2). 

03:37:52 Andreia Perestrelo from flat 183, 21st floor, is escorted through the main lobby by Firefighter 

Broderick and they exit the building via the community room (Source, CCTV: Camera 4). 
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03:38:00 Helen Gebremeskel from flat 186, 21 51 floor, walks towards the community room. She stops in the 

main lobby and speaks to SM Wolfenden (Source, CCTV: Camera 4). 

03:38:05 CM Rawlings talk to WM O'Keeffe at the BAECP in the stair lobby (Source, CCTV: Camera 2). 

03:38:15 Firefighter Brooks exits the building via the community room (Source, CCTV: Camera 4). 

03:38:26 CRO Gotts takes a call from the daughter of the resident in flat 204 on the top floor who explains 

that he cannot move but has tried to get out. CRO Gotts states that the Brigade are advising 

people to leave and asks the caller if it is the man in his seventies that she has spoken to and the 

caller confirms that it is. The caller says she has already spoken to one of CRO Gotts's colleagues 

and explains that her father is trapped, elderly, disabled and cannot breathe. CRO Gotts states 

that she will let crews know. Incident Number 76317, Call Duration one minute 7 seconds 

(Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and Transcript: GTI RT17 -007 47). 

03:38:30 BA Team 37, CM Rawlings and Firefighter Morcos leave the stair lobby bridgehead and proceed 

into the main lobby without their EDBA sets (Source, CCTV: Camera 2). 

03:38:34 BA Team 37, CM Rawlings and Firefighter Morcos exit the building via the community room 

(Source, CCTV: Camera 4). 

03:38:34 CU8 send a radio message to the Radio Operator at Brigade Control. 

"Charlie Uniform 8 from M2FN. Go ahead. Over." 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-03096) 

03:38:38 CU8 send their radio message to the Radio Operator at Brigade Control. 

"M2FN, Charlie Uniform 8. Reference to my last message, did you receive it? Over. Reference to 

Dangerous Structural Engineer?" 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-03097) 

03:38:59 The Duty Welfare Officer, Sam Kindred is paged on request of SOM Smith who wanted a trained 

counsellor to be brought into Brigade Control to support her colleagues (Source, MPS Witness 

Statement: GTIRT17-01956, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791,) 

03:39" 

03:40"' 

BA Team 40, Firefighter Lundquist and CM Mayne reach the fourth floor and search all the flats 

starting on the left hand side, and they do not find any people (Source, MPS Witness Statement: 

GTIRT17-02930, GTIRT18-00098, BA Data: GTIRT17-02820). 

BA Team 41, Firefighter Harold, Firefighter Rice, Firefighter Friend and Firefighter Peacock are at 

the second floor in the stairwell where they meet an adult male, (believed to be Marcio Comes 

from flat 183, 21st floor). The adult male asks the BA team to find his wife who is trapped on the 

15th floor (Marcio Comes has already spoken to BA team 38 explaining the situation with his 
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family who are looking for them). Firefighter Harold knows that the BA team do not have enough 

air to reach the 151
h floor so tells Marcio Comes to make his way down the stairs and seek 

assistance at the bridgehead (Source, MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-00932, GTIRT18-

00942, GTIRT18-01114, GTIRT18-00055, BA Data: GTIRT-01631). 

03:40:11 SM Cook speaks with GM Goulbourne and GM Welch. GM Goulbourne states "we received 

FSG's stating that there were 10 people in one flat on the 16th floor and 11 people in one flat on 

the 18th floor, I wanted to get up there to get them out so I asked a trusted officer to go up as far 

as he could and report back". lt is agreed that SM Cook puts BA on and enters Grenfell Tower, 

with a view to assess the situation, to determine how much the conditions have deteriorated, and 

report back (Source, MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT17-02922, GTIRT17-02923, GTIRT17-

01108,CCTV: Camera2). 

03:40:27 WM Williams enters the stair lobby holding some white papers and talks to GM Welch, GM 

Goulbourne and SM Cook (Source, CCTV: Camera 2). 

03:40:39 SM Wolfenden writes on the lobby wall next to the community room exit (Source, CCTV: 

Camera 4). 

03:40:43 CRO Gotts makes a call to the RBKC to ask for an estimated time of attendance of the DSE. The 

RBKC Operator cannot give a time or contact number and CRO Gotts offers blue light assistance 

and stresses the urgency of the situation. The RBKC Operator apologises but does not have the 

information to give (Source, NICE, Admin Phone Line Audio file: GTIRT18-01175). 

03:40:57 Firefighter De St Aubin enters the main lobby wearing a BAECO tabard and looks at the FSG 

information on the main lobby wall before exiting the main lobby back into the stair lobby 

(Source, CCTV: Camera 4). 

03:41"' BA Team 37, CM Rawlings, Firefighter Brooks and Firefighter Morcos are outside Crenfe/1 Tower 

where CM Rawlings is treated by the LAS for heat stroke (Source, Contemporaneous Notes: 

CTIRT17-00228). 

03:41:24 WM De Silvo writes on the green wall in the stair lobby with a white chinagraph pencil (Source, 

CCTV: Camera 2). 

03:41:55 WM Williams exits the stair lobby and returns to the main lobby (Source, CCTV: Camera 2). 

03:42"' BA Team 38, CM Diana and Firefighter Nelson are in the stairwell between the 11th and 13th floor 

where they find two, unconscious female casualties. Firefighter Nelson picks up the first casualty 

(believed to be from flat 183, 21st floor) and CM Diana picks up the 

second casualty (believed to be-from flat 186, 21st floor) and they begin to descend 

the stairwell (Source, MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-01077, GTIRT17-03728, BA Data: 

GTIRT17-02820). 
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03:42:22 CU8 send a 'priority' radio message to the Radio Operator at Brigade Control . 

"Charlie Uniform 8. We're, erm - Charlie Uniform 8 from M2FN. Over." 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript: GTI RT17 -031 00) 

03:42:29 The Radio Operator at Brigade Control responds to CU8. 

"Charlie Uniform 8, go ahead with priority" 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-03101) 

03:42:32 CU8 responds to the Radio Operator at Brigade Control. 

"FN, Charlie Uniform 8. Can we request an attendance of Radio Engineer to assist with Channel 

2. Charlie Uniform 8, over." 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript: GTI RT17 -031 02) 

03:42:36 CRO Adams takes a call from a female who is reporting two people waving at the window of a flat 

around the 15th floor on the side of the building that is facing Waynflete Square, W11. CRO 

Adams takes the details and says she will pass the information on to crews. Incident Number 

76325, Call Duration three minutes 47 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and 

Transcript: GTI RT17 -00752). 

03:42:41 SM Egan speaks with SM Wolfenden in the main lobby (Source, CCTV: Camera 4). 

03:42:49 The Radio Operator at Brigade Control responds to CU8. 

"Er, Charlie Uniform 8, request urgent attendance of Radio Engineer, was that to assist with 

Channe/2? Over." 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript: GTI RT17 -031 03) 

03:42:58 CU8 send a radio message to the Radio Operator at Brigade Control. 

"Charlie Uniform 8. Answer yes. Over." 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript: GTI RT17 -031 04) 

03:42:58 BA Team 43, CM Gray, Firefighter Pegram, Firefighter Holehouse, Firefighter Hiscock and 

Firefighter Hudson enter the main lobby via the community room (Source, MPS Witness 

Statement: GTIRT18-00982, GTIRT18-00317, CCTV: Camera 3). 

03:43 BA Team 38, CM Diana and Firefighter Nelson continue to descend the stairs with two female 

casualties (believed to be from flat 183, 21st floor and -

from flat 186, 21st floor). The conditions are extremely wet and the water is pouring down the 

stairs which is making it difficult to keep hold of their casualties. Around the sixth floor, Firefighter 
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03:43 

Nelson's casualty slips out of his hands, falls to the floor and becomes trapped in the banisters. 

He manages to free the casualty and continues to assist her down the stairs (Source, MPS 

Witness Statement: GTIRT18-01077, GTIRT17-03728, BA Data: GTIRT17-02820). 

BA Team 41, Firefighter Harold, Firefighter Rice, Firefighter Friend and Firefighter Peacock are in 

the fifth floor lobby having cleared the fourth floor. The crew splits into two teams, they share an 

enforcer and break into flats on the fifth floor. No rescues are carried out and no casualties are 

found (Source, MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-00932, GTIRT18-00942, GTIRT18-01114, 

GTIRT18-00055, BA Data: GTIRT17-02820). 

03:43:11 SM Cook exits Grenfell Tower to carry out a 360 of the building to look for any developing 

hazards and other building access points. He then goes and gets a BA set from a fire engine in 

Grenfell Road (Source, MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT17-02922, CCTV: Camera 4). 

03:43:19 Foxtrot 21 Alpha, Stratford's OSU book Status 2, mobile to incident. Foxtrot 21 Alpha is riding 

with Firefighter Kumar (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791 ). 

03:43:20 BA team 43, CM Gray, Firefighter Pegram, Firefighter Hiscock, Firefighter Holehouse and 

Firefighter Hudson are in the main lobby where they speak with WM Watson (Source, MPS 

Witness Statement: GTIRT18-00982, GTIRT18-00317, CCTV: Camera4). 

03:43:42 CU8 send a radio message to the Radio Operator at Brigade Control. 

03:44 

"Answer no. This is for the fire ground. Charlie Uniform 8. Over." 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript: GTI RT17 -031 07) 

The image below shows the fire spread at Grenfell Tower. The picture shows the North elevation 

completely alight and the fire continuing to spread around the West elevation (Source, 

MET000085889). 
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03:44:07 BA Team 15, Firefighter Fernandes and Firefighter Williams are outside the building and perform 

an 'A' Test to return to Grenfell Towerfor redeployment (Source, BA Data: GTIRT17-02820, MPS 

Witness Statement: GTIRT18-00041, GTIRT18-01105). 

03:44:19 CRO Duddy takes a call from a person reporting that they are watching the tower block burning 

and can see someone flashing a light to be saved. The person is quite high in the middle of tower 

block and the fire is almost through to their flat. The caller reports that they have been screaming 

for hours and they have been watching since around one o'clock. The caller does not know what 

floor they are on. CRO Duddy explains that the crews are trying to get to everyone as soon as 

they can and states that he needs to clear the line and thanks the caller. Incident Number 76322, 

Call Duration one min 6 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-

00749). 

03:44:42 WM Stewart from CU1, Edmonton's CU, enters the main lobby via the community room (Source, 

CCTV: Camera 4). 

03:44:44 BA Team 42, Firefighter Cuthbert, Firefighter Lawrence, Firefighter Sonson and Firefighter Wood 

are in the stair lobby where GM Goulbourne briefs them to go to the fourth and fifth floor to 
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search and rescue (Source, MPS Witness Statement: GTI RT18-01844, GTI RT18-00996, 

GTIRT18-01839, GTIRT18-01072, CCTV: Camera 2). 

03:45:01 CRO Howson takes a call from a female who is not in the tower but is reporting that her relatives 

are on 161
h floor and are still in theirflat and need oxygen. CRO Howson advises that they need to 

get out, covering themselves with wet towels and leave the building by the stairwell, moving 

along the walls. She explains that they should open the front door slowly and move along the 

walls to find their way out. The caller confirms that she will call her family back. Incident Number 

76326, Call Duration two minutes 4 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and 

Transcript: GTI RT17 -00604). 

03:45:19 CU8 send a radio message to the Radio Operator at Brigade Control. 

"Charlie Uniform 8, go ahead, over." 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-03111 ). 

03:45:20 BA team 43, CM Gray, Firefighter Pegram, Firefighter Hiscock, Firefighter Holehouse and 

Firefighter Hudson are in the main lobby where they speak with GM Welch (Source, MPS 

Witness Statement: GTIRT18-00982, GTIRT18-00317, CCTV: Camera4). 

03:45:22 CU8 request to send an 'informative' radio message to the Radio Operator at Brigade Control. 

"FN, Charlie Uniform 8 informative." 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-03112). 

03:45:24 CRO Duddy takes a call from Essex County FRS reporting that they have taken a call from a 

member of the public who is in the block opposite and can hear people calling out from floor 12 

or 13. CRO Duddy says that there are people on lots of floors and the crews are trying to get to 

everyone but that the advice that is being given to residents is to cover themselves with cloths or 

towels and try and get out of the building. The Essex County Radio Operator confirms that they 

have this information already. Incident Number 76324, Call Duration 56 seconds (Source, BOSS 

Viewer, 999 Audio file and Transcript GTI RT17-00751 ). 

03:45:28 The Radio Operator at Brigade Control sends a radio message to CU8. 

"Go ahead with informative." 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-03113). 

03:45:31 CU8 send the following 'informative' radio message to the Radio Operator at Brigade Control. 

"FN Charlie Form 8. From AC Roe. A residential block of 24 floors. 25 by 25, two-five by two-five 

metres. Fire from second to 241h floor, fire from the second to the 24h floor. Approximately one 

hundred, one-zero-zero individuals involved. F-5-C major incident declared. High-rise procedure 
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implemented. TL, ALP, EDBA, main control. Ground monitors, five jets. Safety cordon in place. 

Tactical Mode Oscar, Charlie Uniform 8, over" 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-03114, GTIRT17-03115, 

GTIRT17-03116, GTIRT17-03117, GTIRT17-03118, GTIRT17-03119, GTIRT17-3120, GTIRT17-

0321 and GTIRT17-0322) 

03:45:32 CRO Gotts takes a call from a member of the public in another building who reports a massive fire 

near by. CRO Gotts asks if it Grenfell Tower and when this is confirmed by the caller, CRO Gotts 

reassures her that the Brigade is in attendance. Incident Number 76323, Call Duration 29 seconds 

(Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and Transcript: GTI RT17 -00750). 

03:46* BA Team 38, CM Diana and Firefighter Nelson are on the fourth floor when Firefighter Nelson 

meets BA Team 40, CM Mayne and Firefighter Lundquist, they assisit with rescue and take the 

casualty down with him to the bridgehead on the ground floor staircase and hand the female 

casualty to unidentified firefighters (the casualty is believed to be Flat 

183,21 51 floor) (Source , MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-01077,GTIRT17-03728, BA Data 

GTIRT17-01630). 

03:46:14 Foxtrot 43, Barking's CU, books Status 3, this is the seventh CU in attendance (Source, 'Vision': 

GTIRT17-02791 ). 

03:46:24 BA Team 42, Firefighter Cuthbert, Firefighter Lawrence, Firefighter Sonson and Firefighter Wood 

report to the BAECO in the stair lobby, start breathing under air and they remove their BA tallies. 

(Source, MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-01844, GTIRT18-00996, GTIRT18-01839, GTIRT18-

01072, BA Data: GTIRT17-02820, CCTV: Camera2). 

03:46:42 Kent FRS take a call from the wife of Tony Disson who states that she has not heard back and 

cannot get hold of him. The Kent FRS Radio Operator recognises her and states that they have 

called the mobile phone number given to them by her but that the line cleared and there is now 

no answer. The Kent FRS Radio Operator explains that he had tried to exit the flat and Cordelia 

Disson suggests that this means that he has not got out, the Kent FRS Radio Operator tries to 

reassure her and explains that the MPS are going to set up a casualty bureau and Mrs Disson 

should look at the police website to get more information. Incident Number 1283, Call Duration 

one minute 18 seconds (Source, FRS Incident Log, Audio File and Transcript GTIRT17 -01622). 

03:46:48 Papa Hotel Uniform 1, a portable hygiene unit is mobilised (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17 -02791 ). 

03:46:42 Firefighter Okoh is on the mezzanine floor level in EDBA and walks down the stairs, he then turns 

and walks back up the stairs to the mezzanine floor level and enters the lift lobby area (Source, 

CCTV: Camera 5 floor). 
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03:46:54 Following the pager message at 03:38:59, Brigade Control make a call to the Duty Welfare 

Officer Sam Kindred. SOM Smith requests support, on behalf of DAC Fenton, for CROs before 

they go home (Source, NICE, Admin Phone Line Audio file: GTIRT18-01179). 

03:47:00 A large volume of water starts cascading down the stairs into the stair lobby (Source, CCTV: 

Camera 2). 

03:47:29 The Radio Operator at Brigade Control sends a radio message to CU8, confirming that the 

'informative' message received at 03:45:31 is correct. 

"Charlie Uniform 8 from AC Roe. A residential block of 24 floors. 25 metres by 25 metres. Fire 

from the 2nd to the 24th - 24 - floor. Approximately 100 individuals involved. F-5-G major 

incident declared. High-rise procedure implemented. TL, ALP, EDBA. Main control. Ground 

monitors, five jets, safety cordon in place, tactical mode Oscar. Is that correct? Over." 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript:GTIRT17-03123 and GTIRT17-03124) 

03:47:38 A male casualty (now known to be Sener Macit from flat 133, 16th floor), descends the stairs to 

the stair lobby unaided and proceeds out into the main lobby (Source, CCTV: Camera 2). 

03:47:40 A female casualty (now known to be Hanife Macit from flat 133, 16th floor) descends the stairs to 

the stair lobby unaided and proceeds out into the main lobby (Source, CCTV: Camera 2). 

03:47:42 WM Stewart enters the main lobby via the community room (Source, CCTV: Camera 4). 

03:47:51 Hanife and Sener Macit from flat 133, 16th floor are escorted towards the community room by 

unidentified firefighters. SM Wolfenden stops them before they exit the building and talks to 

them (Source, CCTV: Camera 4). 

03:48"' BA Team 38, CM Diana and Firefighter Nelson have separated following their last rescue. 

Firefighter Nelson ascends the stairs looking for CM Diana and locates him at the fourth floor 

level with another casualty (believed to be from flat 186, 21st floor). Both 

firefighters begin to assist the casualty back down the stairs (Source, MPS Witness Statement: 

GTIRT18-01077, GTIRT17-03728, BA Data: GTIRT17-02820). 

03:48:04 CU8 send the Radio Operator at Brigade Control a radio message. 

"FN, Charlie Uniform 8- all correct further traffic, over." 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-03125) 

03:48:17 The Radio Operator at Brigade Control sends a radio message to CU8. 

"Go ahead with further traffic. " 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-03126) 
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03:48:20 CU8 send a radio message to the Radio Operator at Brigade Control. 

"FN. Charlie Uniform 8. My apologies. Do we have an update on the, erm, dangerous structural 

e ... er, engineer for this incident, over?" 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-03127) 

03:48:22 BA team 43, CM Gray, Firefighter Pegram, Firefighter Hiscock, Firefighter Holehouse and 

Firefighter Hudson are in the main lobby. GM Goulbourne briefs them to go to the ninth floor for 

search and rescue. CM Gray states "we were told that they were aware of bodies on the eighth 

and tenth floors in the stairwell and that they had been assessed and we should move past them" 

(Source, MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-00982, GTIRT18-00317, CCTV: Camera 4). 

03:48:32 The Radio Operator at Brigade Control sends a radio message to CU8. 

"Er, I think there's a message just coming through; stand by" 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-03128) 

03:48:32 CRO Howson takes a call from a member of the public who is reporting a huge fire in a building 

near White City and he wants to ensure that it has been reported and that a response is there. 

The caller explains that he can see the flames and that the whole building is on fire. CRO Howson 

states that there are forty fire engines in attendance. Incident Number 76327, Call Duration 38 

seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-00754). 

03:48:56 The Radio Operator at Brigade Control send the following radio message to CU8. 

"Ahead, over. " 

"Yeah, we ... we've been in touch with the Council numerous times. They're not giving us, erm, a 

number; they won't give us a number or anything at the moment. We've -we are trying " 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-03131) 

03:48:57 CRO Gotts makes a call to the RBKC to ask again for an estimated time of arrival for the 

Dangerous Structure Engineer. CRO Gotts advises again that the Brigade is willing to provide a 

blue light escort. CRO Gotts also tells the RBKC Operator that the Brigade is going to try and get 

the London Resilience Group to sort it out but asks the RBKC Operator to continue to try with 

their one (Source, NICE, Ad m in Phone Line Audio file: GTIRT18-01181 ). 

03:49"' BA Team 39, Firefighter Si me and Firefighter Okoh are continuing to firefight from within the fifth 

floor lobby when they see two unidentified firefighters struggling with an unidentified female 

casualty back in the stairwell. Firefighter Sime realises the firefighters need assistance so BA 

Team 39 take the casualty from them and begin to descend the stairwell (Source, MPS Witness 

Statement: CTIRT18-01044, CTIRT18-00053, BA Data: CTIRT17-02820). 
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03:49:08 CU8 send a radio message to the Radio Operator at Brigade Control confirming receipt of the 

radio message at 03:48:56. 

"FN, erm, Charlie Uniform 8, received. Please can you, er, impress that it is, er, vital for the, er

this incident, over." 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-03132) 

03:49:25 The Radio Operator at Brigade Control send a radio message to CU8 and tell them that they are 

contacting the LRG (About the DSE). 

"Right, we're contacting the London Resilience Croup about it, over" 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-03133) 

03:49:25 BA team 42, Firefighter Cuthbert, Firefighter Lawrence, Firefighter Sonson and Firefighter Wood, 

ascend the stairs from the stair lobby up to the mezzanine floor level (Source, CCTV: Camera 2). 

03:49:32 CU8 send a radio message to the Radio Operator at Brigade Control, confirming receipt of the 

message about contacting the LRG. 

03:50* 

03:50* 

03:50* 

03:50* 

"FN, Charlie Uniform 8, received." 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17 -03134). 

BAT eam 42, Firefighter Cuthbert, Firefighter Lawrence, Firefighter Sonson and Firefighter Wood 

are on the stairs between the mezzanine and second floor levels when they meet a man (believed 

to be Marcio Games flat 183, 21st floor). Firefighter Lawrence states "before the entrance to the 

next stairwell, I saw one male who was distraught, he was screaming and crying saying my girls 

my girls are in there, help me, my girls. I said where are they, which floor are they on, he said I 

don't know" (Source, MPS Witness Statement, GTIRT18-01844, GTIRT18-00996, GTIRT18-

01839, GTIRT18-01072, BA Data: GTIRT17-02820, CCTV: CameraS). 

Firefighter Nutta/1 is outside the building at the BA holding area, he then starts to help run the 

FSC information in and out of the building and a Police Officer provides riot shield protection to 

enter and exit the building (Source, MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-01296 GTIRT, CCTV: 

Camera 30). 

BA Team 38, CM Diana and Firefighter Nelson arrive at the mezzanine floor level with a casualty 

(believed to be from flat 186, 21st floor) and they hand her over to unidentified 

firefighters (Source, MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT17-02930, GTIRT18-00098, BA Data: 

GTIRT17-02820). 

BAT eam 42, Firefighter Cuthbert, Firefighter Lawrence, Firefighter Sonson and Firefighter Wood 

are ascending the stairs when they meet an unidentified FRU crew, made up of four individuals, 
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coming down the stairs with an unidentified female casualty. Firefighter Lawrence and Firefighter 

Wood begin to assist the unidentified FRU crew with carrying the casualty down the stairs whilst 

Firefighter Cuthbert and Firefighter Sonson continue onwards to the fifth floor (Source, MPS 

Witness Statement: GTIRT18-01839, GTIRT18-01844, GTIRT17- 01072, GTIRT18-00996, BA 

Data: GTI RT17 -02820). 

03:50:10 BA Team 40, Firefighter Lundquist and CM Mayne enter the fourth floor stairwell and meet 

Firefighter Nelson coming down the stairs with a casualty (now known to be •••••• 

•• I from flat 183, 21st floor). BA Team 40 begin to assist Firefighter Nelson with carrying the 

unconscious female casualty down the stairs (Source, MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT17-02930, 

GTIRT18-00098, BA Data: GTIRT17-02820). 

03:50:12 A male casualty (now known to be Abufras lbrahim from flat 206, 23'd floor), is witnessed falling 

from Grenfell Tower at the South elevation. The casualty is taken away from the base of the 

building by unidentified firefighters and handed over to the LAS for assessment. At the same 

time, CM Murphy is struck by a body part knocking him over, he is also taken away from the 

immediate vicinity to be assessed by the LAS (Source, CCTV: Camera 31 ). 

03:50:23 SM Egan enters the stair lobby, carrying a white sheet of paper, and talks to GM Goulbourne and 

GM Welch (Source, CCTV: Camera 2). 

03:50:38 The Radio Operator at Brigade Control sends a radio message to CU8. 

"Charlie Uniform 8 from M2FN, over." 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-03135) 

03:50:43 CU8 send a radio message to the Radio Operator at Brigade Control. 

"Go ahead, over. " 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-03136) 

03:50:44 Marcio Games from Flat 183, 21st floor, is walking backwards and forwards on the mezzanine 

floor level talking on his mobile phone (Source, CCTV: Camera 5). 

03:50:46 The Radio Operator at Brigade Control sends the following radio message to CU8. 

"Charlie Uniform 8, we're not having a lot of luck with the Council. We are now contacting the 

London Resilience Croup to deal with this, over." 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-03137). 

03:50:59 CU8 send a radio message to the Radio Operator at Brigade Control. 

"FN Charlie Uniform 8. Received." 
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03:51"' 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-03138). 

BA Team 41, Firefighter Peacock, Firefighter Harold, Firefighter Rice and Firefighter Friend are in 

the fifth floor stairwell. Firefighter Peacock and Firefighter Harold meet an unidentified firefighter 

bringing down an unidentified female casualty and begin to assist the firefighter with bringing the 

casualty down the stairs. Firefighter Rice and Firefighter Friend meet another unidentified 

firefighter who informs them there is another casualty further up the stairs. Firefighter Rice and 

Firefighter Friend head further up the stairwell and find an unidentified female casualty and begin 

to bring the second casualty down the stairs (Source, MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-00932, 

GTIRT18-00942, GTIRT18-00055, GTIRT18- 01114). 

03:51:16 AC Roe enters the main lobby via the community room, he speaks to SM Wolfenden then 

proceeds towards the stair lobby (Source, CCTV: Camera 4). 

03:51 :19 CRO Duddy takes a call from a female who is shouting "73, 73 Grenfell Tower" and CRO Duddy 

asks if that is on the 1Oth floor. CRO Duddy advises the caller that they need to get out. The 

phone is then passed to a male caller who reports that every time they try and go outside it is very 

hot and smoky and CRO Duddy explains that they need to cover their mouths and get to the 

stairwell as there are firefighters on the stairwells. The caller asks if he can pass the phone back to 

his mother because she will not listen to him and CRO Duddy then speaks to a female caller who 

states that she tried to get out and complains that no one is listening to her. The female caller 

explains that they were told to stay in the flat an hour ago and now they are being told to get out 

and they can't. A different female then comes on the phone and explains that the previous lady 

on the phone is disabled and elderly which is why she is worried about trying to get out and CRO 

Duddy asks to speak to the original male caller again. CRO Duddy explains that they need to go 

to the staircase as it is their only choice. He repeats this over and over again and explains that he 

cannot stay on the line because there are lots of other people in the tower. At 03:59:41 the 

voice of a Kent FRS Radio Operator is heard on another phone stating "wet towels". Another 

female caller comes on the line to CRO Duddy and is heard asking the Kent FRS Radio Operator 

to hang on. CRO Duddy asks if they have gone to the stairs and the caller states that they have 

not yet and CRO Duddy asks her why, and that they must go straight away. The caller asks if 

there is fire on the staircase and CRO Duddy repeats that they need to get to the staircase. The 

caller says "okay, okay". There is a short period of silence and the line drops out. The call ends at 

04:00:36. Incident Number 76328, Call Duration nine minutes 17 seconds (Source, BOSS 

Viewer, 999 Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-00755). 

lt is clear that the residents in this flat are talking to both the London Fire Brigade and the Kent 

FRS control rooms at the same time. They speak to CRO Jones at 02:57:18 (GTI RT17-00677) 

who tells the caller that they need to make a run for it and get out. At 02:57:32 (GTIRT17-

01838), they speak to the Kent FRS Control Room. A female resident caller named Ann and a 
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Kent FRS Radio Operator are involved. Another male caller in the flat speaks to CRO Fox at 

03:06:57 (GTIRT17-00716). CRO Fox tells him they need to leave the building straight away. 

The call to the Kent FRS Radio Operator continues. A male caller then speaks to CRO Duddy at 

03:51 :19 (GTI RT17-00755) as detailed above. During the Kent FRS call Ann asks the Kent FRS 

Radio Operator to hold the line and she speaks to CRO Duddy. After the conversation with CRO 

Duddy she tells the Kent FRS Radio Operator that the Brigade have told her they need to leave. 

The Kent FRS Radio Operator asks which fire brigade and Ann says she doesn't know but they 

have been told to leave. The Kent FRS Radio Operator supports this and stays on the line. They 

try and leave but after a few minutes they come back to the flat and Ann says they cannot get out. 

At around 04:15 Ann tells the Kent FRS Radio Operator that someone has come to get them. lt 

appears that fire crews have reached the flat and rescue them at 04:34:13. The full details of the 

call with Kent FRS is referenced at 02:57:32. 

03:51:28 GM Cook enters the main lobby via the community room and proceeds towards the stair lobby 

(Source, CCTV: Camera 4). 

03:51:32 A female casualty ( from flat 183, 21st floor) is carried down the stairwell 

by Firefighter De St Aubin, GM Welch and WM O'Keeffe. She is handed to Firefighter Broderick, 

Firefighter O'Hanlon and Firefighter Archer who proceed into the main lobby (Source, CCTV: 

Camera 2). 

03:51:38 AC Roe enters the stair lobby and speaks to GM Goulbourne and GM Welch (Source, CCTV: 

03:51:40 

Camera 2). 

, from flat 183, 21st floor, is carried through the main lobby by Firefighter 

Broderick, Firefighter O'Hanlon and Firefighter Archer. They exit the building via the community 

room (Source, CCTV: Camera 4). 

03:51:42 BA team 40, CM Mayne and Firefighter Lundquist descend the stairs to the stair lobby, they 

report to the BAECO and close down their BA sets (Source, BA Data: : GTIRT17-02820, CCTV: 

Camera 2). 

03:51:44 Firefighter Rice, Firefighter Nelson and Firefighter Friend descend the stairs following the rescue 

of who was from flat 183, 21st floor to the stair lobby and report to the 

BAECO (Source, CCTV: Camera 2). 

03:51 :55 AOM Real makes a call to the London Underground Limited (LUL) to advise them of the fire and 

the LUL Operator says they are monitoring the incident on CCTV: and helicopter downlink 

provided by NPAS. The LUL Operator explains that they are not planning on running a train 

service on the adjacent Hammersmith and City line in the morning between Edgware Road and 
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03:52* 

Hammersmith and provides their reference number as 3 (Source, NICE, Admin Phone Line Audio 

file: GTIRT18-01182). 

Half of BA Team 42, Firefighter Cuthbert and Firefighter Sonson reach the sixth floor and 

commence a search of every flat. They find no casualties and decide to search the floor above 

(Source, MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-00996, GTIRT18-01844). 

03:52:12 Firefighter Okoh is descending from the mezzanine floor level to the ground floor on his own in 

EDBA (Source, CCTV: Camera 5). 

03:52:17 BA Team 38, CM Diana is around the fourth floor, whilst carrying out a rescue, when his LPWA 

actuates (Source, MPS Witness Statement:GTIRT18-01077 GTIRT17-03728, BA Data: GTIRT17-

01630). 

03:52:54 CU8 send a radio message to the Radio Operator at Brigade Control 

"Charlie Uniform 8" 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-03139) 

03:52:55 The Radio Operator at Brigade Control responds to CU8. 

"Charlie Uniform 8, go ahead, over." 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript: GTI RT17 -03140) 

03:52:58 CU8 send a radio message to the Radio Operator at Brigade Control. 

"FN Charlie Uniform 8. Do we have an ETA for the 50-, sorry, my apologies, EDBA cylinders? 

Charlie Uniform 8 over." 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-03141) 

03:53:00 BA Team 42, Firefighter Lawrence and Firefighter Wood are ascending the stairs in order to meet 

up with the remainder of their BA Team who are currently performing a search of the sixth floor. 

They are between the third and fourth floor when they find a male casualty (believed to be 

Christos Fairbairn from flat 124, 15th floor) struggling to breathe. Both Firefighters begin to 

descend the stairs with the casualty (Source, MPS Witness Statement: GTI RT18-01839, 

GTIRT18-01072, BA Data: GTIRT17-02820). 

03:53:05 BA Team 40, Firefighter Lundquist and CM Mayne exit the stair lobby and go into the main lobby 

(Source, CCTV: Camera 2). 

03:53:10 CRO Adams takes a call from a female outside the tower who is reporting that her sister is in flat 

74 on the 10th floor and has a medical condition. CRO Adams asks if the resident can walk and if 

she can they need to leave the flat but the caller says that they cannot open the door to get out. 

The caller reports that there are two adults and CRO Adams tries to find out what is the matter 
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with the door. The caller is with someone else who gets in touch with the residents and a 

conversation can be heard in the background. CRO Adams advises the caller to tell her sister to 

cover themselves with wet towels and try to get out of the building but the caller states that she 

has spoken to the police who had told them that residents should stay put. CRO Adams explains 

that things have changed and the advice now is to leave. During the call the third party finds out 

that the residents cannot open the front door and CRO Adams advises that they need to try and 

stop the smoke from coming in by blocking the doors and windows, moving to another room if 

there is somewhere less smoky. CRO Adams says that she will pass on the information to crews. 

Incident Number 76331, Call Duration six minutes 29 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio 

file and Transcript GTIRT17-00758). 

03:53:13 CRO Gotts takes a call from a caller who has a cousin living in the building and is enquiring if 

there is any news about the residents. CRO Gotts explains that there isn't any information at the 

moment but that the Brigade is in attendance and the caller thanks her and CRO Gotts ends the 

call. Incident Number 76329, Call Duration 33 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and 

Transcript GTI RT17 -00756). 

03:53:13 A female casualty (now known to be from flat 186, 21st floor) is carried down the 

stairs to the stair lobby by WM De Silvo and WM O'Keeffe, taken into the main lobby and handed 

to CM Magee (Source, CCTV: camera 2). 

03:53:15 The Radio Operator at Brigade Control sends a radio message to CU8. 

03:53:19 

"Er, we can try and get one for you. Erm, the EDBA, er, was gonna be an hour when I last passed 

you-" 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTI RT17-03142) 

•••••. from flat 186, 21st floor, is carried through the main lobby by CM Magee and exits 

the building via the community room (Source, CCTV: Camera 4). 

03:53:23 The Radio Operator at Brigade Control repeats part of the radio message sent at 03:53:15 to 

CU8. 

"-when /last passed you. Stand by." 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTI RT17-03143) 

03:53:28 CU8 send a confirmation message to the Radio Operator at Brigade Control. 

"FN, Charlie Uniform 8, received" 

(Source, NICE, Radio Message Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-03144) 
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03:53:38 Firefighter Harold, Firefighter Si me, CM Diana, Firefighter Okoh and Firefighter Peacock descend 

the stairs following the rescue of -from flat 186, 21st floor to the stair lobby and 

report to the BAECO, Firefighter Peacock is escorted still under air by WM De Silvo to the main 

lobby as he is in a distressed state (Source, CCTV: Camera 2). 

03:53:50 BA Team 38, CM Diana and Firefighter Nelson are at the Bridgehead on the ground floor stairwell 

lobby. CM Diana informs the BAECO that they have been unable to reach Flat 133 on the 16th 

floor as they had removed a number of casualties (Source, MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-

01077, GTIRT17-03728, BA Data: GTIRT17-02820, CCTV: Camera 2). 

03:54:29 Half of BA Team 42, Firefighter Lawrence and Firefighter Wood arrive at the mezzanine floor 

level with a male casualty (now known to be Christos Fairbairn from flat 124, 15th floor). 

Firefighter Lawrence shouts over the balcony to a group of unidentified firefighters standing 

below and they assist with carrying the male casualty down to the stair lobby (Source, MPS 

Witness Statement: GTIRT18-01839, GTIRT18-01072, BA Data: GTIRT17-02820, CCTV: Camera 

5). 

03:54:32 CRO Howson takes a call from a female who is reporting that she can still see people in the tower. 

CRO Howson asks the caller if she is able to tell what floor they are on and the caller replies its 

about the 1 ih floor and she can see them waving from the windows. CRO Howson says that she 

will pass on the information to the crews on scene. Incident Number 76330, Call Duration 39 

seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-00757). 

03:54:46 Firefighter Broderick descends the stairs to the stair lobby and proceeds into the main lobby 

(Source, CCTV: Camera 2). 

03:54:56 Christos Fairbairn, from flat 124, 15th floor, is assisted down the stairs to the stair lobby by an 

unidentified firefighter and they proceed into the main lobby (Source, CCTV: Camera 2). 

03:55 BA Team 39, Firefighter Sime and Firefighter Okoh leave Grenfell Tower with Firefighter Okoh 

still under air and make their way to a grass verge outside the building (Source, MPS Witness 

Statement: GTIRT18-01044, GTIRT18-00053,CCTV: Camera 4). 

03:55:02 Christos Fairbairn, from flat 124, 15th floor, walks through the ma1n lobby assisted by an 

unidentified firefighter and exits the building via the community room (Source, CCTV: Camera 

4). 

03:55:07 BA Team 39, Firefighter Sime and Firefighter Okoh are with the BAECO in the main lobby closing 

down their BA sets. Firefighter Okoh informs WM De Silvo that their firefighting attempt on the 

fifth floor was unsuccessful (Source, MPS Witness Statement: GTI RT18-01 044, GTI RT18-00053, 

BA Data: GTI RT17 -02820). 

03:55:27 The Radio Workshops Duty Engineer is mobilised (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791 ). 
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03:55:28 Marcio Games, from flat 183, 21st floor, is assisted down the stairs to the stair lobby by an 

unidentified firefighter and they proceed into the main lobby (Source, CCTV: Camera 2). 

03:55:35 Marcio Games, from flat 183, 21st floor and an unidentified firefighter walk through the main 

lobby and exit the building via the community room. Marcio Games is on his mobile phone at this 

time (Source, CCTV: Camera 4). 

03:55:44 GM Goulbourne talks to BA Team 43, CM Gray, Firefighter Pegram, Firefighter Hiscock, 

Firefighter Holehouse and Firefighter Hudson in the main lobby (Source, CCTV: Camera 3). 

03:55:39 Echo 286, Bexley's FRU is mobilised (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791). 

03:55:54 Hotel316, Croydon's FRU is mobilised (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791) 

03:56:06 Foxtrot 446, East Ham's FRU is mobilised (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791 ). 

03:56:29 BA team 43,CM Gray, Firefighter Pegram, Firefighter Hiscock, Firefighter Holehouse and 

Firefighter Hudson start up their BA sets in the main lobby then proceed towards the BAECP in 

the stair lobby (Source, BA Data, GTIRT17-02820, CCTV: Camera 4). 

03:56:35 Alpha 346, Edmonton's FRU is mobilised (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791 ). 

03:57* BA Team 42, Firefighter Cuthbert, Firefighter Sonson, Firefighter Lawrence and Firefighter Wood 

meet back together between the fourth and seventh floor and begin to search the flats. They split 

into two teams to search the flats and can see steam coming off their PPE as the temperatures 

inside the flats are extremely hot (Source, MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-01839, GTIRT18-

01844, GTIRT18-01072, GTIRT18-00996, BA Data: GTIRT17-02820). 

03:57:23 CM Morrison writes in chinagraph pencil on the green wall in the stair lobby (Source, CCTV: 

Camera 2). 

03:57:28 CRO Russell takes a call from a caller stating that her father-in-law is trapped in flat 83 on the 11th 

floor and that she has told him all the advice that Control gave her previously but she is worried 

because he is old, registered disabled, blind and partially deaf. The caller advises that her father

in-law has said that the door is red hot and that she has told him to block everything up with wet 

blankets and to get down low. CRO Russell advises that the crews are trying their absolute best 

and she will pass this update to them and the caller says that he is still alive and desperate. 

Incident Number 76333, Call Duration two minutes 47 seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 

Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-00759). 

03:57:30 GM Goulbourne speaks to BAECO WM De Silvo, WM O'Keeffe and GM Welch in the stair lobby 

(Source, CCTV: Camera 2). 

03:57:44 SOM Smith takes a call from Matthew Hogan from LRG and explains that a DSE is urgently 

required at the scene but the Brigade are struggling to get an estimated time of arrival from the 
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Local Council. She expresses that there is a concern that the building might collapse any moment 

and Matthew says he will try calling them (Source, NICE, Admin Phone Line Audio file: GTIRT18-

01188). 

03:57:47 CRO Howson takes a call from a male who is reporting that he can see people waving for help in 

Grenfell Tower on the West side of the building. The caller is unable to give an exact floor or flat 

but says it is about a third of the way up and that he thinks it is a woman. CRO Howson confirms 

that she will pass it on to the crews. Incident Number 76334, Call Duration one minute 48 

seconds (Source, BOSS Viewer, 999 Audio file and Transcript GTIRT17-00760). 

03:57:47 SM Wolfenden speaks to several unidentified firefighters and CMs who enter the main lobby via 

the community room whilst wearing EDBA and SDBA sets, not under air (Source, CCTV: Camera 

4). 

03:58:00 AC Roe's decision log records that the Commissioner makes a command decision to allow EDBA 

sets to be worn more than once and all EDBA in the Brigade is to be ordered to the incident. DAC 

Drawbridge is given the role of Sector Commander, Command Support (Source, MPS Witness 

Statement: GTIRT18-00944, Decision Log: GTIRT17-00866). 

03:58:06 Foxtrot 446, East Ham's FRU book Status 2, mobile to incident. Foxtrot 446 is riding with 

Firefighter Tyldesley, Firefighter Thorpe, Firefighter Thomas, Firefighter Somers and CM 

Stevenson (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-02791). 

03:58:15 Hotel 316 Croydon's FRU book Status 2 mobile to incident. Hotel 316 is riding with Firefighter 

Nwagwu, Firefighter Hooper, Firefighter Dotchin, Firefighter Bundey and CM Fearnley (Source, 

'Vision': GTIRT17-02791). 

03:58:18 Echo 286 Bexley's FRU book Status 2 mobile to incident. Echo 286 is riding with Firefighter 

McArthur, Firefighter LeMarrec, Firefighter Franklin and CM Ramsay (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-

02791 ). 

03:58:19 BA Team 43, CM Gray, Firefighter Pegram, Firefighter Hiscock, Firefighter Holehouse and 

Firefighter Hudson report to the BAECO under air . The BAECO briefs them to go to the ninth 

floor for search and rescue. They are not told to take water with them as a SDBA crew will be 

deployed behind them to protect their egress (Source, MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-00317, 

GTIRT18-01427, GTIRT18-00982, BA Data: GTIRT17-02820). 

03:58:55 BA Team 43, Firefighter Pegram, CM Gray, Firefighter Hiscock and Firefighter Holehouse start to 

ascend the stairs to the ninth floor carrying a large axe, two TICs, a sledgehammer, an enforcer 

and a Halligan bar (Source, CCTV: Camera 2). 

03:59:13 RN Rapid Response Team (RRT) are mobilised (Source, 'Vision': 

GTIRT17-02791) 
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03:59:41 BRN RRT book Status 2, mobile to incident. is riding 

with WM Watts, WM Underwood, WM Smith and WM Cooper (Source, 'Vision': GTIRT17-

02791 ). 

03:59:45 BA Team 42, Firefighter Cuthbert, Firefighter Lawrence, Firefighter Sonson and Firefighter Wood 

ascend the stairs between the fifth and the seventh floors. The crew splits into two teams and 

Firefighter Lawrence and Firefighter Wood search an unidentified flat between the fifth and the 

seventh floor but do not find any casualties. Firefighter Woods LPWA actuates and he withdraws 

back to the stairwell alongside Firefighter Lawrence. At around the same time, Firefighter 

Cuthbert and Firefighter Sons on search unidentified flats (on what they believe is either the sixth 

or seventh floor) but do not find any casualties. Firefighter Sonson contacts the BAECO, via his 

fire ground radio, to inform them that no casualties have been found. The unidentified BAECO 

asks them to go to flat 84 for further search and rescue (Source, MPS Witness 

Statement:GTIRT18-01839, GTIRT18-01844, GTIRT18-01072, GTIRT18-00996, BA Data: 

GTIRT17-02820). 

03:59:48 Alpha 346, Edmonton's FRU book Status 2, mobile to incident. Alpha 346 is riding with CM 

Cutbill, Firefighter Wright, Firefighter Vango and Firefighter S Boulton (Source, 'Vision': 

04:00"' 

GTIRT17-02791 ). 

Half of BA Team 42, Firefighter Cuthbert and Firefighter Sonson search the 11th floor but do not 

locate any casualties (Source, MPS Witness Statement: GTIRT18-01839, GTIRT18-01844, 

GTIRT18-01072, GTIRT18-00996, BA Data: GTIRT17-02820). 

Further calls are taken by Brigade Control from residents or callers from outside the building with 

specific details of those who are still inside are included in the table below. 

Number of 

Time of call 
Flat Floor people 

Remarks 
Number number confirmed by 

caller 
This is a call from "Christos". He is 
old to leave the building and the 

03:31:47 124 15 One adult CRO stays on the line while he 
makes his way out but the line 
drops out 
Caller is from a friend outside the 

03:33:41 173 20 
building in contact with a resident 
via Face book. They are told to tell 
hem to leave the building. 

Caller gives her name as Natasha 

03:33:46 82 11 
Two adults and and her daughter is -· They 

one child have tried to get out but cannot. 
Husband is also with them 

03:33:46 133 16 
Told to leave. Caller says they 
cannot get out. 
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Daughter calls from outside the 

03:38:26 204 "Top floor" 
building reporting male resident 
who is disabled and unable to move 
without help. 
Caller is a relative outside the 

03:45:01 16 building. Told to pass on advice to 
leave the building 

03:51:19 73 10 Told to leave the building. 
This caller is outside calling on 
behalf of her sister who is with 

03:53:10 74 10 Two adults another friend. Given advise to pass 
onto the residents of leaving the 
building 

03:57:28 83 11 One adult 
Caller is daughter-in-law. Resident 
is elderly blind and disabled. 
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8 Appendix 1: Glossary 

8.1 Glossary of abbreviations 
AC Assistant Commissioner 

ADSU Automatic Distress Signal Unit 

AFA Automatic Fire Alarm 

ALP Aerial Ladder Platform 

AOM Assistant Operations Manager 

BA Breathing Apparatus 

BAECO Breathing Apparatus Entry Control Officer 

BAECP Breathing Apparatus Entry Control Point 

BCC Brigade Coordination Centre 

BSR Bereaved, Survivors and Residents 

BT British T elecom 

BMA Bulk Media Advisor 

BWV Body Worn Video 

CCTV Closed Circuit Television 

CM Crew Manager 

CPR Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation 

CRO Control Room Operator 

cu Command Unit 

DAC Deputy Assistant Commissioner 

DRM Dry Riser Main 

DSE Dangerous Structures Engineer 

DSI Detective Superintendant 

ECB Entry Control Board 
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EDBA Extended Duration Breathing Apparatus 

ESSEX COUNTY Essex County Fire and Rescue Service 

ETA Estimated Time of Arrival 

FFE Firefighter Emergency 

FIO Fire Investigation Officer 

FlU Fire Investigation Unit 

FRU Fire Rescue Unit 

FRS Fire Rescue Service 

FSG Fire Survival Guidance 

GM Group Manager 

GPS Global Positioning System 

GTI Grenfell Tower Inquiry 

GTIRT Grenfell Tower Investigation and Review Team 

HART Hazardous Area Response Team (LAS) 

Hertfordshire FRS Hertfordshire Fire and rescue service 

HMEPO Hazardous Materials Environment Protection Officer 

HP Hydraulic Platform 

IC Incident Commander 

IEC Immediate Emergency Care Pack. 

JESIP Joint Emergency Services lnteroperability Principles 

KENT FRS Kent Fire and Rescue Service 

LALO Local Authority Liaison Officer 

LAS London Ambulance Service 

LDV Lung Demand Valve 

LESLP London Emergency Services Liaison Panel 
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LFB London Fire Brigade 

LPM Litres per Minute 

LPWA Low Pressure Warning Whistle 

MDT Mobile Data Terminal 

mm Millimetre 

MO Monitoring Officer 

MPIR Metropolitan Police Incident Room 

MPS Metropolitan Police Service 

Where this is annotated as a source it indicates the NICE Inform reconstruction 

application. This is a play back tool that allows the user to search for recordings 

NICE 
stored on various underlying data sources and then replay as required. The 

application time stamps the start of all recordings of telephone calls and radio 

messages in and out of the Control Room. (Neptune Intelligence Computer 

Engineering) 

NPAS National Police Air Service 

OM Operations Manager 

OOD Officer Of the Day 

oow Officer Of The Watch 

ORT Operational Review Team 

osu Operational Support Unit 

PDA PreDetermined Attendance 

PEG Protective Equipment Group 

POM Principal Operations Manager 

PPE Personal Protective Equipment 

PPV Positive Pressure Ventilation 

RML Resource Management Logistics 
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RPE Respiratory Protective Equipment 

RPELO Respiratory Protective Equipment Logistics Officer 

SAl Senior Accident Investigator 

SDBA Standard Duration Breathing Apparatus 

SM Station Manager 

SOM Senior Operations Manager 

SOR Special Operations Room 

StARS Staff Attendance Recording System 

SURREY FRS Surrey Fire and Rescue Service 

TCM A tactical coordination group of multi agencies and interested parties 

TIC Thermal Image Camera 

TL Turntable Ladder 

UKPN U K power networks 

WM Watch Manger 
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8.2 Glossary of terms with descriptions and images 

Term 

'Airwave' Radio, 

handheld and Main 

Scheme 

Adjusted Times 

Aerial Ladder 

Platform (ALP) -

London Fire Brigade 

Aerial Ladder 

Platform (ALP) -

Surrey Fire and 

Rescue Service 

Description 

The LFB use a digital radio system to 

communicate with fire engines and 

senior officers. The radios operate by 

accessing a communications network 

managed by Airwave Solutions Limited. 

The Motorola MTH800 hand-held 

radio is issued to senior officers and 

other selected key personnel. Fire 

engines have the same radio which is 

not portable and is permanently fixed 

on the dashboard. 

Video or camera footage times that 

have been adjusted by a plus(+) or a 

minus(-) to reflect the correct time 

relating to GMT (Greenwich Mean 

Time) or BST (British Summer Time). 

A vehicle-mounted ladder which can 

reach up to 32 metres (approximately 

10 floors). lt has a cage at the top which 

can hold four people. lt can be 

operated either from the ground level 

orfrom within the cage. 

A vehicle -mounted ladder which can 

reach up to 42 metres high 

(approximately 14 floors). lt has a cage 

at the top which can hold four people 

and can be operated either from 

ground level orfrom within the cage. 
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Automatic Distress 

Signal Unit (ADSU) 

An ADSU 1s automatically actuated 

when the wearer is still for 45 seconds. 

lt can also be manually-operated. The 

alarm, is connected to each BA set to 

attract the attention of other BA 

wearers if an individual is in distress. 

BreathingApparatus A rectangular yellow plastic tally 

(BA) tally carrymg a key to activate and 

deactivate the Automatic Distress 

Body Worn Video 

(BWV) 

Bodyguard ( BG) 

Signal Unit (ADSU) that belongs to a 

Breathing Apparatus (BA) set. The BA 

tally bears the BA set's individual 

number and also records the name of 

the firefighter wearing it, the pressure 

of the air in the cylinder and the time at 

which the firefighter is scheduled to 

report back to the Breathing Apparatus 

Entry Control Officer (BAECO). lt is 

inserted into a slot in the BA Entry 

Control Board (ECB) before the 

firefighter goes into a fire. 

This equipment is worn by MPS police 

officers and captures and records video 

footage. The BWV is time stamped and 

verified by the MPS. 

Part of the BA set electronic monitoring 

system, indicating cylinder pressure. lt 

has within it a LPWA to alert the 

firefighter that they are running low on 
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Branch 

Breaking in 

equipment 

Breaking in 

equipment 

Breaking in 

equipment 

The nozzle at the end of any fire hose 

which is used to direct and control 

waterflow onto a fire. 

Crow's foot (CF2 Hydraulic spreading _. 

tool. This can be used to apply a 

controlled load to the lock of a door, 

often with enough force so that the 

lock is broken. 

Enforcer: Used as a ram to apply a 

force on inward opening doors. The 

enforcer can be used in conjunction 

with the Halligan bar to help gain 

entry through outward opening 

doors. 

A sledge hammer is a tool with a large, 

flat, often metal head, attached to a 

handle. lt allows more force to be 

applied to gain entry through doors and 

windows, etc. 

BreathingApparatus Breathing Apparatus is a p1ece of 

(BA) equipment comprising an airtight mask, 

a harness and a cylinder containing air 

which, when activated, allows the 

firefighter wearing it to breath in smoky 

or unbreathable air. 
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Breathing Apparatus An 'A' Test is the testing of a BA set to 

(BA) 'A' Test ensure the set is working correctly and 

has the minimum amount of air in its 

cylinder to be worn at an incident 

Breathing Apparatus 

Entry Control Board 

(BAECB) 

The test will normally be carried out at 

the Fire Station by firefighters when 

they assume responsibility for a BA set 

or at an incident. 

Firefighters will sign an individual BA 

log book at the fire station to confirm 

they have undertaken the test and it 

has passed or failed. 

A computerised board which supplies 

two-way data communication between 

the firefighters wearing BA, their BA set 

and the ECB. The ECB gives the Entry 

Control Officer (ECO) real time 

information 1n relation to each 

firefighter who has been logged onto 

that particular board. 

BreathingApparatus A firefighter or officer who 1s 

Entry Control Officer 

(Now Operative) 

(BAECO) 

responsible for managing the BA Entry 

Control Board. The fire officer will 

monitor the remaining time available to 

the BA wearers and will alert the officer 

in charge if they do not return to the 

BAECO in the allotted time. 
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BreathingApparatus BAECP is the location near to and 

Entry Control Point within sight of the physical entry and 

(BAECP) exit points to buildings for firefighters 

wearing BA At it is the Entry Control 

Board (ECB) which is controlled by an 

Entry Control Officer (ECO) and all 

firefighters tasked to wear BA must 

report to the BAECP before and after 

they go in to extinguish a fire. 

Bridgehead 

Brigade Control 

Brigade Coordination 

Centre (BC C) 

A strategic location, positioned at least 

two floor levels below the floor which 

the fire is on, where the BA Entry 

Control Point (BAECP) is located. 

See London Operations Centre 

Provides support to and implements 

the actions and decisions of the Duty 

AC and/or Gold Commander (Fire) 

during incidents which require a more 

sen1or level of wider control or 

operational management than day-to

day incidents. 
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Bulk Media Advisor 

(BMA) 

Call Out Base (SM or 

GM) 

Call Sign 

Chinagraph 

This officer is advises on tactics and 

provides support and technical 

expertise in the use of bulk firefighting 

media. Firefighting media is the term 

used to describe material used to 

extinguishing fires, which are 

predominantly water and foam. At fires 

where large volumes of water or foam 

would be required, a Bulk Media 

Advisor would attend. Their 

attendance would be triggered by the 

attendance of a lorry carrying many 

miles of fire hose or a pump capable of 

supplying a large volume of water. 

A call out base is where senior officers 

stay when on duty overnight and can 

either be privately provided within LFB

agreed boundaries or provided by the 

LFB at specific fire stations. The 

officers must inform the LOC where 

they are each time they are on duty and 

will respond to emergency incidents 

from there. 

Each fire engine, specialist appliance 

and sen1or officer 1s allocated an 

individual call sign by which they are 

recognised and which is used primarily 

over the radio for concise and precise 

communications either to or from the 

LOC. 

A waxy pencil used to write on china 

,glass or other hard surfaces. 
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Closed Circuit 

Television (CCTV) 

Commissioner 

Cameras inside and outside the 

building that have recorded footage. 

The London Fire Commissioner 1s 

responsible for providing London's fire 

and rescue service, ensuring that it is 

effective and efficient. 

Command Unit (CU) Fire engine that can be used by the 

Incident Commander to plan their 

response to an incident. lt can also be 

used to hold meetings or co-ordinate 

other functions needed at the incident. 

CU Staff CUs have a m1n1mum of two WMs. 

One will take the role of Team Leader 

who will liaise with the IC to ensure all 

relevant information is collated and 

transferred to the CU 
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Contemporaneous 

Notes 

Covering Jet 

As firefighters left the incident on the 

morning of 141
h June 2017, they were 

directed to attend Paddington Fire 

Station and asked to write down their 

actions and recollections in the form of 

a contemporaneous note. 

A large fire hose spraying water onto 

the outside of a building to protect the 

building or surrounding buildings or 

structures from spread of fire or protect 

firefighters carrying out rescues or 

specific actions. 

Duty Welfare Officer London Fire Brigade on call counsellor 

Dry Riser Main A fixed steel pipe, normally 4" (100mm) 

(DRM) diameter that runs vertically up a 

building. The inlet is where the fire 

hose from the fire engine is attached 

(normally ground floor level) so that 

water can be pumped via the fire hose 

into the pipe. This, in turn, supplies 

water to outlets attached to the dry 

riser on every or alternate floors. An 

outlet is where the fire hose taken into 

Embedded Video 

the building by firefighters is attached, 

and will be on a floor either on or near 

the floor with the fire. Outlets open 

like taps to supply water to extinguish a 

fire. The inlets and outlets are normally 

protected within locked cabinets. 

Video footage inserted into a document 

or presentation to enable playback on 

any cam puter. 
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Extended Duration EDBA is carried on FRUs. lt allows 

BreathingApparatus firefighters to use it for up to 45 

(EDBA) minutes if they breathe air at a rate of 

58 litres per minute. If this rate 

mcreases because the firefighter is 

breathing faster and/or working 

harder, the time available decreases as 

the air will be used up more quickly. 

Fire Engine An emergency vehicle used by the LFB 

to carry water, firefighters and fire 

service equipment to an incident. 

• A Pump is a fire engine that can 

carry up to six firefighters and 

it carries a 9 metre ladder. 

• A Pump Ladder is the same as 

a Pump but carries a 13.5 

metre ladder. 
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Firefighter 

Emergency (FFE) 

Fire Investigation 

Officer 

Fire Investigation 

Unit (FlU) 

This 1s whenever Fire Service 

personnel, or personnel working under 

the control of the LFB, are 

unaccounted for and/or in need of 

rescue. 

On receipt of the FFE message, Brigade 

Control will mobilise the following: 

• 6Ps (including three Pls with WMs in 

charge) 

• 2xFRUs 

• 1xFIU 

• 1xCU 

• An ambulance 

• PLO 

• FSO 

• 3xSMs 

•GM 

• DAC 

• SAl 

A specially trained fire officer who 

attends fires in an FlU to gather 

evidence, investigate and establish the 

most likely cause for the development 

of a fire. 

An emergency vehicle specifically 

designed to carry specialist equipment 

used to investigate and establish the 

most likely cause of a fire. 
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Fire Rescue Unit 

(FRU) 

Fire Survival 

Guidance (FSG) 

An emergency vehicle that carnes 

specialist rescue equipment and is the 

only emergency vehicle to carry EDBA. 

lt does not carry ladders or water. 

An FSG call is one received by Brigade 

Control where the caller believes they 

are unable to leave the premises due to 

the effects of fire and where the control 

officer remains on the line providing 

appropriate advice. The call continues 

until either the caller is able to leave by 

their own means, is rescued by the LFB 

or the telephone line is cleared. lt 

should be noted that a caller may clear 

the line after the FSG process has 

commenced but that will not 

necessarily mean a cancellation of the 

response by the LFB. 
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Forward Information The FIB is an information recording 

Board (FIB) system which consists of a perspex 

back board and two double-sided 

laminated sheets, printed with four 

templates. The templates are designed 

to support the gathering and recording 

of information at a range of different 

incident types. The four templates 

supplied with the FIB are: (a) Incident 

information. (b) High rise incident 

record, (c) Incident plan and (d) 

Casualty information. 

Functional Sector 

Gold Commander 

(Fire) 

A sector is the term used when an 

Incident Commander splits the incident 

into sections and designates areas of 

responsibility to ensure the level of 

command and safety. 

A Functional Sector is an area of 

responsibility given to an officer to 

carry out a specific role, e.g. safety and 

it is their responsibility to ask for 

equipment and personnel needed to 

complete the task. 

A senior officer who acts as the 

Commissioner's representative at multi

agency meetings as Fire Gold and 

liaises closely with the Commissioner's 

Group, the BCC and the Continuity 

Management Team (CMT) to ensure 

that LFB priorities and needs are 

understood, resourced and met. 
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Grenfell Tower 

Investigation and 

Review Team 

(GTIRT) 

Ground Monitor 

Halligan Bar 

Handheld Radio 

HART 

HMEPO 

A dedicated team called the 'Grenfell 

Tower Investigation and Review Team' 

(GTIRT), which has full responsibility 

for undertaking all the work relating to 

the LFB's 'safety and learning' review. 

The ground monitor is a nozzle fed by 

fire hose that may be set up and left 

unattended safely on the ground 

supplying a jet of water. 

A tool which has been specifically 

designed to lever, puncture and prise 

and is ideally suited to force entry into 

outward opening door and grilles. 

Handheld ultra high frequency (UHF) 

fire ground radios are issued to every 

operational firefighter and senior officer 

to provide local communication 

between personnel at incidents. 

LAS's Hazardous Area Response Team. 

Hazardous Materials and 

Environmental Protection Officer. An 

LFB officer with specialist training who 

offers advice to Incident Commanders 

on how to best proceed at an incident 

where hazardous materials are 

involved. 
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Hydraulic Platform 

(HP) 

Immediate 

Emergency Care 

(IEC) 

In Attendance 

An aerial appliance that has a maximum 

working height of 23.5 metres. This is 

currently a spare appliance within the 

LFB fleet. 

An IEC is a package of training and 

equipment developed by the LFB and 

the LAS to give firefighters an 

enhanced capability to treat casualties 

whilst carrying out their duties. 

Once a fire engine or officer has been 

assigned by Brigade Control to attend 

an incident, when they arrive they must 

book "in attendance" (otherwise 

known as Status 3) either over the radio 

or by computer to log that they have 

arrived and are 

incident. 

available at the 
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Incident Commander The fire officer in charge of the 

(IC) incident. This will not necessarily be 

the most senior officer at the incident. 

Incident Ground 

JESIP 

Leaky Feeder 

The number of fire engines required at 

the incident will dictate the rank of 

officer required to be in charge. 

The term used to define the physical 

area of the incident. 

The Joint Emergency Services 

lnteroperability Principles (JESIP) 

manual focuses on Police, Fire and 

Ambulance interoperability in the early 

stages of the response to a major or 

complex incident. Its aim is to achieve 

an effective and co-ordinated response 

to a major incident. 

Used in conjunction with a telemetry 

Repeater and consists of a coaxial 

cable, 175m in length and wound onto 

a drum used to roll it out. 

Normally connected to a Repeater and 

extended as required. An antenna is 

fitted at the drum end to transmit the 

signal. 
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LESLP The London Emergency Services 

Liaison Panel (LESLP) manual is the 

agreed major incident procedure of the 

Emergency Services in London. LESLP 

incorporates JESIP (see JESIP) 

London Operations The London Operations Centre is at 6 

Centre (LOC) known Jubilee Way, London SW19 3XD. lt is a 

as Brigade Control purpose-built facility that hosts the LFB 

control room, the Resource 

Management Centre and the London 

Resilience Group. 

Long Line in Line Bag This is a rope of 30 meters constructed 
of 16 mm polypropylene or polyester 
whipped at both ends. 

Low pressure An automatic alarm that sounds when 

warning whistle the firefighter wearing BA reaches a 

(LPWA) predetermined level of air in their BA 

set cylinder. lt indicates the wearer is 

low on air. 

Major Incident This is any emergency that requ1res 

special arrangements to be 

implemented by one or all of the 

Emergency Services and will generally 

include the involvement, either directly 

or indirectly, of large numbers of 

people. 
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Messages

Assistance/Priority 

Informative 

Stop 

Metropolitan Police 

Incident Room 

(MPIR) 

• Assistance message - is sent on 

behalf of the IC (normally by radio) 

to Brigade Control to request more 

fire engines and/or other specialist 

vehicles which the Incident 

Commander considers are required 

to deal with the incident. If a 

message is urgent, it is prefixed by 

the word "Priority". 

• Informative messages - used to 

provide Brigade Control or officers 

not in attendance at the incident 

with an accurate description of the 

incident and the progress being 

made. 

• Stop message - is the final message 

sent on the main scheme radio to 

indicate the incident has ended and 

to provide a summary. 

This term was used to describe the 

Metropolitan Police operational control 

room that manages resources across 

London during large events and 

incidents, both pre-planned or 

spontaneous. The name for this control 

room changed around six years ago. lt 

1s now referred to as the Special 

Operations Room (SOR) during pre

planned events or Pan-London Control 

during no notice/spontaneous events 

and incidents. 
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Metropolitan Police 

Service (MPS) 

Metropolitan Police 

Service Witness 

Statements 

Service responsible for policing across 

London with exception of the City of 

London and transport hubs. Policing in 

these areas are provided by City of 

London Police and British Transport 

Police respectively. 

Information provided by LFB personnel 

and recorded and written up by the 

MPS as part of their criminal 

investigation as formal witness 

statements 

Northleigh). 

(named Operation 

To be allowed in court, section 9 of the 

Criminal Justice Act (CJA) 1967 states 

that a witness statement must: 

• be a formal written document of a 

person 

• be a set offacts relating to a certain 

event, or events 

• be signed by the person who 

makes it, to confirm that the 

contents of the document are true, 

(known as a statement of truth) 

• have a copy made available to 

other parties beforehand 
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Mobile Data Terminal The Mobile Data Terminal MDT is a 

(MDT) 

Monitoring Officer 

(MO) 

North West Fire 

Control (NWFC) 

vehicle-mounted fixed tablet 

computer, fitted with a 12" touch 

screen. 

MDTs are fitted to most operational 

vehicles, enabling crews to access 

incident details, messages and 

operational data. 

MDTs are fitted with GPS trackers that 

record where an appliance is when 

MDT actions are made 

A fire officer who attends incidents to 

monitor the actions of the IC and 

provide support and guidance. The 

MO is normally one rank above the I C. 

NWFC is a public sector company set 

up exclusively by the Fire Services in 

the North West to jointly handle all 999 

emergency calls and be responsible for 

mobilising firefighters and fire engines 

to incidents in Cumbria, Lancashire, 

Greater Manchester and Cheshire. 
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Notification Action 

Officer of the Day 

(OOD) 

Sent out by Brigade Control staff, 

notification actions compnse 

information regarding pre-determined 

attendances to incidents and are 

received by senior and principal LFB 

managers and other agencies. They are 

also sent to specialist tactical advisors 

and supporting resources. 

The role of the of the Officer of the 

Day (OOD) is to act as the initial 

representative of Principal 

management in ensuring that Brigade 

resources, both human and physical 

are deployed on a strategic basis to 

best effect and any other issues 

which may affect the Brigade. 

OODs are at Station manager level . 

They are to act as liaison between 

Brigade control, members of the 

public, Brigade personnel and 

principal officers and ensure 

managerial 1ssues are dealt with 

effectively and efficiently. 

Officer Of The Watch On any given shift in Brigade Control, 

(OOW) the officer in charge is locally referred 

to as the Officer of the Watch. This is 

not a defined role in the context of the 

formal management structure. 
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Operational Review 

Team (ORT) 

Operational Sector 

Operational Support 

Unit (OSU) 

A team of senior officers tasked with 

reviewing all aspects of performance at 

incidents throughout the LFB. 

The incident ground can be split into 

different sections (or sectors) to allow 

the IC to maintain control and delegate 

tasks. 

The Operational Sector is an area of 

responsibility defined by a physical area 

of the incident ground. Where 

possible, clearly identifiable boundaries 

such as floors or walls should be used. 

OSU carries a variety of additional 

equipment and consumable resource 

packs, including fuel, water, BA 

cylinders etc. 
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Operations 

Commander 

Pager 

Persons reported 

(PR) 

In order to maintain the span of control 

at very large and/or complex incidents 

and where a greater level of command 

is required, the IC may appoint one or 

more Operations Commanders to take 

responsibility for a number of sectors, 

each of which will attract its own Sector 

Commander. 

A small wireless telecommunications 

device that can be clipped onto a belt 

and that rece1ves and displays 

alphanumeric messages. These are 

carried by senior officers, officers in 

charge of fire engines and specialist 

personnel to alert them of incidents and 

communicate pertinent information 

regarding them. 

This is a priority message sent by the IC 

to inform Brigade Control that it is 

believed people may be involved in the 

fire. This will automatically prompt 

Brigade Control to dispatch an 

ambulance and an FlU if this has not 

already been done. 
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Pre-Determined 

Attendance (PDA) 

Pre-Aiarm 

The pre-determined attendance is the 

number and type of fire engines and 

equipment pre-planned to be sent to 

deal with a particular type of incident. 

The Brigade Control operator selects 

the appropriate incident type code 

which then matches the relevant 

resources that have been pre

determined to deal with that incident 

type. 

A Pre-alarm 1s part of the Automatic 

Distress Signal Unit (ADSU) function 

with a BA set Bodyguard Unit. If a 

firefighter wearing BA is stationary for 

more than 30 seconds, they receive a 

continuous warning bleep for an 

additional 15 seconds which is called 

the Pre-Aiarm sequence. If the wearer 

moves within this time, the pre-alarm is 

cancelled. If they remain motionless 

beyond 15 seconds, the ADSU will go 

into full alarm and cannot be cancelled 

until the BA tally key is inserted into the 

Bodyguard unit. 

Protective Equipment LFB group who maintain all the LFB 

Group (PEG) protective equipment including BA 

sets, ropes and fire hose. 

Prybar This tool is used primarily for creating 

enough space in an opening to allow 

the Hydraulic tool to be used 
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Radial Cooling 

Radio Repeater 

Radio Workshop's 

Engineer 

Remote Monitoring 

A method of cooling the core 

temperature of the human body. 

This method involves submerging the 

hands and wrists into buckets of cool or 

cold water, in order to assist the cooling 

of the circulating blood via the radial 

artery. 

Radio repeaters are only used with 

hand held incident ground radios. 

These have the potential to enhance 

radio coverage in locations where radio 

signal penetration is severely limited or 

not usually possible due to building 

construction or location. 

Radio workshop engineers are available 

to be mobilised to incidents and to 

provide technical advice and 

equipment to assist with radio 

reception issues. 

Carried out by a senior officer who is 

allocated via pager to incidents of a 

certain size or type and monitors 

messages over the radio from Incident 

Commanders. The senior officer may 

subsequently attend the incident if 

ordered by Brigade Control or if they 

deem it necessary. 
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Resource 

Management 

Logistics (RML) 

Right and Left hand 

search 

Safety Officer 

The Resource Management Logistics 

cell are part of the LOC function. They 

are responsible for a range of activities 

which include Safety Event 

notifications, Principal Officer and 

Authority Member notifications, 

arrangmg delivery and movement of 

large items of equipment such as 

firefighting foam, BA equipment and 

contracted equipment provision e.g. 

cranes. 

BA Teams when instructed to search a 

room or compartment, normally enter 

via a door. The wall upon which this 

door is situated becomes the start point 

for a search of the perimeter of the 

compartment. When entering, a crew 

will turn left and move along this wall 

(Left-hand search) or right and move 

along this wall (Right-hand search) 

A Safety Officer has to be of a minimum 

role of competent firefighter. Their role 

is to ensure the safety of firefighters 

working within a particular physical 

area. E.g. A sector. 
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Sector 

Sector Commander 

(SC) 

Sector Command 

Command Support 

Senior Accident 

Investigator (SAl) 

Smoke logging 

Sector is the term used when an IC has 

sectioned an incident and designates 

areas of responsibility to ensure the 

level of command and safety. 

A Sector Commander is an officer 

nominated to take command of a 

sector, whether it is an Operational 

Sector or a Functional Sector. 

The example picture is a surcoat that 

would be worn by the SC in Sector 1. 

This is designated as a link between the 

Incident commander to the functional 

sectors. 

LFB officer assigned to investigate any 

accident, injury or near miss that takes 

place at an incident or in the workplace. 

When smoke has entered a 

compartment or area and makes it 

difficult or impossible to breathe or see 

clearly. 
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Special Operations 

Room (SOR) 

Staff Attendance 

Recording System 

(StARS) 

Standard Duration 

Breathing Apparatus 

(SDBA) 

SOR is frequently opened as a multi

agency command and co-ordination 

centre for major planned events in 

London, as well as for maJor 

spontaneous events and maJor 

incidents. The SOR has a fundamental 

role 1n pan-London contingency 

arrangements, such as London 

Emergency Services Liaison Panel 

(LESLP). SOR is one of the pre

designated locations that it 1s 

anticipated the LFB "Gold Commander" 

may be deployed during a multi-agency 

event under the Brigade's strategic 

response arrangements. 

This is a computer based application 

used across the LFB that records 

information on staff attendance at work 

and which fire engine the individuals 

are allocated to. 

SDBA is carried on all front line fire 

engmes, except Fire Rescue Units 

(FRU). The BA set will give a working 

time of 31 minutes if the firefighter 

wearing it breathes at a rate of 50 litres 

per minute. If this rate increases 

because the firefighter is breathing 

faster and/or working harder, the time 

available decreases as the air will be 

used up more quickly. 
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Status 

Tactical mode Delta 

Status changes can be sent via a variety 

of means, including the Brigade's main

scheme radio, using either voice or the 

MDT. 

Status Code Descriptions: 

Fire engines only 

Status 1: Available at the fire station for 

emergency calls 

Fire engines and senior officers 

Status 2: En route to the incident 

Status 3: In attendance at the incident 

Senior officers only 

Status paging : Available by pager at a 

specific location within the LFB. 

Tactical mode 'Defensive' 1s relayed 

over the radio by phonetic alphabet as 

D=Delta. Delta "Defensive" tells 

Brigade Control that firefighters are 

holding the fire by surrounding it but 

without advancing on the fire. 

Tactical mode Oscar Tactical mode 'Offensive' 1s relayed 

over the radio by phonetic alphabet, 

O=Oscar. Oscar "Offensive" tells 

Brigade Control that firefighters are 

attacking and advancing on the fire. 
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Telemetry Repeater 

Three Sixty (360) 

Thermal Image 

camera (TIC) 

Turntable Ladder 

(TL) 

AT elemetry Repeater is used to restore 

lost signal when BA (BA) wearers go 

beyond the range of signal provided by 

the Entry Control Board (ECB). 

A Telemetry Repeater does not boost 

the radio signal; it stores transmissions 

and passes them onward to another 

repeater, Entry Control Board (ECB) or 

BA set(s). 

A cirum navigation of the incident 

ground to give the incident commander 

situaltional awareness 

A camera that detects heat and 

identifies the temperature of the items 

being observed by the operator. lt can 

capture still and video images. 

A vehicle with a ladder which has the 

capability of reaching 32 metres 

(approximately 10 floors). lt has a 

detachable cage which can hold three 

people. lt can be operated at ground 

level or from the cage. 
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Urban Search and 

Rescue (USAR) 

Ventilate I 

Ventilation 

Specialist team within the LFB and 

nationally that respond to specialist 

incidents including building collapses 

or body retrieval. 

The removal from a building of the hot 

smoke and gases produced by a fire by 

replacing them with a supply of fresher 

air. This can happen in an uncontrolled 

way if part of the building's structure 

fails, for example, a door or a window, 

as a consequence of firefighting when 

teams enter buildings via doors and 

windows or as part of the Incident 

Commander's coordinated plan. 
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'Vision' Mobilising 

System 

The LFB Control room use the Capita 

Fortek 'Vision' mobilising system to 

record the location of the incident, and 

then despatch the nearest appropriate 

resources 1n response to emergency 

calls. The 'Vision' system displays a 

number of actions that control room 

staff need to undertake and 

'Vision' records all these actions when 

taken, as well as a number of 

automated system actions. The system 

also supports a telephone and radio 

recording facility. This allows for the 

recording of incident updates and 

situational reports. This mobilising 

system incorporates a Global 

Positioning System (GPS) to ensure the 

nearest available appliances are sent to 

incidents. 
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9 Appendix 2: Source Data 
The following table details the data sources that the Brigade has used in producing this report. The table 

provides a brief explanation of each information source and details whether the source data is owned by the 

Brigade, been supplied by Operational Northleigh (the MPS's Criminal Investigation into the Grenfell Tower 

fire), or has come from a publically available source. The table also details whether the time data within each 

data source is 'hard', 'soft' or both. 

Brigade Owned 

Data Sources 

'Vision' 

Breathing 

Apparatus (BA) 

Bodyguard data 

Breathing 

Apparatus (BA) 

Telemetry 

Descriptor 

This is the name of the Brigade's computer based mobilising 

system. lt is used to support the Brigade Control functions and 

logs all 999 Emergency Calls, the movement of fire engines, 

Brigade assets and senior officers. All messages between Brigade 

Control, the scene of operational incidents, external agencies 

and members of public requesting the fire service using the 999 

Emergency Call number are also logged on this system and time 

stamped. 

Time 

Designation 

Hard 

Bodyguard data is generated by an electronic gauge attached to Hard 

the Brigade's BA equipment. lt incorporates an electronic 

whistle and distress signal capability and records 'time stamped' 

information about the set activation and firefighter breathing 

rates when the BA is in use. 

Telemetry is a capability fitted to a BA set that transmits and Hard 

records certain information relating to the use of the BA 

equipment. This data can be retrospectively downloaded and 

analysed to corroborate actions taken by firefighters. This 

includes when the BA apparatus set was started up, breathing 

rates and amount of air consumed. 

Contemporaneous As firefighters left the incident on the morning of 141
h June 2017, Soft 

Notes 

Thermal Image 

they were directed to attend Paddington Fire Station and asked 

to write down their actions and recollections in the form of a 

contemporaneous note. 

A TIC is carried on every fire engine and provides a capability Soft 
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Cameras (TICs) whereby firefighters are able identify the temperature of the 

objects/environment being viewed. The TIC is able to take 'still' 

pictures and record video footage whilst firefighters are 

undertaking firefighting and search and rescue operations. The 

1mages recorded on this equipment are timestamped, but 

because the TICs are not automatically synced with an 

independent time source the timings cannot be taken to be 

accurate. 

Fire Engine Global This device is fitted to all fire engines and tracks/records the Soft 

Positioning 

System (GPS) 

Staff Attendance 

position of the vehicle. The data recorded is time stamped but 

not completely accurate as the GPS signal is only plotted every 

15 seconds. 

This is a computer based application used across the Brigade that N/ A 

Recording System records information on staff attendance at work and which fire 

(StARS) engine the individuals are allocated to. 

Log books (Station 

and BA) 

Brigade witness 

statements (taken 

by Operation 

Northleigh) 

All LFB stations maintain a log book which identifies personnel on Hard 

duty and their allocated roles for the shift. Each BA set has a log 

book allocated to it which is completed by the firefighter to 

whom the set is allocated. lt is used to record an 'acceptance' test 

at the start of the shift and any 'after use' test following 

operational or training use. 

This information is the formal witness statements provided by Soft 

Brigade personnel, which have been taken by the MPS as part of 

their criminal investigation. (named Operation Northleigh). 

Close Circuit There were five CCTV cameras (C1, C2, C3, C4 and CS) on the Soft 

Television (CCTV) ground floor at Grenfell Tower that captured footage covering 

footage some of the Brigade's operational response activity during the 

fire. There are further cameras in the fire lift (C18), seventh floor 

lobby (C15) and one camera on the second floor (Camera 1, 

Boxing Club). There are s1x external cameras (CH01, CH02, 

CHOS, CH06, CH07, CH09). Internal CCTV times have been 

verified by the MPS. External CCTV times have not been 

verified. 
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Police 'Body Worn This equipment is worn by MPS police officers and captures and Hard 

Video' (BWV) records video footage. The BWV has been verified by the MPS 

footage who have confirmed to LFB that is it correct. To obtain BST you 

need to add one hour as currently the BWV is set at GMT. 

MPS 'Named Exit This is an MPS data-set of the information detailing all the Soft 

Residents List' Grenfell residents who left the building after the fire started. 

Other Images These are images that the MPS has collated from 'open source' Hard and Soft 

information. Some of this footage has a verified time stamp. 

MPS External Fire This report contains images recording the external spread of fire. Soft 

Spread Report Sources for the images include BWV, External CCTV, Media, and 

the National Police Air Service. Only the BWV images are 

verified by MPS as detailed above. 

DVI Recovery This presentation contains plans for every floor at Grenfell Tower Soft 

Floor Plan and details the flat of origin for all residents, which residents 

safely evacuated and the location where fatalities were 

recovered. 
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1 0 Appendix 3: Media References 

Media References (attached separately) 

20170614_010536 

20170614_010806 

20170614_010926 

20170614_011200 

20170614_011532 

20170614_012100 

20170614_012251 

CCTV-27 
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11 Appendix 4: GTI RT References 

GTIRT 

References Description of GTIRT Reference 

GTIRT17-00004 Contemporaneous Notes for Andrew Walton 

GTIRT17-00005 Contemporaneous Notes for Brett Loft 

GTIRT17-00006 Contemporaneous Notes for Gareth Cook 

GTIRT17-00009 Contemporaneous Notes for David Badillo (1) 

GTIRT17-0001 0 Contemporaneous Notes for Daniel Bills 

GTIRT17-00011 Contemporaneous Notes for Daniel Brown (1) 

GTIRT17-00012 Contemporaneous Notes for Charles Batterbee (1) 

GTIRT17-00013 Contemporaneous Notes for Christopher Secrett 

GTIRT17-00014 Contemporaneous Notes for Thomas Abell (1) 

GTIRT17-00015 Contemporaneous Notes for Alex De St Aubin 

GTIRT17-00016 Contemporaneous Notes for Justin O'Beirne 

GTIRT17-00017 Contemporaneous Notes for Christopher Dorgu 

GTIRT17-00018 Contemporaneous Notes for Brien O'Keeffe (1) 

GTIRT17-00019 Contemporaneous Notes for Jamal Stern 

GTIRT17-00020 Contemporaneous Notes for Charles Cornelius 

GTIRT17-00021 Contemporaneous Notes for Desmond Murphy 

GTIRT17-00022 Contemporaneous Notes for Benjamin Broderick 

GTIRT17-00024 Contemporaneous Notes for Wayne Archer 

GTIRT17-00025 Contemporaneous Notes for John O'Hanlon 

GTIRT17-00026 Contemporaneous Notes for David Davies 

GTIRT17-00027 Contemporaneous Notes for Nicholas Barton 

GTIRT17-00028 Contemporaneous Notes for Ben Felton 

GTIRT17-00029 Contemporaneous Notes for Patrick Murray 

GTIRT17-00030 Contemporaneous Notes for Matthew Sephton 

GTIRT17-00031 Contemporaneous Notes for Paul Watson 

GTIRT17-00032 Contemporaneous Notes for Mark Brodrick 

GTIRT17-00034 Contemporaneous Notes for Geoffrey Camp bell 

GTIRT17-00035 Contemporaneous Notes for James Wolfenden 

GTIRT17-00036 Contemporaneous Notes for Harry Bettinson 

GTIRT17-00037 Contemporaneous Notes for Ben Gallagher 

GTIRT17-00042 Contemporaneous Notes for Guy Tillotson 

GTIRT17-00043 Contemporaneous Notes for James Cuthbert 
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GTIRT17-00044 Contemporaneous Notes for Graham Shaw 

GTIRT17-00046 Contemporaneous Notes for Steven Mills 

GTIRT17-00047 Contemporaneous Notes for Nathan Ashe 

GTIRT17-00048 Contemporaneous Notes for Harvey Sanders (1) 

GTIRT17-00049 Contemporaneous Notes for Nicke Merrion 

GTIRT17-00051 Contemporaneous Notes for Dean Roberts 

GTIRT17-00052 Contemporaneous Notes for Russell Gonzalez 

GTIRT17-00053 Contemporaneous Notes for Martin Gilliam 

GTIRT17-00054 Contemporaneous Notes for Thomas Abell (2) 

GTIRT17-00061 Contemporaneous Notes for Greg Lawson 

GTIRT17-00062 Contemporaneous Notes for Katie Foster 

GTIRT17-00063 Contemporaneous Notes for Tom Welch 

GTIRT17-00065 Contemporaneous Notes for Craig Eden 

GTI RT17-00139 Contemporaneous Notes for James Berry 

GTIRT17-00278 Contemporaneous Notes for Andrew Walton (1) 

GTIRT17-00293 Contemporaneous Notes for Mike Dowden (1) 

GTIRT17-00419 Contemporaneous Notes for Nicke Merrion 

GTIRT17-00431 Contemporaneous Notes for David Badillo (2) 

GTIRT17-00458 Contemporaneous Notes for Charles Batterbee (2) 

GTIRT17-00459 Contemporaneous Notes for Harvey Sanders (2) 

GTIRT17-00460 Contemporaneous Notes for Daniel Brown (2) 

GTIRT17-00470 Incoming 999 Call 

GTIRT17-00471 Incoming 999 Call 

GTIRT17-00472 Incoming 999 Call 

GTIRT17-00473 Incoming 999 Call 

GTIRT17-00474 Incoming 999 Call 

GTIRT17-00476 Incoming 999 Call 

GTIRT17-00477 Incoming 999 Call 

GTIRT17-00478 Incoming 999 Call 

GTIRT17-00479 Incoming 999 Call 

GTIRT17-00480 Incoming 999 Call 

GTIRT17-00481 Incoming 999 Call 

GTIRT17-00482 Incoming 999 Call 

GTIRT17-00483 Incoming 999 Call 

GTIRT17-00484 Incoming 999 Call 

GTIRT17-00486 Incoming 999 Call 
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GTIRT17-00487 Incoming 999 Call 

GTIRT17-00488 Incoming 999 Call 

GTIRT17-00490 Incoming 999 Call 

GTIRT17-00491 Incoming 999 Call 

GTIRT17-00492 Incoming 999 Call 

GTIRT17-00493 Incoming 999 Call 

GTIRT17-00494 Incoming 999 Call 

GTIRT17-00495 Incoming 999 Call 

GTIRT17-00496 Incoming 999 Call 

GTIRT17-00497 Incoming 999 Call 

GTIRT17-00498 Incoming 999 Call 

GTIRT17-00499 Incoming 999 Call 

GTIRT17-00500 Incoming 999 Call 

GTIRT17-00501 Incoming 999 Call 

GTIRT17-00502 Incoming 999 Call 

GTIRT17-00503 Incoming 999 Call 

GTIRT17-00505 Incoming 999 Call 

GTIRT17-00506 Incoming 999 Call 

GTIRT17-00507 Incoming 999 Call 

GTIRT17-00508 Incoming 999 Call 

GTIRT17-00509 Incoming 999 Call 

GTIRT17-0051 0 Incoming 999 Call 

GTIRT17-00511 Incoming 999 Call 

GTIRT17-00512 Incoming 999 Call 

GTIRT17-00513 Incoming 999 Call 

GTIRT17-00514 Incoming 999 Call 

GTIRT17-00515 Incoming 999 Call 

GTIRT17-00516 Incoming 999 Call 

GTIRT17-00517 Incoming 999 Call 

GTIRT17-00518 Incoming 999 Call 

GTIRT17-00519 Incoming 999 Call 

GTIRT17-00520 Incoming 999 Call 

GTIRT17-00521 Incoming 999 Call 

GTIRT17-00522 Incoming 999 Call 

GTIRT17-00523 Incoming 999 Call 

GTIRT17-00524 Incoming 999 Call 
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GTIRT17-00525 Incoming 999 Call 

GTIRT17-00526 Incoming 999 Call 

GTIRT17-00527 Incoming 999 Call 

GTIRT17-00528 Incoming 999 Call 

GTIRT17-00529 Incoming 999 Call 

GTIRT17-00530 Incoming 999 Call 

GTIRT17-00531 Incoming 999 Call 

GTIRT17-00532 Incoming 999 Call 

GTIRT17-00533 Incoming 999 Call 

GTIRT17-00534 Incoming 999 Call 

GTIRT17-00535 Incoming 999 Call 

GTIRT17-00536 Incoming 999 Call 

GTIRT17-00537 Incoming 999 Call 

GTIRT17-00538 Outgoing Call Back to Member of Public 

GTIRT17-00539 Incoming 999 Call 

GTIRT17-00540 Incoming 999 Call 

GTIRT17-00541 Incoming 999 Call 

GTIRT17-00542 Incoming 999 Call 

GTIRT17-00543 Incoming 999 Call 

GTIRT17-00545 Incoming 999 Call 

GTIRT17-00546 Incoming 999 Call 

GTIRT17-00547 Incoming 999 Call 

GTIRT17-00548 Incoming 999 Call 

GTIRT17-00549 Incoming 999 Call 

GTIRT17-00550 Incoming 999 Call 

GTIRT17-00551 Incoming 999 Call 

GTIRT17-00552 Incoming 999 Call 

GTIRT17-00553 Incoming 999 Call 

GTIRT17-00554 Incoming 999 Call 

GTIRT17-00555 Incoming 999 Call 

GTIRT17-00556 Incoming 999 Call 

GTIRT17-00557 Incoming 999 Call 

GTIRT17-00558 Incoming 999 Call 

GTIRT17-00559 Incoming 999 Call 

GTIRT17-00560 Incoming 999 Call 

GTIRT17-00561 Incoming 999 Call 
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GTIRT17-00562 Incoming 999 Call 

GTIRT17-00563 Incoming 999 Call 

GTIRT17-00564 Incoming 999 Call 

GTIRT17-00565 Incoming 999 Call 

GTIRT17-00566 Incoming 999 Call 

GTIRT17-00567 Incoming 999 Call 

GTIRT17-00568 Incoming 999 Call 

GTIRT17-00569 Incoming 999 Call 

GTIRT17-00570 Incoming 999 Call 

GTIRT17-00571 Incoming 999 Call 

GTIRT17-00572 Incoming 999 Call 

GTIRT17-00573 Incoming 999 Call 

GTIRT17-00574 Incoming 999 Call 

GTIRT17-00575 Incoming 999 Call 

GTIRT17-00587 Outgoing Call Back to Member of Public 

GTIRT17-00594 Outgoing Call Back to Member of Public 

GTIRT17-00908 Policy 238- Incident Command Procedures 

GTIRT17-01137 Contemporaneous Notes for Andrew Walton (2) 

GTIRT17-01138 Contemporaneous Notes for Andrew Walton (3) 

GTIRT17-01139 Contemporaneous Notes for Andrew Walton (4) 

GTIRT17-01197 Contemporaneous Notes for Thomas Abell (3) 

GTIRT17-01198 Contemporaneous Notes for Richard Hippel 

GTIRT17-01215 Contemporaneous Notes for Mike Dowden (2) 

GTIRT17-01252 MPS Witness Statement for Brien O'Keeffe (1) 

GTIRT17-01363 MPS Witness Statement for Mark Brodrick 

GTIRT17-01393 MPS Witness Statement for Russell Gonzalez 

GTIRT17-01434 MPS Witness Statement for Daniel Brown 

GTIRT17-01522 Contemporaneous Notes for Brien O'Keeffe (2) 

GTIRT17-01551 MPS Witness Statement for Christopher Secrett 

GTIRT17-01573 MPS Witness Statement for Behailu Kebede (1) 

GTIRT17-01574 MPS Witness Statement for Behailu Kebede (2) 

GTIRT17-01607 Incoming 999 Call 

GTIRT17-01730 Incoming 999 Call 

GTIRT17-01734 Incoming 999 Call 

GTIRT17-01735 Incoming 999 Call 

GTIRT17-01736 Incoming 999 Call 
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GTIRT17-01745 Incoming 999 Call 

GTIRT17-01746 Incoming 999 Call 

GTIRT17-01772 Outgoing Call Back to Member of Public 

GTIRT17-01830 Incoming 999 Call 

GTIRT17-01956 MPS Witness Statement for Joanne Smith 

GTIRT17-02474 Radio Message 

GTIRT17-02475 Radio Message 

GTIRT17-02476 Radio Message 

GTIRT17-02477 Radio Message 

GTIRT17-02478 Radio Message 

GTIRT17-02479 Radio Message 

GTIRT17-02480 Radio Message 

GTIRT17-02481 Radio Message 

GTIRT17-02483 Radio Message 

GTIRT17-02484 Radio Message 

GTIRT17-02485 Radio Message 

GTIRT17-02487 Radio Message 

GTIRT17-02489 Radio Message 

GTIRT17-02491 Radio Message 

GTIRT17-02492 Radio Message 

GTIRT17-02493 Radio Message 

GTIRT17-02494 Radio Message 

GTIRT17-02495 Radio Message 

GTIRT17-02496 Radio Message 

GTIRT17-02497 Radio Message 

GTIRT17-02498 Radio Message 

GTIRT17-02499 Radio Message 

GTIRT17-02500 Radio Message 

GTIRT17-02501 Radio Message 

GTIRT17-02502 Radio Message 

GTIRT17-02504 Radio Message 

GTIRT17-02505 Radio Message 

GTIRT17-02506 Radio Message 

GTIRT17-02507 Radio Message 

GTIRT17-02513 Radio Message 

GTIRT17-02514 Radio Message 
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GTIRT17-02515 Radio Message 

GTIRT17-02516 Radio Message 

GTIRT17-02518 Radio Message 

GTIRT17-02519 Radio Message 

GTIRT17-02520 Radio Message 

GTIRT17-02523 Radio Message 

GTIRT17-02524 Radio Message 

GTIRT17-02525 Radio Message 

GTIRT17-02526 Radio Message 

GTIRT17-02527 Radio Message 

GTIRT17-02528 Radio Message 

GTIRT17-02529 Radio Message 

GTIRT17-02530 Radio Message 

GTIRT17-02531 Radio Message 

GTIRT17-02532 Radio Message 

GTIRT17-02535 Radio Message 

GTIRT17-02537 Radio Message 

GTIRT17-02538 Radio Message 

GTIRT17-02539 Radio Message 

GTIRT17-02540 Radio Message 

GTIRT17-02541 Radio Message 

GTIRT17-02543 Radio Message 

GTIRT17-02544 Radio Message 

GTIRT17-02545 Radio Message 

GTIRT17-02546 Radio Message 

GTIRT17-02547 Radio Message 

GTIRT17-02550 Radio Message 

GTIRT17-02551 Radio Message 

GTIRT17-02552 Radio Message 

GTIRT17-02553 Radio Message 

GTIRT17-02558 Radio Message 

GTIRT17-02612 Radio Message 

GTIRT17-02613 Radio Message 

GTIRT17-02614 Radio Message 

GTIRT17-02615 Radio Message 

GTIRT17-02889 MPS Witness Statement for Brien O'Keeffe (2) 
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GTIRT17-02917 MPS Witness Statement for Andrew Harris 

GTIRT17-02922 MPS Witness Statement for Gareth Cook 

GTIRT17-02923 MPS Witness Statement for Gareth Cook 

GTIRT17-02925 MPS Witness Statement for Harry Bettinson 

GTIRT17-02934 MPS Witness Statement for Peter May 

GTIRT18-00043 MPS Witness Statement for Thomas Abell 

GTIRT18-00064 MPS Witness Statement for Guy Tillotson 

GTIRT18-00068 MPS Witness Statement for Gregory Lawson 

GTIRT18-00072 MPS Witness Statement for Justin O'Beirne 

GTIRT18-00073 MPS Witness Statement for Paul Watson 

GTIRT18-00099 MPS Witness Statement for Tom Welch 

GTIRT18-00240 Radio Message 

GTIRT18-00242 Radio Message 

GTIRT18-00243 Radio Message 

GTIRT18-00244 Radio Message 

GTIRT18-00251 lncomingAdmin Call from SM Jason Oliff 

GTIRT18-00252 lncomingAdmin Call from DACAndrew O'Loughlin 

GTIRT18-00253 Radio Message 

GTIRT18-00254 lncomingAdmin Line Call from SM Brett Loft 

GTIRT18-00255 Incoming Ad m in Line Call from SM An drew Walton 

GTIRT18-00257 Outgoing unanswered call to GM Patrick Goulbourne 

GTIRT18-00258 OutgoingAdmin Call to GM Patrick Goulbourne 

GTIRT18-00259 lncomingAdmin Line Call from GM Richard Welch 

GTI RT18-0027 4 MPS Grenfell Tower Plan- Internal and External CCTV Camera Position presentation 

GTI RT18-00309 MPS Witness Statement for Craig Eden 

GTIRT18-00312 MPS Witness Statement for Wayne Archer 

GTIRT18-00321 MPS Witness Statement for John O'Hanlon 

GTIRT18-00387 MPS Witness Statement for Nicholas Barton 

GTIRT18-00402 MPS Witness Statement for Steven Mills 

GTI RT18-00414 MPS Witness Statement for Dean Roberts 

GTIRT18-00427 MPS Witness Statement for Richard Hippel 

GTI RT18-00506 OutgoingAdmin Call to CU 

GTIRT18-00507 OutgoingAdmin Call to WM Daniel Meyrick on CU8 

GTI RT18-00508 OutgoingAdmin Call to CU8 

GTI RT18-00562 SAl Witness Statement for David Badillo 

GTI RT18-00568 SAl Witness Statement for Christopher Dorgu 
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GTI RT18-00577 SAl Witness Statement for Justin O'Beirne 

GTI RT18-00583 SAl Witness Statement for Daniel Brown 

GTI RT18-00641 MPS Witness Statement for Christopher Dorgu 

GTIRT18-00651 MPS Witness Statement for Nicke Merrion 

GTIRT18-00860 Outgoing Call to MPS 

GTIRT18-00865 Outgoing Call to TWA 

GTIRT18-00869 Outgoing Call to LAS 

GTIRT18-00878 lncomingAdmin Call from SOM Joanne Smith 

GTIRT18-00880 Incoming Call from Radio Workshops Duty Engineer 

GTIRT18-00882 lncomingAdmin Call from TWA 

GTI RT18-00885 lncomingAdmin Call from SOM Adam Crinion 

GTIRT18-00886 lncomingAdmin Call from LAS 

GTIRT18-00917 MPS Witness Statement for David Badillo (1) 

GTIRT18-00927 MPS Witness Statement for Katie Foster 

GTIRT18-00929 MPS Witness Statement for Ben Gallagher 

GTIRT18-00945 MPS Witness Statement for Nicky Sanders 

GTIRT18-00967 MPS Witness Statement for Geoffrey Campbell (1) 

GTIRT18-00972 MPS Witness Statement for David Davies 

GTI RT18-00993 MPS Witness Statement for Desmond Murphy 

GTIRT18-01000 MPS Witness Statement for Andrew Walton 

GTIRT18-01002 MPS Witness Statement for James Wolfenden 

GTIRT18-01036 MPS Witness Statement for Matthew Sephton 

GTIRT18-01051 MPS Grenfell Tower CCTV Named Exits spreadsheet 

GTI RT18-01 065 MPS Witness Statement for Mike Dowden 

GTI RT18-01 066 MPS Witness Statement for Patrick Murray 

GTIRT18-01067 MPS Witness Statement for Phi lip Wigley 

GTIRT18-01110 MPS Witness Statement for Ben Felton 

GTI RT18-01111 MPS Witness Statement for Jamal Stern 

GTIRT18-01134 MPS Witness Statement for Harvey Sanders 

GTIRT18-01136 MPS Witness Statement for Alex De St Aubin 

GTIRT18-01141 MPS Grenfell Tower Residents List by Flat and Floor Number document 

GTI RT18-01266 MPS Witness Statement for Andrew O'Loughlin 

GTIRT18-01411 MPS Witness Statement for David Badillo (2) 

GTIRT18-01412 MPS Witness Statement for Nathan Ashe 

GTIRT18-01416 MPS Witness Statement for Charles Cornelius 

GTIRT18-01428 MPS Witness Statement for James Berry 
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GTIRT18-01440 MPS Witness Statement for Ben jam in Broderick 

GTIRT18-01470 MPS Grenfell Tower Disaster Victim Identification Recovery Floor Plan 

GTIRT18-01534 MPS Witness Statement for Graeme Shaw 

GTI RT18-01590 MPS External Fire Spread Report 

GTIRT18-01837 MPS Witness Statement for Charles Batterbee 

GTIRT18-01844 MPS Witness Statement for James Cuthbert 

GTIRT18-02051 MPS Witness Statement for Geoffrey Campbell (2) 

GTI RT18-02094 MPS Witness Statement for Brett Loft 

GTIRT18-02335 Incoming 999 Call 

GTI RT18-02452 Incoming 999 Call 

GTI RT18-02453 Outgoing call from NWFC 

Information from MPS regarding BSR Information (dated 13 February 2018) This is a 

GTI RT18-02500 em ail from Victoria Yusuf with extracts from Survivors' MPSs. 

MET00006591 Flame Spread image (Relativity Reference) 
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12 Appendix 5: Document amendments from OO:SOhrs to 04:00hrs 

Listed below is an audit trail, detailing amendments made to the Operational Response Report between 

disclosure of Version 0.1, Version 0.2 and Version 0.3. 

Page/1 ncident time Brief description of change Date 

P250 Glossary addition ETA- Estimated Time of 05/09/18 
Arrival 

02:30* Added FF Okoh contact with 05/09/18 
member of public giving 
advice 

01 :55* Added FF Okoh interaction 05/09/18 
with member of the public 

02:42:07 H346 FRU Books status 3 in 05/09/18 
Dulford road This is the 6th 
FRU in attendance (Source, 
Vision) 

02:45:00 BA Team 36 talk of drawings 05/09/18 
on walls of general layout 
drawings on walls of general 
layout 

02:55:08 BA Team 37 new BA data and 20/09/18 
CCTV received confirming 
actions 

02:55:19 BA Team 37 new BA data and 20/09/18 
CCTV received confirming 
actions 

02:56:08 BA Team 37 new BA data and 20/09/18 
CCTV received confirming 
actions 

02:57:45 BA Team 37 new BA data and 20/09/18 
CCTV received confirming 
actions 

Glossary addition Prybar added to Glossary 21/09/18 
01 :38* Resident exit list Line 3 Maria Jafari flat correction 21/09/18 

from flat 103, 13th floor to flat 
86, 11th floor. 

01 :38* Resident exit list Line 4 Fatima Jafari flat correction 21/09/18 
from flat 103, 13th floor to flat 
86, 11th floor. 

01 :38* Resident exit list Line 8 Name correction for 21/09/18 
, Flat 

25,5th floor 

01 :38* Resident exit list Line 26 Name correction for Munira 21/09/18 
Mahmud, Flat 25,5th floor 

01 :38* Resident exit list Line 27 Name correction for- 21/09/18 
. Flat 25,5th 

floor 
01 :24* Name correction for Munira 21/09/18 

Mahmud. Flat 25 ,5th floor 
01:26:52 Flat and name correction for 21/09/18 
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Nadia Jafari from flat 103, 13th 
floor to flat 86, 11th floor. 

01 :27:50* Name correction for Munira 21/09/18 
Mahmud. Flat 25 ,5th floor 

8.1 Glossary Added BT and explanation of 21/09/18 
abbreviation. - British 
Telecom 

8.2 Glossary Enforcer added to glossary 21/09/18 
8.2 Glossary Chinagraph Pencil to glossary 21/09/18 
8.2 Glossary Prybar to glossary 21/09/18 
Through out the report Wordingchanges. To 24/09/18 

maintain consistency for the 
reader multiple entries have 
been amended i.e. 'ground 
floor lobby', 'main foyer', 
'main lobby area' have all 
been amended to read 'main 
lobby'. 

8.2 Glossary Addition of Long Line in Long 24/09/18 
Line Bag 

8.1 Glossary Explanation of TCG . A 24/09/18 
tactical coordination group of 
multi agencies and interested 
parties 

5 Methodology and Presentation of 'soft' time* - corroborated 26/09/18 
Information activity, the asterix has been 

removed. 
02:55* BA Team 22 ,CM Batcheldor, 27/09/18 

upon further investigation this 
entry has been deleted and a 
new entry has been added at 
03:22* 

8.2 Glossary Three sixty (360) explanation 27/09/18 
added 

01:04:11 Wording changed to reflect 
correct BA procedure -
Changed from 'remove their 
BA tallies, put their facemasks 
on and start breathing from 
their BA sets'. Changed to 
'put their facemasks on ,start 
breathing from their BA sets 
and remove their BA tallies'. 

01:38:02 Conditions in the stairwell 26/09/2018 
01:44:58 Conditions in the stairwell 26/09/2018 
01 :51 :46 Conditions in the stairwell 26/09/2018 
01:51:56 Conditions in the stairwell 26/09/2018 
01:53:00 Conditions in the stairwell 26/09/2018 
01:53:50 Conditions in the stairwell 26/09/2018 
01:56:29 Conditions in the stairwell 26/09/2018 
01:57:02 Conditions in the stairwell 26/09/2018 
01:57:14 Conditions in the stairwell 26/09/2018 
01:57:24 Conditions in the stairwell 26/09/2018 
01:59:42 Conditions in the stairwell 26/09/2018 
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01:59:49 Conditions in the stairwell 26/09/2018 
02:00:23 Conditions in the stairwell 26/09/2018 
02:02:30 Conditions in the stairwell 26/09/2018 
02:03:12 Conditions in the stairwell 26/09/2018 
02:04:41 Conditions in the stairwell 26/09/2018 
02:04:43 Conditions in the stairwell 26/09/2018 
02:07:46 Conditions in the stairwell 26/09/2018 
02:10:24 Conditions in the stairwell 26/09/2018 
02:10:25 Conditions in the stairwell 26/09/2018 
02:16:39 Conditions in the stairwell 26/09/2018 
02:17:00 Conditions in the stairwell 26/09/2018 
02:17:12 Conditions in the stairwell 26/09/2018 
02:17:35 Conditions in the stairwell 26/09/2018 
02:44:39 Conditions in the stairwell 26/09/2018 
02:55:05 Conditions in the stairwell 26/09/2018 
01:11:34 Wording changed to reflect 27/09/2018 

correct BA procedure -
Changed from 'remove their 
BA tallies, and start breathing 
from their BA sets'. Changed 
to 'put their facemasks on and 
start breathing from their BA 
sets'. 

01:17:22 Wording changed to reflect 27/09/2018 
correct BA procedure -
Changed from 'remove their 
BA tallies, and start to breathe 
under air". Changed to 'start 
breathing under air and 
remove their tallies'. 

01:32:11 Wording changed to- 'insert 27/09/2018 
their BA tallies into their 
bodyguards. lt is believed that 
they were manually logged 
off the ECB prior to this time. 
however, there is no data 
available to confirm this action 
as the ECB data has been 
overwritten at this time' 

01:33:58 changed to Wording changed to reflect 27/09/2018 
01:33:33 correct BA procedure -

Changed from 'remove their 
BA tallies and go under air'. 
Changed to 'go under air, 
remove their tallies'. 

01:34:59 Wording removed that is not 27/09/2018 
correct- 'which is 
immediately responded to by 
the BAECO by pressing the 
corresponding button on the 
ECB' 

01:35:46 Wording removed- 'and 27/09/2018 
Firefighter Barton' 
Wording changed from - 'BA 27/09/2018 
Team Two report to ECB and 
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close down. They also brief'. 
Changed to- 'Firefighter 
Barton, BA Team Two, 
reports to ECB and closes 
down. They brief' 

01:39:00 changed to The action in this statement 27/09/2018 
01:37:51 hrs from the BA data occurred at 

01:37:51 hrs and not 
01 :39:00hrs 

01 :40:44hrs changed to Time change from BA data 27/09/2018 
01 :40:24hrs and source is GTIRT17-01627 
01 :51 :46 Wording changed to reflect 27/09/2018 

correct BA procedure -
Changed from 'remove their 
BA tallies and start breathing 
under air'. Changed to 'start 
breathing under air and 
remove their tallies'. 

All Pages affected Wording changed to reflect 27/09/2018 
correct BA terminology 
Change from LPWA (Low 
Pressure Warning Whistle). 
Changed to LPWA (Low 
Pressure Warning Device). 

02:04:43 Wording changed to reflect 27/09/2018 
correct BA procedure -
Changed from 'remove their 
BA tallies and start breathing 
under air'. Changed to 'start 
breathing under air and 
remove their tallies'. 

02:16:39 Wording changed to reflect 27/09/2018 
correct BA procedure -
Changed from 'remove BA 
tallies and start breathing 
under air'. Changed to 'start 
breathing under air and 
remove their tallies'. 

02:20:42 Wording changed to reflect 27/09/2018 
correct BA procedure -
Changed from 'remove their 
BA tallies and start breathing 
under air'. Changed to 'start 
breathing under air and 
remove their tallies'. 

02:21:36 Wording removed- 'BA 27/09/2018 
Team 7, CM Tillotson, CM 
Gallagher, Firefighter 
Bettinson, Firefighter 
Wolfenden and Firefighter 
Felt on return to the 
bridgehead and close down 
their BA sets (Source, BA 
Data: GTIRT17-02820).' 

02:06:37 Inserted: 28/09/2018 
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BA Team 7- Firefighter 
Felt on returned to the 
bridgehead and closed down 
his BA set'. (Source GTIRT17-
01627) 

02:08:23 Inserted: 28/09/2018 
BA Team 7- CM Tillotson. it 
has been established from 
CM Tillotson's witness 
statement that he undertakes 
an 'Exchange Of Air' 
procedure at this time [BA 
data confirms the time of this 
action] and connects to a 
second unidentified BA set 
(Source GTIRT17-01627) CM 
Tillotson Witness Statement 
(GTIRT17-02143 ORF) 

02:15:42 Inserted: 28/09/2018 
BA Team 7- Firefighter 
Bettinson returned to the 
bridgehead and closed down 
his BA set'. (Source GTIRT17-
01627) 

02:17:46 Inserted: 28/09/2018 
BA Team 7- Firefighter 
Wolfenden returned to the 
bridgehead and closed down 
his BA set'. (Source GTIRT17-
01627) 

02:17:57 Inserted: 28/09/2018 
BA Team 7- CM Gallagher 
returned to the bridgehead 
and closed down his BA set'. 
(Source GTIRT17-01627) 

02:24:24 Wording changed to reflect 28/09/2018 
correct BA procedure -
Changed from 'They then 
both remove their BA tallies 
and start breathing under air. 
Changed to 'They then both 
start breathing under air and 
remove their BA tallies' 

02:26:44 Wording changed to reflect 28/09/2018 
correct BA procedure -
Changed from: 'remove their 
BA tallies and start breathing 
under air'. Changed to: 'start 
breathing under air and 
remove their BA tallies' 

02:26:37* Wording removed- 28/09/2018 
'with LPWA sounding'. 
Firefighter Johnson's BA data 
shows that it his LPWA that is 
operating and not the 2 BA 
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wearers of BAT eam 22 
02:44:07 Wording changed to reflect 28/09/2018 

correct BA procedure -
Changed from: 'remove their 
BA tallies and start breathing 
under air'. Changed to: 'start 
breathing under air and 
remove their BA tallies' 

02:51:28 Wording changed to reflect 28/09/2018 
correct BA procedure -
Changed from: 'remove their 
BA tallies and start breathing 
under air'. Changed to: 'start 
breathing under air and 
remove their BA tallies' 

02:56:50 Wording changed to reflect 28/09/2018 
correct BA procedure -
Changed from: 'remove their 
BA tallies and start breathing 
under air'. Changed to: 'start 
breathing under air and 
remove their BA tallies' 

01:17 time change to 01:23 Soft time changed to reflect 01/10/2018 
new information after review 
of Rashia Ali BRS statement, 
name change of Casualty 
meet by Firefighter Dorgu 

01:24 time change 01:25 Time change regarding BA 01/10/2018 
team four due to new CCTV 
evidence. 

8.1 Glossary (DSI) Detective 01/10/2018 
Superintendent 

8.1 Glossary Kent Fire rescue Service 01/10/2018 
(KFRS) 

8.1 Glossary Essex County Fire and Rescue 01/10/2018 
Service 

8.1 Glossary Surrey Fire and Rescue 01/10/2018 
Service 

8.1 Glossary Hertfordshire Fire and rescue 01/10/2018 
serv1ce 
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